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The thesis consists of a reviewyf the psychological basis of 
person perception, together with an empirical investigation 
into the classifications which pri~ary school teachers use 
to conceptuali~e their pupils. 
An analysis of the process of person perception was undertaken 
followed by an examiriation of the histoiical and philosophical 
background to the present day theories. This was succeeded by 
a general review of research into the effects of personality 
variables on perception which provided a context for a more 
specific analysis of the research into perception and ... ' . .. eacnlng. 
The empirical enquiry consisted of the administration of the 
Full Context Form of the Repertory Grid to 48 p:rir::ary school 
teachers in the English ~~dlands with their pupils as subjects. 
Their phenomenal classifications were thus obtained and an 
inalysis was undertaken into the effects of dogmatism, formality 
and sex of teachei on the structure and contents of the 
l~epertory Grids. The results obtained showed that sex and 
dogmatism of teacher were significantly related to the 
contents and structure of the Repertory Grids_. 
The last part of the study consisted of a complex analysis.of 
variance to Qscertain the interactive effects on the teachers' 
classifications of the pupils' position in class, sex and 
social class, and the teachers' leYel of formality and ~x. 
Results indicated that of the three pupil variables chosen 
the social class backiround ~as the least ioportant influence 
on the teachers' perceptions, and this raises doubts as to the 
ubiquity of the Self-Fulfilling ~ophecy in accounting for 
workinc class underachievement. Ilowever significant i~teraction 
effects did reveal that differe~tial expectatiohs were h~ld by 
teachers for particular groups of childr~n of comparable ability, 
and that these differences were due as much -to the influence of 
teacher variables as to those of the pupils. 
0 
Chapter l. 
I 
I 
Introduction •. 
'l'hi s study a~tempts two things; first to analyse 
i 
the ways in which primary school teachers perceive and 
judge the pupils in their classrooms, and second to 
' I 
examine hov{· these, perceptions. may vary in quite 
~ systematic ways according to the characteristics of the 
participants involved - ooth teachers and pupils. This 
entails the coming together of two separate strands of 
I 
enc1uiry, one educational concerning the characteristics 
of the teachers and the nature of the interaction which 
' 
takes place betwe~n them and their pupils, and the other 
·psychological which is specifically concerned with the 
way in which individuals in g:eneral process information 
about other persons. 
It is surprising how little we know .. of the way in 
which individuals classify and categorise their social 
I . . . 
environment, and while this may be no great deficiency 
as far as the man'~in the street is cone erned, for those 
whose professional life consists of making judg~ments 
' . 
about others, and taking decisions about them which 
. I . . . 
I 
affect their life! chances - such people as probation 
officers, social workers, counsellors, personel managers 
' 
and of course teachers - this lack of information is 
more serious. Focussing particularly on education, 
_, 
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the teacher in the classroom is engaged in monitoring 
and interpreting a constant stream of behaviour from 
the pupils - is that conversation between two children 
at the back of the class likely to be about work or 
I 
about the chanceslof the local football team next 
I 
I 
Saturday? Is Johll really working as hard as he can at the 
I 
moment? VIas that'question meant to be a genuine enquiry 
or is it an attempt to be facetious at my expense? Is 
that request to go to the lavatory likely to reflect a 
real necessity or is it an attempt to avoid some 
particular task? This is just a tiny sample of the 
kinds of behaviour with which the teacher has to cope, 
and the decisions which are reached concerning these 
3.J.J.d the one hundred and one other interactions which 
talre place are made in the light o!' the con text of 
behaviour and the!ideas which the teacher has formulated 
I - -
aoout the pupils 9oncerned; so behaviour deemed 
acceptable from m1e child may not be considered 
acceptabJ.e or appropriate from another. Nash (1973) in 
his participant -:observation study attempted to chart 
the kind of teacher-pupil interactions which took place 
bet·ueen favourably and unfavourably perceived pupils 
! 
and it is quite clear from his. results that teachers 
alter their judgemental criteria in· evaluating class 
~- ac'tivi ties according to whether or not children are 
L.~.vourably perceived.· 
-. 3 -
~he moment by moment behuviour of any uhild in 
cl;.;.:.ss is 1 therefore, located within a framework of 
more enduring characteristics which the teacher 
ascribes or attributes to him, and these frames~of 
refe~enc e have been. termed iml)lici t personality 
theories to disting~ish them from the explicit theories 
formulated by psycholoGists, who are able to set out 
I 
for public scrutiny the actual weightings of particular 
c·haracteristics and the intercorrelations of their 
list of traits. These implicit personali-ty theories, 
therefore, consist of inferences and expectancies which 
I 
are derived largely from the previous experiences of 
the l;erceiver and are in effect his internal 
representation or model of the 'reality' of the social 
\vorld out side; they provide hypotheses ace ording to 
I 
which inc amine beh~viour can be processed and appropriate 
I 
executive decisionsjmade. The increased attention which 
I 
hcis been given to these theoretical frameworks, begun 
! -
in the early 19 50 1 s. with the 1 New Look 1 in perception 
theory, can be .seeni to be of even greater significance 
for teaching at this moment in time, since recent 
findings on the expectanc.y phenomenon and the effects 
of •la:belling' demonstrate that in interaction 
situations the 
child may well 
way in which a teacher 
I 
inflhence his level of 
I 
perceives a 
achievement and 
his self-perception. The teacher's perceptual 
! 4 -
hypotheses may well b ec 01ne self-fulfilling prophecies. 
To map out the structure of teachers' perceptions, 
i 
to ascertain what 1 rlimensions of judgement teachers use <md 
I 
to ascertain the EJi;n1Gture of teachers' perce1)tions is 
clearly an important task; we need to know what dimensions 
of judgement are considered to be relevant to the 
ordinary class teQ.Cher, and what implicit inferential 
I 
relationships exist between these judgemental categories; 
especially important is the strength of relationship 
·.vhich exists amongst the various dimensions - for example 
if a child is perceived as intelligent does that usually 
I 
imply that for most teachers a wh,ole set of other 
characteristics are inferred such as helpful to teacher, 
extravert, good at sport, and well behaved'? Or do the 
majority of teachers hold a more complex view, with the 
dimensions employed being independent of each other'? 
:5Urther q_uestions·relate to the attitudes o!' teachers 
ana how these may affect both the kind of categories used 
and their connecting inferential systems - for example do 
'informal' teachers use different kinds of categories 
from 'formal' teachers, and do the structural relation-
ships between these categories differ too? These 
questions concerning the nature of teachers' 
perceptual frameworks may at first glance appear to 
I 
be relatively simple and straightforward, but rather 
like the question which the child asks as to why 
the moon follows him when he wcilks 
- 5 ·-
down the street, fundamental problems are encountered 
epistemolo~ical, psychological, philosophical and 
methodological :... and these must of necessity be 
' investigated before adequate answers to these questions 
can be given. 
' 
--
"' " 
.-::_. 
.II . \_) ' o· C· (t ~ fi'-/ 1~. 
_\ 
Chapter 2 
'l'he first task is to consider the q_uestion of 
whether perception of the social world is different 
in some way from the perception of non-social 
oojects. fhe consensus of opinion on this is that 
' the same psychological processes appear to operate 
in -both circumstances and that there does not 
s.ppear to oe in social perception any 'going beyond' 
}Jhysiological principles which do not aplJly to the 
'simplest' visual percept. 'tVarr and Knapper (196<:$) 
q.ui te boldly assert that they assent to a working · 
hyl)Othesis that the same set of principles appl_?.es<-to 
all kinds of perception, and they claim to be in 
I 
good company, since 'many distinbruished p13.ychologists 
\-vi thin the field \have acce_Df::§ed, implicitly or.: 
I 
. ' 
explicitly, the similarity of person and object 
perception; a list'would include such writers as 
Allport (1955), Brunswick (1934), Bruner and Postman 
(1948), Argyle (195~), Tagiuri (l958a), Sarbin-(1960) 
and Bieri (1966). 
It is not difficult 
i 
the observed p~rson 
to accept this viewpoint 
".vhen serves the purpose of a 
I 
perceived object 'out there', and is thus a source 
! 
of visual and audit0ry cues in the same way as any 
I 
' 
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other perceived object, though as Audley ( 196·3) reminds 
us, even in the perception of the overt characteristics 
of other people, we are dealing with the most intrica-ce 
and involved processes: 
"Every time I encounter a friend, what I 
really meet in physical terms are light 
waves reflected from the surface of his 
face and clothes, sound waves from the 
larynx, and molecules of tobacco smoke, 
after shave loti on or Chanel Number Five. 
£ven when I c~me into bodily contact with 
someone, the event whose occurrence is 
signalled to the brain by "the nerves is a 
dis-cortion of my skin, not my friend's 
hand. Nor do cU1Y of these patterns of 
energy produced by direct and indirect 
contact remain constant from meeting to 
meeting, or even from momen-c to moment. 
Not only may the friend change his 
tailor, but the pattern of light on my 
eye will change in shape, size, brightness 
and colour as the friend moves abou-c 
relative to myself. Yet in spite of this 
flux of changing energy patterns, our world 
of objects and people does not appear 
to fluctuate in the same way. The 
observation of the behaviour of others 
shows us that t}ey" also react constantly to 
objects and people, and are not unduly 
disturbed by such things as variation in 
the distance from an object, or changes 
~ 8, -
in the condltions of lighting in which 
this is seen, Wh~n one remembe;r~ that 
our senses respond only to some forms 
of physical energy making up the flux 
falling on the body, and then they translate 
this into entir~l~ new kinds of pat-cerns 
of energy which travel along the nerves 
to the brain, it becomes apparent that 
I 
we ~re dealing with a 
I 
immense c omple xi ty. " 
I 
i 
system having 
(Audley, 1963.). 
The above P?.ssage con~ains a reference to the constancy 
of the perceived world despite an ever-chaneing flux, 
and this is one phenomenon which sug&ests close 
parallels between person and non-person perception and 
I 
I 
indeed manv writers, ~.u.ch a~ ~a~+ flOhQ' Q~~ s?-b~~ (1960) 
.., - - ~- - - - \ -..,~- I ~·- ~.a.. -&...a.• , 
h::t.ve suggefJted that person perception research could be 
enriched by adopting some of the well-tried experiments 
which have been used to study the perception of physical 
stimuli; examples could include the identification of 
'Just Noticeable Differences' between two or more sets 
of person perception stimuli, the investigation of the 
! 
amount of redundant information which occurs in any 
stimulus person presentation, and the study of 
I 
cultural differences, utilising some of the designs 
used in cross cultural research into the lErception of 
shape, colour and visual illusions. (Ve!non, 1964). 
\\'hile most writers would accept a certain degree of 
i 
similarity between obJect and :Person perception, many of 
them are concerned to emphasise the unique characteristics 
of person perception; a notable exception however, is 
that of Warr and Knapper (1968) who assemble a 
comprehensive supportive literature to underpin their 
strong contention that perception of objects o.nd persons 
involves virtually identical processes, and they list no 
fewer than eight direct parallels between the two. Some-
times these comparisons are overdrawn, as for example, in· 
! 
the likening of central trait effects in IJerson perception 
to visual illusions 1in non-person perception claiming that 
ir. the same way that c er"tain con textual cues llla~l o :r·eCJ. te a 
false visual perception, so certain central personality 
trai,ts can restructure the way in which a stimulus person 
is lJerceived (Asch, 1946). There are several 
objections to this analogy; firstly, the type of 
informc:. ti on in the two cases is quite different, one is 
I 
figural and the othe:r is symbolic; secondly, the effects 
of visual illusions 'are notoriously difficult to counter 
even when one knows 'that 1 ogic ally the true si tua ti on is 
different from the image as perceived, whereas in the 
i 
person perception situation, the individual ccm relatively 
I 
easily modify the importance attached .to central traits 
i 
according to other contextual information. On the whole, 
howeve:c, Warr and Knapper do demonstrate many similarities 
I 
between the perca~tion of objects and people:- there is 
' 
the Gestalt pheno~enon, well-pr6ven in physical perception, 
'Nhj_ch has its parallel in seeing other people in terms of 
interrelated patterns of traits; the figure-ground effect 
is operative in b9th instances too, and in the perception 
of a group of people it is certain that the characteristics 
of a single individual or a smaller group stand aut as a 
figure against a less well defined background; the 
: 
' 
influence of both :context and order of presentation is 
I 
known to oe important in impression formation and object 
perception, as is ·the effect of expectancy or set. Yet in 
spite of all these instances there are cevtain special 
features 0hich are peculiar to person perception: 
"The characteristic feature in a perception we.may 
label"social" is tha-t the functional activity 
giving rise to the stimulus.has a potentiality 
of affecting:our purposes and being affected Dy 
us". (Cantril, 1968; p.7e) 
Purposes, of cour~e, are not available for direct 
observation and have to be inferred from various physical 
cues erni tted by the, observed person. In essence, there-
fore, when we perdeive other people we do so in terms of 
psychological properties, that is properties which are 
'inside' them - emotions, attitudes, thoughts, intentions 
6- and the J.ike. In:addition, vve also attend to relationships 
- 11 -
between other lJeor;le·, and these again are psychological 
properties to which we hu.ve no direct access, such 
QUalities as friendship, love, hate and influence for 
example. 
Another special quality of person perception is that 
wben a person beholds another he uses his own behaviour as 
a frame of reference~ for his judgements, unlike in 
o·bject l)erception. fhis is a point emphusised by 'l'aft 
(1960) who would argue from this that perception of 
persons involves some kind of identification process, or 
empathy, which is unique to evc:l.luating other people • 
. 
Pu.rthermore, human beings are far more complex th:;~.n 
objects and a far greater number of variables have to be 
processed before a reasonable prediction of behaviour can 
be n:J.3.de. Yet another complicating factor is the way in 
which people vary over a. time span to a much greater extent 
than do objects, and Sarbin (1960) would argue too tl~t in 
an-interactive situation the observer not only has to take 
account of information coming from the observed, but also 
has to evaluate the 1,effects of his influence or 'inter-
ference' on the inco!ning data- a situation which does not 
occur with the perception of a boulder. 
I 
'fhese arguments, however, do not ·convince Warr and 
Knapper (1968) that person and object cognition are 
' I 
essentially differEm~; increased complexity of person 
. I 
over object percepti:on is not sufficient reason to suggest 
:- 12 -
that the two are different; on the questj.on of iaentif'ica-cio 
again no qualitative difference o:f process is impl.iea, 
merely that the frame of reference is derived from oneself 
i 
ra-cher than from another set of contexts. As far as inter-
active effects are.concerned, again Vlarr and. Knapper see no 
justification for claiming a significa~t difference: 
"We tend to perceive another person's feelings for 
i 
us as congruent with our feelings for him. Such 
a two way process cannot be at work when we 
perceive inanimate objects. (This) does not 
(however) compel the conclusion that the two 
processes are 1 intrinsically different. In the 
first place, attr:J.ction to an object also 
determines to, a ereat extent the way in which 
the object is perceived. Secondly in making 
judgements about objects we regularly take 
ace aunt of the way other people evaluate these 
objects. 11 (Ibid., p. 44) 
I:1 esse no e th13 two positions are not as far apart as 
one might think; on the •difference• side the nature of 
the contents of perception is emphasised, greater concern 
in person perception being given to abstract or covert 
variables; on the: • similarity' side admitted differences 
:Ln ~~on t•3 nt s do not
1 
jur:3·~ify abandoni.ng the 'NOrld.ng-
hyl)Ottlesis that the two processes arc the siJ.me:-
- 13 -
11
'.Vhen we ass~me that the two processes are 
essentially the same, we ao not mean tha"t 
they involve :precisely the same set of 
c:.ctivities. ,We mean that the higher order 
principles which will explain the processes 
are of the s8Jne kind in both cases. 11 (Ibid., p.45). 
I 
I 
The feeling ~hat person and object perception might, 
i 
i 
in some way, be qualitativel;>' different from each other, 
I 
has led to some variation in the terTainology used to 
describe the activity of perceiving other people. The 
i 
phrase 'person perception' is now most freq,uently. 
eLrll)ioyed, though Tagiuri ( 1969) admits that this is not 
wholly satisfactory because of the wide range of meanings 
attributable to the word 'uercention•. I • . • 'Social perception' 
j_s a description \'}hich is used c1uite frequently (e.g. ·roch 
smd Smith, 1968) ~hough it is a term which can cause 
confusion according to whether it defines perception of 
the social ltJOrld, or the influence of social variables on 
the u.rocegs of uerceDtion. Some research workerS3 who wish 
~ - ! • 
to underline the ·cognitive aspects of perceiving have 
favoured the phrase 'person cognition• and a variation on 
this has been proRosed by Kaminski (1959, 1962) namely 
that of 'social cognition'. Of all the possible 
! 
' 
$ descriptions the r th~t captures the correct nuance is, 
- 1L~ -
according to fagiuri (1969), the French phrase 'la 
conna..issance d•autrui' though in practice this is unlikely 
to be a universally accepted term. Cook (1971) prefers 
tbe label 'interpersonal perception• no doubt to lay 
emphasis on the dynamic aspects of the process. Indeed 
all the descriptive phrases tend to lay stress on some 
particular prime quality of the general process and there 
is not one which fits the bill 11reci sely - all are slightly 
inperfect. Ho\·vever, as mentioned above, the one which has 
i 
found the most poputar acceptru1ce is 'person perception• and 
I 
this will be used ib the present study. 
'.L'he next question which needs to be considered is the 
; 
area of psychological enquiry which our agreed terminology 
embraces. Live sley and .Bromley ( 197 3) define person 
perception as :-
; 
"'l'he area of psycholoe;ic al enquiry cone erned with 
how we 'perceife• or •cognize• other persons -
their ntention~, attitudes, traits, emotions, 
I 
ideas, abilities and purposes, as well as their 
I . . . 
overt behaviouJ and physical characteristics". 
I ( Ib i d • ' p • 1. ) 
I 
I 
.my lack of agre eme:q.t with this definition would probably be 
i 
I ' • 
because of the inclusion of physical characteri-stics; Cook 
((19.71) describes interpersonal perception as :-
"the forming o~ judgements by people about 
other people, and more especially those 
- 15 -
judeements (which are the great majority) 
. 
. 
tha~ concern people as social animals. 
Interpersonal perception does not concern 
itself with judgelilents about anatomy, 
physical diruension,height etc., nor with 
reaction times or physiological responses 
unless they are visible, for example, 
blushing". (Ibid., p.l4.) · 
'l1he exclusion of judgements concerning physical dimensions 
is a little surprising since it is well established that 
these physical characteristics of people do influence our 
perception of them.! Cook himself appears dissatisfied 
vYith his definition for a few sentences later he proposes 
a'more precise' description:-
"the study of the ways people react and respond 
I 
to others in thought, feeling and action. '' 
( Ibid • , p • 14 ) 
In this case •others' would no doubt include such physical 
characteristics as height and build etc. 
Toch and Smith (1968) describe person perception as: 
"the ways in which people perceive, appraise, 
evaluam, classify, predict, anticipate, 'feel 
for' and understand their fellows." (Ibid. ,p. 5). 
a description which accords with i1<.1rr o.nd Knapper's 
somewhat briefer statement that it concerns: 
"the processes involved in knowing the external 
and internal. states of other people". (Warr and 
I~.apper, 1968., p.l2). 
- 16 -
'.rhere is thus a broad mear:~ure of agreement as to what the 
field of person perception studies should cover, and 
I 
general attemp-r.s have been maae to mup out the detailed 
st ru.c"tu ral el. ement s enc o!nl-•asse d. by these bro;J.d de fini ti Gns. 
Taziuri ( .196.9) classifies the main elements involved when 
a Person (P) perceives another person (0) : 
l. '.rhe state or ch;J.racterj.stic of 0; for example 
his emotional state, or his purposes. 
i 
') 
'-• 2.'he 
I 
concomifants of o• s characteris"tics - that 
I 
is the mani:t'estation of these emotional states, 
., for examp.Le 1, shou"tine with anger, or blushing 
with embarrassment. 
3. The distal cues of 0 available to P - these refer 
to cues which ara located iVi thij_1 the stimulus 
person 0. 
4. The proximal cues which are utilised by P. These 
I 
5. 
are the cuels which ll attends to. 
I 
p• s cogni ti:ve 11rocesse s acting upon the proximal 
cues. This! is the inner mediating, interpretation 
I 
I process. I 
I 
b. The judgement by P of 0 - the final output of the 
vthole perceptual process. 
Figure l renders thi r3 nl:..tssificiltion in diagrammatic 
I . 
forr.11, and mostki.nds of person perception studies can 
I . 
~be locs.ted within iits framework, though the ecological 
. I 
effects upon the process appear to be unrepresented. 
, 
<." )_LS_l_hl_ 
L_Ut~ 
~~ 
PEt\SON. 
'0' 
~ EClfTQi\S 
or~ · p· 
EKOX I ~1 ~\ L 
CUES 
PERSON 
·p· 
~ (!})"' ~ ~ ··~-··· 
C 0 (, l\11 T ID N 
Figure 1. Model Showing the ~eneral Structure of Person Percention, a~ter 
._Tagiuri (1969). (Note the similarity to Rrunswick's Lens ~odel 
of Percent5.on). 
J'U .D G- f 1\i f.l\ll 
01:- '0~ 
----~ 
·- _7' ___ 1~~ 
I \ 
,· 
~ 
..._;] 
~. 
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It is interesting to; note the close similarities between 
I 
I 
this model and one p~oposed by G.H. Fisher (1964) which 
I . 
consists of a framework of g_uestions describing the 
processes involved when an individual classifies his world. 
Fisher's core g_uestion is, 11 \'!hat d.o •.ve mean when we say of 
i 
Illr. Johes that he lJerceives an X?" If, for our purposes, vve 
take X to ·be another person then the two classifications are 
remarkably similar, with Fisher's five g_ue sti ons p-aralleling 
I 
the s2.me processes which Tagiuri seeks to categorise. For 
i 
example Fisher's 'Type 1' question- 'What c.loes Jones 
classify?' -relates ~o the aY.:Iilability of distal, and the 
I 
utiliz~tion of profimal, cues in Tagiuri's scheme, and his 
I 'l_lype 3 I . I c.:.uestion-
1
11 What does Jones classify it as?" -can 
I 
be seen as another way of investigating how P's cognitive 
I 
I 
processes act upon the proximal cues. 
Warr and Knappe;r- (1968) provide a rather more detailed 
conceptual analysis of the process than does Tagiuri. First 
i 
they utilize llrunswibk• s (1934)
0 
distinction between overt 
and covert judgement!~ to which they add a classification 
I 
I , 
of their own as betw'een episodic and dispositiop:.::1l jud~e-
ments. Covert variables, in contradistinction to overt ones, 
cannot be directly perceived and consist of qualities such 
as the emotional state or personality characteristics of 
the observed, ancl th:ese have provided the main focus for 
I 
person perception studies. '.Che distinction betvveen 
c;_LJ:L~Jcit.Hc ancl cliel:;osi'tional judeewents is u useful ~no, 
- 19 -
the forner referring to perce1)tions a.nd judgements made 
during a particular seq_uence or episode o!' oeha.vi our - an 
~rea of stuay which.has par~icularly interested From (1971) 
3.nd Cline~ (1960, 1963, l9b4), while the latter 1 uislJOSi tional 
judgements, refer to more enduring par~icular behaviour 
se<luences. ~·.._ four way classification can be derived using 
these classificatory cells, as shown in Figure 2. 
OV~R'l' 
COV3rtT 
Figure 2: 
EPISODIC 
He is smoking a 
cigarette : 
He is enjoying 
smoking a cigarette1 
DI SPOSITI ON~~L 
He always goes about 
unshaven 
He is intelligent, but 
insensitive. 
Examples of four kinds of .Perc ep tua.l Judgement 
Vlarr and Knapper (1968). 
T'i1ost investigations on person perception have concentrated 
on disl)Osi tional co
1
vert vi.lriables, and the present 
investigation falls1 largely under this particular category, 
I 
I 
since it involves an en<luiry into the nature of teachers' 
I 
judgements of their children, and these do tend to be in 
covert, dispositional terms. The relationship between 
episodic and dispositional judgements is an intimate and 
o interactive one, for i ~ is pa;tl{f-~o~· epi!.Sodic judgements 
that dispositional q_ualities are inferred, but also the 
dispositional qualities provide a contextual meaning for the 
inter1n·etation of epi sadie behaviour. Although this is not 
an area covered bJ' ·'th3~ present study it is a particularly 
important relationship within teaching because dispositional 
judgements create ex1)ectancies in which episodic events are 
located. Over· simplified, this might mean that a q,uestion 
posed by a l)Upil to! vvhom the attribute 'intelligent 1 has 
been apillied, might :be judged as imaginative and creative by 
the teacher, whereas from a pupil classified as 'less 
intelligent' the same q,uestion might be judged as stupid 
and irrelevant. Very few investigations have been undertaken 
into this process • 
.Bxpectancy is one of three components v,rhich Warr and 
I 
Knapper have isola ted which are c oncomi t·~ts. of the judge-
I 
mental process, the:other two being the affective and 
attributive elements. So judgement not only involves 
categorising a particular stimulus or person or event and 
locating it within an identity class, it also involves the 
I 
i 
creation of expecta~cies towards that object or person, a 
I 
process which Bruner (1957£1) describes as "going beyond the 
information given". : It would be fair to say that the 
i 
attribution process has attracted far more attention from 
researchers in the past than has the expectancy phenomenon, 
·C. 
' though today the situation has been reversed, especially 
' I 
within education. Psychologists such as Brunswick (1934), 
I . . 
I 
Bruner and Postman (1948), Bruner, Goodnow and Austin (1956) 
i 
__ .... 
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Sa~bin, Taft and Hailey (1960) and Bieri et al. (1966) 
have been particularly involved in the study of the 
:J.ttribution process; the number of.p.Sychologists 
studying the ex1!ectancy component of judgemnnt ·is far 
fewer, with perh~ps the most noteworthy being G.A. Kelly 
(195.5) and Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968). G.A. Kelly's 
fundamental postulate of his Personal Construct 1£heory 
I 
states that a person's processes are psychologically 
I 
channelised by the ways in which he anticipates events 1. ~ 
and Kelly views man1, as a predictive and 'scientific' 
animal who builds up a structured network of concepts so 
I 
that he can anticipate, or expect, future eve.rits. 
Normally these. expectancies are la:r.gely unconscj_ous, 
but they are very pbrvasive, and are built up into quite 
I 
complex systems so phat the attribution of one 
characteristic to ah individual can generate a whole range 
of expect~~cies about him. The same process is seen to 
I 
operate with respect to identification of a person's role; 
to know that someone is a doctor is not merely to classify 
an individual into a particular occupation, but involves 
making assumptions or expectations about his level of 
education, way of life, kind of interests and so on. 
It is this phenomenl which Anselm Straus ( 197 2) is 
describing when he says: "The naming. of an object provides 
I 
~ directive for actton, as if the object were forthrightly 
; 
to a..YJ.nounce, 'You say I am this, then act in the 
i 
appropriate way toward me'." (Ibid,p.73). 
I 
I 
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fhe third component of judgemen~ is ~he affective 
e~ement, which ~s extremely important within the 
interpersonal sphere and involves such emotional 
reactions as liking or a.i sliking an ina.i v~a.ual, being 
fearfu..L or anxious when interacting with him, and so 
on. A classification therefore is not just a 
logical event, it is an emotional one too, and in 
I 
a teaching situation a chila whom the teacher f~nds 
has likeable qualities, is liaole to have all .his 
activities viewed favourably. 
SuillillarisilJg, ~herefore, ~he process of perception 
can be seen.to be acomplex affair whether oojects or 
persons form the stimulus. 'l'here are many characteristics 
similar to both ooject ana person cognition, though 
the latter does possess s~ecial qualities, for other 
people are perceive~ largely, though not exclusively, 
in terms or covert psychological properties. The act 
of categorisation itself, which is the fundamental 
I 
perceptual operation, is not a •neutral', inert 
process, out one that is accompanied by affective 
components, and is generative of fUture expectancies. 
I 
CHAPTER THREE. 
Historical Background to Perce12tion Theories. 
Although, as meptioned in the previous chapter, the 
process of person co~nition has certain features which 
I 
distinguish it from :that of non-person perception, 
I 
nevertheless its modjels of explanation are located within 
the framework of per,ceptual theory in general. As with 
much in psychology there are ~entially two basic approaches 
I 
which themselves ref:lect fundamentally different overtures 
. I 
to the uroblem of ho.w we come to know our world. On the 
~ I 
one hand is ihat cl~ster of theories which seek to explain 
I 
person perception i~ terms of intuitive, holistic judgements, 
I 
I 
while on the other are those theories based on the combination 
I 
of individual hypotheses or inferences. These theories are 
I 
merely the tips _of two very large epistemological icebergs 
___ I I 
which have wandered their way through philosophical waters 
from Plato dovm to the present day. 
I 
i 
I 
Both O'Neil (1958) and Sarbin (1960) draw attention to 
i 
the fact that adher~nce to one or other of these two theoret-
ical stru1dpoints predicates, to a large extent, the point of 
view taken with respect to a number of other important, though 
I 
subsidiary issues vdthin the field of perception - for 
example, the problems of active versus passive and mediate 
¥ersus irmnediate. cognition; the relationship of the sum 
I 
of a cognition to its constituent parts, and the relative 
importance of empirical and nativistic elements in the 
! 
.~ 
. ' . 
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in t'e rp ret a ti on of stimuli events. A review of these 
subsidiary issues will now be undertaken. 
Empiricism verses Rationalism. 
John Locke stated that the intellect contained nothing 
which was not first in the senses - a denial of the 
existence of innate, ideas by which knowledge is given to 
us from sources other than experience. The empiricists 
did not deny the process of thought, or reflection, but 
I 
regarded these as merely the result of the association and 
I 
combination of ideas obtained from experience. Allport 
I (1961) illustrates 'this neatly in diagramatic form:-
Sensory .Cue + Assod.ation1 + Association2 + Associationsn 
i 
I 
. I 
The rationali~ts, 
I 
I 
= Understanding. 
on the other hand, did propose'a 
priori' ideas as the source of knowledge. Hoth Descartes and 
I 
Spinoza, for exrunple, invoked innate intuition as the 
source of knowle:"jee ! of logically necessary truths, and in 
' 
opposition to Locke's •tabula rasa' Leibnitz (1916) · 
preferred the veined marble: 
"But if there :were veins in the _block which· should 
indicate the figure of Hercules rather than 
I 
other figuresJ this block would be more 
I 
! 
determined th~reto, and Hercules would be in 
it as in some sense innate, although it would 
be needful to,labor to discover these veins, 
I 
to clear themiby polishing, and by cutting 
I . 
away what prevents them ±'rom appearing. Thus 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I it ~s that ideas and truths are ror us innate, 
I 
as inc~inat1on~, ~is~osi~ions, habits, or 
I 
natural potentialities, and not as actions. •• 
i j ( Io ~d. , p. 46 ) • 
'i'o John Locke's statement, "Nihil es-c in intelJ..ectu quod. 
I 
I 
non :t'uerit ~n sensu'!'- Lei-onitz added his ramous rejoinder 
- "Nisi intellectus; ipse .. 11 
I-c was Immanuel Kant who sought "to determine the 
nature of this intellect which existed prior -co experience. 
I 
I 
He came to the conclusion that there were categories of 
understanding, twelve in all, embracing such attributes 
as unity, totality and existence, and that these structured 
the data of experience. In addition to the twelve 
I 
categories were space and time which too, were 1 a priori 1 
! 
modes of experience.. Things in themselves were not 
related in space and time, but were ordered into spatial 
and temporal relationships because such a perceptual ord.er 
was a logical necessity. 
I 
From Kant, the.categories passed into psychology in 
continually modified forms via the nativistic perceptual 
theories of 111uller, ·Hering and Stumpf; the latter's 
research into the perception of musical tone led to the 
notion tha~ a tune was a total perception different from 
the sum of its parts- an idea which pre-empted Gestalt 
G . 
thinking by aoout 40 years. The position held today oy 
Gestalt psychologists does not deny the importance of human 
experience, but it is viewed as subservient to organisat~onal 
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schema - there is ilways a search to locate perceived events 
I 
in a meaningful dimension. 
"' 
I 
I 
i. 
I 
Sa.rbin (:1960 )i claims that the empiricist - rationalist · 
controversy in cogJition is almost a thing of the past, for 
I 
I 
there are now so fe:w psychologists who take an extremist 
standpoint - all a~e interactionist today. The Giifferences 
which do remain are1 more appropriately reElected in the 
choice of aspec,ts ~f cognition - "the study of sensory 
I 
' i dimensions and of constancy, for example, favou:rs the 
I 
nativists, while t:He study of coPplex relatively 
unstructured objects favours the empiricisto 11 (Ibid,p. 22) 
I 
?ar·t s vr:; TSLl s \/holes. 
I 
A funclaKe:r.tal :postulate of Gestalt psychology is that 
experience is given in the.form of dynamically organised 
11 wl1oles" which transcend the sum of the separate par'ts. 'fhe 
word 'gestalt' itself means 'shape' or 'form' and its use 
I 
underlines the rej~ction of atomistic and retiuctionist points 
I 
I 
of view which characterised the earlier psychologies of Vfundt 
and Helmholtz and tlhe later behaviouristic theories of 
Vlat son and Skinner. Much of the early work carried out in 
the Uestalt tradition was in the field of physical 
I ll 
perception, for example Kohler's in auditory perception, 
Koffka' s in the study of 'apparent movement• (the phi-
phenomenon) and Katz's in the perception of colour, though 
I 
it soon became involved \vi th animal and human problem 
solving. Eduard Sp1ranger (192S) generalised this even wider 
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to include the p=rception of persons, for he wrote: 
''The mysterious aesthetic cupaci ty of 
grasping indiv~dual data in a total 
picture is at any rate always based on 
the fact that in every conception of 
humanity the general structural laws 
of mind are effective ••• Thus it 
comes about th~t we never cherish 
si11..gle feelings,' volitions or ideas 
which are :tqJOr~ed to us, but always 
immediately cr~ate from. them meaning 
I 
contexts. In like manner we almost 
I 
never apprehend single facts, deeds 
I 
and events, but organise them at once 
by a teleological point of view to a 
mental complex'l• 
(E.; Spranger, :fQ/3. p. 381) 
Organisation implies rules and no less than 114 'Laws 
of Gestalten' were formulated at various times by different 
writers, thoue;h E.G-.1 1:1oring (1942) achieved the spectacular I . 
fea-c or editing thellist down to a more modest 1.4 including, 
for example, the laws of fonn and constancy. 
I 
The concept of;~holism is not, however, entirely 
I . 
straightfor'lvard, and Sarbin ( 1960) di stingui shes between 
I 
two separate meanings of the term. On the one hand is its 
reference to the emergence of the Gestalt, ti1at is the 
properties of a whole are not inherent in any single 
' 
element, but emerge when the parts constitute the wholeo 
A chemical analogy is made by ,Boring (1950) who states 
that the combination of hydrogen and oxygen is something 
' 
more than just the parts; water consists of hydrogen and 
_oxygen which are in: a special structural relationship with 
,. . I . 
each other, and that organisation is as important a part in 
wa-cer' s identi-cy as!are the constituen"t gaseous elemen"ts. 'l'he 
. I • . -
second inter-pre-cation of whol.ism is that the details or 
parts of any experience are preceded by a g:ogni tion of the 
I 
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total field; this is a rather different problem from tha"t 
of' emergence, and essentially involves consideration of 
whether perception is immediate, or whether it involves 
some kind of mediating inferential process. A more 
detailed discussion of this problem will be undertaken 
later. 
I 
I 
In opposition td the wholist framework is the positivist 
tradition of elementarism which runs down from John Locke to 
the behaviouristic theories of Pavlov and Vlatson, though 
as Tnurra~r (1960) remarks- "pure positivism (today) see11s 
to be d.ying of inanition... The basic problem for the 
elementarists bas been not the acceptance of complex ideas, 
but rather how they ure composed; they believa:lthat these 
complex ideas came from the simple building olocks of 
sensation and reflection which together f.ormed the· simple 
ideas ·which themselves coalesced to form the complex. A 
I hierarchical view of perception was thus proposed and can 
be most clearly illustrated in the writing of the british 
I 
associationist James 1 l'flill (1829): 
"Brick is one c0mplex idea, mortar is another 
' 
complex idea; these ideas '\Vi th ideas of 
position and quantity, compose m:y idea of a 
I 
vrall. •• (p. 81 ) • 
The reductioni st vievvp oint passed into psychology via 
the psychophysical movement which dominated the subject from 
the 1850's until the onset of the First World 'f.'ar and is 
typified by the work! of Helmholtz on visual and auditory 
perception, an.d later by the great school of experimental 
psychology founded by V'lundt ·in Leipzig in 1875 which 
carried out a large number of investigations into sensation 
and perception. Leipzig in the 1880's was to 
e·xperimentu.l psychology what Vienna in the 1920's was to 
psycho-analysis, a maenet attracting a large number of 
students from all over the world, and a &ene:eator of new 
ideas which were then disseminated by disciples to furo:ve 
' 
·' 
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and America. The list of pupils who studied in Leipzig 
is impressive - Cattell, Angell, Hall, Spearman and 
'.ti tchener to name but a few. '£he latter is a particularly 
interesting character, for rejected oy Oxford he carried 
over the Germanic tradition 1D Cornell University in 
America ana. fought a' rearguard action to preserve the 
I 
asc end.ancy of 'pure': introspectionism - that is the 
analysis of experience into its elemental fonns of self 
examination. 'l'hus when the trained observer exalllines a 
I 
table he dissects it into its constituent colours, shapes, 
degrees of brightness, central and peripheral items and 
so on. In the end such a stru.cturali st approach was 
consumed by its own methodological contradictions, not 
only bec<.;~.u.se experience so dissected hecame fragmented 
and thus unrecognisable, but the very act of minute 
introspective examination actually changed.the experience 
itself. I 
I 
I 
Active versus Passive Cognition. 
t'he basic question here is whether l)erceivtng is 
I 
something done to o~ done by the organism. Those who 
consider the rJr_oc e ss as the searching out of knovvledge 
relevant to the organism's purpose of coping with the 
world are activists, while those who conceive of the 
-oroc:ess ::t.s information inlmt or rece·ution of :Lnfor"lat:Lon 
. . -
are l)::s:;ivists. Once again there is u lone history 
d:ot.ting back to Locke whose model of the m:ind as a blank 
sheet implied a ,9assivist posi tj_on, 'Ni th _percepttim o:ing 
' the ··;tindow through which ex1)eriences passed to illuminate 
the mind; in op9osition to thin view with its concentration 
on contents of minds, was the theory of apperception whichwas 
) reposed by Leibni t z and, via Kant, beca..rne the starting 
l)Oint for the Act Psychology of the nineteenth oentu.ry. 
Franz Brenta.no, considered to be the founder ot: this 
l:...u8tr:i.8.n school and the initiator of the movement tow~rds 
liestalt psychology, :believed tJJ:;rt mental processes 
consisted not of passive contents like sensations and 
,r 
·' 
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feeli,ngs proposed by the structuralists Helmholtz, Wund.t, 
and 'fitchener, but that the fundamental category consisted 
of mental acts or intentions and that the phenomenal objects 
of experience only have existence and meaning within these 
acts. What is important, therefore,.· in psychology is the 
study not of the passive sensation of red, but rather the 
experiencir~ of redness. The mind is all the time involved 
in judging, sensing, imagining, and thus perception is 
active and interpretative, contents being selected and 
defined according to the functional diatheses of the person. 
'l'oday no-one would accept the extreme passivity which 
James II'Iill, for example, advocated, for as O'Neil (l95ti) 
explains, most people' would agree that perception is 
selective and with this ad.mi ssi on follows the consequence 
that the organism is at work in some fashion on the 
incoming data. The situation at present, therefore, is 
one of difference of degree rather than kind, with 
Dehavi ouri stic the or·ie s being the most inclined to 
passivity. Thus Skir~er (1963) would argue: 
i 
11 so far as behaviour is concerned both 
I 
sensation and pe'rception may be analysed as 
forms of stimulus control. The subject need 
not be regarded as observing or evaluating 
conscious experi'ences." (p~89) 
At the activist end of the spectrum it is useful to make a 
dist·inction between formal and functional approaches: 
formal theories repreisent the innate predispositions of 
the person to organise perceptual inputs in particular ways 
and would include muc,h of the work on psychophysical 
phenomena as well as 'the laws of perceptual organisation 
proposed by the Gest3il t psychologists. Functionalist 
approaches go beyond [the consideration of these • autochthonous' 
theories to a consideration of the way in which needs, 
emotions and past experience generally, affect the 
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organisation.of perception. Bruner and Postman (1948), in 
their formulation of an inferen~ial model of cognition, 
present an interactionist position since they regard 
autoch~honous factors as important in situations involving 
minimum ego~investment and in providing a kind of basic 
organisational framework for perception - but au thochthonous 
factors ignore the effects of past experience and of future 
expectancies on perceptual functioning, and a considerable 
body of research bears testimony to these influences 
(Bruner, l957a, ~957 b; Kelly, 1955). 
The process of expectation, and the way classification 
of children affects the teacher's behaviour towards them, 
is an important issue within education at the present time, 
I 
though it is best viewed within ·the wider perspective of 
the way in which we categorise our world and the inferences 
\vhich we make about other persons from these categories. The 
idea of a body of past experience which interacts with, and 
assists in, the interpretation of the present, and also helps 
to anticipate the future is a popular feature within 
psychological theory, though denotive labels tend to be 
highly individualistic- for example Bartlett and Piaget's 
term was 'Schemata', Kelly's 'Constructs' , McDougall's 
'Sentiments', Tolman's 'Cognitive Maps', Postman's 
'Hypotheses', Bruner's •Coding Systems' and Sarbin's 
'Modules' • 
.Realism versus Phenomenalism. 
The controversy here is whether we perceive a real 
object which exists in the external world or whether we 
see 2. me·re representation of it •. The ordinary man is 
reckoned to be a naive realist in that he believes that there 
is a .world 'out there' and it is as he ·sees it- an innocent 
viewpoint which philosophers claim has to be overcome before 
any philosophical progress can be achieved. 
Until the twentieth century the dominunt philosophy 
was not any form of realism, but consisted of idealism 
and l)henomenali sm which, though differing in their 
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metaphysics, held that the perception of objects was not 
direc-c, but consisted i of the apprehension of some form of 
I 
sense-data.. Hence it I was not possible to know in eny way what 
the external world was like, and so tl;le nature and status of 
physical objects presented serious d-ifficulties. Johannes 
• I 
M~iller (1842) express~d the psychological consequences of this 
philosophical position as follows:-
' I
"Sensation consists in the sensorium receiving 
through the_medium of the nerves, and as a result 
of the action of an external cause, a knoVJledge of 
certain qualities or conditions, not of external 
bodies, but of the nerves of sense themselves. •i 
(p.l07~' and quoted in O'Neil, 1958). 
I 
I 
I 
From the outset, therefore, expe rimenta1 and physiological 
psychology was grounded in the phenomenalist trad·i tion and 
it embraced quite widely differing theoretical standpoints 
from the analytic phenomenalism of British associationism 
to the Continental psycho-physiologists of 1'1'IUller and 
Helmholtz. In this c~ntury the opposition to idealism, 
seen in the 'New Realism' of Perry and Spaulding, and of 
the 'Common Sense Realism' of G.E. Moore and the Oxford 
Lincrui stic iU1alyst s, has been paralleled by the growth of 
American Behay,iourism, though this latter movement has shown 
little interest in the problems of perception, being more 
concerned with effector based responses; any concern with 
i 
this field has been largely with the problem of sensitivity in 
perceptual discrimination tasks. 
Realism versus idealism is an enduring problem in 
philosophy, though it ·does have special consequences for the 
psycholoey of perception, especially as it relates to the 
idea of veridicali ty. 1 The adoption of some kind of 
re~list position makes the situation easier, because if it 
is possible to know the real,, albeit infrequently, then it 
is possible to know also when one has made a mistake. 
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The phenomenalist position, however, suggesting that we see 
things not as they are, but only as they seem.to be, makes it 
impossible not only to deal with misperceptions, but even to 
recognise that they can conceptually exist. 
Within the special case of person perception however, a 
further problem is encountered because knowledge of others is 
conceived largely in terms of inferred motives and traits which 
cannot be directly perceived even by a naive realist, and so 
studies concerned with accuracy of the perception of o-chers. 
are problematic, no matter what theoretical standpoint is 
adopted. 
Mediate versus Immediate Cognition. 
This issue, as one would expect, lines up the Anglo-
American tradition, derived from the British empiricists arfd 
associationists, ·such as Locke, Hume and Mill, against the 
contirtental phenomenology with its nativistic views of the 
'acti·.,re intellect•, 5U.Ch a sta....'1dpoi::J.t beine held b;:r 
philosophers such as Leibnitz, Kan"t and Dilthey. Today 
the form of the argument is in terms of whether percep"tion 
proceeds b:/ rules of inference - that is some kind of 
mediational process -.or whether pattern and organisation is 
inherent in the process - in which case the perception is 
immediate. It should be s"ta"ted at this point that while 
inferential theories deny the existence of immediate 
intuition and rely solely for their perception of wholes on 
elemental and incremental data, intuition theories do not 
deny the existence of:inference as a cognitive activity, but 
rather see it as subservient to an innate patterning process. 
I 
Sarbin (1960) in his review of this problem area 
distinguishes between 1psychological and phenomenological 
theories of immediacy. Theories of psychological 
;i,rr.l}lediacy were advocated by Wundt and '.l.'i "tchener, the 
" former suggesting that elements do not become associated 
I 
successively and continuously - H following A, but 
I 
I 
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elements can be fused into complexes so that one simul tan-
eously arouses several others. It was the study of the 
immeaiate perceptions by introspection which was the true 
aim of psychologists. The problem of analysing these 
immediate perceptions advocated by Titchener has already 
been mentioned, but in this context it should be noted that 
it is logically impossible to report on the immediate 
contents of consciousness, not only because of the time 
interval involved between the sensation and the report, 
but also becau. se in the :r·ec onstruct ion or recollection a 
considerable amount of data_ is added b~· the person himself 
• I by way of memory or ~nference. As Boring (1950) points out: 
"immediate observation, the introspection 
that cannot lie,' does not exist" (p.l87). 
Sarbin (1960) finds that phenomenological immediacy is a good 
deal more attractive than the psychological immediacy arising 
out of empiricism, though again there are problems with time, 
since even if we accept that perception is immediate, that 
occurrences are taken as given, in practical terms we are 
I 
still dealing with retrospective reports, and therefore 
mediational processes.would be at work. As he says: 
"In his retrospection, be they only a matter of· 
milliseconds fo.Llowing the apprehension of a 
stimu.Lus object, even the sophisticated subject 
reports inferences which, after the variance 
attributable to the physical properties of the 
object are accounted for, demonstrate the 
operation of mediational processes within the 
responding ore;anism.•• (Ibid., p.3l). 
A logical inference from the above statement would be the 
dj.stinction between the raw sens0-data emi ttea by externa.L 
·_, \, 
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I 
objects (·.v:!'lat Russell .would call 'sensa') and the percep"tion 
and organisation of those data by the organism; as 
Wallraff (1953) suggests, this implies yet another kind 
of immediacy - pre-in:t;erential illliilediacy. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I At the heart of the debate sits the ~tndamental 
i 
problem of what is meant by 'immediate'; indeed the 
basic question is whether anything can be termed 
i:rn.rnediate since the modem view of all events is t}-l.at 
' . 
they occur within some kind of spatial-temporal dimension, 
even though one may be dealing with minute fractions of 
time. In one sense therefore the issue between Gestalt 
I ' 
and mediational theor,Y, between intuition and irunediacy 
' I 
whether there can be awareness of an object in a single 
flash of insight or whether cognition isa multi-stage 
process - has been upstaged by our more refined concept 
of time. 
In person 
still persist. 
. I 
percepiion, however, the two approaches 
Franz .From (1971) for example writes: 
11 
•••••• v:e simply see what people do· •• o and · 
the experience of intention and purpose is not-
the result of a donscious process of deduction 
I 
from the events we perceive, but is something 
immert t:J.t oJy appa1~on t. '' ( lL 2. ) 
O.P:)osed to this phenomenological perspective would 
be the inferential theories of Sarbin (1960) and Bruner 
(19~6) which derive from the idea of functional probability 
fi·rst proposed by Brunswick (1934). ~--An·: inf'erentiul theory can 
admit the possibility !of some innate organising factors, 
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thouGh generally they are releeated to a low level in the 
system. Hruner, for examp.Le, does admit to some 
organisa-cional predisposi "tions such as figure/ground and 
the ability to distinguish informa·t;ion in different sense 
modalities. Warr and[ Knapper (1968) adopt a similar 
standpoint. I 
I 
' Hecent Philosophical Contributions. 
I 
Vfi thin the last !25 years or so severa+ philosophers 
; 
have turned their attention specifically to the concept 
I 
of persons and their ~erception. Of these A.J. Ayer (1954) 
.- considering the basic1 problem of ho\7 we attain knowledge 
of other men's minds,' accepts the argument that direct 
knowledge of the thoughts and feelings of others is a 
' . 
logical impossibility, as is.direct knowledge of the past, 
or of' an event which iis located at some other distant 
' Iplace; we accept as 'evidence of past or distant events 
less than the best pdssible (direct) evidence and are 
quite happy to do so." In the same way with the perception 
of persons, when another says he has a headache, we 
accept that he is experiencing a similar kind of pain 
which we ex-perience when we say that we have a headache. 
This evidence from analogy might be good, but it is not 
conclusive, but it c~n be made better because inner 
experience is interconnected vtith other properties which 
are empirically testable. 1l'hus Ayer (19)4) says:-
" I infer that my friend is in pain, because 
of the condition of his tooth, because of his 
nervous system, 'because of his wincing, and so 
forth;" (p.362) 
It is not only by analogy, therefore, that we know others' 
~nds for he concludes:-
II 
. . . What l am asserting when I ascribe an 
experience to some other person is just that 
the ~·property of having i -c is co-instantiated 
with certain others." (Ibid., .P• 364). 
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It will be noted that Ayer carefully chooses his 
examples from psyclhophysical sens<.1tions which can be 
rele..ti vely easily .located vvi thin a framework of inter-
a onnec ted and emlJi ric<.1lly verifiable phenomena. The 
choice of more 'psychological' states of feelings and 
sentiments would make his argument of the lJUblic nature 
of privacy less impressive. 
i 
Norman Malcolm (1958) rejects the argument of 
l\nOwing other persons from analogy, though he accepts, 
as }\.yer does, lJublic behavioural manifestations of inner 
states. ~he classical argument for analogy, and Price's 
(1938) variation of it, that we know of the existence of 
others'minds becall:se of the language and other symbolic 
lJl'OCesses which are manifested by them, is unacceptable on 
the grounds that it is a mistaken assumption that one 
lean1s-- from one's ow1J. case what thinking, feeling a.."'ld 
sensation are. It is impossible to know from introspection 
whether that something vvhich one erverience_s is called the 
same thing as tlli:.t which another experiences:!.-
11 SUppose that he identified the emotion of 
anxiety as the sensation of pain? Neither 
he nor anyone else could lcnow about this 
'mistake'." (Jtlalcolm,l95t3; p.J73). 
I 
I 
~\.nd if he could not know the identity of his own states, 
then it is surely impossible to argue by analogy of the 
existence of others' minds. A logical conseQuence of 
this argument, however, is not just the collapse of 
inference:_by analogy,. but also a collapse of solipsism 
too, for, as Malcolm claims, the pr6blem of the 
" existence of other's minds brings about the problem of 
the existence of one's ovm psychological states:-
11 l1.t our starting point it was the sentence 
'His head aches' that posed a problem; but 
_,.--. 
' . ' 
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nov; it is the: sentence 'My head aches' 
that puzzles us••. (;[bid., p.374) 
! 
Ivl0..lco1m• s att~mpt to get round. this problem of 
I 
knowing our own in:,trospections is by an f1ppeal to 
Wi ttgenstein' s idef of ' the prirni ti ve natural expression' 
so that when we sa~y we have a tooth ache we must think of 
this in natural non-verbal expressions of psychological 
states- cries of pain and visits to the dentist, etc. -
a move which brings us full circle to Ayer' s idea of co-
instantiation. 
i 
I 
strawson (1958) has also turned his attention to the 
pro-blem of consciousness and experience, rejecting the 
Cartesian dualism 1of mind and body, and also what he calls 
I 
the • no-ownership '1 theory, which claims that we need not 
ascribe our state~ of consciousness to anything at all; 
I . 
indeed the trouble; lies in the very concept of person 
I . 
itself, and Strawson asserts that it should be acknowledged 
as 'logically priroi ti ve'. 'J:he answer lies in our use of 
language, for the point is not wheirer, when two people claim 
that they have a headache, _they are experiencing the 
i 
same kind of pain, but how they ascribe this particular 
experience. Strav~son concludes: 
"For each user of the lune;uat:;e, there is just 
one 1)erson in ascribing to whom states of 
consciousness he does not need to use the 
criteria of observed behaviour of that 
person; and that person is himself 11 • 
(Ibid., p.403) 
Other philoso
1
phical essays related to the topic of 
person perception can be found in Turner (1965) and 
'Nilliams (1957). 
_, 
CHAprfEH 4. 
TEEOlUES OF PERSON PERCEPTION. 
I 
O'Neil (1958) distinguished three groups o-f theories 
concerned with percep~ion in general -discriminative, 
I ' phenomenal and judgemental - though with regard to person 
perception only the lltter two are relevant since no 
behaviouristic theories specifically concerned with the 
perception of other people have so far been formulatedo 
So it is within the framework of these two classifications 
that present day theories of person perception are located, 
and both represent the continuing evolution of the two 
broad philosophical standpoints reviewed in Chapter 3 - the 
I intuition theories tru(ing their lineage from the 
continentai, rationalist tradition, and the judgemental 
theories which lie more within the positivist mould of 
empiricism. 
/' 
In exanumng the !intuitionist position in detail there 
is a problem of definition, for intuitive theories of 
person perception are not so much completed expositions 
as ways of looking at the situation, so that no coherent 
and agreed theoretical basis has been formally stated; 
However a fundamental belief is that knowledge of an 
object or person is attained without any mediating 
processes at all - there is no appeal to schemata or 
a1y hypothetico-deductive network based on previous 
experience; as Sarbin states such theories are 11nativistic, 
wholistic, passive and innate 11 • (Sarbin, 1960; p.39). 
It is largely within the broad perspective of Gestalt 
psychology, with its maxims of spontaneous organisation, 
that intuition theories about knowing persons have developed, 
_ anj. one of the most difficult problems facing intuitionists 
is the immediacy of perceptual organisation, which Sarbin 
regards as the nub of the matter; Gestalt theory·attempts 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
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vrhereby :;?heno~r!·~nal daJca l.S mirrored by physiological de:. ta 
11 a cor:cespondinE ordc:c L: the (1-:Jriysiolosical) pr:::;cesscs 
upon which ezperit':~cc e depends." (p.63) 
The diff'icul~:y was n:Jt entirely solvecl "'uy K~!1ler 1 s for·mula 
_·oecaCJ.se gestalten'>'Tere universal ancl thus-applied wi-th equ:1l force 
to physiolosical as well as pheno:-r,sn3.l data, arid so later 
neurologicB.l models, st.<ch as Hehb'.:; hypothesis of cell assc:r!-r;lic:s,-
COL:ld not ~e accepted DCC8.i~:.-;,_; they ·were essen:ti~l1y reduction:ist 
rc;:;arded as just an c~sscr:!bly of th,-; _selJCirate }_X:..rts, so Jhysiolozical 
gestalten could not be cc-nc.;c-!i'T•.':ll of as -bj_-1_;:''· ;tnd. pi~ces of cells 
and synn_pses strun2: togeLwr:-
a given case the organisation of experien~e and 
(Ibid., p.j01.} 
-The practical ef'feGt3 oT .•mch ::;_ U1eo:cy have been stated by Ar:nheim 
( 194-9) \'tho descri-b·~d the 'ilJ..Y L1 vlhich 'psychic structw·es 1 of .a 
:nood state, for example, c>.re r-efL::c ted_ phy_siologically in the facial 
Cind po~~tural cues vrhicll, when perceived by an observer, are instantly 
transl,;.ted back to tho::: :?~o:.ychic experience, and the obs-:::Tver can t':-:us 
perceive ·~he mood stat<:; of the other. Arnheim ,sives an anolot:'Y in 
te:c:ns of Ja;xmese ar-t:-
"''n ( - . _,__) \ nen an artls 'J wishes to represent an object suggesting_; 
strcnc~~1.- a cl:i_ff', the b~ak of a bird, the ti£;cr 1 s clavi- he 
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invokes in himself a sentiment of strength 
which he feels throughout his system at the 
moment of applying the brush. The theory 
of isomorphism holds that the inner feeling 
of strength will be conv~yed through his 
stroke, through the excursions of his brush,. 
through the painted product, to the retina, 
and thence to the .. brain of the beholder, so 
that the final aesthetic experience of the 
perceiver will have the 'same shape' as the 
' 
original experience of the artist". 
(Arnheim, 1949; p.l60). 
such a theory of received meanings poses considerable 
problems; in the first place, what is meant by 'psychic 
structure' and how exact is the parallel between 
physiological and phenpmenal experience ? How do we 
I 
know, as Male olm (see ?,bove page 37 ) asks, that our 
I introspections are labelled the same as everybody 
! 
else's ?· 
In addition to the principal of isomo~hism is the idea 
of •verstehen' or 'understanding' which also has been 
mentioned in the philosophical review above, and which 
emanated from Eduard Spranger; the concept of 'understanding' 
is really an adaption of the whole-parts argument, with 
the 'whole' in person perception being the intention or 
motive within which the individual actions of a perceived 
individual are interpreted. This is a theme which From 
I (1971) explores in con~iderable depth using subjects' free 
de scrip ti ons r:t: 
word •sene' to 
the· perc ep ti on 
short film sequences, and he uses a new 
I , 
I . 
describe the mental construct involved in 
. I 
of an action:-
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"Generally the sens appears in such a 
fashion that I perceive the intention, 
purpose, or meaning as being present to 
the acting person himself". (Ibid. ,p.69). 
Indeed when behaviour is perceived which is of such a 
ch?racter that a sens is not also implicitly perceived: 
"it may appear as stranee, medningless, 
incomprehensible, or as governed -by an 
intention about which we are not very 
I 
clear". (Ibid., p.70). 
From illustrates the variety of viewpoints that are held 
within the G-es~~..J.lt: tradition, for while he accepts that the 
" 
whole governs the 
accept that these 
nativistic. In a 
11erception of the parts he does not 
organisational wholes are entirely 
i 
most important sentence he explains:-
I 
"'l'he inner forces (i.e. the organisational 
forces arranging our perception) with which 
we are dealing in our case definitely seem 
to be determined by the earlier experiences 
of the individual at times by the 
immediately pi'ior experiences in 
i 
contradistinction to the i1mer forces at 
I 
work durir;tg the perce1)tion of figures, 
which are assumed to be determined by the 
I 
structure and function of the nervous 
system". ( From.l971. ,P.lll). 
I 
Once experience is allov1ed a foot in the door it is 
~difficult to se·e how immediacy of p:rception can be 
m::~.intained, for not only is ex1)erience incremental anc1 
' 
thc::cc:fore pa:cticul;.i.:dot:i(: 1 j_t al~JO in1plies th;;.t <1i:f:f.erine 
lJrevious ex1)eriences could cause, within the same 11erson, 
. I - -
c omlleting interprerations of a stimulus event or person 
I 
I 
I 
I 
"" 
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which must be resolved through some kind of mediating 
tempora.l seq_uence.i From, in fact, says very little on 
the origin of sens, being more content to describe or 
ma.p out the language people use in judging others 
rather than analysing the 1)rocess of categorisation 
underlying that lantS,"Uage. 
' 
In spite of these and other difficulties which an 
intuitionist theoretical standpoint involves Allport 
(l9b1) nevertheless supports such a position largely 
because of the unsatisL1Ctory nature of inference 
theories in explaining the totality of perception; he 
accepts that cognitive inference does play an imp9rtant 
part in perception, but it does have ·serious lilni tations: 
first, our introspections lJrovide evidence that we see a 
person as a patterned ~cept •out there' and never 'in 
here' where all the inferring is taking-place. Secondly, 
inference must be under some kind of external control 
otherwi~e an inferential chain could be so personalised 
and idiosyncratic ~s to be meru1ingless; even the 
operation of an inferential set does not provide this 
degree of control and, according to AlllJOrt· there must, 
therefore, be at the very least some kind of •Demand 
Character' in the observed person that anchors our infer-
ences to him. A third objection to pure inference is 
that such a theory would claim that understanding is. 
~' ' 
proporti anal to the amount of relevant experience that 
any individual has' undergone, yet common sense tells us 
' . 
that comprehension of other people is not incremental. 
It is not solely our habits that determine the l:.evel of 
underst~nding, it is the 1 outside pattern1 which also 
exercises a predetermination on our perceptions. A 
final argument raised by Allpor~ is that inference 
theory reduces everything to criterial attributes: 
"It means that we can know Peter only insofar 
as we ci:ln code him. He is, let us say, a 
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' 
a white Protestant, a. oolle~e male, 
mesomorphic i~ build, who has a hundred 
scores on a pe rson.:1li ty test and can be 
tagged with general conceptual labels. 
such as cordial, ardent, intense, 
! 
extraverted. 11 ·(Allport 1963, p. 532). 
How can these classes constitute the unity that is Peter? 
It simply cannot, says Allport, and in a famous summation 
maintains that 11 The unity that is Peter has disintegrated 
into a mere powder 1 of concepts 11 • (Ibid~, p. 532). 
r.rhese arguments taken as a whole, can be seen to be 
of a 1 reductio ad absurdum' type: oversimplified these 
essentially state that inference theory fails to deliver 
the per·e:eptual goods o.nd that therefore tht'l only possible 
ex11lanation available would-"be some kind of alternative 
theory, of which intuition is the most likely. 
Anothe_:J:' explanation of kno\'Ving persons other than by 
intuition is the process of empathy. This word was a 
translation made by Titchener of the German word 
'Einfuhlung 1 which was introduced by Lipps at the turn 
of the century to refer to both aesthetics and the 
understanding of persons. Its original usage was in 
con.>J.ection with the process o.f motor mimicry occurring 
when perceiving both objects and people. For example, 
I . 
if one contemplated a 1.¥0rk of art - a Van Gogh say -
' -
then this vvould indue e many slight movements of eyebrows, 
lips, trunk, etc., :which would in smne wa.·y be imitative of 
the stimulus picture. Thus, if one 1 s empathic response · 
.,. movements were graceful and uninterrupted, a pleasing 
judgement •nould be ; given; if, on the other hand, 
empathic response movements were jerky or unbalanced, 
then the work of art would be judged as ugly. Such an 
~ 
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inelegant i somorphi8. theory has strong parallels with the 
James -Lange theory of emotion, vvhich proposed that 
• I 
emotional arousal vvas caused by, and not the cause. of, 
postural u.nd visceral activities. 
I 
On the concept of empathy Allport states: 
I 
"It is regrettable that with the passing years 
the original! meaning of empathy as objective 
!notor mimicry became hopelessly confuaed and 
lost to view." (Allport 1963,p. 536). 
He was highly critical of Dymond's (1949) definition of 
empathy as "the imaginative tr<J.nsposing of oneself into 
the thinJcing, feeling and acting of another" since it 
lacked theoretical value because 'imaginative transposing' 
could occur through inference, empathy, or any other 
configural process·; also in spite of much talk about 
the. J!le asurement of
1 
empathy what was being measured was 
something very different from what Lipps originaJ.ly had 
in mind. He conclhded: 
''1'he theoretical coin has depreciated probably 
beyond redemption" (Ibid. ,p. 536). 
V/1'1ile one can agre~ with i1.llport that what is being 
attempted is the mearurement of successful judgement, and 
that the definition of the concept has become so vague as 
to be almost meaningless, one must disagree vlith his 
vie·,vpoint that the' term should be confined· to such a 
narrow physiologic~l concept as put forward by Lipps. 
1'he clarion call for systematic enquiry into empathy 
was made by L.S. Cottrell in his 1949 address to the American 
Sociological society when he chastised his collea&;ues for 
ignoring almost co1~letely •one of the most challenging, 
as vrell as one of the most critical problems facing the 
behavioural scientist'; the study of empathy, or taking 
. _, 
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I 
the role of the other, was, he claimed an important form 
of social skill, the study of which wq.s being sadly 
neglected. Bronferibr~nner (1958) noted in passing that 
Cottrell's call did not go unheeded, and there have been 
many papers pre sen ted sine e Dymond. 1 s pioneering efforts, 
though the quality, of research, both at a conceptual and 
I 
methodological level, has been extremely varied • 
. "-.. .rrood deal of ermJathy research has been in connection 
...., I • 
with counselling, it being hypothesi sed that counsellors 
are more empathic than non-counsellors, though the 
definition of empathy seems to change with each enquiry. 
Helen Astin (1967) 1
1 
for example, calls it • non active 
appreciation of an9ther's feeling experience' while 
i . 
13erger (1963), stotlO-LJ.d and Dunn (1963), and Stotland and 
Walsh (l9b3) restrict the term to the experiencing of an 
emotion similar to • tl1at of anothar person as a consequence 
of perceiving feeling in the other person. Kerr and 
I 
Speroff (1951) defined Vv'hat was measured by their empathy 
test~ as: i 
\ 
11 This unique ~alent, well known among natural 
I 
leaders, success-ful sales managers, and 
outstanding c ~Yunsellors, is the ability to 
put yourself in the other-person's position, 
to establish rapport, and antici_pate his 
reactions, feeling ru1d behaviours. This 
ability is known as empathy, except that 
the past accepted definitions of empathy 
seem somewhat i inadequate since they stress 
more identity'of feeling and omit the 
practical element of the prediction of the 
other's behaviour. " (Kerr and SlJeroff, 19 51 p. 3 ) 
··' 
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Dightman and Fahrion~ (1962) after noting the stress that 
this definition gives to the prediction of another's 
behaviour, go on to state that the suppositions made by 
Kerr and Speroff that a person high in empathic ability 
would also tend to show popularity, leadership quality 
or salesmanship ability, are assumptions undertaken 
without any supporting experimental evidence. 
I 
Other tests of empathy have been devised, for example 
I 
the Opinion Prediction Scale of Gough (1953), and much 
earlier Chapin (1942) devised a Social Insight .Test, 
though this seemed to correlate quite highly with tests 
of intelligence. More recently 'rruax (1961) has 
produced the Accurate Empathy Scale, though evidence as 
to its validity and reliability is lacking. In fact 
ascertaining the validity of all empathy tests poses 
considerable problem~, and an investigation comparing 
the concurrent validity of the Dymond, and the Kerr and 
I 
Speroff Tests by Hall and Hell (1953) showed that these 
I 
two were virtually uncorrelated. It would be a fair 
st1:1 ter:~ent to make at: this moment in time that the concept 
of empathy is so elabtic that the only workable 
I 
definitions, like those of intelligence, are operational 
ones. The finding of a successful test of empathy is 
I 
likely to prove elus~ve if the emphasis continues to be 
in the I aCCUraCy' Of. perception framework J for aS will be 
discussed later in Chap~er 4 the problem of criterial 
validation is likely: to prove insuperable. 
In 
empathy 
role of 
i 
terms of itsilocation within a theory of perception 
I 
need not be regarded as an intuitive leap into the 
the other, b~t can be placed entirely within an 
inferf!ntial fru.rneworJ, involving a decentring process 
consisting of the construction of perceptual hypotheses 
<:. . 
as seen from a focus' different from that of oneself. 
Vlhether this process: can ever take full cognisance of the 
observed person's individual schemata is problematic, 
·. ' 
-_\. ~ 
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! 
b t 1 t · f I - · d t bl d ut a eas 1n erenpe provl es a more accep a e an 
generative :m.odel for: empathy than does the rather hazily 
I 
conceptualised process of intuition. 
I 
Sarbin would go so far as to claim that, as well as 
empathy, intuition itself r;an be explained in tenns of 
inference; indeed the very concept of intuition is 
wholly unacceptable to Sarbin and his colleagues, and in 
his well known revieiw he makes some highly pertinent 
criticisms. Firstl~, he claims that intuition is used as 
I 
a cloak to ace ount f.or difficult r•erceptual problems which 
at first sieht may appear to be insoluble and therefore 
I i..l.re attributed to the working of some kind of mysterious, even 
occult process. Sec'ondly, a logical consequence of intuition 
theory is that there is complete credibility in the output, 
since knowledge gained by other means, for example by 
I 
inference, may be false; if knowledge is 'given' accounting 
for error is extreme)y difficult. 'rhirdly, irnmedia"te 
I 
lcnowledge, which is :the corners"tone of intuition, implies 
"that "the impression of another person is irreduciole in 
form, and has arisen from the belief that a cognizing 
individual cannot witness his own perceptual hypotheses, 
; 
and therefore the conclusion is made that they do not 
exist. If such premises don't exist, then a cognition 
must be achieved instantly without any kind of mediating 
process. such a model, which isolates itself from the previou: 
experience of the individual, and which poses such a dubious 
isomorphism,· cannot be a satisfactory explanation of the 
I 
I perceptual process. · 
At the present time the most widely accepted model 
of person perception is that involvint; some kind of 
inferential mediating process, and unlike intuition 
6theory, explicit and formally stated paradigms have been 
proposed, for example, by Bruner and Postman (194t3), 
Meehl (1954), Sarbi~, Taft and Hailey (1960), Bieri et 
&.. (1966), and Warrand Knapper (1968), though the 
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foundations of this approach which blossomed as the 'New 
Look' in the 1950's, was undoubtedly laid by Egon 
' 
:Brunmvick' s ,(1934) :theory o:t' probabilistic functionalism. 
It is not j_]Ossible :to review all of these theories ·within 
I 
I 
this investigation, and so a brief sur.amary will be under-
taken emphasising the more generally accepted characteristics 
of inferential theories. 
' 
Hruner (1957) states u.nequivocall;;r that percelJtion 
involves a.n act of catec;oris;J.tion - that is, on the basis 
of certain defining attributes, the stimulus input is 
placed in one category rather than another, and it is 
this location of a1i event, l)erson or object which gives 
to t~LJ.t object -.~its :meaning, even the unique aspects of an 
object or experience can be conceptualised as deviation 
from the class to which it is assigned. Th~ veridicality 
of this process can be highlighted by trying to think of 
something which is! entirely unplaceuble in some category 
or other, bereft of identity; it is so far from 
i 
experience, writes :Hruner, that it is uncanny, and in 
any case completel~,r incommunicable: 
'' .... When one: SlJecifies something more than that an 
element or object.belongs to a universe, and 
that it belongs to a subsetof the universe, one 
has categorised the element or object. 
'l'he categorisation can be c.s intersecting as 
'this is a q_uartz crystal goblet fashioned in 
Denmark' , or as simple us 'this is a glassy 
thing' so long as an operation assigns an 
imput to a subset, it is an act of categorisation". 
(Hruner, 1957,p.9) 
o This accords with Sarbin' s definition which state$ . 
that inference: 
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II is a process in which a particular instance 
is assigned characteristics of a universal 
class on the basis of its being a member of 
that class. 11 ( Sarbin et al, 19oO.p. 45). 
The actual process of assignation, or attribution as it is 
more commonly called, is usually seen in terms of logico-
mathematical relationships, so that perc~ption is not 
conceived as a matter of veridical representation, cut 
is rather a process of "model building" (Bruner); an 
indi vidu3.l 1 s model,~ comlJOsed of a complex network of 
probabilities, exp~ctancies and relationships between 
events and between ·properties and objects, is gradually 
built up to form schemata, postulate systems, personal 
constructs, call them what you will. Such a model of the 
lJerceptual rJr-ocess is '-lUi te clear-ly more gene:r·ati ve thar.1. 
j 
intuitive inter1Jretations and it provides a framework for 
, 
the investigation of the relationships between the various 
elements in the process. For example, hand in hand vvith 
an inferential vie•..v of perception goes a functionalist 
standpoint that our l~ceptions are related to the overall 
aim, direction, or purpose of the inferring person, and 
many experiments have been carried out to validate this 
oreanising set; e:>f:Umples include Bnlnswiclc' s (1956). on 
perceptu8.l constancy, B:runer and Goodman's (1947) now 
famous experiment Jn the perceived size of a selection 
I 
of coins of varying denominations: i -r; was disc overed that 
I 
a c;roup of boys judged coins to be larger than a 
corresponding grey .disc of the same dimensions, and that 
. , 
as the value of the coins increased, the disc:rapancy grew 
I 
larger. If this ptocess operates with observ~J.ble phenomena 
c. then a justifiable conclusion would be that it assumes 
even greater importance when dealing with covert 
nh::~:r::l.IJ'Iio:l~:i.f.Jt:l.e:il, ~~JL1.Ch u.:.~ th0 att:L·budr;>~, :l.nt()J1'b:lon~J :.1.ncl 
disnooitions of ot~er l·1eople. Many psychologj.sts have 
~ I 
investigated this :relationshil) between the functional 
I 
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orientation of a 1)erson- his needs, values, motivations 
and personality apd the way this predicates the selection 
8.nd in"t eriJreto. ti on lof p ere e1) tual information. Klein ( 1970) 
. I . 
has examined this process from a psychoanalytic point of 
view, and Hastorf fd Cantril (19:>4) in a well known 
experiment in difi'e:rential perception showed ho"v the two 
I 
sets of supporters ~vatching a game of .American football, 
perceived and interpreted the match and its numerous 
incidents in entirely different ways; it was no"t, however, 
a case of the suppo'rters seaue the game and attributing 
different motivations and causes to a particular event; 
accordinz to Hasto:Jf and Cantril the events were different. 
I 
0 
I 
I 
I 
" ••• there is no such 'thing' as a • ~arne' 
' 
existing 'out there' in its own right which 
peOl)le merely '.observe'. 'l'he 'game' 'exists' 
for a gerson o.nd is experienced by him o11~y in 
so far as cert;ain happenings have significances 
in terms of hi's purpose 11 • (Hastorf and ,Cantril,, 
1954, p.71). 
Psychologists such as Prentice (1956) would argue that this 
I 
is taking functionalism too far, yet experiments showing 
I 
functionalist influienc e are numerous: Toch and Schulte 
(1961) provide yet another illustration, establishing that 
police training sensitises individuals to look for certain 
kinds of informat:ion by demonstrating that in a binocular 
rivalry experiment p olic. e cadets tended to see as dominant 
the scene showing violence and crime rather than a more 
neutral picture. Numerous.:other exem1)lars can be found in 
Toch and Smith (1968). 
In q_uite a number of cases (Sarbin, Meehl, bieri) the 
3.11alysis of the attribution process has been within the 
r;on.tox't rJf 'tho l>sych:i.at:r.·:i.::.rt Jllak:Lng judgemon·!io about hi1=t 
l)O.tJ,3nts 1 though qu'i "tB oleo.rly the p:cocest3 c.an be 
generalised to many other social situations such as 
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I 
teaching, personnel selection, counselling, probation 
work and the like. \Vhile Bieri's (1966) model is 
portrayed larBely in,terms of information theory, Sarbin, 
I • 
who has<developed his analysis of the attribution process 
in rather more detail than anyone else, has kept within 
a prooabili ty model, I hypothesising that the syllogistJ.c 
J.nference is the basic linkage bet•:Jeen the individual's 
I 
postulate system (based on past experience) and the event 
of instantiation. Eiolained briefly it worl-:s in this 
fashion. Suppose a t~:cher going about his normal tasks 
notices a boy at the 1 back of the class; a major premise is 
i 
formulated from the postulate system which sta:tes that 
'boys who are laughing and talking at the back of the class 
I 
are up to no good'; he then attributes the particular 
boy as an instance of the particular categories - laughing, 
talkine, back of class - and by collocation of the minor 
with the original major premise, he concludes that the boy 
I 
is up to no good andlsets off to investigate. 
I 
I 
Although this example of the syllogistic model has 
! . 
been presented in terms of 100% probability, it is unlikely 
. . 
for human behaviour ~ver to be predicted with this degree 
of certainty, and so: strictly speaking some kind of 
quantifier should qualify the premise; for ex8Jnple, the 
premise 'boys who are laughing and talking at the back 
I 
of the class are up to no good', should be stated as 'are 
usually up to no good 1 , or 1 are normu.lly up to no good 1 ; 
and this could be given a level of statistical probability, 
possibly of .7 or .8~ Hence the ~yllogistic model, borrowed 
as it is from Aristotelian logic, need not imply that 
perception is logical, indeed the very reverse is often 
i 
the case (. 2 or • 3 probability?). What the model does 
i 
provide is an explanatory paradigm which can operate on a 
probability pattern.· Thus the major premise outlined above 
would be stated as "boys who are lauehing and talking at 
the back of the class are up to no good. 70% of the time". 
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So the teacher wou1~ expect that if a lJUl)il were attributed 
to t!ut class, in s~ven cases out of ten, he would be up 
to no good. \ 
I 
.As with :Brune r 1, Sarbin' s model is u. func ti anal one W.th 
instantiation, that: is categorisation, taking place within 
some kind of dynamic action scene: 
11 
••• we assert that events in the external 
world take on lneanin.g as'/tl.hey are instrumental 
in solving pro?lems for the inferring pe rson 11 • 
(Sarbin, 1960, p.51) 
In a,ddition, the attribution of an object to an identity 
class frequently invoives multiple instantiations with 
I 
given levels of probabili tyo For example, if an 
individual is assigned to the category 'father', he may 
also be assigned with particular levels of probability to 
son (p == l.OO), husband (p:::: .76), voter (p = o3~) and so 
on. Similarly if a pupil is judged to be relatively 
intelligent in class, one may ask what are the 1)robabili ties· 
of him being judged 'Nell behaved, neat, extravert and so 
on? It is just these implicit inferential systems of 
teachers about which so little is known, and yet which may 
influence the way in wl1ich pupils are labelled and defined. 
As mentioned previously, the inferential ~odel as 
outlined can be employed to explain the nature of intuition, 
for intuition is simply the operation of a statistical 
inferenc:e model; what makes the process •mysterious• is 
simply the fact that the number of at-cribu"Ces being used is 
not stated (or known) and neither is the weightinG given 
:to each ittribute. 1 However, that t11ese are not 
artiuul~ted does not mean that a statistical model is not 
in operation. Henc:e, Sarbin would· claim that .the 
clini0i:::.n, making his intuitive judgements about a 
l)atient' s illness and treatme-nt, is actually using a 
covert statistical ~odel. 
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Since the 1 New Look 1 movement in perception began, 
there have been continuous additions, developments, and 
I 
refinements to the gene :eal theory of infe rene a. Bruner 
(1957 b) for example, amplifies some of the basic 
? 
l)G.t'CG:t1tual 1)ro.::esses which unde:r:-li~e the 011eration of 
the eorlinz systems 1 for inst:.1..nc e l)erc eptual readiness 
or set may be ex:Jlained in terms of a. heightened. 
acce.ssj_bili ty to certain cc:.tegories so thcl.t the expected 
pheno!·nenon can be recognised with a reduced cue input, 
in the same way that we can recognise familiar words, 
even when some of the letters are missing; unexpected 
events, on the other hand, must create a correslJondingly 
greater input in or'der to be categorised. Another proce_ss 
i 
which .Bruner considers is tha.t of 11 gc:.ting 11 whereby 
i 
in-coming data are filtered or screened by the peripheral 
r1~ceptors before it re~ches the brain- thus modifyinG 
the ideu that all the organisation takes pL.l.C e in the 
c entr:.1l nervous sys'tem. Bruner does not ace e1Jt the 
h;ypothesis that there i.'3 no innate factor in the erouping 
or orc~~isation of ~ercepts, but he relegates its 
influence to :J. very: minor role in that it affects only 
i 
simple and prirai tiv,e categories~ 
11 Cert:J.inly Hebb (1949) is. correct in asserting, 
like Imnanuel Kant, that certain primitive 
unities or identities within perception must 
be innate or autochthonous and not la.arned. 
'l'he lJ rimi ti ve capacj_ ty to categorise things 
from background is veT'J likely one such; and 
so, too, the capacity to distinguish events 
in one modality from those in o~hers •••• As 
to the development of more elaborated 
categories· in ,terms of which objects are 
piaced or identified, it involves the 
process of learning how to isolate, weieht 
I 
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and use criterial attribute values, or 
cues for grouping objects in equivalence 
classes. It is only as mysterious, but 
no more so, than the learning of any 
differential discrimination o o.... 11 
(Bruner, 1957, p.lO). 
One other problem worth touching on is to some 
methodological, to others, conceptual; it concerns 
the act of inference itself and whether this process 
is categorical or dimensional. Bieri (1966) discusses 
this at length. The question is whether inference can 
best be explained in terms of placing an object in a 
nominal category, that. is whether it possesses a 
particular attribute or not- is it black or not black, 
. I 
is it a car or not a car, is it a table or not a table? 
This process involves noting qualitative differences 
between objects or attributes. Or does inference· 
involve some kind of ordinal discrimination which 
consists of assigning objects or events to 
particular points on a dimensional scale within a 
particu~ar category such as heat, loving, honesty, 
pleasant? Clearly the context and nature of the 
perceived object or event is important here, for a 
car either is one or is not one, whereas honesty has 
many shades of meaning. Bieri (Ibid.) and Attneave 
(1962) accept this duality, asserting that both the 
categorical and the dimensional may be irreducible 
forms and that both may co-exist in the 
classificatory process. 'rhe evidence to be reported 
from this present study would support this position 
since both categorical and dimensional judgements of 
children were obtained, though by far the majority 
were dimensional as one would expect in perceiving 
social. phenomena. 
··' 
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Two Areas of Study in Person Perception. 
Most of the research in person perception can be 
classified into two groups: first, is that concerned 
with the problem. of veridicality or accuracy- how 
accurate are individuals in their judgements of others? 
• I It could be hypothes1sed, for example, that 'accurate' 
' perceivers have certain characteristics in common, and 
may make more successful or effective teachers, leaders 
and counsellors. A se:cond group of person perception 
studies is concerned with the exploration of the actual 
contents of perceptions, and how these may be dynamically 
interrelated. Essentially these involve a consideration 
I 
of how we form judgements of other people, and are 
subsumed under the term process of perception, since 
they are more concerne'd with phenomenology than with 
veridicality. 1he two approaches are by no means 
mutually exclusive, though the somewhat disappointing 
results obtained from ,accuracy studies have led some 
to call for their abandonment. Cook (1971) rightly calls· 
this a counsel of despair and suggests that further 
investigations be implemented. 
The chief problem in accuracy studies is that 
of criteria against which to test veridicality 
and since there is no iobjective way of describing 
and evaluating other persons which is widely 
accepted trois has made accuracy studies 
11 interesting, insigni'ficant, and exasperatingly 
inconsistent .. (.Cronbac·h, 1955). Reduced to its bare 
I 
I ! . 
U:lf 
·. · .. 
__ ,_. 
essentials accuracy research ln person perception has 
consisted of a judge (J) who has attemrJted to pre.uict· or 
identify a set of resrJonses produced by another person (0). 
I 
Usually, as in the case of the Dymond (1949) "study this 
has 
I 
entailed the following design: 
I 
J rates himse:f_f 
J rates 0 as he (J) perceives him 
I 
I 
J rates 0 as he thinks 0 would actually rate himself 
I 
J rates himself (J) as he thinJ{:s 0 would rate him 
0 rates himself 
I 
0 r~tes!J as 0 perceives him 
I 
0 rates J as he thinks J would actually rate himself 
As can be seen, an initially simple idea becomes ;fraught 
with difficulties when translated into practice, in this· 
case because of thel difference between an 1 actual• self and 
a self as ·oerceived[ bv other Deoule. In the above example 
..... : - - -
the accuracy of judgement is obtained by comparing J' s 
I 
scorin~ of 0 with the actual rating made of 0 by himself, 
~ : 
and this 1;roduces a: deviancy score (D score) which indexes 
I 
the accuracy of J; . the lower the score the more accurate is 
the judge; the chief a<lvantage of this kind of study is 
that the criterion ageinst which.J tests his judgement is 
an 'objective• scale, though of course the problem of the 
I 
reliability and validity of self ratings is still present. 
Nevertheless, the problem of criterion in the above design 
is not as great as in the kind of study which involves a 
1 consensus of experts• as the yardstick, a procedure 
v.,rhich has been widely used in studies investigating the 
empathy of c ounsell
1
ors, clinicians, and p sychiat ri st s 
(Astin, 1967; Pass~ns and Olsen, 1969). 
I 
~ There are, however, certain methodological problems 
which are common to' both types of approach, and Cron·bach 
(1955) delivered a ~etailed dissection of these statistical 
I 
! 
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difficulties which were inherent in trait rating studies. 
It would be fair to say th~t this one paper had such a 
6ev~st~ting effect on accuracy studies, thatthe field 
virtually collapsed overnight, and recovery still has not 
I 
t.:.:.ken place. His argument was that the accuracy score 
(D score) consisted of four separate components - elevation, 
differential elevation, stereotype and differential 
accuracy. Cook (1971) provides a neat illustration of 
these factors: 
SUHJECTS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
CRI'l'ERION RATING 5 6 5 4 5 7 4 5 4 5 
JUllLTE 1 
JUDGE 2 
JUDGE 3 
3 4 3 2 3 5 2 3 2 3 D = 20 
5 8 5 2 5 10 2 5 2 5 D = 11 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 D = 7 
Figure 3. Imaginary Data, Representing the 
Ratin,gs by Three Judges of Ten Sub.jects on 
a Single Trait (Cook, 197l;p,94). 
The elevation, or level of ratings by the first judge shows 
him to be rating consistently, yet two points below the 
I 
criterion rating; his D score is 20. Thus by D score 
evaluation he appears to be the least ·accurate judge even 
1hough he has correctly predicted the 'direction' of the 
. I 
I 
tr~it, though consisrently undervaluing its 'strength'. 
I 
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Differential elevation refers to the variance of the 
individual judges rating, and is illustrated by the scores 
from Judge number 2. :He has correctly identified the 
average score of 5 for half the subjects (numbers 1, 3, 5, 
~ and 10) but has overestimated the size of the others' 
I 
variation from the mean, even though the 'direction' is 
correct. Stereotype accuracy is the degree to which a 
judge can predict how all of the others as a group respond 
to a set of items, and judge 3 provides an example of this 
by rating all subjects the same, and he obtains aD score of 
7. It is quite obvi o
1
us that his score for differential 
accuracy, that is the ability .. to predict the differences 
between others on each i tern or trait, would be veT'iJ low 
indeed. It is illuminating to note that Cronbach referred_ 
to these four elements as components and not statistical 
artefacts to be eliminated; each component vra.s worthy of 
study in its own right. However this has not occurred and 
the general result of the paper has been to render as useless 
the relatively simple studies using D scores. The literature, 
hovvever, still reveals occasional studies using this 
technique as late as :1969, as in the case of Penfold and 
Meldon•· s ( 1969) research into social sensitivity and 
teaching effectiveness. 
Research w©rkers involved with accuracy studies have 
used al terna.tive techniqu,es to trait rating and one very 
popular method has consisted of matching a judgement to a 
particular •trace' of behaviour; all kinds of samples 
have been employed -!drawings, test material, case 
histories, even handwriting- and the judge has to 
match a number of saniple s to the approp.riate subjects. 
Taft (1956) for examplerequired his judges to match 
40 mosaic patterns to the subjects who produced them. 
The criterion problem in this design is neatly 
rJolvor1 1 ::.~.nd "the pror;Jonco o:f rcitu:tir3tioc.l.l o.rtofaote 
is eliminated sino a the rau:tching process 1 s cu.tegorical 
rather than dimensional. The chief disadvant.age with this 
'' 
--". 
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~pproach is discovering precisely what it tells the 
experimenter about the process. Other studies have 
utilised r3.nking methods, forced choice differentials and 
l)redicting actual behaviour from case studies, and the 
samples of behaviour have ranged from verbal vignettes to 
voice. extracts, inte.rview behaviour, and film extracts. 
Another problem of measurement in accuracy studies is 
the tendency to 'as~me sirnilari ty•, that is, ~o assume that 
other people are like oneself, and this complicates further 
I 
the accurate evalua~ion of other individuals. This 
difficulty is s orne times }~nown as the RS-A&-ACC problem 
(Real Similarity, A~sumed Simila.ri -r.y, Accuracy). If we 
take the followine; si.tuation:-
then 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
i 
= Judge's self description ou a trait variable 
= The Other's self description 
I 
=The Judge's prediction of (b) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Real Sirnilarit~ (RS) exists if a = b 
Assumed Similarity (AS) occurs if a = c 
Accuracy exist~ if b = c 
I 
It Ccin be seen thc1t 'while any two of the above relations are 
independent the third remaining relationship is directly 
and m3.thematically ].inked to the other two. ·So if the 
judge assumes similctri ty, i:ind if the judge and subject 
really are simila.r, I then the judge will obtain a high 
a.ccuracy score evenlthough he ha.s not perceived the other 
I 
person accurately at all. Hatch (1962) attempted to overcome 
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this difficulty by using a design which involved a judge 
discriminating which statements two other judges would 
agree or disagree on, andlw;hile tbi s did avoid the HS-
AS-ACC problem it sacrificed reality to methodology so that 
the results were virtually meaningless. 
I 
One final problem that is worth considering at this 
point is whether or not, in veridical 11erson perception 
studies, accuracy involves two kinds of skill- sensitivity 
to groups and sensitivity to individuals. In 1937 Allp6rt 
himself distinguished betvveen predictions of the aver~ge 
for a grou1) of persons and for an individual, and Gage (1952) 
found th8.t stereotyped predictions made without any contact 
with the persons being judged, and based only on the_role 
information that the subjects were typical undergraduates in 
teacher training, ,.vere more accurate than those judgements 
based upon actual contact with the individuals concerned. 
'l'hi s was a most surprising result though Lindgren and 
l1obinson (1953) found the same pattern occurring in a 
siJfliJ.ar study carried out a year ]Jter. J~.s has already 
been stated, Cronbach (19?J) distinguished stereot~)e 
accuracy as one of his four main components, and empiricdl 
evidence to support· this conceptual discrimination has been.· 
produced .by Gage, Stone and Leavitt (1955) who found that in 
studying teacher serisitivity to three kinds of pupil 
behaviour- cognitive, emotional and social -the ability 
to judge group behaviours and individual differences 
I 
correlated negatively. In an original study by 
Hronfenbrenner, Harding and Galloway (1955) it was 
postulated that there were two major abilities - sensitivity 
to the 'Generalised:Other', a term borrowed from G.H. Mead 
( 1934) and corresponding to Cronbach' s stereotype accuracy, 
' . 
and inter1)ersonal sensi ti vi ty defined as sensi ti vi ty to 
4ndividual differences. ~hus there was considerable 
i 
conceptual agreement with Gronb<lch, and also an accord 
with him that both ~ype s of skill are required for the 
accurate perception! of other people. In addition to these 
I 
; 
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two, however, a thLccl. inte:r·rru~di:J.te sJdll ·:r\i-.'3 h~r.:)o~he:::isc;rJ. 
called sensitivity ~o the face to face group - that is a 
! 
small group of not more than thirty or forty pe roons where 
I 
s.ll can interact one with another. An example of 
sensitivity to the generalised other would involve asking 
someone to estimate the attitudes of say, trades union 
I 
members, or employers, or the Conservative party - " in 
each instance our int.ere st is in the. judge1s ability to 
recornlise dttitudes or actions which ::1re in some sense 
typi;3.l for the groJ1) under consideration" (Bronfenbrenner 
et aLl955. ·o.42 ).I Sensitivity to individual differences 
. ' . 
I 
implies an ability ~o discriminate between individual 
rJeople in their mot~ves, behaviour and feelings. Aunion 
I 
leader, for example, may correctly estimate the general 
I 
feeling of the membership, yet be blind to differences of 
opinion among indivfdual members. Face to face, or small 
group, sensitivity is reckoned to be im1)ortant because: 
"First, there i,s a grow·ing body of research which 
indicate that such small groups have their own 
special laws o~ behaviour, which are, in a number 
of im1)ortant w~ys, independent both of the 
individual and !the larger social context. 
' Second, the ro~e of sensitivity in the face 
to face groups jis of especial social importance, 
since it is in !this context that. the skill is 
I 
particularly likely to influence decision 
I 
roaking. 11 (Ibid., p. 43 ) • 
i 
'l'he relevance of thi.S model to teaching is that a class of 
children would const,itute such a face to face group with 
the implication that1 the teacher reCJ.uires special skills 
I . • 
of sensi ti vi ty related to, though distinct frorn, 
Individual and stereiotype accuracy. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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~he application of accuracy studies to the classroom 
has never been widespread, aLthough G-age working in the 
'fifties and early 'sixties has been the most involved 
researcher, but often his results have shown negative 
associations between accuracy and teacher effectiveness 
(Gage 1958). The problems of definition remain considerable 
not only on the side of perceptual accuracy, but also wi1ih 
concepts used -co evaluate the teaching-learning process, 
such as teacher effectiveness. For these reasons, recent 
I 
studies such as those py Nash (1973), Hargreaves (1967) and 
I 
Lacey (1970), have concentrated much more on the way in 
which teachers' percep~ions evolve and develop, what 
factors may affect these perceptions, and how they may. 
influence, in their turn, the perceptions which the pupils 
have of themselves. Thus accuracy studies are still "thwarted 
by the ever present problem of cri te:t'ion and it is doubtful 
whether in the present. phenomenologically orientated· age, 
this will be overcome.· There is, however, considerable 
promise in the o-cher a~proach, especially in educa-cion, 
which involves seeking[ out the ways teachers and pupils 
construct their social),.vorld, and examining how the 
·function and purposes of those involved affect their 
perception of the soci~l environment. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Chu.pter 5. 
I 
Cues Used in the Pe~ception of Other People. 
Hath Vernon (1964) 1 c.md Livesley and Bromley (1972) in their 
reviews on the selection and interpretation of cues used 
in judging other people rely heavily on G-ustay Ichheiser's 
(1949) classification in which he itemises the raw data on 
which our inferences' are built. Ichheiser' s basic framevvork 
will be employed he:se, though the category boundaries are not 
to be thougbt of as hard and fast, since considerable 
overlap occurs betwe.en them (Cool-;:, 1971). 
1. Static. Factors. 
These consist o~ the characteristics of personal 
appe:J.rance, both natural, such as facial features and 
physique, and artificial, such as clothes, personal 
~dornrnents, hairstyle, etc. Vernon claims that "these 
;:.:.re quite inaccurate indicators. of enduring personality 
traits" (Ibid 1J.29) :though to speak of accuracy in the 
con text of im1)re ssi on fonnati on is 11roblematic. However, 
individuals have be~n shown to.alter-their judgements of 
people when one characteristic bas been systematically 
varied. ~bus McKeachie (l952)~ported that mal~ students 
r:;.ted ~irls, when m3aring li11stick, as more interested in 
the OIJposite sex, more frivolous, placid and introsl)ective, 
though less conscier:-tious th:J.n when the same girls vvere 
lipstick free. second 1 s (1955) research indicated that 
·bowed li·os in women .nroduce an impression of conceitedness, 
.. I"" 
of being demanding, ,iw.moral and receptive to tbe intentions 
I • . . 
of men. Herelson and Salt·er (1946) in an investigation of 
the verbal descript{ons of heroes arid villains showed that 
Thlondne ss and light: skin were alLr!Ost ~lways 'associated 
'\,:ith he:r·oism and darkness and swarthiness volith villainy. 
This tende.11cy to linJc light and dark with favourable and 
unf;;;t.vour2.ble r)crcer)tion is f:Upported in another context 
when subjects were asked to rate photographs which varied 
on a lightness - darkness of complexion dimension; dark 
_.\ .. • 
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skin seemed to be associ~ted with hostility, boorishness, 
conceit, dishonesty,: unfriendliness, slyness, and lack of 
I . 
a sense of humour ~Secord, 1956). 
I 
I 
l.n interestingife<J.ture of social perce1-1tion is the 
I . . 
influence on the petceiver of ~,oye~ring spectacles. 
Thornton (1944) not~d that in perceiving people for a 
brief lJeri od, judges:: rated incli vi duals vtho were wearing 
spectc:.cles as more intellie;ent. Iiia.nz and Lueck (1968) .. 
supported this resu:t t, and in addition discovered tbat 
spect8.cle wearers wJre also more highly rated on 
I 
industriousness, devendability and honesty. This general 
finding was supported by Argyle and M.cHenry (1971) but 
I 
only in the case· of: a brief ex1Josure of the observed person 
to the judge. In a'more naturalistic setting when judge 
and observed talked.to one another for five minutes the 
effects of wearing ~pectacles on the intelligence rating 
I 
was zero. 
Secord (1958) reported an unusual e~;erimeni devised 
I 
by Linda Johnson where, instead of attributing personality 
I 
traits to differentlphysiog:nomic configurations, subjects 
I 
were asked to consider what facial features might be 
associated with two.descriptions of 1~rsons:-
.;... "This mctn is warn:hearted and honest. He has a 
t;ood sense of humour and is in tellic.;ent and · 
unbiased in his opinion. He is responsible and 
self confident with G.l1 air of re finement••. 
J:3. ''This man i 9 ruthless and brutal. He is 
extremel~r hostile, quick tempered and over-
bearing. He is well known for his boorish 
an.d vulgar inanner<;~.nd is a very d.omir~eering 
and unsymrJathetic l)erson"-. 
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Two different looking individuals emerged. Person 
A v1:2.s seen ::..s having neatly groomed hair, <i direct ga2 e, 
with bright eyes, a smooth brow, a straight nose and a 
smiliLg mouth. Person B, by contrast, was seen to have 
sli eked c1 o•.·m JJJ.d dj_ sheveJJ.ed hair, narrow eyes with an 
averted gaze, a wrinkled brow and a dowmv-ard curvine 
mouth. Secord (1958) in ex_plaining these results 
suggested that it \vonld be unreasonable to assume that 
individuals have ready made schemata associating all 
these facial attri.butes •.vi th particular perS!iJnali ty 
dim~nsions; rc:..ther it is due to r2..pid inferences vthich 
go be~rond the information given and reflect more the 
cultural stereotYJles which exist at any particular 
moment in time. 
' As Vernon (1964) has stated static cues from the 
observed, such as sex, age, r;J.cial characteristics and 
the like, provide the observer with information which 
en;;..bles him to classify the other person and thus, . 
within a broad framework, help him to predict the other's 
behaviour. One area where the correlation be tween static 
features and lti'sonaJ.i ty traits may actually be quite high 
is in the relationshiiJs between body build and lJersonality 
traits; it might be that both depend to some degree on the 
I 
lev~-:::1 of endocrine activ:i.ty in the body. History and 
.l.iter8.ture from Aristotl1-1 onw;_j,rds ;J.re full of ex;.J.lflllles 
of this perceived relationship between the physical and 
the mental; for ex8.TfilJle in Plutarch• s Lives, Julius 
Caesar exclaims: •• \I a.r1 not Jnuch in fear of those fat, 
sleek fellows, but ~ather of those pale, thin ones", and I . 
the link between physi(_iue and intelligence is noted in a 
. I . , 
nurtlber of proverbs:; the Italians say- • capo grasso, 
0
carvello magro• '(fat heads, lea.n ·brains) and the Greeks -
• A gross ·belly does 1 not produce a fine mind'; Shakespeare 
. ~·-
'.• ·' 
... 
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in Loves Labours Lost writes (I, i, 26), · 
'Fat paunche's have leG.:u :;:Jates, and dainty bits 
Make rich the ribs but bankrupt quite the wits'. 
In psycholoc;y it is Kretschmer (1921) and Sheldon (1927) .. · 
who have been reslJon:sible for much of the revived interest 
in this age old relationship, and in recent years 
investigators have exarnined the relationship between body 
build .::md delinquency (Glueck, 19 50), scholastic 
attairunent and intellicence (Davidson and P~rnell, 1957) 
and abnormal pe:rsonali ty functioning such as schizophrenia 
(Rees,l957). A very' comprehensive review of this research 
area is given by Rees (1960). 
' 2. Dyn3.llliC Fc:.ctors.: 
'fhese are the •:in motion' cues which w.e ::take from the 
other person movement of limbs, tone of voice, posture, 
eye movement and so 'on. fhese assume great importance, 
;! 
not onl~r because they provide some indication of the mood 
state which the observed is in, but also because there is 
! 
likel~r to be an extrapolation of the information to 
indicate more endur!ng dispositions. Thus quick· jerky 
movements may sugge~t anxiety or nervousness; 'larger-
than-life' rrtovement 'may be taken to indicate an extravert 
person-.J.lity, a l1oundy walJc lllicht suggest lw.plliness; all 
these involve inferential judgements which go beyond the 
sense-data of the perceiver. 
i 
'the face itself, not unnaturally, h.J.s been the subject 
I 
of l!lOSt 8llClUiries 1 especially With regard to the 
I 
expressions of emot~ons, though often still photographs 
have been used as th~ stimulus l)ictures and this diminishes 
the reality of the ~xercise. ~s Brown (1965) states, these 
ghotogra2_:;hs represe1l.t an enormous loss of information and 
I 
in using them io ju~ge emotions he likens it to identifying 
an animal by the tracks it mve s in the snow. 
t. 
I. 
I 
I 
. . . ~.. . 
; ·: . ~ : ~ ;·. ' .. 
!; 
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I 
.d .. c omprehensi vel review of the literature on judging 
emotions is given in1 1'agiuri (1969) and only a.n attenuated 
review will be given here. Considerable interest has been 
shown in H::1rold. Schlosberg's (1954) dimensional theory of 
the l)erception of em
1
otions, which sought to transform 
earlier discrete categorisations of motivational states 
I 
into locations withi;n multi-dimensional spaces. Allport 
(1924) pro1)osed a list consisting of six nominal types of 
expressions, and these were reformulated into a unidimensional 
scale by Woodworth (1938) ranging from love and happiness 
at one end of the c ontinuQffi to disgust at the other. 
Schlosberg (Ibid) proposed three dimensional scales on 
which all emotions could be judged :- unpleasant -
pleasant, attention ~ rejection, and sleep - tension. 
I 
Follovv up work -by Engen and Levy ( 19 56) and 1'riandi s and 
I 
Lambert (1950) suppo,rted this approach,· the latter 
providing an element~ of cross cultural -validation by 
using Greek ( and which the authors describe as non- 1Hestern) 
subjects. Further c'onfirmation of the sleep.,... tension 
dimension was obtained by Engen et al.(l957) using the 
readership of a SUnday magazine - the Rhode Islander - who 
responded to publish,ed photographs and confirmed earlier 
ratings of the same l)hot ographs made by students. 
I 
A factor analytlic study by Osgood (1966) showed that 
at least three dimensions were necessary in judging 
emotions, his tei.ng C'alled Pleasantness, Activation and 
I . . . . . 
Control: these were virtua.lly identical with Schlosberg's. 
Other research workers have proposed different numbers 
of scales, for example two dimensions (e.g. Nummenmaa and 
:r~auranne, 19 58; Abel son and Sermat, 1962) and four 
dimensions (Harrison and }[]cLean, 19 65). Borg (1973), 
,.c_:, ' 
however, has confirmed Osgood's three dimensions in a 
study involving the 1facial expressions of abnormal 
individuals. 
Specific parts and features of the face have been 
investigated in relation to their importance in being 
linlted 1vi th specific, ernoti ons. Tagiuri ( 19 69) reports 
that many of the early investigations have yielded 
contradictory or incpnsistent findings, though he does 
state that among the' more reliable results are that 
surprise and fear seem to be expressed in the upper 1-art 
of the face, while laughintr and smiline are associated 
more \vith the lBDwer half. Harrison (1965) systematically 
! 
varied the }JOsition and shape of eyes, mouth and eyebrows 
in a circular headshape. Results indicated that a dovm-
curved mouth was sufficient to give an impression of 
unhappiness, while ah upturned one inferred happiness; 
I 
half raised eyebrows! indicated worry, while a 9ngle 
I 
raised eyebrow conveyed the impression of sceptism; half 
closed eyes signifie~ boredom. These findings are 
interesting particularly in the context of certain 
i 
children's books, the' illustrations of which are often 
. I 
reduced to the geome,tric simplicity of a Pideri t face 
(e.g. Dick Bruna's series for children). 
Eye movement and contact are particularly important 
sources of informa ti 1on during social inte rae ti on (Argyle, 
1969) 8.l1d even usind still photographs Hess ( 196 5) 
discovered ~hat m~e~ st~den~s rated females as , 
preferable lf thelr ~Upll slze had been enlargea, no 
doubt because the enlargement of pupils is a signal 
system for arousal. 
The tone of voi!ce is an important medium of expression 
I . 
and a review of the ili tera ture on thi9, mpic is given in 
Kramer (1972). Paralincuistic as1Jects of speech were 
first investigated ~n a·large scale by Pear (1931) who 
analysed 4,000 repli'es from radio listeners who had 
resiJonded to a questionnaire about 9 different readers 
whom they had heard on the air. Age and sex of the 
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speakers were most easily recognised (see also Herzog
1
1933) 
and of the nine professions represented those of clergyman 
ru1d actor were most frequently guessed correctly. Allport 
and Cantrill (1934) also reported that physical and · 
expressive characteristics could be recognised from tone 
of voice alon§, in addition to interests and ,lEI'sonality 
I 
traits. ~L,hey explained their results kgely in terms 
I 
of stereotype recognition- 11 for the various features of 
personality there is associated in th~ -~inds of the judges 
some preconception of the type of voice to which.these 
features correspond 11 ; (Ibid .)p .168). Other research into 
the relation ship between pralingui stic s and personality 
traits include Veness and Brierley's (1963) replication 
of Asch' s (1946) pioneering study in V\hich the original 
stimulus of print was replaced by voice; Fay and 
Middleton's series o;f experiments involving recognition 
. I 
of personality (1939: b), body ·build (1940 c) and intelligence 
(1940 b), and starkweather's (1961) work on the role of 
I 
hypertension and speech. 
Several studies: have used 11 meaningless ·content 11 -
numerals or letters of the alphabet, for example - the 
earliest recorded being by Skinner (1935) who requested 
his subjects merely to say 'Ah'. After reading selected 
passages and listening to music C'esigned to make them happy 
or sad, they spoke solely in 11 ahs 11 and Skinner recorded· 
that the 'ahs' of ha-o;Jiness were more forceful and of 
. ... 
higher pitch than those of sadness. Dusenberry and 
Kno\ver (1939) had an individual speak the letters of the .. ·· 
alphabet from a to k: as thoue;h they were in various 
emotional states and the subjects attempted to recognise 
I 
the emotions so portrayed. Results s~owed that their 
subjects could recognise emotion through voice as success-
fully as with still photographs of the face. Dq.vi tz and 
Davitz (l959J) also used alphabet speech for emotion 
recognition, thouGh subjects' success was only slightly 
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better than chance. , A consistent pattern of errors occur:r~d 
in that, for example,, rear was regularly mistaken for 
ner·vousness, love fo:r sadness, and pride for satisfaction. 
Lalljee (1971) reported that anxiety was an emotion !?lOst 
often attributed to speech disturbances, that is errors in 
articulation and sedtence structure: this would support 
the conclusions of e
1
arlier studies on the role of silences 
and disturbances in jspeech patterns made by Dibner (1956) 
Iilahl (1956, 1959) a..Yld Krause a....'1d Pilisuk (1961). Some of 
these findings •.vouldl clearly be of interest in relation to 
I 
the teaching si tuati:on. 
During the lasJ twenty years considerable interest has 
I 
been arou:aed in. t:nie role of body movements, posture ,and 
gesture in the c ommu:nic ati on of em.otion and attitudes. 
,.. Sa,rbin (1954) reports an experiment in •r:hich pictures of 
42 matchstick figure:s were p1esented to undergraduate 
subjects who were asked to jude;e the emotional and 
attitudinal states from the varied body postures. Those 
subjects who had 'empathised!, with the posture recorded 
a .12:reater number of inodal res?)Onses than those who had 
~ I ... . 
formed their judgeme;nt s solely on the basis of checklist 
I . . 
categories. Further, studies carried out on abnormal 
subjects, including 1schi 2 ophrenics, indicated that these 
grours checked the non-modal responses as frequently as 
the modal; these findings suggested that rerhaps this 
approach could be us
1
ed as a test of social perceptiveness, an 
idea •.-vhich liuilford has used in his multif8.ctorial model 
I 
of intelligence (Gui~ford, 1959.) Althoue;h Argyle (1969) 
concludes that ·body posture and gesture are relatively poor 
channels of cormnunication compared with facial expression, 
nevertheless research interest in the subject has grovm 
... ~ 
due possibly to the ~mercine field of interaction studies. 
hlehrabian (1968) fo} example concludes that e;reater 
relaxation, a forvvard lean of the trunk' and closer 
physical proximity indicate a more positive attitude towards 
another person than 1a backward leaning posture and lareer 
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dist2..nce; folding o:f arms ancl crossing the ]I:gs V'lhile stu.nuinz 
is taken to infer a relaxed and informal attitude. Rel~xed 
posture m::ty also be related to status Jerel, for ·c~offraan (1961) 
noted that senior members of staff at a psychiatric hospital 
would adopt, during \ihe course of a staff meeting, relaxed 
seating positions such as placing their feet on the table, 
where(;J.s junior colleagues tended to adopt more formal 
I 
seating positions. 
lnvestigc::.tion into the function of gestures has been 
carried ou-c by :8lunam1 and Friesen (1969) who make a five fold 
I . 
classification of the conversation of gestures. The most 
important groulJS are 
1 
'emblems' - that is eestures which 
carry a g_uite specific meaning and can be translated almost 
directly into words, for example nodding the head to show 
agreement or raising two fingers to signify c ont ern.) t and 
disapproval - and 'illustrators' wb.ich serve as visual 
punctuators or clarifie ::!:'S of speech; these t'.vo icon agraphic 
codings are rather different from gestures which indicate 
the general emotional state of the individual, and those 
which are termed 'regulators' - feedback gestures which 
give the interactors; some indication of how their various 
messages are being received; the last of Ekmann' s categories 
is termed 'adaptors') 1 a rather illdefined group of gestures 
consisting of idiosyncratic movements which seem no lange~ 
' to have any useful function; often these may occur under 
conditions of stress. 
'l'he positional orientation of'' one }:frson to another can 
also be an important interaction cue; Sommer (1965) discovered 
that seating pattern reflects the pattern of interaction 
between pairs of individuals. During unfocussed interactions; 
a;s when two students' are studying together at the same 
table, a distance seating pattern is chosen, each facing 
the same way; in a co-O.!_Jerative task the •corner' seating 
arran:::;ement is favou~ed, while in competitive dyads there 
is a noted tendency for ~eople to sit directly opposite one 
another; these findings are supported by Cook (1970). 
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Recent developments in interaction studies have led to 
I 
the creation of sophisticated coding instruments for 
I 
classifying proxemic!and kinesic behaviour. Kendon (1965) 
' has lJroduced a notation system for facial postures and 
body orientation, Hall (19o3) has codified proxemic 
I 
beb.aviou.r into eight 
1 
differing dimensions (postural - sex 
identifiers, soci ofugal - soci ope tal orientation, 
kinesthetic factors, ltouch, retin3.l combinations, thermal, 
olfaction and voice loudness) each ·with its own scaling 
code; and 13irdwhistell (1961:3) has attempted to use a 
line;u.istic analogy in the definition of movements in terms 
of IUne s, Kineme s and Kinemorphs. Ivlany of these separate 
syrands of research have been brought together under a social 
skill model of social behaviour (Argyle, 1969) and important 
work is on-going at Oxford into retraining individuals who 
lack social confidence, helping them to build up a more 
a~Jpropriate and successful pattern of_ interpersonal 
·behaviour ( Srni th, 197 5) . 
One particularly interesting study, 
movement as opposed to body orientation, 
'l'agiuri (1960) who l)resented to subjects 
drawings which were said to represent the 
. I . 
individuals from a point A to a point B. 
from a straight line!to highly convoluted 
1. 
2. 
,, 
investigating body 
v~s carried out by 
a variety of line 
paths taken by 
Pathways ranged 
paths. e.g. 
De script ions for persons taking a strai~ht line included 
determined, logical, purposeful, rational, economical,_ 
well reasoned, and dull; persons taking path 2. were 
- ?4 ... 
described as emotional, vacillating, disjointed, curious, 
sociable and gay. Apart from underlining the importance 
of dynamic aspects of social perception, such research, 
as Livesley (1973) points out, might be relevant to the 
use of met:J.phor in perception of persons, for example, 
crooked, straight or direct; and in connection with lJart 
of 1'agiuri' s experiment described above it would not be 
too difficult to append the labels' convergent' and 'divergent' 
routes. 
Context or Situational Factors. 
1'he context in which behaviour occurs, whether 
realised or not,_ often has a marked eff.ect on the perception 
of other peolJle. The influence of the iw.personal environ-
ment on the perception of people has been demonstrated by 
lviaslow and hiintz · (1956) who asked subjects to rate negative 
print photographs of· face·s in 'beautii"Lll', 'average' and 
'ugly' rooms. Subjects in the 'beautiful' room rated the 
faces significantly ~igher on •energy' and 'well being' 
than those in the •average' (a professor's office!) and 
'ugly' rooms. In a foll01r up study IvJ.intz (1956) showed that 
these effects were not temporary but endured and increased over 
" 
a three week period of consta..'1.t exposure to 'beautiful' 
or 'ugly' rooms. L:::.L~mann and House (1970) showed that 
living room styles c9uld be correlated with the occupant's 
status, beliefs and attitudes- for example, traditional 
patterns and attitudes with regard to religious beliefs 
and role relation ships within -rn.3.rri ace. Again the importiJJ1C e 
of the metaphor is demonstrated. A positive relationship 
between st:J.tus and p~ysic:::.l surroundings was noted by 
Rosenthal (1966) who found that an experimenter was 
"' perc:: ei ved as of 
tidy lab ora tory 
higher sta. tu s 
I 
setting. 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I 
in an untidy rather than a 
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I 
Canter (1974) in: three separate exl:Er'iments using four 
comrnonly used dimensi'ons ·to rate rooms-- friendliness, 
:r;armony, activity and 1 formality - found that c1ui te strong 
relationships exist bbtween judgements of people and their 
d th t th I 1 t · , · · 1 1 · t f rooms, an a e re a 1onsn1p 1s arge y 1n erms o an 
inferred simulari ty b!etween the room and its user; Canter 
would also support th1e earlier studies of Iilintz and 
Rose:::lth;:;.l in suggestii1g a 'room effect• whereby judgements 
of people are modified by the room in which they appear. 
Behavioural influences of buildings upon people have been 
noted by Canter ( 1970) and Sommer ( 197 4) • 
. I 
i 
I 
Asch (1946) too de~1onstratecl how ecology :~nay influence 
! 
trait r8.tin~ studies tvhen he showed how the centrd.l tr.:3.i ts 
I 
of 'warm' and 'cold' affected the evaluation of other 
lJ r::rson.J.li ty traits when presented in a list to subjects; 
and in a similu.r lcinrr of stucv·, though using systematically 
retouched facial photbgraphs instead of trait lists, stritch 
8.!1d ,Secord (1956) showed th8.t subjects' perce::_:d;ions of 
I 
physiognowic chc--~i~acte>is~s tb;..J.t 1Ld :.'lot 1)een a.ltered 'Here 
a.:f:fec ted b~r c lura.c te ri stic s ·:1:1i c 'a 'a ad been systematic ally 
changed by an artist.[ Thus increased heaviness of eyebrows 
caused the ob server to see h:..J.i r 02.1 th·3 heS~.d as more 
i 
di sarra.nged, the skin! more c oa.rse and the complexion darker, 
even though these had.not been altered at all • 
. 8aclce;round inform:J.tion has o. strong influence too, 
esi_)e;~io.lly in the percel)tion ol' eJn.o"dons. Tiiunn (1940) 
. for ex3.m:ple ob tainetl iJ!loto~ra~_)hs of f:J.C e s taken fro1rl so me 
l)O])Ul;.lr m:J.:~azines and showed these to sul)jects with i:lnd 
without the surrounding picture. Although the s1rround g:J.ve 
. I 
only partial informat~on about the dapicted situation, if 
I 
se.en by subjects, ,it greatly improved :th_eir judgement. 
i 
I 
I 
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For e Xi.;!..mple, a ma21 initially viewed as showing sur-jjri se or 
d i s:.;u st was seen as 8..!-"lSrY <ind hateful whe~n the context 
indicated that he vtas grabbing a lhckleg striker by the 
throat. 1l'his effect; of context was demonstrated even 
earlier by Sherman ( 19 27) who showed tha. t infant emotions 
could not be r•.:!C0;3nised '.'r.i. thon.t ;J. knowledge of the 
situation to whic.h the baby was re:J.cting. Even a name 
c~n provide a. situational cue, for example a woman was 
perceived as far more ambi ti·ous when her nawe was given 
as Rabinowitz th<.:..n when no na..Ne was given, and less 
beau~iful when her name was Scarano (RazranJ 1956). 
fhe general context of 1H~h8.viou.r, therefore, gr(~;j.tly 
affects the selection of particular cues and our inferences 
wl.1ici1 we dr:3.Yt from them. Behaviour rOited as pleasine in one 
context may be considered ~:~.ui te loaths·orre in another, 
del)endine upon ilnplici t and shared assumptions of what 
is ap:pr01):riate 8.11d jnappropriate in ? pat·ticul8.r situation. 
Thus z. dc·ctor' s behaviour towards his patient would be 
,. 
c.;,ui te 8.\.:Ce,;;,table within the context of the doctor• s 
surgery, but would ljf'OOaDj_y count as assault in another 
context. In this an9: many other contexts, the situational 
variaoles help one to define the role of the ather. 
I 
I 
I 
Ferhaps of even iGreator importance in the selection 
of cues is the influ~nce of the personal goals of the 
interac tors, together v:i th the type of interaction which 
takes place. Sarbin, 'l'aft and H~iley (1960) distinguished 
three ~dnds of interaction situation based upon the degree 
I 
I 
to which information\is tr::J.nsmitted reciprocally between 
the participants. Ajnonreciprocal. sit~ation refers to 
I 
conditions in which the person cognition information is 
I 
presented to the ·observer in minimal interaction contexts. 
. I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
.·, 
i 
-_ .-'-
i, 
I 
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i 
Li tt.Le or no feedback is available from the object person( s) 
I 
as to the· influence .of the observer's behaviour. It is 
I 
interesting to note 1that many of the person perception 
stuaies reported abo've belong to this category involving 
I 
a minimum of reciprocity; the ju~ng of photographs, 
. case studiLe s, drawings and films means that the subject 
can only scan the i~ormation, though presumably these 
designs help to provide precise controls. Although a 
number of writers~ h~ve questioned this approach (Asch, 
1952; Hruner and ·r~giuri, 1954), suggesting that 1 real 
I 
life 1 situations are more complex and that person 
perception studies should be grounded in interaction 
studies, Warr and Kriapper (1968) make the valid point 
that a good deal of 1our life is spent in making judge-
ments about other people based on very reduced cue 
information - in the
1 
press, on television and film, 
ana. when using the telephone, for example. Thus they 
claim that indirect :perception is an area of study as 
\ ' . 
important in its own right as direct perception occuring 
in :t'ace to face interaction situations. 
Symme'trical reciprocity occurs in interaction 
situations when bot~ parties share the communication in 
roughly equal proportions, while asymmetrical reciprocity 
occurs when one party initiates the bulk of the-
communication as may be the case in an interview, or in 
a teaching situation. Flanders (1965) for example has 
demonstrated the dominance of teachers in 'the proportion 
I 
of time which they s'pend talking in the class, and has 
encapsulated this in his 'rule of two-thirds' -two 
thirds of the time spent in class is given over to talking 
and of that talking time two-thirds is taken u-p by the 
teacher. Apart from teachi1~, a few studies in asymmetrical 
situations have been carried out with respect to the 
'accuracy' of leaders' perceptions of followers, though 
';· 
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the results ho..ve been anything but clear cut. .For exu.rnple, 
! 
Chowallry a.nd Newc owb ;( 19 52) found that le :J.d er·s ·were more 
e.ccura te thom non-1 eaders in estimating the 01)ini ons of 
their eroups on matt~rs relevant to the groups, but not 
on m:J.tters irrelevant:. Hites and Campbell (1950) on the 
other hand found ti1a t: fr;:1 t e rni t~r l ea.ders were no better 
than non-leaders in perceiving the attitudes of group 
members, and Exline a.J.Hl Gage (1952) relJor·t the lack of 
any consistent relationship betvveen accuracy in perceiving 
the norms of discuss~on groups and the sociometric status 
I 
of individuals wi thi1~ the grouy. ·~·;i thin the teaching 
si tnation this posi ti"on also obtains, for teachers are 
I . 
poorer than school pupils at l)redicting which l)Upils are 
lJOpular (Ausubel, Sc~iff and uasser, 1952). 
Jones and '..!.:hibaJt (1958) used a classification of type 
of interaction very stmild.r to Sarbin' s described above, 
but they also examined the influence of interaction goals 
uyon the kind of inferences which one person notes about 
another. The first goal - the search for personal gratificatiol 
I 
- arouses a •value maintenance' set which causes an 
individual to search for cues from which he can Ciraw 
I 
inferences concerning what "the other person might do to 
I 
help or hinder him i1~ his personal goal· attainment. The 
second e;oal concerns :the desire to understand the other 
person- •to explain ,how he got the way he is • (ibid.p.l59); 
this generates a causal-genetic inferential set which seeks 
out cues concerning the pertinent historical and situational 
determinants of a lJerson' s behaviour - the dispositional 
I 
qualities of the other person. The third goal concerns 
the appropriateness of the other person• s behaviour to the 
I . 
generalised norms considered applicable to the nn-going 
interpersonal si tuatfon; this perc ep"tual awareness occurs 
I 
when an individual seeks to apply social sa..."lctions to 
control <.1~1othe :r.• s lJerL1vj_ ou.r 1.1~/ eli sp en sing social rewards 
I 
I, 
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I 
and punishments. Thils leads to a "situation matching" set 
I 
- the 111:1 tching of the; other's behaviour to an· assumed set 
of norms. Jones and \cteCharms (1957) demonstrated. the 
V8.lidi ty of this classifice.tion in an ex1)eriment using 
a common stimulus eve,nt - a tape recording of an ex-
yri soner of war being interviewed bee au se he had ~igned 
severu.l comrnunist propaganda statements - which was 
played to three diff~rent groups with different 
instructions: one td decide on formal ch.J.rges 
( si tu8.tion matchine) , 1 another to determine 'Nhy the 
I 
prisoner had so acte~ (causal genetic) ~nd third, to 
assess vthether they ,.;ould like the prisoner as a friend 
I 
or not (value-maintenance set). The strength of each 
set was established bly asking the subjects to select 
questions necessary f.or further information, and each 
group chose questions closely allied to the induced set. 
'l'his influence of inferential set on uerce<)tion has been 
I ~ - ' 
verified more recentl1y by Warr and Knapper (1968) and so 
lends support to the 'framework suggested by Jones and 
'.l.'hi bau t ( 19 58). 
The Effects of the Order ~f Presentation. 
fhe best known experiment on the effects of order of 
present:::.tion on the perception of persons was carried out 
by Asch (1946) who cave one group of subjects a list of 
traits and another group the same list but in reverse 
order. Each group gave quite different descriptions of 
1)e rsonali ty. · ·~his supported earlier work on the primacy 
effect conducted by Lund (1925) though his work was in 
the field of persuasi'on t eclmi que s in o omrnuni ca tioli r<J. ther 
than the perception of p~rsons. The problem ~f primacy 
versus :r:-ec:enc::y effect's was investigated by Luchins (1957a) 
with his now famo~s p~ragraphs of the two 'Jims' - one an 
extravert .J:Lrn, the other an j_ntrovert ,Jim; subjects were 
I . 
give:n ;::, quo::r~:Lonnaire ~oking i'ur 1n:Cei·ences u.bout lTi11l 1 £:J 
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I 
behaviour, dress and l)ersonali ty which could be derived from 
I . 
the t1.vo passages de sc:ri.bing him. '.rhe results showed g,ui te 
clearly the importanc'e of first presentation in impression 
formation. Norman Anderson has found a similar a.nd 
consistent primacy effect too, though using a slightl~f 
different paradigm based upon the presentation of attributes 
'.vhich had l.Jreviously been determined as favourable (e.g. 
kind, creative) or \l_nfavourable (e.g. unattractive, shallow). 
(Anderson 1965). 
1fhere is some disagreement .:::.s to the explanation of the 
11:rimacy effect. One theory put forwa.rd by Asch claims that 
' 
the first trait names actually modify the meanings of lat.er 
words, so that, for example the earlier trait •cunning' 
will modify a later adjective 'clever' to mean something 
neare:c to the word 'shrewd'. This explanation is vj_:r.tuclly 
iden tic:J.l with tba t of Lu.chins ( 19 57 b) •..vho pre:p osc s a set 
or 1 Ei:nstellung' effect similar to that in problem solving 
behaviour. 
However criticism of this theory has been made by 
.f'Jlderson and .barrios (1961) firstly on the erounds that 
primacy effects did not occur in experiments carried out 
by them when only twol contrasting 'traits were presented to 
I 
subjects; secondly ~·~..nderson and Norman (1964) using four 
different classes of sti1nuli - a set of adjectives 
describing a person, foods describing a meal, headlines 
describing a newspape!· and life events describing a week 
in an incli vidual1s lif.e - found a primae y effect operating 
for the yerson, adjec:tives and the foods. 
I 
I 
11 It is easy to be~i eve that an unfavourable 1)roc eding 
con text could transfo 1rm clever into cunning, and that a 
G , 
favourable preceding ~ontext could transform clever into 
shrev1d •......•.•.• !. (but) ••••••...•.•.•.•• 
i• 
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for foods, our interpretation of their primacy in terms of 
contextual shifts in meaning is not even plausible. 
Cert~inly, the objec~ive meaning of 'turnips' s~, should 
be the same vvhether it precedes or follows 'sherbert' ... 
. '. 
(Anderson and Norman, p. '1·70). Their explanation is in 
terms of decreased weighting given to· adjectives appearing 
later in a list, which was supported by Anderson (1965) who 
found tho..t the relative importance of an o..djective 
decreased linearly according to the ordinal position in: 
an adjectival list. 
Although the primacy effect appears to be both 
consistent and stable, it does seem also to be a rather 
fragile phenomenon and can easily di salJpear with 
comp~ratively minor changes in experimenta+ design. 'l'hus 
Luchins (1957 b) noted that even an a<lvance warning to 
subjects to suspend judgement on the presented information 
until all the material had been read caused a diminution in the 
I 
prilll:.:l.Cy effect, and if the presentation of the two conflicting 
passages concerning 'Jim' - the adolescent boy- was 
separated by a similar warning, primacy was replaced by 
a recency effect. Warr and Knapper (1968) amplifying 
this point note that ;1al though primacy effects have been 
widespread, they occur generally speaking only in 
I 
experiments emlJloying relatively simple stimulus material, 
such as lists of traits. 'Nherever m.ore comple~ arid 'real 
life' data has been used, (as for example in newspaper 
extracts used by them) the primacy effects seem to 
di sapl)ear. '.rhey confirm that it is perhaps unwise to ask 
whether primacy or recency is the rule, but rather to 
a.scertain what conditions may generate' primacy or recency, 
and what conditions l?roduce no serial order effects at· all. 
!· 
Cone lu si on. 
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I 
! 
i 
It can be seen from the above review that a wide variety 
of cues are employed,in the process of inferring what the 
person~l qualities and behaviours of the other person are 
I 
likely to be. hi any 9f the re seurche s reported involve wha. t 
\'larr aml K!laplJer (1968) term indirect perception, that is 
a stimulus situation is contrived in which the p\Srceived 
person is not actuall~r gresent and so only a •conception' 
! 
as opposed to a 'per9eption• of him is actually made; 
inherent in this approach is the utilisation of information 
' 
cues which have beeni so simplified that the application 
of conclusions to interactive and naturaL situat'ions has 
to be made with great caution. A welcome shift has 
occu:red in recent years and much of today's research, 
typified by that of Michael Argyle, is carried out in 
more 'realistic' settings. 
Li~tle of v1hat has been discovered about adults' 
I . 
perceptions of other' adults has been tested iri the class-
1 
room, where large numbers of young persons are grouped 
together with one adult in an asymmetrical interaction 
situation. It is no't known, for exarnrJle, to what extent 
I physiognomic cues ar,e iJnportant to teachers' judgements 
of children's dispositional qualities, or what are the 
I ' 
effects of proxemic 1and lcin~sic behaviour, or how f2..r 
I 
the para.lingui stic asyects of the teachers Sl)eech affect 
the children's perc e1pti on of him, and only recently have 
investigations been jcarriecl out to see how different 
I 
teachers perceive the same children in their classes (Nash, 
I 
197~). In fact the 'whole area concerning the relationship 
between the r1ature, 1 type and saliency,of cues available 
end the actual judgements which teachers make of children 
I.,. . 1 
is -vi rtu3.lly unexplored; it may be that the effect is 
minimal or Eihort-li ved us Argyle and McHenry di so overed 
! 
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in tl1 ei r euqui ry in to the effects of weJ..ring elu.sse s on 
th·a judgement o{ intellieence; on the other hand there 
is some evidence, rather tentative at the moment, which 
suesests that individualo may vary according to whether 
the;y :J.tt<J.ch t;reat iml)Ort;;;.nce to first impressions or not, 
so ~hat, presum3.bly, cues selected by them have ereater 
stability ~nd may produce ;m inferential set for later 
infonnation; so confident of their theory are they that 
Ehrlich and Lipsey (1969) refer to this dimension as 
(yet andher!) c ogni ti ve style. 
An exception to the lack of person perception research 
in teaching is that of teacher expectation which has 
attracted a gre~J.t deal of interest and activity ever,'' si.nce 
Rosenthal [l.l'ld Jacobson's (1968) imaginative study; this 
IJarticula.r research can best be interpreted in the person 
perception paradigm and would be categorised underichheiser' s 
(1949) classification as communications about an individual 
from other people.· Under Warr and Knapper' s ( 1968) 
classification it would be eroulJed with those experiments 
concerned with the e-Ifects of stored information about 
I 
the stimulus person; 1 in any event since teacher expectation 
is such an important topic in its own right it will be 
dealt with more fullyv at a later stage, in Chapter 7 e 
0 
Ghapter 6. 
The urganisation of ~ercep~al information. 
'l'he attribution of a:ny characteristic to an individua~, 
as we have seen, involves more than just a straightforward 
act of categorisation, for not only is there an affective 
component accompanying such a classification, but also 
expectancies are generated about the fUture behaviour of 
t~e individual; in addition, a web, of associated inferences 
about other categories to which the other ~erson might be 
assigned is also created. ~hus if we see Mr. Jones as a 
wicked man, we are likely to assume from this ~hat he may 
also be a liar, a thief and a vaga·oond who cares only for 
himself, insensitive to the feelings of others. Such 
implicative networks of prooabili stic inferences about the 
personality and characteristics of others are known as 
implicit, naive, or lay theories of personality (~~~r, 
1954) and their systematic study began with Asch's-classic 
experiment made in l946a 
i 
Implicit Personality ~heories. 
I 
I 
Asah (1946) devi~ed his investigation to study the 
effects or certain personality traits on the •total• 
perception of an observed person; his approach was· 
elegant and simple: .he obtained two groups of students 
and to the first group he read out a list of seven traits 
d.e scri-oing a fict i t:iDu s person - intelligent, skilful, 
industrious, warm, determined, practical, cautious;- to 
the second group of students he read out the same list 
of traits except thatjthe word warm was replaced by cold, 
and so warm/cold. became the independent variaole. The 
I 
~wo groups were required to complete two tasks, first to 
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check off on a list of paired opposite traits those that 
they considered best described the stimulus person, and 
secondly to write a brie:r character sketch of him. (Warr 
and .Knapper (1968). observe that all o:r the suojects, 
mainly women, assumed the stimulus per~on was adult and 
male, even though no information was given on these 
aspects). The experiment not only demonstrated the 
willingness of the subjects to go beyond the information 
given as witnessed by the considerable degree of 
embellishment which occured in their descriptions, ·out 
also the two groups reported very different impressions 
of the stimulus individual. An example of the w~ in 
which a member of the • cold' group saw him - 11 A rather 
snoobi sh person who feels that his success and 
intelligence set him apart from the run-of-the-mill 
individual. Calculating and unsympathetic 11 - .contrasted 
with the general impression of the •warm• group who saw 
the individual as humorous, popular, wise and imagina"tive. 
Asch concluded, therefore, that a change of one ~rait 
could produce a dramatic change in the overall impression 
of a person, but the question still remained as to whether 
such a phenomenon would occur with any trait. A further 
experiment was carried out (Asoh, l~4b) and this time the 
adjectives •polite - blunt• were subs'ti'tuted for •warm-
cold.'; the effects were much weaker than in the original 
experiment and so it seemed that certain traits were more 
influential in the description of persons than others and 
these Asoh ierm_ed central traits. However ·it was notioeable 
even in these early experiments that the influence of 
central traits was not all embracing, since certain 
attributes remained unchanged despite t~e reversal of 
the warm/cold variable - for example hone sty,· reliaoili ty 
and persistence did not change. 
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From these pioneering studies by Asch have developed 
many investigations to ascertain the validity of the central 
trait theory- for example Kelley's (l9~U) experiment made 
the design more realistic by providing subjects with a real 
stimulus person tan instructor) about whom half the group had 
been informed that he was, among other things, warm~ while 
the other group were told that he was cold; similar findings 
to those of Asch were reportedo An elaboration of Asoh's 
study was made by Haire and Grunes (1950) who looked at the 
problem of resolving disparate information. Two lists of 
traits were provided to describe a factory worker, and in 
one of them was included intelligence. This caused a 
considerable conflict amongst the judges because intelligence 
was an attribute not~normally associated with I:Eing a factory 
worker. A variety of strategies were employed to o~e with 
this from denial of the existence of the trait to a change 
in the perceived image of the normal factory workero A 
similar experiment was carried out by Pepitone and Hayden 
{1955) whereby a stimulus person was presented as belonging 
to different, and apparently incongruous social groupings 
for example the New York Stock Exchange and the Finance 
Committee of the Communist ~arty; similar cognitive 
strategies to those reported by Haire and Grunes (1950) 
were found to be operating. 
One noticeable feature of trait implication studies 
carried out since the 1940's has been the striving for more 
ecologically representative contexts, though Warr and Knapper 
(l9btl) are keen to remind their readers that normal everyday 
life presents many examples of indirect perception, 
especially via the media, and that many laboratory type 
exper±ments approximate to these conditions. However even 
they recognise theneed for more realistic type of data 
for in their replication of Asch's 1946 study they embedded 
the seven traits in fictitious newspaper reports, to give a 
more normal context for the investigation of traits. 
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I 
Here is their experimental material ~-
" It is now six months since Norman Dixon 
became Rovers' se!venth post-war manager. Time 
for a good hard ~ook at the club and what it 
has achieved undelr Dixon's guidance. 
Chairman of the Board Gus Williams believes 
that the club has never had a more intelligent 
manager. "Just look at the skilful way he's 
dealt wi"Gh the club in these six months. He 
hasn't put a foot wrong." But Dixon is more 
than a skilful manager- he's also a very 
hard-working one.' He's been in the football 
game for almost forty years - for the last 
twenty in the C!-ldshire League. As coach-manager 
for Winsford •.ro\vJ and Chelford he didn't spare 
any effort to maintain the success of his team. 
Rovers' Captain, centre-half Andy Watson, 
I . 
feels the same way. "He's the most warm-natured 
I 
manager I've kno~n, but he certainly knows what 
he wants- and he'll get it. The main thing 
about Norman is that he's determined- determined 
to get the best qu t of the team and determined J 
for Rovers to ·do ''well." 
I 
I 
There's no doubt that Norman Dixon is a very 
I 
practical man. Whatever he's doing - whether it's 
I 
thinking up a plan for the next match or setting 
out to sign up a :new player - he's always very 
clear about the a.ifficulties. 1.Chings haven't been 
easy for Rovers' manager in these last few months 
and all the time he's had to act very cautiously. 
One slip and he could l1ave !JUlled the whole club 
I 
d ovm wi th hirn. " 
( Warr and Knapper, 19 68; p .127) 
I 
. . 
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Results from this experiment showed that from a list of 
twelve paired opposite traits, five were significantly 
changed by altering the second sentence of the third 
paraeraph to: "He can be a cold fish at times, but ••• "· 
The researchers conclude, therefore, that .Asch•s study 
holds e;ood not only for laboratory situations, but also 
for more realistic ones too. However there is the 
question of how neutral the context really is in the 
above report. The fact that it is a newspaper report 
gives weie;ht to the ~vidence, but note how the two 
I 
individuals quoted are Chairman of the Board, and the 
Rovers• Captain - two very authoritative figures which 
I 
may affect the way the material is integrated; also 
the presentation of the cold dimension is not as 
•strong• as the warm, a minor consideration perhaps, 
but small details such as this may considerably 
influence the final judgement. 
Another purpose of Warr and Knapper• s experiment 
was to test the hypothesis put for.vard by Wishner (19b0) 
that the centrality of a trait was, t? a large extent, 
dependent upon its c 1orrelation with the other traits 
presented in the list; thus if the cue trait,to be 
' 
varied correlated highly \nth the other traits it would 
appear as central, ahd any change in its direction would 
I 
affect the highly correlated traits; on the other hand 
if it vra.s not highly correlated it would not appear as 
central, and thus to: some extent the centrality of a 
trait was an artefact of the experimental situation and 
was dependent upon context. Warr and Knapper•s 
replication upheld the Wishner hypothesis and the 
greatest effects of ~arying the cue ttait were upon 
I 
those scales which W:ere highly correlated vti th it 
I (rho + 0. 6 and abovel). This, therefore, does involve 
I 
some modification qf: central trait theory, though 
Hrown (1965) cautions against a too ready acceptance of 
., 
the \'lishneir' theory to account for all of the centrality 
. I 
of traits. For example varying the traits tends to alter 
the meaning of accorop1a.'rlying adjectives so that the •warm' 
of this list- obedient, weak, shallow, warm, ambitious, 
vain- is rather different from the •warm' in the Asch 
list of traits. 
An alternative approach to the study of traits in 
combination was made by Bruner, Shapiro and Tagiuri (1951)) 
who asked the question whether it was possible to 
I 
predict the inference made from a combination of traits 
' from the knowledge o~ the infere~ces made from the traits 
I 
in isolation: 
11 If we know a man is considerate we infer 
that he is kind; not so an irresponsible man. 
But when a man is both considerate and 
irre sponsi-ole - is he kind or not ? . 11 • 
(Bruner et al.; 19 58; p. 279) 
Again the design of the experiment retained the simplicity 
of Asch's original study and comprised an 'if- then' type; 
subjects were presented with a single characteristic, to 
which they estimated;the probability of other·traits being 
attached to it.· 
For example: -
. ,; 
!People who are considerate: 
I 
I 
very often are 
tend to be 
may or may not be 
ten'd not to be 
seldom are. 
aggre$Lve, awkward, etc • 
Four traits - intellieent, considerate, independent and 
inconsiderate were: presented singly and in combination 
-·' 
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i together with 59 assoc;iated traits, Results from this 
I 
I 
investigation revealed that whenever "the direction or 
I 
sign of inferences (tb!at is, whether it was positively 
I 
or negatively associated with a particular trait) made 
I 
I 
for two or three single traits was the same, then when 
I 
combined they were also in the same direction; more 
difficult was the prediction of the combinatorial outcome 
from conflicting signs, though a simple additive model 
seemed to account forlmost of the final decisions- that 
is if there were (say) three traits combined and two of 
I 
I 
these had a negative association with a particular 
attribute and the other was positive, when combined the 
decision would be negative. SUch a summation model 
would, of course, accord more with Wishner's point of 
view than with that of Asch. 
Yet another investigative procedure for the study of 
implicit personality theories has been the correlational 
techniq_ue of which the study carried by Koltuv (1962) is 
a good example. fhe stimulus subjects were 40 people, 
half of whom were well known to the judge, the other half 
were less well known, and each judge evaluated each of the 
40 l)ersons on twelve seven point scales; intercorrelations 
were made for each of, the traits and it_ transpired that 
I 
CQrrelations were higher for habitually used traits and 
for less familiar persons, indicating that the structure 
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of implicit personality theories can be affected by the 
persons being judged,: and that they are most important 
I 
when dealing with people about whom we have limited 
information. 
What might be the relationship between data obtained 
by the inferenti~l 'if- then' method and that obtained 
from correlational analysis ? This was the question to 
which Todd and Rappoport (1964) addressed themselves. 
The inferential method used was that based on set theory 
devised earlier by Hays (195~), using a modified form 
of Kelly's Role Construct Repertory test, and _subjects were 
asked to mruce three types of judgement: first, the 
likelihood of another trait occurring given that a 
particular trait characterised an 'individual', second, 
I 
a rating on seven poi:nt trait scales of various persons 
known to them, and third, a similar set of ratings of 
hypothetical individual~. The rea1lts showed that for 
the three judgements intercorrelations were high, all 
exceeding +0.73, thus indicating a large measure of 
agreement in all three judging tasks. When examining 
the structure of relationships revealed by the three 
tasks, much less accord w·as found; two sets of data 
obtained by correlations analysis were factor analysed, 
and -the other implicative responses were subject to an 
Hays analysis and very little overlap was found between 
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the three in terms of;basic dimensions. In discussing 
I 
the problematic nature of this second result Todd and 
Rappoport consider the theory that there may not be one 
method suitable for all persons in the analysis of 
' 
dimensionality; and ~so, and probably much more 
I 
important, they claim! that because the actual process 
of person perception kay not be a conscious operation, 
like the earlier studies in introspection, having to 
verbalise these relationships may actually change them. 
They continue: 
I 
11 Perhaps defining experiments for 
I dimensionality should involve a task requiring 
a subject to utilize the characteristic of 
dimensionality without requiring that he be 
aware of it. 11 ! 
' (Todd and Rappoport, 1964; p.478) 
This is a most important observation particularly in 
relation to Warr and Knapper's (1968) attempt to evaluate 
! 
the two methodological approaches to trait implication 
problems - 'inferential' and 'correlational'. In terms of 
their logical model of trait implications inferential 
m~thods have the edge because one can specify the direction 
I 
I, 
. I 
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of implication; for example having the attribute 
'intelligence' (.:p) implies havinG the characteristic 
'dependability' (Q),: that is, P -=:l Q; but the 
reverse Q :::> P may not be operative, and 'if then' 
studies allow one to make this discrimination. 
Correlational analysis, however, merely allows one 
to state the degree of relationship. Against this 
point is that made by Todd and Rappoport above, for 
trait 'if- then' studies re~uire a conscious 
verbalizing of the inferential network, which may 
bear little relation ship to the actual one; the 
advantage of the correlational technique is that it 
does allow one to investisate the implicative networks 
without the subject b,eing aware of it, and, generally 
speaking, allows a more complex and realistic sample 
of inferences to be examined • 
. 
Individual Differences in Processing Perceptional 
Information. 
There exists a wide literature on the effects of 
perceiver variables on the perception of o~her people 
and detailed reviews can be found in Bruner and Tagiuri 
(1954), Shrauger and 'A.ltrocchi (1964), Tagiuri (1969) 
.-,J 
and Warr and Knapper ,(1968); it is not intended to 
give a full account of that literature, but rather to 
concentrate on three areas of interest which are 
pertinent to the pre~ent investigation, namely the 
I 
' 
relationship between :person perception and cognitive 
differentiation, sex, and authoritarianism. The 
emphasis at this point will be on the general findings 
within these three areas, and investigations involving 
I 
their study within eaucation will be considered later in 
Chapter 7. 
1. Cognitive Differentiation. 
As soon as one has identified the existence of 
I 
organised cognitive systems such as the implicit 
personality theories described above, it becomes 
possible to analyse ·them in regard to the manner in 
which they enable an individual to differentiate his 
physical and social world. Any such organisation can 
be analysed according to the number and type of 
dimensions employed in making sense-of the world, 
that.is, an analysis of the content of the system; 
and it may also be looked at from the point of v.iew 
of establishing the degree of relationship between 
the various dimensions used, which involves an 
analysis of the structure of cognitive organisation. 
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I 
I 
'l'he idea of d ifferentj.a ti on within the c ogni ti ve 
i 
space has been pursued ;by a number of psycholo~ists, notably 
Lewin (1951), Zajonc (1960), Kelly (1955) and Vli tkin (1962), 
though within recent years the specific form of differentiation 
known as Cognitive Complexity has attracted considerable 
interest. This has been due largely to the work of James 
Bieri, who defines cognitive complexity as something more 
than the accepted understanding of differentiation: 
. . . . . cognitive 1 complexity is intended to II 
reflect the relative differentiation of a 
person's system of dimensions for construing 
behaviour. . . . . . . we are concerned with the 
difference of dimensions of judgement rather 
than with categories, concepts, or regions. 11 
1 (Bieri et al., 1966; p.l85). 
This, of course, is in line with Bieri's dimensional 
I 
theory of judgement discussed previously in Chapter 4 
(page 55·), but it is important to note that his 
definition is concerned more ~ath structural differentiation 
than with the number of dimensions which any individual 
may possess for evaluating a particular person or event. 
! 
This is reflected in his operational measurement of cognitive 
complexity which is based on Kelly's Rep Test; 
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ten bi-polar constructs are provided on which the subjec1i 
rates various mem1ingful persons on six-point scales, 
and the degree of complexity is ascertained by comparing 
each rating in a r~w v'li th the rating directly below it 
and in other rows on the matrix; a score of one is 
attained on each completeagreement and all possible 
comparison) within the :grid are carried out. 
I 
' Unfortunately this operational definition of 
complexity has not met with widespread agreement among 
fellow research workers, and as an instance of the 
relative confusion in this field Bonarius (1965) lists 
no less than ten different operational measures of 
cognttive complexity and these based upon the Rep Grid 
alone (see Appendix 1); there is thus considerable 
disaereement on the psychological interpretations of 
the mathematical relationships extracted from Rep 
Grids, a point to whic,h we will return later. However, 
in considering the ap~lication of Bieri's work, most of 
it has been in connection with accuracy of perception 
since Bieri proposes that because cognitively complex 
' individuals have a more differentiated system of 
cognitive structure then they should be able to make 
more accurate predictions and judgements about other 
people's behaviour. Thus in one study Bieri (1955) 
c. 
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found that cognitive complexity was rela~ed to ~he 
' 
accurate prediction of differences between the judge and 
the stimulus person being judged., but that no difference 
in complexlty was found when the observer and the 
observed were 'similar'. In general it would be fair 
to say that the re sul ~s of experiments in which cognitive 
complexity has been related to overall accuracy ,of 
perception have been disappointing; even Bieri's (1955) 
observed relationship was small and Leventhal (1957) 
reported no significant relationships, neither did 
Meaders (1957). Adams Weber (1967) reported no 
significant correlation between predictive accuracy 
and. cognitive complexity, though in a Jzter paper (Adams 
Weber, 1969) he did show that complex individuals were 
more accurate in subsuming the personal const~cis of 
stimulus persons than were cognitively simple judges. 
Crockett (1965) in a review of research into cognitive 
complexity showed that subjects high in complexity 
distinguished more cl~arly between indivLiduals in their 
impressions of them, and assumed less similarity to 
themselves and others~ 
The methodological confusion ~~rrounding cognitive 
com1Jlexi ty has -oe en paralleled oy conceptual criticisms 
of the concept as well. For example how justified is it 
to assume a universal style of cognition across many 
different kinds of social situation ? I~ may oe that 
there are degrees of complexity according to the kind 
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of task or context which faces the judge, so that an 
individual is more likely to have a complex perception 
I 
of (say) his vvork, using many fine discriminations of 
which the layman is not aware, than when ha does his 
Saturday shopping at the local supermarket, where he 
operates at a much simpler level. Universality of 
cognitive complexity across all dimensions may not 
. I 
occur, a point of view stressed by Bannister (196tl) 
and supported by the results of Vannoy's (1965) 
investigation, which showed no unitary fact9r emerging 
from 18 different tests all purporting to measure 
c ogni ti ve complexity. 1 
Bieri makes an assumption that differentiation, 
involving the _abili~y to perceive situations in more 
comp.lexand sophisticated_ways, is also a superior mode 
of cognitive functioning. liEf also makes the further 
crucial af?sumption that complexity of integration and 
effectiveness of integration are one and the same thing. 
Bannister and l'llair (1968), on the other hand, argue. t.hat 
differentiation within the system, being a characteristic 
of Thought Disordered Schizophrenics, and labelled 
'Intensity', is an instance of ineffectiveness of 
integration. Clearly:Bannister and Bieri cannot both 
be, correct. However, ]:Bannister's comment on the need 
for Bieri to distinguish between cognitive complexity 
I 
I 
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and confusion is a telling one, and his research evidence 
I 
I 
from schizo1)hrenic s i ~ far more impressive than that on .tile 
I 
accuracy of l)erception whose results, as we have seen, 
have been somewhat inconsistent. However in recent 
years BW1nister's position too has come under attack 
from Frith and Lillie:(l972) for example, who claim that 
I ! . 
f~ought Disordered Schizophrenics do not have loosely 
I 
associated constructs; but rather that low intensity 
scores are due to variation in consistency - a finding 
supported by Haynes and Phillips (1973). Radley (1974) 
too, has suggested that the use of anonymous photographs 
as stimulus objects for individuals to constnle is 
I 
artificial and lirtiting. This is not a rllstake which 
Bi:eri (1966) has made, but limiting the construc"ts to 
supplied dimensions as opposed to using an individual's 
personal constructs is a distinct dravvbac.k, and in 
rendering the form oflthe Rep Test closer to the 
Semantic Differential:certain disadvantages are 
entertained, as shown· below. The assum1)ti on that 
provided constn1cts a~e representative of a judge's 
own elicited constr~cts used for describing similarities 
and differences between people is, according to Bieri, 
supported by Tripodi and Bieri (1963), though only 16 
students were used in that experiment; · llieferle and 
Se'chre st ( 1961) also maintain that the way in which 
subjects. used provided and elicited constructs were 
--~ ·- ---~----
:·, 
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functionally equivalent, and Jaspars (1964) is also q,uoted 
by Hieri as supporting the vie 1.v that supplied and elicited 
constructs tl.re virtually equivalent, yet Jaspars himself 
reports a correlation between the two varying from 0.78 
for ' stables' and 0. 26 for • .. neurotic s' on Eysenck' s 
neuroticism scale. '.L.'he evidence to suggest func1iional 
equivalence betv1een SUlJPlied and elicitea. constr..1cts on 
the RelJertory Grid is, the ref ore, very slender, anci one 
is forced to echo agreement with .Bieri himself on this 
topic who states that additional research into this 
problem is desirable. 
Crockett (1965) has favo'..lred a free response technique 
with complexity being defined as the number of inter..9ersona.J. 
constructs which subjects generate in de scri 1_:>ing :persons with 
whom they are familiar, though if this measure is used 
I 
alone, it does not discriminate between those who use 
constructs which are highly related to each otl1er and 
those where the constructs are relatively separated. This 
i 
1n·oblem with el:Lc:L'tt~d jconst:r:uc:ts hus meant a continued 
favouring among reseSJ.rch workers for provided constructs, 
and even attempts to bring together different measures of 
I 
cognitive COID].Jlexi ty such as that by Seaman and Koenig 
I 
I (1974) are still base4 on experimenter-vrovided rating 
I 
sca.le s. It se eras to the lJ resent au thor that a true 
4 I 
indication of cos;ni ti ve c Olfll)lexi ty must involve taking 
I into account both the:number of dimensions wh:i.uh 3. 8Ubjeot 
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I 
possesses for analysing a particular situation, as well as 
the relationship betweJn those dimensions. A rrru.ch closer 
I 
I 
loo1c at the fW1ctional properties of perception is also 
needed, for most cognitive complexity studies either involve 
indirect perception using photographs of subjects unknown to 
the judge, or a set of role figures which can only be termed 
i 
experimenter stereotyp~s, - a liked friend of the same sex, 
' 
close friend of the opposite sex, disliked friend of the 
same sex, and so on. It would be more fruitful if these 
person perception studies were more closely geared to a 
functional situation r~levant to the judge - such as a work 
situation, ·club· situation, family situation and so on. A 
more naturalistic approach, as carried out by Eeach and 
Wertheimer (1961), seems long overdue. 
2o Authoritarianism. 
The relationship between authoritarianism and 
perception has been of interest ever since the formulation 
of the F. Scale by Adorno et al. in 19?0. Many studies in 
the following decade were concerned with perceptual 
accuracy, such as that. of Scodel and lVhssen (19?3) which 
examined the effects of authoritarianism on a 
judge's ability to evaluate authoritarianism in the. 
observed stimulus individual. The experiment resulted 
in~ne conclusion that hieh authoritarians did not 
percrdve low scorers on the F. Scule u.s having lower 
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scores than their own, ti1ough by way of contrast low 
authoritarian subjects did rate higher F .. scala scorers 
as higher than they scored. The higher authoritarian, 
therefore, appeared to ·oe less accura1ie than low 
I 
authori taria.ns in perqeiving other l>eople, and Scodel 
and Mussen conclude that the reason for this i8 due 
i 
to high authoritarians havin::; a stronger need to be 
considered as members:of an in-group, and thus their 
perceptions show greater assumed similarity between 
themselves ~1d others. In spite of methodological 
criticisms, the findings of this inYe stigati on have 
stood up over a considerable number of similar 
i 
experiments. For example Crockett and Meidenger 
- ! 
(1956) suggested that 1 scodel and :Mussen's design 
had concentrated on accuracy in predictine the global 
i 
F. Scale score obtain~d by the observed person, and 
- I 
this, as Cronbach (1955) had demonstrated, contained 
' 
a number of statisticill artifacts; hence Crockett 
::md Nieidenger employed a profile matching technique 
suggested by Cronbachi and Gleser (1955), yet their 
results were almost identical to Scodel and Mussen' s 
I 
I findings that high authoritarians overestim:::~.te other's 
I 
authoritarianism while low authoritarians show a much 
I 
greater variety in th~ir rating pattern. 
Rabinowitz (1956) also commented on the Scodel and 
Musson investigation :to "the effect tha"t a "twen"ty minute 
I , 
c ha."t between two indivicmal s, prior to "the rating task, 
I 
was not sufficient to~ allow "them to really get to know 
-~\ 
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the stimulus person's viewpoin~ concerning authoritarianism, 
and 'therefore -che dimension 'tila"t their experiment had 
I 
tapped was stereotype rather than differential accuracy. 
£abinowi'tz, theref'ore,' gave his student suojec-cs the F. 
Scale to c omple-ce as normal, a.nd one week la-cer asked tnem 
to compJ.ete it as -cney· -cnough't s"tudents in general would 
do; hJ.s resul"ts showed. -cha'C a juuge' s score related more 
i 
-co 'the s-cereo-cype score ana his own than to ""Ghe score of 
"the individual rated. I Simons (1966) also had reservations 
about previous accuracy and authoritarianism studies, 
I 
though lilce Crockett and lY.ieidenger above, a modified 
design produced essentially the same findings - that 
authoritarians over e s.timated o~hersr authoritarianism 
I 
(elevation), and that !scores more closel;y resembled 'the 
I 
judge's own score than: that of 'the s'timulus person. 
A welcome shift away from accuracy studies was 
initiated by Vlilkins and de Charms (1962) who looked. 
at authoritarianism and perception from a rather unusual 
slant. They examined the reac'Cion to a stlinulus person 
according to vvhether he appeared to possess 'power and 
status'. Power was conceived in terms suggested by 
I 
Heider (1955) in the attribution of c.ausality -internal 
I 
power was defined as that accruing to an individual via 
his personal mannerism's, traits and. expressed values, 
"' I I 
while. external power was de scribed as due to the 
positions an individu~l held in society, and the 
possession of valued ma-ce rial objects. Results showed 
that high authoritarians were not more sensitive to the 
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perception of external power relevant cues - a. finding 
supportive of Roberts and Jessor (195d), who reported 
no difference between high and low authoritarians in 
jucging the occupation, income and status of stimulus 
persons- however, high authoritarians did rely more 
on external factors wh 1en describing the observed person~_ 
while low au.thoritariansi descriptions were concentrated 
more on internal factors - a confirmation of Jones' (1954) 
earlier investigation. 
Some work has been carried out in recent year~ ·on the 
perceptions of 'li-berals' and 'conservatives' - a 
related field to authoritarianism- especially to test 
the conventionally held hypothesis that liberals are 
more perceptive and aware of other people's atti~udes 
than are conservatives. Hendershot and Eckhardt (1971) 
put this theory to the test and found no significant 
difference ·between the1 two groups in matters of political 
knowledge, group activity and public awareness. In fac-e 
liberals were found "to be more accurate perceivers of 
public; opinion when public opinion was liberal and 
likevvise conservatives were found to be more accurate 
when public opinion was conservative.· such evidence 
leads to the conclusion of both groups •assuming 
similarity' between themselves and the observed group. 
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Warr and Simms ( 19 b 5) 1 ook ed at the relation ships 
between F. scale score and the process of co-judgement, 
. 
a term preferred by these two to "the more popular terms· 
o:f 1 l'lalo e;ffect• a.nd 'logical e rro:r' prima:rj.,.ly oecause 
logical error and halo effect are impossible to 
d.istineuish; the term1 co-judgement subsumes ooth 
processes and is defined as· the attribution of other 
desirable traits from the possession of a particular 
favourable trait, and likewise other negatively regarded 
traits are inferred from a negative attitude. High F 
scorers were found to make more pronounced co-judgement 
scores, especially around the key trait of· intelligenceo 
Dissatisfaction wit.h the F. scale has led. a number 
of research workers (Rokeach, 1960) to use the Dogmatism 
Scale as an alternative measure of authoritarianism and 
' 
examples of relevant findings here include Levy and 
Rokeach's ·hypothesis ~hat H.D.'s (High Dogmatics) 
i 
and L.D. • s (Low Dogmatics) would not differ in the 
I 
cognitive dimension of. percep"tual analysis (Witkil1 1950) 
but that H.D. 's would :show poorer perceptual synthesis 
and this was supported by the fact that the two groups 
performed similarly on the Embedded Figures Test ( Wi.tkin, · · 
I 
1962) but· differently ~n Koh's Block De~ign Test. Using 
I 
the Rod and Frame 1'e st' as an index of Field Dependency, 
,, I 
.I 
Hellkamp and Ma.rr (l9b·5) found the degree of Dogmatism 
i 
to be unrelated to this analytic task. These, and other 
i 
studies (Johnson, 19661; Clark, 1968) led Va.cchiano et al, 
I (1969) to sta. te that: I 
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11 The influence of dogmatism upon perceptual 
functioning is limi-ced. " 
An observation at variance with the other literature 
outlined above, and with the evidence of :b,oulkes and 
Foulkes (1965), Steiner and Johnson (1963) and Bossom 
and Ivia slow ( 19 57) • 
An evaluation of the research findings on the relation-
ship between authoritarianism and perception would ind:bate 
a certain consistency in the earlier accuracy studies, but 
the methodological problems concerning accuracy and the 
conceptual problems connected with the F scale introduce a 
note of caution. fhe later work concerned ¥vi th perceptual 
processes has revealed: a more fruitful approach, especially 
when this has included the use of the D scale. It is, 
however, surprising that as yet no-one has taken 
Ichheiser's (1949) list of 'false' social perceptions and 
examined them with relationship to authoritarianism. 
6. Sex and Perceptiono 
While the evidence from the perception of physical 
objeotsshows that men and women are near identical, in 
the field of social perception some inte~esting di£fererices 
have emerged. Warr and Knapper (196b) claim that sex 
I 
differences in percept~on are more apparent than real, 
! 
I 
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suggesting that investigators pay only pen service to the 
sex variable often with 11hints and dark warnings that the 
true explanation of their results may be inextricably linked 
with the question of sex. 11 (p .lt) 5). It is true that many 
studies: have omitted to examine the influence ·of sex on 
percep;tion, and this may have been partly responsible for 
the somewhat contradictory findings of early studies (~aft, 
195,), but there is now a growing literature on the 
differences between men and women in their perception of 
I 
the social environment. 
An example of an early study was that by Shapiro and 
TagiRri (1959) which used a trait implication design 
employed earlier by Bruner (1958). They discovered that 
on a five point scale women were more likely than men to 
use the extreme positive and negative positions in making 
inferences from a given trait to lists of othe~ traits, 
i 
and this propensity to· entertain more extreme hypotheses 
on the basis of limited information may be at the root 
of women being judeed ~ore 'intuitive' than men. In 
I 
I 
addition to this 'stru~tural' difference a c1uali tative 
i 
difference was discovered between the sexes, for in 
I 
' 
response to the four given traits of intelligent, 
considerate, independent and inconsiderate, women were 
prepared to be more definite in their in.ferences which 
concerned efficiency, responsibility and practicality, 
while for men intellectual <1uali ties emerged as more 
dofinitivo, such as humour, wit and imagination as well 
! 
as enthusiasm. 
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The finding concerning the tendency of the female 
to use the more extreme poles of rating scales is consistent 
with a reeult obtained! by Cowen (1958), but directly 
' 
opposed to that by Pettigrew (1958) who found that males 
I 
i 
employed greater category wid~h judgements than females, 
and Wallach and. Caron ( 19 59), who worldng with children, 
I 
I 
also found that males used greater category width than 
females. Wallach and Kogan (1959) explain this discrepancy 
of result in terms of ~he content of the judging situation 
and of the degree of risk involved in making a particular 
judgement: when unsur~ of their decisions, women were 
more conservative than: men, but when very sur,e of their 
judgements they w.ere mbre extreme than men. This 
t . t .I · t d ·· t f conserva J.sm - ex remJ.sm vvas l.n erprete J.n arms o 
\ 
learned responses thro~gh fear of punishment in ambiguous .:.-
situations, which was likely to be more severe for girls 
than boys in American .society, while in highly certain 
situations a counterbalancing release of boldness seemed 
I 
I 
to occur. I 
Another angle on the 'intuitive' nature of women's 
judgements was suggested by Kohn and Fiedler (1961) who 
hypothesised that women may rely more on stereotyping in 
I 
forming impressions of, people and that therefore they 
evaluate people more quickly, thus giving the appearamce 
of an intuitive judgement. Further results from this 
I 
investigation indicated that sex was a more important 
factor than age on perception, and that females consistently 
perceived significant .persons in their life space, such as 
,:•( 
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father, best girl friend, and boy friend, in a less 
differentiated and more favourable manner than males. 
This more favourable .and kindly perception might be due 
to the fact that they are treated more generously by 
! 
I 
other people than are males, and are exposed to fewer 
I 
disillusionir~ interpersonal experiences. Alternatively, 
it was suggested that this phenomenon was caused by 
women being taught to mask their true feelings. 
Other research has looked at differentiaUDn and its 
relation to sex, though the findings have been anything 
but consistent. Crock~tt (1965) has consistently found 
that females are more cognitively com.plex than males, using 
i 
a free response approach, whereas Erwin et al, (1967) using __ 
I 
' 
a different measure oflcomplexity, found the reverse to be 
the case, a result supported by Seaman and Koenig (1974). 
I 
.beach and 'l!ertheimer (1961) using a free response approach 
I 
with persons knovm to the judge, found that females provided 
longer descriptions of~ stimulus persons than did males 
an indication of their greater complexity - and the 
' qualitative nature of categories used varied too with 
I 
males tending to use categories emphasising physical 
I 
appearance, backgroundloccupation, values, abilities, 
I 
motivation and interests, whereas females tended to use 
adjustment and social skill categories more than did males. 
-A number of interaction effects occured with, for example, 
male subjects making greater use of' the 'a.bili ty' category 
I 
when judging other mal~s, and making longer descriptions 
I 
from their ovvn sex~ judgements than with females. 
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j 
Interaction effects were recorded earlier by ~ronfenbrenner 
et al, (195C5) when they enc1uired into accuracy of perception 
I 
and they found that 'good' male judges were accurate across 
I 
ooth sexes, while femaJJes tended to be more accurate in 
i 
I judging their own sex; a paradox occured. with the females, 
I 
because the better theyj judged other females, the worse 
I 
• i 
they judged male subJec,ts. 
i 
Little ( 1968a) using the nepertory Grid techniq_ue 
-·'-· found that females tended to use more psychological 
constructs than males ~hen judging other people; later, 
I 
he hypothesised (Little1 , 1968b) that persons perceived the 
I 
I 
world differently according to whether they were 'person 
I 
specialists' or 'thing [specialists'. Person specialists 
tend to construe both person and things in term's of 
personalistic constructs wr.d.le thing specialists judged 
them in terms of physical properties; a sexual 
differentation occurs in that women tend to be person 
i 
specialists, and men, thing specialists. 
Several differences in the perception of emotion 
have been observed; Hammes (1963) found that females, in 
their judgement of facial expressions, found them relatively 
I 
more unpleasant, dange~ous and aggressive than males -
I 
I 
showing a tendency for'women to use more·extreme judgement 
and Levy and , Schlosberg ( 1960) and Weisgerber 
(1956) both found that :women were ..$lightly better than men 
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at recognizing emotional expression from- photographs. 'l'af't 
(1955) however, in a review of the literature, show~ some 
studies in favour of women's superiority, some in favour 
of men' s superiority, while five showed no significant 
difference between them in the recognition of emotion. 
The findings of the importance of sex in perception 
are therefore eg_uivocal' and much more research is needed, 
especially based on naturally occuiTing situations; whether 
sex is unim11ortant in perception as Friedland et al. (1973) 
maintain, or whether it assumes a significant effect may 
depend on such factors as context, education level of 
judges, and the particular Itlnction of the judgemental 
process. 
.I 
CHAPL'EH 7. 
Perception and T~~chip~ 
The aim of this chapter is to bring the focus of 
enquiry closer to the teaching situation and examine 
the results of research into teachers' perceptions of 
their pupils and the influence of particular pupil 
and teacher characteri sties on those perceptions. 
Introduction. 
Until recently the investigation of perceptual 
processes within the sphere of the classroom had hardly 
been touched upon, though enquiry into teacher and pupil 
attitudes and their influence on pupils' academic performance 
has a long tr~dition; however it is only within the last 
twenty years or so that the interaction of pupils and teachers 
within individual classrooms has become a focus for ii1tense 
. 
research effort. Two main approaches can be detected - the 
psychometric standpoint represented by the interaction 
analysts which reflects a more positivist position within 
psychology, and the more phenomenologically. orientated 
investigations, initiated more by sociologists than 
psychologists, which have concentrated on how teachers and 
pupils construct the t·'social reality' of the school 
envirorunent. 
.\. 
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~he investigati9n of teacher perceptions of pupils 
I 
lies more within the [latter mould though a hard and fast 
' I 
delineation is impossible; what does distinguish research 
into the relationship between perception and teaching from 
other person perception research is that the study of 
perception in classrooms has been largely in terms of 
behavioural outcomes, usually of the pupil. Vlliereas most 
person perception research has been involved with the 
accuracy of the judge's percepts, or with the way actual 
perceptual models are buil~ up, as typified by the work 
I . . 
of ~runer, Shapiro and '£agiuri ( 19 ~b), in ea.ucational 
contexts the emphasis has been on the way teachers' 
I 
I perceptions affec-c the performance or behaviour of 
I 
' particular pupils. This is an important distinction because 
! . 
frequently the actual perceptions of the teachers being 
investigated are inferred from the changes in pupil behaviour 
which occur during the course of the experiment, and are 
not in themselves investigated; frequently too, the 
I 
inferential chain islnot charted very clearly and 
assumptions are madelwhich are difficult to substantiateo 
A second feature of perception research, as it has 
been applied to teaching, is the a.ominance of the 
expectancy component, and. research inta. the attri·oution 
I 
process and the htfective responses which accompany 
i 
classifications of other people
1
hardly exists. The 
I 
I 
educational world is otill raoslller-iood by the one work which 
I dominates the fiela of teacher perception- Rosenthal and 
Jacobson• s (1968) 'Pygmalion in the Classroom' -and indeed 
it has initiated a nev1 field. of study within education how 
I 
I 
termed. •teacher expectation•. 
2. Teacher Expectation. 
As mentioned. above the teacher expectation phenomenon 
represents the influence of one component out o~ those 
necessarily involved:when a teacher assigns a pupil to a 
category within his (the teacher's) frame o~ referenceo 
Rosenthal and Jacooson• s original experiment involved three 
or four children in each class of Oak Primary School in 
~alifornia being aesignated as 'intellectual bloomers' 
after all the children in school had tw{en the 'Harvard 
i 
Test of Inflected Acquisiton• • This test was, in fact, a 
disguised version of },lanagan's r.rest of General Aoili ty, 
ana the chi.J.aren defined. oy the experimenters as 'bloomers' 
or 'late developers' were selected. entirely at random. The 
basic question which; the experiment posed, therefore, was 
would the (false) information given to the teachers 
concerning a r~~dom group of pupils have any effect on the 
actual pupils' level of attainment over a period of time? 
It was an experiment. which according to Liam Hudson (1973) 
captured the educational world's imagination, for it sought 
to explore whether a teacher's perception of a child was of 
sufficient social importance to the chila that it could 
l 
\ 
I 
l 
I 
i 
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be0ome; if the cnilti w~s perceived oy the te~cher ~s 
o~LJ. s. i . ·.-: -. ;J ~~,..A,o,;...--
--I -~ ~-. 
~' ~· { .L _!.._ ;' G. 
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I Disregarding the 'stati st:ical errors for a moment, it 
i 
I 
would be useful to p:Lace Rosenthal and Jacobson's work 
I 
into the context of pe~son perception research. Firstly, 
it can be seen that it bears some similarities to that of 
Asch' s (1946) study of the effects of the adjectives •warm' 
and •cold' on the impressions of personality; in this case 
I 
it is intelligence whi'ch takes on the role of c en-cral trai -c 
I 
I 
for at the heart of.the experiment is the assumption by the 
teacher that higher scoring children on the Harvard Test 
are potentially more intelligent than they appear in the 
everyday interaction ir class. Important in the experimen-c 
also is the authority of the sa~rce of information, and:the 
researchers went to considerable lengths to impress upo~ 
teachers the authoritative nature of the evidence. A 
third factor in the study was the timing of the feedback 
! 
to the teachers which occured just before the start of a new 
academic year, and so this information preceded the act~al 
teaching of the childr'en. In this respect the e:x:pe rimental 
design was similar to first impression designs which allow· 
the judea only~ limited amount of information about the 
stimulus person. So Rosenthal und Jacobson's study 
necessarily involved unexplored questions concerning how 
the teachers would code the information on academic 
blooming- would the teachers regard the information as. 
salient and relevant? \¥ould they accept the credioili ty 
of the source of the information ? Would. the 
~nforrn~J. t ion supe r:i.mpo:Jc it self Ul)On their own jucteemon-c s_ 
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of children based on everyday contact in school, and if 
so would they 'yield', to it? 1l'hese, and many other question a 
must unfortunately rema.in unanswered because of the 
equivocal nature of R·oaenthal and Jacobson's results. 
The attempts at replication of the original experiment 
have also met with varying ruccess .. Jose ana ~'ody~ (l~'/l) 
founa. no significan-c a.i!'ferences in behaviour, achievement 
or IQ of pupils, ana. similar negative findings were 
obtained. by Ruoovi -cz and lVlaehr (1~71) and Ula~rborn (1969); 
the latter contained an·.interesting variation in that the 
information concerning acaa.emic development was not given 
until one month after the teachers had begun teaching the 
pupils and so had formed a stable impression of them • 
. Meichenbaum, .J:lowers and Ross (1969) ho.vever, obtained a 
positive resu~t with teachers of fema~e institutionalised legal 
offenders and apparently, moa.ification of children's 
academic and classroom behaviour actually occured, tho~gh 
again methodological criticisms have been made because of 
the small size of sample, and its atypiC:'ality. Rubov·i~z 
and lVIaehr (1973) have,extended this type of design to a 
racial context, seeking to find out what white teachers' 
expectations of black and white children might be. As 
anticipated teachers gave preferential trea-cment to 'gif'ted' 
.; 
studeDE; they treated black studen-cs less favourably tl~ 
white, though 'gifted' black students were subject to even 
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more discrimination than 'non-gifted' blacks, presumably 
because they fell outside the expectations of teachers. 
If Rubovitz and Maehr's experiment is more closely examined 
it is found that thei'teachers' 1vere composed of: 
. . i 
11 bb white female !undergraduates enrolled in a teacher 
I 
I 
training course; all had expressed interest in 
teaching but were not all enrolled in an educational 
curriculum and none had any teaching experience. 11 
These •teachers' were therefore totally and absolutely 
inexperienced and so~e were not even enrolled in an 
education course. Their 'pupils' were simply two black 
and two white children, who were designated gifted and 
non gifted - one from each racial group - to whom the~ 
taught ~ lesson which was subject to systematic observation; 
I So in person perception terms we have the classroom , 
equivalent of first impressions type of research ~ a 
limited amount oi' information about the stimulus persons 
. i 
is given to a very inexperienced judge. ~his cannot b:e 
called representative of the actual teaching situation 
found in most schools, and for all the faults of the 
original pygmalion experiments:·:at least the natural 
teaching situation was preserved as far as possible. 
Of course, 'natural' condition·s are not the answer to 
all perception experiments, though a general move towards 
more representative designs is necessary. However Victor Beez 
(1972) demonstrated the mechanism of expectancy very neatly 
in an experiment where two groups of 30 five and ·six year 
old children were randomly assigned to an individual teacher 
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who did not know them personally r.l.ncl who was requested to 
teach the children individually 20 road traffic signs. Each 
teacher was, howeve·r, given f'aked psychological reports on 
the ch~ldren prior to the learning task, though there were 
in fact only two reports, one for eac~ group of children. 
One regort gave an average IQ and a low socio-economic status 
rating, and the other a higher rating for bot~ intelligence 
and home background. 1'he results showed that teachers who 
had been given more favourable expectations of the children 
actually tried to teach ther.:t more symools, and the children 
actually learned more symbols; also .the teachers rated the 
favourable children as' more intelligent and socially more 
competent than those receiving a low expectation. This, like 
·the Rosenthal and Jacobson study, is a wall designed 
experiment and shows how the expectancy effect ope rates. 
Notice however the children are young and very pliable and 
the 'teachers' did no!t know the children previously and 
'\overe operating in a telaching situation with minimal 
I 
information and which :lasted for only ten minutes •. The. 
question becomes, what! other results would one expect 
from this situation? Clearly teachers have to tailor 
the material to the pupil's ability, aptitude and 
interests, that is the very essence of teaching; if the 
teachers had not carried out their teaching according to the 
~nformation given to them (and accepted .in good faith) they 
w9uld have be en fooli 1sh. How many teaching se ssi ens would 
I 
be required before the! teacher would make a revised estirn3.te 
j 
of the child• s abiliti~s based upon actual performance over 
a nwnoer of tasks in al normal interactive situation ? 
I 
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Although this experiment shows how teachers and. l)Upils 
unknown to each other interact in situations of limited 
duration, it "tells us little about experienced. teachers' 
perceptions of pupils they know well. As a research design it 
has much in cummon with those involving the judgement of 
emotional states from still photogr~hs, and thus has 
limited relevance to the p-erception· of pupils 
in everyday classroom situations. 
1'his WJ.O.er context of the more natural social. environmen"t 
' 
is the concern of Jeremy Finn (.1972) who .has placed the_ 
teacher expectation phenomenon within the context of a 
whole network of expec-cations which a.p~pil receives from 
a social environment - from peers, parents and. other 
significant persons. In other words all children are being 
categorised on many different dimensions by many different 
kinds of people and each of these categorisations will contain 
an expectancy component. Seen within this wider p7rspeftive 
Fi~~ points out that it is surprising that any changes ~t · 
all occurredin the Rosenthal and Jacobsen experimeb.t, s~nce 
only one small classification was changed \vi thin a very large 
environment of many expecta"tions. Finn's paper ends wi "th 
an experiment sim;i..lar to that of Heez (lSJ72) uescrioed earlier; 
four,essays were sent out for grading by ll3 elementary 
school teachers who were given false information concerning 
the wri -cers' lQ, race and sex; analysis of variance onab.Lea 
I 
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"the exlJe rJ.ment er -co asc er-cain whe-cher teachers held. 
i 
<ii::t'reren-cial expectatJ.:ons I·or pupils accoruing to race, 
I 
sex and. inte~ligence. ! Teachers in uroan schools perceived 
I 
the essays when written by bright pupils as satis:t'actory, 
yet dull' pupils_,... producing the same essay were judged to 
·oe unsat~sractory; th~s did not occur for subur·oan · 
teachers. PulJil sex wa.s important L1 t}Ut high stand.ard.s 
of work were expected from girls, especially by subu·rbCJ.ll 
teachers, Out this differential expec-cation d.isappeared. 
when pupils were negro:. 
I 
I 
Na.sh (1973) in a pa.rticirH:J.nt observation study or a 
I 
I 
primary school found that the correlations between; the 
' 
teachers' ranking of children on school attainment and 
the pupils' own estimates of· their position in class varied 
' 
from +0o46 to +0.~5, the latter being for a class of e~ght 
year Olds, thus indicating that Chilaren ::t'rom a Ve~ early 
age get to know their level of abi~ity very quickly, even 
' 
i I 
though teachers may pr~vent the direct communication of: 
I 
this evidence to the chi~dren concerned. Nash concludes 
i 
that this kind of information is co~veyea via an incalculab~e 
i 
number of interactJ.ons between teacher and pupi~ and. th~t it 
is VJ.a these interactions that a child acquires his self 
.. c onc __ e p t c o:::_,_c e rni :::12;. hi s: s cc i s..l _ :.Jt c._t.Y. s, _:..,8.s_!,aQ_e]Tl_i. C:; ,?._e_;!- :t~. ,~_1na:; e I . -~ 
a..nci future· e:.s~;ire.tiOlls.! Usin.-7 the reJertory grid -cechninue 
rl. - . I U - "'J.. 
i 
it was also di3covcred that te;;4chcrs 'see' their IlUJ1i~s 
lfiOl'O in tormn of po:n.)Ol'JU..lity COl1:Jt:('Ll.C't:8 tbu.n u.CudOHIJ.C Ubi~i'ty. 
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i 
i 
! 
The evidence from teacher expectation studies in generaL. 
il~ustrates the aifficu~~y of researchers in ob~aining 
re.Liable and. consistent resu~ ts over Cli±'ferent ages, sexes 
and abilities of pupil:s. 'l'hat ~eachers, as much as any 
other group within a socia~ situation, have expectancies 
aoout pupi~s is a natur~ concomitant of the attribution 
process, which is at the heart of the way we process 
information about our social and phys~cal wor~d. How these 
I 
expectancies are translated into practical and realistic 
situations in face to face groups is unknown, as is ~he wa:y 
original perceptions of a situation or person :are·· lat.er: 
I 
modified by other information. As Finn (1972) states,~ t!le 
network of expectations which constitute the env~ronmen~al 
press of an indiviauai pupil's environrnent and the way these 
expectancies interact with each other, creating conflict or 
support, is probably more important than one single person's 
expectation for another. Consistency is as much a'feature 
' ' 
of perception of the social as of the physica.:L envi:ronme'nt • 
. ) 
'·. 
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'l'he lnfluenc e of Teacher Charac-ceri stic s. 
a) •.reacher Dogmatism. 
Since i"ts pub.J..ica"tion in 1.960 the Dogmatism Scale has 
I 
oeen used. in an extensive numoer of studies, though in 
! 
I 
relatively few investigations studying teacher-pupil 
interaction. 'J.:he kind of eng_uiries which have used the 
scale may be classified in"to four groups:- first, "those 
concerned. with the relationship oetween a par"ticu.J..ar 
treatment and. possible change·s in the .Level oi' dogrn.atism; 
such • atti tud.ina1..·. shi1't• investigations have been· 
numerous, varying from an examination of the effects of 
a hospitalisation prograrmme for ysychiatric patients 
I 
(Erlich and jjauer, 196:6) to "the consequences of engineers 
and social scientists. spending two years a1i a nor"thern 
university (Smithers, 11972); g_ui te a number of studies~. 
I 
I 
have looked into the !effects of "teacher training p rogr~mmes 
I . , 
on the level of student dogmatism. For example Johnson 
(1969), investigating the effects of supervisors on student 
teachers• dogmatism d.uring teachine; practice, found "that 
' students who vtere lower in dogma "tism than their supervisors 
I 
became more like theJ, and. conversely, students who were 
I higher in dogmatism than their supervisers showed a 
! 
lowering in their post-test score; a contradictory finding 
by Vacchiano et al. (196b) showed that an intensive six week 
teacher training r)roe;ramme for graduate students which 
ro::Jul ted in c!w.nges in their attitudes towards more child 
I 
I 
centred. methods was riot significantly related to Dogmat~sm 
score (D.score). 
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More complex designs involve the study of interaction 
effects oet\veen students and teachers, and perhaps the best 
known study in this ca. tegory is that by Weiss et al. ( l97U), 
though this investigation used the.F rather than the D scale. 
However the interactive effect was demonstrated particularly 
between students who were high in authoritarianism and 
teachers who were low in authoritarianism - the former 
tending ·:to reject the latter. Low authoritarian students, 
however, did not seem to mind whether their teachers were 
authoritarian or not; the results must be treated vdth 
caution because of the bias towards 'right' authoritar~anism 
which the E' scaJ.e manifests, but this study does ulfurline 
the need to consider intervening variables in studies of 
attitude change, .particularly the authority source from 
which· the new belief system may emanate, the way it is 
communicated, and the material's congruity with existi~g 
belief sys-cems- points made by Erlich and Lee (1969). 
Studies showing the relationship between authoritarianism 
and behaviour are the third group of investigations, arid 
. ) 
important in this ·regard is the enquiry by IilcLTee ( 19 55) :who 
found a highly significant relationship between teacher's 
authoritarianism and the overt authoritarian behaviour of 
the teacher in the classroom. ln another situation, tt1is 
ti'rae concerned with leadership selection, Zagona and Zurcher 
(1965 b) reported that high dogmatic individuals, when 
challenged by authority, became insecure, wavered in their 
I 
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convictions, and showed signs of reduced group solid.ari ty. 
"Intellectual lethargy'characterized the atmosphere of the 
I 
I 
c~assroom. An W1VQl~ingness to relate to the subject matte+, 
I 
i 
to the instructor, to other students, (seemed to prevail)." 
I 
(Ibid. , p. 216) • I 
1'he fourth group of dogmatism studie~:.a:·e those concerned 
with perception and cognition, especially the re~ationship 
I 
between teacher dogmatism ana the way pupils are perceived. 
' ' 
(.;ohen li~7l) examined the relationship oetween student 
teacher ratings of pupil characteristics and the degree of 
dogmatism and. found a considerable difference between tite 
! 
high and·low dogmatic groups. High dogmatic students 
preferred their ideal pupil to ce obedient, willing to crccept 
the judgement of authorities, and to strive for distant jgoals, 
which Cohen claimed indicated an approach to teachi•ng w.qich 
was more teacher directed than pupil eli rected; thi;s view 
was reinforced by other characteristics preferred by 
dogmatic teachers such·as q_uietness, reservedness and the 
liking for working alone. SUch results confirmed the findings 
from an earlier stuay oy Yamamoto (1969) which indicated) tha"t 
high dogmatic student teachers preferred in their pupils such 
traits as courteousness, ooedience and considerateness while 
lov/ dogmatic teachers found work orientated characteristics 
such as curiosity, memory and competitii!Jeness more .desirable. 
\ ·, 
i 6 
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'.rhis, according to Yamomoto, is in accora. with Rokeach' s 
model of dogmatism which proposed higher security needs for 
closed minded people and higher cognitive needs for the open 
minded. 
More recently Ruoovitz and Ma.ehr (1973) have investigated 
the effect of student teacher dogmatism on the expectation 
I 
I 
phenomenon, particularly as it relates to the racial 
characteristics of studen~s. High dogmatic teachers were 
I 
.1'ound to encourage white students more than black, and ~lso 
showed a tendency to i~nore the statements rrade by clack; 
students in class. 
Most of the studies show a positive relationsh'ip oe:tween 
level of dogma~ism of ~eacher and the way pupils ar;e pet.ceived, 
i 
though two notes of reservation should be sounded. Firstly 
on the grounds that m~y of the studies l e. g. Yamomoto, : 
I 
Johnson and Cohen, c:ited above) involved inexperienced students, 
rather than experienced teachers; and secondly non~ of ~he 
studies have examined the relationship which might exist: be1iween 
dogmatism and the typelof categories which teachers use to 
evaluate pupils, since; 1ihe trait rating studies ·involve the 
i 
use of traits supplied:by the experimenter, and not the 
subject himself. 
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b) 'l'he Influence of Sex on Teachers' Perccp-cion of Pupils. 
Although a sizeabie literature exists on the differential 
atti~~des, attainments ana interests of ooys and girls, there 
is little information on the interactive effects of the sex of 
I 
I 
the teacher and that of the pu:pils. The most general 
conclusion of the effect of sex on a teacher's perceptions 
is that girls are perceived more favourably than boys, 
(Wilson, 1963)1, though there is little to indicate whether 
" 
this a.pplie s to male and female teachers since it must be 
assumed that because much of the research has taken place in 
primary schools, this finding lareely applies to female ~ 
teachers. .Barker Lunn ( 1970) divided her sample of teac:hers 
into 'J:lype 1 (favouring non-streaming) and Type 2 (favouring 
I 
streaming) categories, but made no analysis of the inter.action 
between the sex of the teacher and the sex of pupils in :respect 
of teacher perceptions, though overall, teachers found g:irls 
more of a pleasure to have in class than boys; thi.s was. 
reciprocated by the girls' attitude to the teacher, for more 
! 
of them th3.11 the boys believed that the teacher liked th.em. 
I 
Of the children perceiving their relationship with: teacher 
to be a poor one the proportion of boys to girls was 
roughly th~ee to two. 
Ingleby and Cooper (1974) using a repertory grid 
techni11ue to measure six aspects of kindergarten chilarens' 
charac-ceris-cics- character, brigh-cness, work, sociability, 
home ana .Lanrruage - founfi that eirls received !!lore favourable 
~,, 
\. ~\ 
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I 
I 
ratings "than ooys, but ~hat this ef'fect disappeared af'ter one 
year excep"t wi"thin the ~phere of work. In this study the 
I 
interaction of sex and race was particularly pronounced with 
iimnigrant male children acquiring a strong negative image from 
teachers; the girls who were immigrants, on the other hand, 
I 
vvere rated comparatively favourably, especially on the 
i 
dimension of sociabilit~. 
'.rwo studies invol vi.:1g clG.ssroom analysis have revealed 
the influence of pupil sex differences in the interaction 
between teachers and pupils. Kounin (1967) divided fifty 
cl£1ssrooms into two groups: those in which girls had a 
I 
' I 
suiJerior work invoJ.vewer1l: l:o l;:)j3, ::J.nd those where tho ooys' 
i 
work involve.rncnt was considered to be as good as, or even 
better, than that of the girls. using direct ob serv:;:.ti on 
it was discovered that where girls had :.1 stq;erior work 
involvement tl1e teachellS had low scores on "cr<.insi tion 
smoothness, that is an indication of how well the teaoher 
managed the different changes of class activity. As a 
corollary boys were equal to eirls in the classrooms of 
I 
smooth and 'non-draggy': teachers. 
In another interaction study (Jackson and Lahaderne; 1967) 
there were c:lear sex differences revealed in the amount of 
ins~ructional, managerial and prohi oi tory interactions tal~ing 
place oetv1een teachers (two men and two ·women) and classes of 
eleven year old pupils; individual differences emerged bE:"tw·een 
,_. 
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the four classrooms, yet the general pattern ind.ica"ted. that 
boys received. more instructional messages (concerned with 
curriculum content and educational attainment) and more 
managerial messages (concer.aed with rule interpretation) than 
girls; this pupil sex difference was even more pronounced wi"th 
prohibitory messages, which cone erned the keeping of order and 
! 
the punishment of mi:.sde~neanors. When teachers responded. to 
instances of misbehaviour it was nearly always to a boy: an 
example is given from one classroom:-
• • • e • the teacher delivers approximately twenty 
I 
II 
four prohibitory messages every hour, or roughiy 
one hundred and. twenty messages each day. Abou"t 
one hundred and. eight of tl1ose daily messages are 
received by one or: o-cher of the seventeen cays in 
tha"t room''• 
. i ( lbi d. ' p. 27 2) •. 
This observation is partly supported. by Brophy and Good 
(1970) whose study revealed that boys received more teacher 
criticism and disapproval than girls, and that this criticism 
was largely in the context of behaviour and discipline rather 
than with academic perfonnance. In fact the academic seif 
image of boys appears remarkably buoyant; in spite of being 
less favourably perceived by the teacher, academic self 
perception or boys is superior to that of girls, and. they are 
less anxious too than girls (barker £unn, l970). fhese 
lJaru.uoxieul J'l'lr.:X~.lt!J couJ.u be oxpluinod i:n to:nni:J o:t' .Tuc1cson u.nd 
LTetzels' (L~~:l) conc.Lusion t.hat boys who were d.:iS!Xl.tisf'ied: witn 
I 
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school were much more wi·lling to criticise teachers and 
other withority Xigur8s than wore girls, ~hose dissatisfaction 
tended to be expl:::lj.ned in terms of }:Jersonal deficj.enr;{P.s;· 
this :proneness for girJ. s to be intr~puni ti ve and boys to oe 
extrli.puni tive coulcl vvel.L account for tf!.e inc:reased anxiety 
of girls, particularly those of low ability. 
There have been a :t;ew s'tuciies designed. to inve s'tigate 
the accuracy of teachers 1 percelJ'ti on, though by and large 
these have failed. to achieve significant results. Gage, 
Leavitt and Stone, (19??) for example, investigated the 
accu rae y of teachers 1 perceptions of c ognt ti ve and social 
C/1aracteristj.cs of l')Upils, as well as the abilj_ty to 
perceive pupils 1 problems d.Ild. dj.fftcu1ties. Fema.l e teachers 
were more accurate tha:.'1 na1es in assessing cozni tive 
characteristics, but most of the results in the study were 
without statistical sienific~~ce. It is v10rth noting :Ln: 
passing that :Penfold and 1deldon ( l9b9) found female t~..~achers 
' ' 
studies need to be interrlreted ·with c8.ution (Cronbach, 19:54). 
Gage 1 s (19?2) results (reviewed i..:l.bove in Chapter 4) '.vhic·h 
revealed that a group of juclges ~10 had not seen or who 
h~d not bG8l'l involved in tnterac:tion '.vi t!J. t!1e stimulus 
persons were more accurate in l')red.ictine their :ct'lsponso s 
to an interest j_nve:ntor.;,r th.::.n judces who hi:.ld tallred with 
the~ for ~ period. It seemed that more accurate 
predictions occu.red when ti1\~ judze used ;J. stereotype referent 
than when he actually interacted with the obj.ect person. 
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A comparatively recent accuracy study carried out by 
Jackson (.L972) involved how we.Ll teachers v1ere·a.ole to 
recognise children who were satisfied and dissatisfied_ 
with schoo.L. A pupi.L questionnaire was completed for Vthich 
a satisfa.ctioryhissatisfaction score was ootained and this 
was compared wi"Gh "the teachers' estimates. Satisfie.CI.·. __ gir.Ls 
and dissatis!'ieC1 ooys were perceived most accurate.Ly whereas 
dissatisfied girls and satisfied boys were not accura:tely 
perceived. Dissatisfied ·boys might make their dislikes more 
obviously knovm to the teacher than the gir.Ls, but Jackson 
found it d.if±'icu.Lt to explain why s3.tis:fied girls were more 
vi ai ·o.J.e to the teac.ner; two possi ole rea. sons l,)ro:posed were 
that -chey gave direct veroal expression to their feelings 
and that they appeared especially willing and helpful in 
volunteering wi-ch c.Lass chores. 
A sex difference has been reported in the susceptioi.Lity 
of pupils to the teacher~ expectancy (Rosenthal and Jacobson, 
l9bb). uir.Ls showed a greater expectancy advantage over 
both the one and two year periods of the experiment, and as 
. 
with boys the effect was greatest with the middle and lower 
ability range pupi.Ls. This was against the trend of cross 
sex leniency (Stevenson,: 196)) which suggests that boys 
would be more susceptible to social influence if the 
.. 
inf.Luencer was fema.Le, and. vice versa for girls. However 
another re~lt was more in line with the general findings of 
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the influence of sex on perception, namely that girls, 
irrespective of whether they belonged to control or 
experimental group v1ere 1 perceived by their teachers as 
- higher on the adjustment-friendliness dimension than boys; 
' \ 
this result is actually coutrary to .Barker Lunn's result 
which, as a result of questionnaire investigation, showed 
that boys were in fact more socially adjusted than girls. 
That teachers perceive ~oys and girls as different when they 
may not, in fact, be so, is particularly difficult ~o 
substantiate because of the problem of criterion.- However, 
Doma (1969), using fifteen male-i'eiD.d.le twin pairs in 
equivalent horae-rearing conditions and taught by the same 
teachers, with the twins of the same intellectual capability, 
I 
showed that the girls r~ceived significantly higher marks 
in school than the boys. Palardy (1969) also stressed that 
teachers can perceive differences which don• t 1 in reality' 
exist. He identified a group of teachers who believed boys to 
be as successful as girls, and a group who expected boys to 
be less successful than girls in first year reading. Although 
no dif:t'erences in tne results of a reacting test occured 
between the sexes in the first group, with the second group, 
the girls achieved a higher score. 
By way of summary it is lJOssi ble to make one or two 
general conclusions as to the effects of sex on teachers' 
perc··eptions of their pupils. Firstly, the most \~dely 
accepted finding is that girls c:.re perceived more favourably 
than boys; this includes academic perception and extends to 
situations where there is strong evidence to suggest that boys 
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and &irls are intellectually matched. Secondly the ptter.n 
of teacher-pupil interaction varies betweerl boys and girls, 
with boys rec ej.ving more of the a-ct en-cion from teachers, 
especially in exchanges concerned with discipline - boys, 
it seems, are perceived as less well-behaved than girls. 
~~hi rdly there are some tentative indications tha-c ferr:uJ.e 
teachers are more accurate in the perception of pupils than 
male teachers. Fo~rthly girls seem to be more susceptible 
to teachers' expectations, but -chere is some evidence, as 
with the whole expectancy phenomenon in general, tha-c it 
is most marked with younger pupils. 
In comparing the invest~gations of seA influence on 
perception within education with those studies within the 
general field of socialpsychology one can readily see 
qui-ce differen-c perspectives which each has adop-ced. lt~rstly, 
"Ghe 'educational' studies nave oeen almost exclusively 
concerned with the influence of the sex of "Ghe ooserved 
(pupil) on the perceptions of -cne ooserver (a teacher, wnose 
sex is of-cen unspecified), wnile in general, person 
perception s-cudies have examined the influence of th8 sex 
of the observer, largely ignoring the sex of the observed. 
~his has affec-ced the focus of enquiry too, for general 
person perception studies examining sex influences have 
explored stru.ctural and content differences between male 
I 
ar1d female observers•: percep-cions, while the educational 
investico.-cions have .Larcely lgnored struc-cure u.nd conten-c 
I 
I 
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variables; these have been assumed as equivalent for maJ.e 
and fem::1J.e teachers and insteau there bas been a concentra"t;ion 
of how boys and girls are differentially assigned to teachers' 
I 
ratings. 
Finally, a point of similarity between educational and 
general person perception studies can oe noted and that is 
that neither group has taken seriously the effects of the 
intera.c·cion between sex of the observer and sex of the 
observed. rt is an area within both fields which remains 
virtually unexplored. 
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c) ~eachers' Perceptions and Social Class. 
It has been the conventional wisdom recorded by such 
wri~ers as Douglas (1964), Barker Lunn (1970), Swift (1966), 
Douglas, Hoss and Simpson (19b8), Jackson and l'i:rarsden (19b2) 
and Fraser (1959), that' low social class is accorilpanied by 
low educational. attainment. A variety of causes has been 
proposed to account forthis fact of working class 
"underachievement" - low levels of parental encouragement, 
an impoverished cultural and linguistic environment and 
generally unfavourable attitudes to school as a whole. It 
I 
is not intended in this! study to review the vast literature 
i 
I 
on this topic nor to disagree with the conclusions which so 
I 
many different research enterprises have proposed; instead 
it is the intention in this section to take up one or two 
' issues concerning the influences of the social class back-
ground of pupils on their teachers' perceptions of them, 
since these argumen~s bear directly on the relevance of the 
main investigation undertaken in the present research. 
I 
'rhe fundamental issue in the debate concerning the 
relationship between teachers' perceptions and the social class 
i 
of their pupils is vvhether or not the teachers' loVI expectation 
of academic success fro~ pupils of working class background 
is yet another (and most important) addition to the list 
I 
of causes of working class underachievement.· 
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1\lhlrphy ( 197 4) is highly critical of the current fashion 
for explaining working class underachievement in terms of 
teachers' lowered exJ?ectati ons, and he cites Hi st ( 1970) 
as a prime example of the approach he wishes to criticise. 
Rist's research ostensibly demonstrated that in uroan 
areas in America children at kindergarten stage were grouped 
according to whether they were fast or slow learners, and 
that these groupings were made on the teachers' est~ma"tes 
of future performance not past progress; these categorisations 
maae at the start of the child's school career correlated 
! 
more highly with social background than with any measuraole 
aspect of academic performances. These initial classifications 
I 
were reinforced v1i th the passage of "time because there was 
hardly any re-alloca"tion of children to other groups based 
Ul')on their a'ttairunents within school; thus the organisational 
structure of the class fossilised the distinctions. Rist 
also found that the teachers' interactive behaviour also 
hardened the divisions because they tended to reinforce ·~he 
I 
talk of the more able groulJ of chilaren by praise and. 
I 
encouragement, while: with the less a ole group there tended 
to be more sarcasm, ridicule and generally negative feedback 
I 
I 
I 
to pupils which had the effect of inducing silence and 
withdrawal for those ; children. In this way Ri st claimed 
that the initial classification into sheep or goats, made 
entirely without ·evidence of previous performance, but 
based on teachers estimate of future success, cast the 
educationa~ die for the rest of the chil~s school career. 
I 
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Murphy q_uestions this research and asks 'Nhether social 
I 
class really is a salient variable in the teacher's 
evaluation of his pupil~. From his investigation (of one 
school) he suggested that social class was not a relevant 
attribute in the teacher's classification of children, and 
that teachers adopted a~two level classificatory system 
I 
neither of which included social class. The first 
classification on whichchildren were evaluated was 
a.cad.emic, and, according to Idur:_ohy, the academic character-
istics which a child possessed was thought by the teachers 
I 
to be largely beyond th~ control of the individual pupil 
- 'he'd either got it or he hadn't, and that was that• -
a cl6ar ir-~d.ication o:f innateness of il"-tellectual capaci -cy. 
('l~his is identical to Pidgeon• s finding and the reinforcement 
of which a system of streaming supports). 'i'he second 
dimension which tea.chers·used to judge children was that 
of social behaviour, and this, unlike academic ability, 
was thought by the teachers to be very much the responsibility 
of the individual child. It was Murphy's contention that 
these academic and social dimensions were virtually 
independent, though no empirical evidence was offered in 
support; furthermore individual deficiencies within either 
field Y.~re not conceived by the teacher in social class 
terms, but were conceptualised in terms of personality 
factors or innate ability :-
" 'l'ho list of factors which tho te:..~.cho:cn con:JidlH'GU 
exercised ~ depressing effect upon academic 
I 
.:::.ttainment was endless. '!f.t'lat was particularly 
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signi ficall"t about such a list, however, was that 
such factors were not descl~ibed in terms of •class'." 
(lv1urphy, 1974; p. 330) 
Evidence of the l::iok of relation ship betwe~n teachers 1 
P references for 0u-oils dYld the level of -~.m-oil ·n erform:a.nc e • • • • r 
was illustrated by the low correlations between teadhers' 
ratings of pupils and their ::J.Ctual position in class, though 
these did show considerable va~iation from +0.2 to +0.45. 
The implication, therefore, is that within classrooms, the 
effects of social cl~ss upon the attribution of cl~racteristics 
to ~upils is not important at all, a point echoed by Nash 
(1973), who observes that for social class to be deemed a 
variable relevant within the classroom ex1)erience of teachers, 
the significant c orl~elations betvveen social class and 
attainment need to ·be obtained vvi-chin classes of thirtjl. 
"Teachers", he says, "do not teach classes of 5000 11 (Ibid., 
p.37)o In this he is backed up, to some extent, by Hargreaves 
(1967) who was unable, in 8. secondary modern school, to 
correlate allocation of stre~:~.m by social class. Nash also 
cites the evidence ·of Goodacre (l96b) who found that there 
was only a small correlation between the actual, and the 
teachers' perceptions of, their pupils' social class. 
1~ash, in his investiga. tion, obtained a similar result 
to tr1at of c7oodacre • s, but in addition also obtained a 
significant assocj.8.tion i)atween the teachers 1 perceived 
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I 
soci<:il class and the chi,ld 1 s reading attainment, a finding 
I 
which was ex,plaine·d ·by ~~ash as due to the te;;.che.:rs arnociJ. tin;3; 
low 
the 
ability with low sociial 
Nash investigo.tion vlill 
class. A detailed examination of 
b.e undertaken at a J.a ter stage 
in this t~esis, but it Jeeds to be stated at this 2oint 
that the neasure of pel"'Ceived social class '.'vas obtained from 
a construct on the teachers' repertory grids of 'Good home -
. Poor home• - a descripti:on which, in the light of :the_present 
Li.uthor1s experience ·,vith te:..chers, is largely unrelated to 
' 
the socicl Glass of chil'dren, but usually refers to 
I 
JSl.:cticular difficulties idlld handice..ps which the child may 
experience irrespec"Give of social class; often ::1 construct 
like this refers to ~roblems of broken homes, parental 
handicaps, illness and U1e like, and not to the social 
status of the p8.:-cents. In event the onus of • .l,:>roof' 
I 
tna. t this particul.J.r cnnstruct does cor::ce Sl)Ond with te;;J.chers • 
notions of the social stutus of the hdme background should be 
on Nash, and a simple a.ssertion is not ade(lnate proof. 'l'o 
claim, therefore, the..t •Good. home -Poor home• is a measure 
of teachers' perceived ~ocial class is an untested 
assumption which should be accorded only dubious validity. 
Notwithstanding the methoJ.olo~ica.l consideru.tions of 
oot!1 the :i.;lurpJ.1y a:1d. Nash study, inte:c>(~sti~~ <.J.uestions are 
I 
raised by both investig"-l.tions. I'here is l>'lurphy' s theory 
'• 
which states that teachers perceive children in two 
independent diL~(~nsion...:..l terms - acadP-r:J.ic and socid - ;;:.nd. 
that social cJ.a:3s of )Upils is not <1 sie;nificant factor 
i~ those perceptions. Secondly there j_s Nash's ~heory ~hich 
r~l:..-:.iP'ls t.hat socia1 c1as3 it~3!.~lf isn'-:; j_mp6rt8.11t witl::in 
classrooms, but that tl:e tes.c}::.ers' belief systerrr concernj_ng 
so,_:-:Ld cla.ss is, since tec..c:hers link social cl:..-:.ss vtith low 
achievement. .Both these hypotheses are testable ·by 
empirical enc1uiry and it will be one aim of this investieatio.n 
to take these h;J'l10theses and assess their validi tyo 
lnst:rumen-r;a-cion, JJesivn and Pj_lot Study. 
a) Pe rc e p t i on o 
I 
'.J:he extensive, but by no 1:::1eans ex.,.1.austive, reviews 
of the literature have been undertaken to provide the 
appropriate psychological and educational contexts in 
which to locate the present investigation, the oasic 
aim of which was to e'nquire into the ways in which a 
group of primary school teachers perceived the children 
in their classes. 
As the literature revealed, certain difficult 
problems, -noth c once1)tual and methodological, are 
encountered in any person perception study. The 
problem of relevance, for example, is ·particularly 
acute. How is it possible for the researcher to_ 5et 
at the very subtle ways in vvhich another individual 
ca.tes;o:r-ises and conceptualises his vvorld, 8.11d 
achieve this in a way that does not distort 
the very processes which are under examination. 
liastorf et al. (1955) 1have. focused attention on the 
l)roblem of retrievine; other l)eople • s perceptions and 
·they pose three questions which cover t1-le c:cu.cial. areas 
in :perception studies •. J.'he fil~st question asks what 
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.A.p:plied to the present study t::1is question involves 2.. 
consideration of the cateeo-ri.es ·Hhic}1 teacht3rs ero)loy when 
judging children in cla~s, together with an analysis of the 
relationship between those cate~ories. Many perception 
stv.dies, <.lS shown in the r(~"IT l. r:-•1·1"' l'l'·'"i[t; 
• . ." .. '"' 7 ..... 
r3.te others on sc.ales or g_ucstio::lnJ.ires devised by the 
:psychologist 7 and this re3.d~r m8.de, off the )eg, kit of 
cateeories or tr::1its, rniy not consist o:f dim<~nsj_ons wl1ich 
I 
I 
! 
are l1erg,)ll::J.llJ relt:lV;J.lJ.ti to the 1_)ercei.ve:r.·. r.rhe experim(~!.!.t>2r, 
.I 
tlv~refore, by setting the ·mould, to some extent l)re-aetermines 
I 
the outcome. 
This criticj_sm m:.1y also app.Ly to those Ciesiens wlvare 
the experimenter carries out carefn1 pilot work in c:.1:t1vassing 
a group o:f:' subjects pri o ::.~ to mo.:.}d_ nc 1.:tli ::i .Li;::; t uf trai-.; s or 
devtsing a r.:Luestior..2'lc:1i:.:'·:::, l::.ecause even v:ithin tl1e groul; of 
su'oj(;cts he wishes to study ti1ere will 
: 
differences of trait -,.A.saP:e and :!:'elevance. 
. '-' 
In the lj_ght of 
I 
these considerations, therefore, j.t w~s though~ essential 
tha:~ a. c~esic;n vvhich ;;:.llor;ed subjects to use their own 
I 
response categories should be employed. 
' T~1e second question ,DOsed by Hastorf rel:..ites to the 
" det e rmina.n t s o:f soc Ll..L perc ~.~::_:.t:i_ on e:-::~) <:r-i enc e. Although this 
has bee21 ;:1 nonular s:orn~o~ch wj_ thj.n t~e li ter~tu:::'e o:f nerson 
- - ~.. ..... 
' I 
I perce.Dtion, especially arnoncst the ftlnctionalists, few 
cow:9.dr2.ble studies •.:o.xist '.'litr~in the field of education, 
I 
I 
3J.thouc;h of course, the! study of te<.1cher characteristics in 
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respect of teacher effectiveness has attracted r!lanJ 
researchers (e.g. Start; 1966; Ryans, 1960). In the context 
of t.he })resent enquiry this ent::..iled exa.:r:ir2.ing how t:-~e 
structure c.nd contents of teachers• perceptions m.ieht be 
related to such teacber ch~racteristics as sex, attitude 
2-nd personalit;n it also covered ::u1other part of the 
investigation concerning the way certain pupil characteristics· 
r::isht ?lave teen categorised by their teacher. 
The third question of Hastorf' s considers the 
c onse ~ue11ce s of a })articulu.r ~oe rcelJt, and would include, 
for exa . .r.1ple, tr1e stud~' of the effect of teacher 
cateeorisa.tions, thc.t is the anticipatory consequences of 
~ particular attribution. This aspect of person perception 
was not considered in a.Yl e mpiriC;1l way, thouc;h naturally some 
speculation was made on the possible consequences of 
particular patter.:.1s of categorisations. 
The present investigation, therefore, consisted of tv10 
separate but interrelated rJa.rts~ the first was concerned 
'.'.ri th the structure and content of the teachers• perceptions, 
a.'1d the way these were affected by certain teacher 
characteristics; the second part consisted of a trait 
I 
attribution study, that is an enc1uiry into the way in which 
pupils with certain characteristics were categorised by the 
teacber. 
\\ 
.Another :!_)robJ.em which has -co be examined in any 
person perception study is the degree of naturalness which 
the experimenter a~J.ows the suoject in his 
I judgement. 'JJwo examples, one from. social psychology and 
I 
one from education, will serve to demonstrate how frequently 
it is the case that naturalness of situation is sacrificed 
to Jaethodological considerations. Firstly, the welter of 
research into emotion recognition has used the stiil 
photograph as the stim~lus ooject for subjects to work on, 
! 
ana yet in everyday life we recognise emotions from a 
\nde variety of stimuli inputs - tone of voice, gesture, 
boaily reactions ru1d so forth and we also locate these 
stimuli within a particular kind of meaning context. 
Experiments designed to test the way in v.rhich individuals 
react to still photographs tell us something about how 
human beings make inferences from reduced cue information, 
-but tell us little about how people in real life discriminate 
between say, anger and hatred. Secondly, wi'thin education 
a fair proportion of ex1)ectancy experiments have been qui -ce 
'unreal'. 'l'a.ke tlle bCoz (J.":J'(C.) experiment aescribeu l)reVJ.ousJ.y 
in chapter '{. How realistic is it for a teacher to be eiven 
information on the ba<f.k:grouna of an unknovm six year ola and 
tnen '"teach' him in a one-to-one situation for ten minutes ? 
Hov1 many teacl1ing si tua-cJ. ons even remotely resemo..Le 
tnis set u:p ? 'l'he same criticisms CC::l.n_be made of Finn's 
(..L972) experiment in juaging essays, and of Rubovitz ana 
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Ma.ehr' s ( 197 3) e xp t~cta..."lcy experiment using individual 
students, not necessarily of education, who had never been 
inside a classroom as a teacher before, and whose first 
ever less on \Vi th a class fo::rrr!ed the basis of their 
conclusions concerning te:1chcrs' expectations for black 
and white pupils. such designs are plainly unrepresentative. 
Criticism of psychological research paradigms has been 
a major theme of Egan I3runsvlicl::: ( 19 34) who has dem.onstrated 
the conceptual limitations of systematic experi~ental 
de signs following the classical model. He advocates that 
psychology should take fP more representative designs which 
I 
involve the study of human behaviour in normtil everyday 
environments. 
" The basic aims of representative design are 
(1) to reflect accurately the probabilistic nature 
of environmental circu..rnsta.nces a.nd (2) to exhibit 
the full measure of the organisms' ability to cope 
with environrnental contin~encies. 'fhese ;:J.ims are 
I 
served by the representative Si.l!Ill)line of situation.s 
! 
from the organism's ecoloe;y. 11 (Postman & Tolman, 1959; 
p. 5 20). 
The underlying rationale of systematic designs has been 
to accept the individual for wh<.it he is - a unig_ue 
constelld.tion of traits which gives him true individuality, 
•'~ 
but at the same time it h:t.s taken situational insto..nces 
and m.G.l1ipulated and changed t!Jem incessantly; indeed this 
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is the "true characteristic of systematic designs. On the 
other hand re;presenta.tive desl,gn rejects interference wl"CJ1 
these environmen-cal sl,tU<J."tlons and advocates the stua.y of 
indi vid.ua.ls within the na tura.i si tua"ti on where eo oJ. ogJ.ca.J. 
variab~es are ~eft unaisturbed. In tne ~ight or ~his tne 
design requirements for t11e l)resent study of tt:acher 
perceptions.were twofo~d: firs-ely it was to be sensi"tive 
to the ways in wl1ich teo.cl1ers emp~oyeei ca-cee;urles ln jud.glng 
chi~dren, that is, the uesign must alJ.ow teachers to respono. 
in tneir own way accoreiing to how they, and not the 
experimenter, conoep"GUd~ised the situation; secondly the 
design was to be rcpresen"tative in that it alJ.oweCi the 
investigation to occur '.'v'i -chin natural environments it had. 
to involve a sample of teachers judging the children whom 
they knew and had taught for a consid.eraole period of time. 
In other words the d.esien had to be 'representative• • 
.Let us return to Hastorf • s first question which is 
l)i voto.l to the current investigation, and c onsid:er the 
tec1'm1ques which wouJ.d be most appropri~te in fulfilling 
the requirements outlined a·oove. In effect, the demands 
upon the experimental design to retrieve the teachers' 
percep"tions of their pupils, limited it -co one of three 
broad approaches - a free description procedure fa.voured 
by.{o.Beach and Wertheimer (1961) and LivesJ.ey and Bromley (1973); 
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the use of the semantl.C dif:t'erential ( Warr and Knapper, 196()); 
and finally, the repertory gric. technic1ue which has been usee. 
in many perception studies (Bannister, 1962; Bieri et Q.l. 1 
1966; Aaams Vleoer, 1969) and which has also been em1Jloyea 
in an educational context by l'Jash (197 .3) ana by .Ingleby and 
Cooper (1974). A consideration of the lJOssible ac.tantages 
and disadvantages of each approach to the required objectives 
of the present study Vlill no·N oe undertaken. 
Although -c11ere is· much to c ornmencJ. the free d.escripti on 
approach, especially in trat it allows an individual to respond. 
in a natural way, it was felt that tbe classroom situation did 
not readily lend itself to the employment of this technique, 
mainly oecause of the relatively large number of snojects 
likely to be involved. .Although the; S:;udy wouJ.d involve a 
relatively small number of teachers, it would, on the other 
hand, contain a large number of pupils; for example, a 
sample of 20 teachers me.y teach at least 600 children and 
probably more and it was "tlnught a severe limitation if, •.vi thin 
a class, only a small sample of children were used to obtain 
the teachers' perceptions; .clearly i -c wa.s impractical to 
consl.der as.~ing teachers to give an individual. aescri:)tJ.on for 
each member of' the class, awl even more l.mprdctJ.cal to organise 
and score the d~~a satisfactorilly. so while t~is design 
mieht oe useful a::J.d aavanta::;eous with SlJlall crou11s of subjects, 
'.i'he semantj_ c c1 iffe renti al, there fore, rv:J..s c onsicl e rc~ rl 
(~96b) to be re~iab~e, it is easi~y ~dmirds~ered to a ~arge 
nwnoer of subjects ~~d cou~d be readily adapted to the 
I 
demands of the pre sent si ~uat ion. However the criticisms 
vvhich have been levelled at the semantic differential by 
I 
..t:Sc...YJ.nister <.1nd l.Jair (lg68) are very forceful. Jo:c exal!lple, 
the three f:J.ctol~s of <:;v.:.lu~tion, potency and activity 
ace ount for only about 50~~ of the variance v1i thin an 
I 
individu::.l' s semantic spu.ce, ~YJ.d '.':hile the three factors 
may in theory be orthoe;on;:;..l, in practice the scales 
I 
sometimes merge, and it is doubtfi.::.l also \'thether for .lll 
L'1d.ivi·:lu.:;i.ls t:·!el'e ;;..:ce: :t}J.!.-·ee orthoc;onal diinel'lsions on wh~c.h 
I 
I 
other peopLe are ev:J...L"Liated. A second criticism (Brovm, 
l9?o) concerns e~ch inaiv~aual scale's •r~1ge of 
cmJ.venience' - a term userl Dy lCelly (1955) to describe 
the relevance of a diwension or catec;ory to a given 
situation. 1'hu s al tllough it might oe me:ll1ingful to 
I 
I 
categorise a boulder in te:cms Qf t~e characteristics of 
that GrOUping Of objects C:J.lled boulders - large/sm;:;Ql, 
hard/soft, beautiful/ugly for exauple - how meaningful 
is it to regard these as sweet/sour, windy/still, noisy/ 
quie~ '? .All this involves is a devaluation of the worth 
Of the VI Ord me a..YJ.i 11g s. In thiS C 0 n teXt jjaTllli st e r and f.~ai r 
(l9b()) tell the story of how one of them constantly uses 
· in lectures and cliscussi ons, the illustration of whether 
false teeth are religious or atheistic, as an example of 
the range of convenitnce of a particular categorisation. 
' 
Af'ter much exptrience apparently false. teeth are atheistic ! 
\. 
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.oother problem of the semantic differential is the 
interpretation of differential scores within a grid. An 
example (again taken from bo.r.u!i ster and l'iiair, 196()) 
illustrates 'Che di:t':t'iculty. Suppose one takes two pairs 
of individuals (see Table ():1) 
1st PAIR. 2nd PAIR. 
SUBJECT 1., SUBJECT 2., SUBJECT lo SUBJECT 2 o 
EV AUJ' AT ION 
POTENCY 
.ACTIVITY 
DoScore* 
* Footnote: 
1'l\.JjLE 8: l. 
4 
4 
l 
7 
7 
4 
3 
3 
3 
5ol9 
D (difference) Score = Di.l. - j J cL if 4 
6 
6 
6 
where Di .l. = linear distance vvi thin semantic 
space between concept i and l. 
I 
I 
Illustrati:)n of Semantic Differential Sco~~ 
among two 1)airs of subjec"Cs (af'Cer bannister 
I 
ana Mair, !lgbb), on seven ~oin'C scale. 
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Subjec-c numuer l in "tt1e i'irst pair finds scules 1 8.nd 
2 not mec:.ningful C:si ve s ;,;;.. 2:·s.tin::; of 4) <:tnd re SIJ oncl s at the 
extrer!le e~1d (num.ber 1) for the thil~d r~"'cint;. 3n b j e c t nu rn b e r 
2 responds meaningfully in 2 out of the three scales. '.£he 
difference score between the two subjects = 5.19. For the 
second :pair of subjects the ratings are me:.llJ.in~ful and they 
respond. 3-3-J and 6-6-6; and their difference score eq_uals 
5.19, the same as for the first pair. Cle~rly the difference 
score can represent quite different differe~ces. 
'.i'he final disadvant'aee of the semantic differential 
lay in the fact that i~ did not allow individual teachers 
to conce1Jtu::1lise the children in their own terms, and whereas 
the dimension ' hot - cold ' might be approp:ri.ate to 
l~~ting the temperature of water, it had a limited rav..,ge o1' 
convenience in teachers' conceptualisation of their 
children. the semantic differential is, in effect, just 
a sophisticated edition .of u rS~.ting scale and does not 
I 
J.llow individuals to cat1,egorise their world ir.. their ovm 
I 
I 
terminologies; it is 
which individuals are 
yelt another experimente1 .. s h:i t into 
I 
I 
forced to mould their perceptions. 
I 
I 
I 
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'l'his J.eft the wa.y open to the "Gl1ira ap1)roacn - "the roJ.e 
construct repertory -c;est, which, in spite of' Vernon's (1964) 
observation t.ha-c; l""G is so i"lexible as "to be virtually 
urunanageable, cloes lJrovia.e :t'or the 1':ceeaom v11ncl1 d.escrlpt~ve 
accounts can g~ ve, while u"t tr1e sam a "time providing an 
organisatlonal framework wl1ich allOvJs systematic ana.Lysis. 
It is also adaptable for use with large nllllloers of' suojects. 
J:hi s seemed to be the most C:J.i)propriate instrument to use 
t..he re.fore. 
Lieorge .Kelly, who devised. tt.~.e repertory gria technique, 
was a rnid.-west American, originally an engineer, v1h0 became a 
pGychoJ.oeist, though he found the traditional schoo~s of 
D ehavi ouri sm ana psychoanal.ysi s unsa ti s:t'act ory in provi d:i,_ng 
an adec~uate theoretical structure Dy whiCh .he couLd treat 
hl s patients. He therefore developed. a kind of homes1mn 
psychology. of' the Self which is ensconced in his two volume 
book, 'fhe Psycho~ogy of Personal. Constructs'; i"t has oeen 
wiaeJ.y acc~aimed. oy many psychologists 0 .bieri (J.97l), for 
exam:pJ.e, felt it to be of sufficient originality to "jar us 
from our accustomed modes of thought about human behaviour, 
energy and le an1ing 11 , and bruner ( 19 ?6) hailed it as 11 the 
single, greatest contribution of the past decade to the theory 
of personality functioning. 11 
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Kelly• s b:.:J.sic cor.:.cept '.'.'3.:::> that in order to understand 
2.11 individual it was necessar,;,r to get to kn01N how he 
l)ersonally interpreted or construed the 'NOrld around him. 
Kelly did believe in the existence of the real world though 
this could not be directly and absolutely a1)prehended, so 
the individual formed a microc oswic representation of the 
macrocosmic reality. 
The conceptual. model for a hum~m being was • man the 
scienti srt •, for Kelly maintained that each person was 
essentially concerned with predicting and controlling his 
envirorunent, and that the means of accomplishing this was by 
building up a r)ersonal repertoire of constructs throu-zh vvhich 
he structured his universe and thus attempted to anticipate 
events. 'rhe term •construct' had a specis.l col'_Ylotation for 
Kelly and he regarded it ~s something quite distinct from 
the classical idea of a category, that is em object is 
either 'A' or •not a construct had an additional quality 
of contrast, implying that a property of an object or person 
could only be understood in terms of its opposite. 'l1hus the 
conce1)t of ldndness, for ex~m})lc, could only be really 
com.prehended in terms of the contrastive pole of cruelty. 
Personal constructs, therefore, are essentially bi-polar 
cateeories or dimensions along which objects, persons or 
I 
' 
events are sorted. These latter phenomena, which a person 
disc,rirnn<ltes by the use of his constructs can comprise 
other people or things within the i~dividu~l·s cognitive 
' 
space: - hi::; clo:Je f:L"ir)ntls ;J.nu colle<:1.~ues, C;J.rs, l)Qli ticul 
parties, attitudes and prejudices, 2..11ything at all in fact; 
and the arra.11gement of elements and the choice of .constructs 
'I 
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on r:hich to c:J.tegoTise those clements forms the 'real' world 
of the individual. Some p~rts of this private world ~re less 
accessible than others: 
11 
• • • • • • there a.re vast areas hidde.:.'l q,way i:1 the 
I 
shadows of ienora:n.c1e, uncertainty a_D.d forcetfulness, 
I 
i 
or distorted by prejudice ~D.d egocentricity. The 
elements of a private universe are linked by a 
syste~n of private relationships - feelings of 
;.;.:~fection, loyalty,: desire, interest, indifference, 
hostility, fear, self regarding feelings and so on". 
(Slater, 1965; p.965). 
'l'his more or less orc;anised system of experiences is 
I 
I 
used to anticipate futu~e events and the basic tenets of 
I 
Personal Construct ;.rheory are enc ap sula. ted in a fundamental 
postulate, together vvi ih eleven elaborative subsidiary 
. I 
corollorles. The fundamental lJOstulate states that "A 
person's processes are psychologically channellised by the 
I 
. ways in 'nhich he anticipates events". Man is seen, therefore, 
as for,.vard lookine, s. hypothesis maker, a cognitive cre;J.ture, · 
a beil'lg with choice. 'l'his 'Constructive Alternativisra' 
occupies a central position within the theory. It stresses 
the importance of external events but it looks to man to 
I 
determine the nature :l.."ld releva.nce of their character: 
II The meanj_ng of an event - that is to say the 
meaning we ascribe to it - is enclosed in its 
;J.ntcccdents 8-nd it~ con:Jt:lluenc.;cs. 'l'hu8 wcu.nintZ 
I 
dislJlays itself to 1Us mainly in the dimension of 
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time. This is much more than saying that mear..ings 
are rehearsals of outcomes, u proposition implicit 
in beh~viouristic theory, or that the ends justify 
the means - the ethical statement of the same 
proposition. 
Besides includine; anticir)ated outcomes, 
meaning also includes the means by which events 
are anticipated. This is to sue;gest that different 
meanings are involved when identical events are 
corractly anticipated by different sets of 
inferences •. It suggests also the implication 
. of, quite different meanings when the basic 
assu.m1>tions S.l"e differ-ent, even when the chains of 
inferences are otherwise more or less. similar. 11 
(Kelly, 1966; p.3.) 
This st3.1ldpoint bears very close sil:d.lari ties with the 
psychology of existentialism and this relationship is 
reflected in a paper entitled "l\Ian 1 s Construction of his 
Alternatives 11 (1958), from vthich the follm·:ine; quotation 
derives: 
"A person chooses for himself tha-c alternative in 
a dichoto:nised constrJ.ct through v1hich he anticipates 
the greater possibility for extension and definition 
~ of the (personal construct) system." (Kelly, 19 58; p. 59). 
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'fhe psycholozical ch.J.racteristics which :make Personal 
Construct ·:rheory such a good theory of personality have 
been stated by nannister and Fransella (1971). Firstly, 
it is a complete and formally stated theory which is q_uite 
rare in psychology, a.l1.d because of this it is possible to knovv 
what it does and tloes not clairo., something which could not 
be said of behaviourism~ psychoanalysis or learning theory, 
for example. These represent v:hat Kelly termed the 
'accumulative fragmentalist' paradigm. 
secondly, and possibly most important, it is a 
reflexive t:heor;-,r, that is Personal Construct Theory is itself 
an act of construing vvhich can be accounted for by :Personal 
Construct Theorj. This m~(es it unlike learning theory, 
for example, which is held to account for all forms of 
behaviour except the formulation of itself. Personal 
Construct Theory, however, does not stand apart from the 
model of human behaviour which it seel(s to explain. 
'fhirdly, Personal Construct Theory was stated in fairly · 
abstract terms in order to make it reasonably free from 
cultural ties and thus it has a very wide ri.lnge of convenience 
and iS llOt limited tO theOriSing abOUt the partiCUlar I bits 
2..nd pieces' which make up man. 
Kelly's liberating theory of personality was not the 
only contribution he made to psychology since he ulso devised 
the repertory erid method of investigating a.'ld understanding 
the constrtl.Ct system.s which individui;).ls creute. Indeed, today, 
the theoretical formulations of I\"elly are less popular than 
his repertory e;rid techniQue, and grid methodology has bee ome 
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q_uite separate from the original theory, and has developed 
into a field of study in its own right. 
In some ways t~is separation is unfo~tunate but is no 
doubt a feature of an always evolving discipline. Certainly 
repertory grids have become an increasingly popular research 
tool and have featured in the investigations of cognitive 
complexity/simplicity (Bieri, 1966; Adams Weber, 1967), person 
and envi romaenta.l perception ( Fransella and }3anni ster, 1967) 
and various areas within psychotherapy such as Thought 
Disordered Schizophrenia (Bannister, 1960). 
There has only been very limited application of grid 
techniq_ues to the classroom a..:.'ld only two studies have so far 
been publi sbed (Nash, 197 3; Incrl eby and Cooper, 197 4). (Sine e 
the time of writing another study by 'fhompson (1975) 
investigating the perceptions of nursery school teachers has 
been published.) 
The original technique of grid constru.ction, which is a 
method and not a test, involved the subject making 
discriminations between any three elements, say individuals, 
I 
two of whom are classed as similar in some way, yet different 
from the third. Kelly described the tec:!".~.nique as follows:-
11 SUJJpose I were to give one of you a. card and ask 
you to write on it the name of your mother. Then I 
would give you another and asl{ you to write the name 
.. 
of your father. On a third you might write the name 
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of your wife and on a fourth the name of the t;irl you 
almost rr.ar:cied -but didn• t ! We could continue until 
you had as many as twenty or thirty cards, each showing 
the name of a person imlJOrtant in your life. 
T'hen suppose I should select three of these cards, 
perhaps the ones of ~rour father, your mother, and your 
boss or supervisor. Suppose I should ask you to think 
of .some important way in v:hich any two of them seem to 
be alike and in contrast to the third. What will you 
say ? Perhaps you will say that your mother and your 
boss have always seemed to know the answers to the 
c1uestions you asked but that your father hesitated or 
told you to seek out your own answers. 
Now if this is i distinction you can apply to 
your father, your mother and your boss, can you extend 
it also to the other persons you have named? You~· 
probably can. 'i'he i.!TilJort3..l:t fact is that u.s yon 
2pply it to person after persoD you are not only 
characterizing those persons but you are also providing 
an operational defi11ition of what you have in mind. 
Applied to enouch poisons this operational definition 
i 
I 
provides a more exterisive definition of a particular 
channel of your thou~ht than do words you may use 
I 
to symbolize it. 11 (Kelly, l96la; p.223) 
Since Kelly• s original formulation mapy different methods 
of grid construction and analysis have been proposed and the 
almost infinite p ermu ta ti ons which are possible on c. grid 
h;.t.Ve hc:.d. <.ill <.:tlmost i'u.tal · fd.scina tion to matl:lerna tic.: tans and 
1statisticians and there ~s a danger that the individual, 
I 
I 
' 
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Kelly's chief concern, will get lost within a complex array 
of calculations and formulae. As far as grid construction is 
concerned u. matrix can consist of elicited constructs, that 
is construct dimensions proposed by the subject, or labels 
can be provided ·oy the experimenter to which the subject 
attaches his own construct. Bannister :cightly cautions with 
a reminder that it is impossible to actually supply a su·oject 
with a construct; when supplying labels it is important that 
they are relevant to the context a..l'ld rneaning:ful to the 
persons involved. Elicited constructs tend to be used largely, 
though not exclusively, in the assessment of individual 
psychiatric patients and 'are typified by such studies as Fay 
Fransella's (1968) investigation of stuttering, S.Magdi's 
(1968) s·budy of 20 boys in a approved school, .iwthony Ry.la 
and lilartin Lunghi's (196~) ex8Jnination of changes occuring in 
I 
an indi viduc;.l after psychotherapy, c;.nd .Philip and McCulloch's 
I 
(+968) enquiry into the conceptual processes involved in the 
assessment of psychiatic patients. More comrnon is for labels, 
traits or adjectives to be supplied to the subject by the 
experimenter, and then the elements are rated; Examples of 
work using this approach includes Don :Saru1ister• s (1960; 1962a) 
on Thought Disordered Schizophrenia, Jack 1~daro.s We-oer' s (1969) 
and James Bieri's ( 19 55) 
1 
on cog.ni ti ve complexity/simplicity 
! 
and A.H. Crisp's (1964) study of transference in a group of 
psychoneurotic patients. In addition to grid forms differing 
I 
in vvh,e ther they consist bf either supplied or elicited 
I 
onstructs'~ in the same way different methods of assigning 
I 
~lemc:nts to constructs have been developed; elements can be 
·ated on a dichotomous scale, that is the elements are 
/ 
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(i.e. bontr~stive) pole of the construct - a procedure 
favoured by Kelly - or else some form of ranldng or rating 
I procedure C3.11. be employed, an approach more widely adopted 
today. In the end, however, whatever methods are used, 
one obtains a matrix consisting of 1 m' constructs on which 
are arranged 'n' elements- a representat~.;~-- :-,:f the 
individual 1 s personal w<;>rld, and a kind of c ogni ti ve 
map representing the interaction between elements and 
constructs. 
'l'here have evolved many different approaches to the 
analysis and evaluation;of these interactions contained in 
repertory grids, and relevant reviews can be found in 
l::lannister and Mair (1968), Bann-ister (1970), Bonarius 
(1965) and Slater (1969). One of the particulur 
advantages of the grid is that it facilitates the 
exploration of the relationships bet-vveen constructs and 
elements in an oblique way - that is, in ways of which 
the subject may not be consciously aware_and probably 
would have difficulty art iculatin&. 'l'hi s assumes, of 
course, that the experimenter QCCepts the premise that 
if a statistical relatj_onship exists between constructs, 
as revealed by the similarity or otherwise of the sets of 
0hotces, then a conceptual :i'clu.tionship exists ;;;:.lso. ~U1 
example will· serve to illustrate the point. .. .. teucher, 
Mr. A, construes a number of children on two constructs 
, 
1 intelligent - dull' and • well behaved - poorly behaved' 
as seen in Fie,ure 4. 
) 
/ 
El'-1ERGfu"i!T POLE 
OF CCNSTRUCT 
Io te lligen t (X) 
Well~behaved (X) 
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CHILDREN (ELEMENTS) o 
I 
I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
X X 0 X 0 0 X 
X X 0 X 0 0 X 
JJviPLICIT POlE 
OF CONSTRUCT 
Dull (0) 
Poorly-Behaved (0) 
Figure 4: Illustration of T\-10 Constructs Used 
By Teacher A to Construe Seven Pupils. 
It could be concluded that for him there would be no 
difference in practice between his use of the construct 
1 intellie;ent-dull 1 ar1d that of 'well uehuved - poorly behaved', 
a..Yld, tl~:;. t in the part icule.r c oLtext inve stige.ted he rege1rds 
all intelligent children as well behaved an.d all .dull 
children as poorly behaved. Compare this situation with 
that of another teacher, Mr. Y, who rates as in Figure 5. 
EMERGENT POLE 
OF C CNSTRUCT. 
Intelligent (X) 
We 11-Behaved (X) 
Figure 5: 
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CHILDREN (ElEMENTS) o 
1 2 1 3 4 5 6 7 
X 0 X X 0 0 0 
0 X 0 X 0 X X 
IMPLICIT PO I.E 
OF CCNSTRUCT. 
Dull (0) 
Poorly-Behaved ( 0) 
Illustration of T~o Constructs Used 
By Teacher B to Construe Seven Pupils 2 
For h:!.r. Y. the two constructs are q_ui te separate arJ.d he 
regards behaviour and intelligence lis two separate and 
usefully di'scriminating categories. 'fhis method of 
analysis is known as 'matching' since the score oL o::le 
cor:~;-c::uc~ is compared with the score from another; an 
a.gre ement is c oun te.d as 1 an.d 2. disagreement as 0. Mr. X' s 
matchin[j score v-rould be 7, while that of Mr. Y. would be 2. 
Obviously in Cl. m x n erid e<:1ch constru.ct vvould be matched 
with every other and a total matchinz score·obtained. A 
problem with this method does arise vvi th gri.d s which are 
lop-sided, that is, when the distribution of elements on 
the constructs shows a marked skew, which can arise when a 
subject is allowed complete freedor!l. to apiJortion a.s many 
elerriEmts as he likes to either I;ole of the construct. 
bar"nister and Mair (1968) eive an instance:-
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Constructs a Elementso 
lo 2o 3o 4o 5o 6a 7o So 9o 10o 11o l2a 13o l4o 15o 16o 17o 18o 
Clerics X X 
Sex }1aniacs X 
In this example the two constructs show a high matching 
score ~s calculated by counting the number of 'X 1 s' 
coinciding 'f.ri th 'X 1 s 1 .and blanks with blanks in a comparison 
involving any two row~) tr~s suggesting a positive 
association between them. This matcr.d.ng may be misleading 
because few of those who would be classed as clergyrnen 
would also be described as sex lll2t1Lacs. ifhis high matching 
results simply from the rn·eponderance of blanl-::s in both 
rorcts, enforcing statistically significant relationships, 
and may wrongly be taken "to imply psychological association. 
Harmister ( 19 60, 1962a) proposed a split half form o:t' the 
grid to counteract t:b..i s possible source o:t· error, and in 
this method each subject is required to divide the elements 
equally between each pole of the construct. Rather than 
solving the problem, this circumvents it and entails the 
sacrifice of some reality to grid methodology; bannister 
.~ 
bas been criticised for this by il.lan Radley (1974) of 
.Loughborough, vtho maintains that forcing a split half design 
on a subject involves the tliscarding of l;otentially useful 
information about the subject's personal construct system: 
if some grid constructs are lop sided. and others not, 
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then wh;.:.:. t 2..re tr..e causes, and what ought to be the 
implications? 
Another way of overpoming the lop sidedness problem is 
1,1.n1d. f t· 1 f t~ ~ o ra 1ng sea e or Iill 
I 
by sub sti tu tine some 
dichotomous one, und this form of the grid has the added 
advantage that it allows
1 
the subject freedom to nominate 
i 
any number of elements t'o either pole of the construct; 
it also ;..;.1101.'18 :J. discrim,in~tioD. to be m;,:;.de between elements 
I 
which rnieht, on a dichotomous scale, be rendered similar. 
'rhe rating method has an advantage over the ranting of 
elements, in that it avoids the making of· overfine and 
artificial distinctions between individuals whom the subject 
i 
sees ~s broadly similar.; 
i 
Bannister, the leading eA."}10nent of repertory grid usage 
in this country has prop'osed 2.. number of additional measures 
deriving from the Inatching score using split half grids. The 
consistency score evaluates the degree of similarity between 
I 
two grids matcbed for el!ements and constructs, and the 
intensity score, measure's the strength of relation ships 
between the constructs; 2. di.scussion has already been 
undertaken in Chapter 6 on the relationship of Bannister's 
intensity score and Bieri's measure of cognitive complexity/ 
simplicity. 
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i 
I 
It is worth bearing in rnnd, t;lle r<~fo:c~:, that the repertory 
grid is not without its problems, but there are advantages 
as well, and all the evi~1ence pointed to the technique's 
usefulness in determining how ch:i.l(1:ct:n '!!ere l;erceived by 
their teachers, and in providing a method of exploring. the 
content of the teachers' constructs c..nd their relationship 
with the elements (child~en) sorted. 
I 
I 
In addition to findin.:; an 8.Pljropriate method of 
I 
obtaining the teachers' perceptions of their children, it was 
I 
necessary also to ascert~n whether certain teacher 
i 
characteristics might be: related to the qualitative 
.perceptions of the children. In an attempt to find an answe-r 
to Hastorf's second question, therefore, it was decided that 
the teacher characteristics of sex, authoritarianism or 
dogmatism, and attitude ;to teacher-pupil relationships 
be obtained. I ! 
b) Dogmatism. 
Perhaps the best known work on authoritarianism is tbat 
by Adorno et al (1950). The relationship between at"t;itude 
I 
I 
norms and the passage of: time is an intimate one, and this 
is especially r•ronounced with a tr;:dt such as authoritarianism 
whic:h is so sensitive to c:ban[_Sing beliefs and behaviours in 
society. 
'~ 
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Adorno's original work was begun in 1943 in the con text of 
·oy ::.:. DJ.C:l·:ctr<:~pn of :.i strong anti-semi tic feeling. ln fact 
t11e work on authorite.rianism began vvi th research into 
anti- semi t:L srr. and graduaJ.l;y spread into a general study 
of ethnocentrism. In 1950 the California F Seale was 
rmblished7 and since that elate it ha.s been used in II!any· 
lmndreds of' j_nvestit.:;8.tions; it is sti.ll used ~today - vide 
Dunham (197.3). The rmrcpose of the F scale was twofold: 
firstl3r to be a measure of prejudice towards roinori ty groups 
in society, though no specifj_c minority groups wert~ fltiiHed; 
it ther8fora assum~d a generality of prejudice towards all 
minority groups: its second task was to distinguish an~· 
v.nderl~ring personality at·cributes w·hich just n1ight acco1nJ;e.ny 
an authoritarian or fascist outlook on life. (See Appendix 
Two for the F. Scale). 
0 
'£he Seale correlated well with ethnocentrism, anti 
nec;ro sentJnent u.r1cl liO}j_ ticc:.l c·onserva ti sm, bu 1i somehow u 
semantic shift took place in the nomenclature of the test 
from the 1 ]'' (ascism) Scale "CO the 'Authoritarian .Personality 
scale' , probably af1ier -che book title in which the findings 
' 
on authoritariantsm were publj_sht:-d. l~okeach (l9b0, l!.l3) 
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this created, especL.1.lly as it bound together authoritarianism 
and political conservatism. '8h~.;..t of 'lr::ft' authoritarianism ·:> 
Hyman and Sheatsle~r (1954) and Shils (1954) criticised the 
1" 3C:J.le, not only for tbef;;1.ct that it forced subjects to 
choose answers w·hich 'vvere extreme and which could nqt be 
qualified, but also because it f;:J.iled to identify Jeft wing 
au thori tariani sm: indeed left wing au. thori tarid.lli sm would. 
be classified on the li' Scale as non-autnori tarianis::n. 
It was to the particular problem - of att~mp~ing to 
measure authoritarianism irrespective of the side of ~he 
political spectrum to which an individual might belong that 
Milton :aokea.ch addressed himself in his book ''.L'he Open a.nd 
I 
I 
Closed Mind' ( 1960); l in view of what had gone before he 
I 
reearded it as his first and principal task to distinguish 
conce1)tually between the content and structure of 
authoritarian thinking. 'rhe P Sc(;..l e was unsa ti sfac tory 
because it samplea right 1.ving au tbori tarian attitudes - in 
o~her words it was content dominated and therefore did not 
measure the eeneral trait;· structure and content v1ere 
intertwined. At the time when Rokeach wrote his book 
nearly all the meamres of intolerance were content bound, 
I 
particularly tO•Nards ethnocentrism, and he Vvished to devise 
a m.e8.su .. ring instrument independent of content - to mec:..sure 
i 
'intolerance ;;;.mong l"5arxists, Liberi..ils, Freudians, Unit;;;.rians, 
Academicians and art critics to name but a few. ' (lbid.:p.l?). 
I 
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He was, therefore, prima.rily interested in the structure 
of the au.thori tarian person<..:..li ty rather than its content. 
It is worthwhile to surnmarise Rokeach' s theories concerning 
the organisation of the individual's belief system for t\itO 
re~sons; first bec~use of the small degree of recognition 
that Rokeach's theories ap9ear to have had, a regrettable 
situation in the 'Nriter' s view; secondly because of the 
close relationship between Rokeach' s t:!'!eo:c<::tical frar:1ework 
8..11d the Do_sms.tism Scale 'Hhich WiJ.S adm.inistered to the 
teachers in the present investigation. 
) • .ny belief systew is unir_.J.ue to each individual, yet it 
is possible to hypothesise what the structure of belief 
systems in general might be and Rokeach distinguishes two 
independent l)arts- the belief system, and its counterpart, 
h d · cb 1~ · ·'=' ~-r .;... ' t .. e l ~ e .,!_ •.;; .1. .:Jj s 1.1 em. \That, then, are the features of the 
belief/disbelief' system which discriminate an authoritarian 
individual from one who is .less so ? B.okeach hYJ>othesises four 
important dimensions: firstly, isola ti o:"1, which is 
manifested in the coexistence within the belief system of 
logical incompatibilities; for ex:J.mple an individual teacher 
may dislike headmasters for the role they perform, yet at the 
same time be striving to achieve such a role. In the 
i 
])ocma ti s!Yl Sc..ile this: dimension is represented by such 
staterr..ents as:-
' 
"The U.S. a11d Hussia have just about nothing in common". 
··~rhe hiche st form of Government is a democracy u.nd the 
hie;he st .fon1 of ·de moe r3.cy is o. tZOVe rnment run by those 
who i.ire most intelligent". 
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Secondly is differenti~ti on; this is a particularly importa..'1.t 
di~ension, especially ls it may be related to cognitive 
complexity, as measured by the repertory grid. Rokeach 
maintains that the belief system will be more highly 
differentiated than the disbelief system because therewill 
be more information about the belief system. This hypothesis 
is contained in the following D. Scale item: 
' It is only natura~ that a person would have 
I 
i 
a much better acc.Luaintance with ideas he believes 
i 
in than with ide as he opposes' . 
I 
'l'hircJ.ly is the concept. of "Ghe organisa-r:ion o:t' the belief system 
in layers. ~his ll18.l..:esi l t dl:t'feren-c from the o~.11er dimensions, 
in that ±;t is developmental rather than structural. These 
layers consist firstly of the central reeion wnich contains 
all the individual's primitive beliefs about the nature of the 
world and the people in it. 
" 'Ehe concept of 'primitive belief' is meant -co be 
roughly analoc;ous. to the primitive terms of an 
axiomatic system in mathematics or science. Every 
person may be assumed to have formed. early in life 
some set of beliefs about the world he lives in, the 
validity of which he does not c.LUestion, and, in the 
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ordinary course of events, is not prepared to 
question. Suc:b t. ,~li efs are unstated but basic. 11 
(Rokeac~ 1960, p.40) 
Rokeach claims further that these primitive beliefs are 
extended to the social· worla so that people are seen, for 
example, as basically friendly or unfriendly; parental 
figures may be vievved. as _punishing or loving, to be trustea. 
or not. There is a: .. p sychoanaly-Gic influence in this part of 
Rokeach' s theory, though his assertions are more definite 
in that he claims that a person's primitive beliefs are 
l)Olarised, and thus he makes'no allowance for the general 
ambiva.lence which always attends early authority figures. 
I 
Also, of course, by inyestigating the se-called primitive 
oelief systems, Rokeach is relying more on content of 
authoritarianism rather than structure. fhis particular 
dimension is represented on the 'D' Scale by SlCh items as:-
'It is only natural for a person to be fearfull of the future' 
'There is so much to be done and so little time to do it in.' 
Aw·ay from the central re;.tion is the intermediate zone which is 
I 0 
seen as the individual's extension of his primitive belief' system 
necessary to cope with'everya.ay information :processing; since 
I 
I 
we ·"rely for so much of 1 our information from other people who 
always hcJ.VG sOJ(lC icind of authority relationship towards us 
I 
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oecause of status, l~nowledge or power differences v1e may ask 
. wh<J. t is the individual's regard for tb.a t au t~ori 1;y. Does he, 
for example, rega.rd it as absolute ? JJoe s he maim:;ain that 
the world began in 4004 J:3C '? Does he believe tb.a t there c.re 
absolute moral standards ordained by God ? fhe relationship 
between the central and intermediate zones can now be 
visualised· more clearly in tm t -che c en tro.l zone is the 
cradle of the belief system while the intermediate area, 
though rooted in it, nevertheless becomes functionally 
autooomous. In addition there is a shift from specific 
contents to a more pervasive attitude to autbority figures 
in general. The intermediate zone is thought of, therefore, 
as a kind of mediator bet•Neen attitudes and beliefs and the 
persons who hold those beliefs; do we reject an individual 
because of a particular set of beliefs ? Do we accep-c a 
belief simply beca-se we like to trusl; the person from whom 
the belief emana-ces? An example of an i"Gem which samples 
this dimension is as follows:-
II 
'l'he worst crime a person could commit is to 
attack publicly the people who believe in the 
same thing as he does • 
.~ 
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The third. layer which Rokeach postulates is the peripheral 
region which consists of specific beliefs about insti tu ti ons 
and persons at the micro-level, for example attitude to 
abortion, to pornography, to conscription, to drinking under 
the age of eighteen, though it m.us"t be stre·ssed that Bokeach 
is not interested in l)8..rticular conten-cs but rather in the 
relationships between these separate beliefs and the belief/ 
disoelief system as a whole; are -chere incongruencies, are 
I 
beliefs in the peripheral zone relatively isola ted or not ? 
How open are individuals ·r;o·:~information from s'alurces wl1ich 
may be incongruent with the~r intermediate system '? l-iow 
does change in one part of tbe system affect the other par-es ? 
Examples of items measuring this dimension include: 
1 In this comp-Licated vvorld of ours the only 
way we C8..J.J. know what 1 s going on is' to rely on 
leaders or experts who can be trusted. 
1 lt is often desir.;;;.blo to reserve judGement 
about VJhat 1 s going on unti 1 one has had the 
chance to hear the opinions of those one 
respects. 1 
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The fourth, and last dimension is that of time. t?ol: e:..J.ch 
believes that from the vvorl·: of Fru.nk (1939) and Lewin (1942) 
the belief/disbelief 'systems can be organised on a time 
I . 
' dimension- past, present a-'1d future. Individuals \"!ill 
vary ace ordint; to •ahether they hold a bro<J.d or narrow 
perspective of time. A broad pers?ective will indicate a 
'v/holesome' integration of past, present e.nd future, while 
a narrow time IJerspective, fixated in the past or future, 
(a~d most fixations of the fu~ure are, in fact, fixations 
in the past) reveal such fantasies as the Golden .Age of 
the Eighteenth Century, or 'the Swinging Twenties' 
(Gatsby?). IteJ~is in the D Scale which sample this time 
dimension include: 
'The present is all too full of unhappiness. It 
is only the future tha~ counts'. 
'Most people just don't know what's good for them'. 
This concludes the brief description of Rokeach' s theory of 
the composition of the belief/disbelief system, together 
vvi -ch its measurement by the Dogmatism Scale. Analysis of 
the sy,stem- with its em1)hasis on structure rather than 
content - presents a frl.ll.ework for the analysis of 
authoritarianism in general, and permits the identification 
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of two poles in t:he structure of these- systems, that is 
the 'open' and the 'closed' mind. A survey of' the 
characteristics of 'open' and 'closed' rtinds is given 
by Hokeach (Ibid, p .. )5) and ca.n be seen in .::.1/pendix 
Three, along with the Dogmatism Scale j_tself. In short, 
therefore, the. orBanisation which Rokeach proposes 
I 
consists of three conceptual elements - the iso~ution 
2.J.'1d differentation in. the belief/disbelief system, the 
layers of the central peripheral area, ru1d the operation 
of these through the third conceptual element, the 
dimension of time; also the emphasis of the D. Scale 
is on structure rather than content, which differentiates it 
from the F. Scale; further each main division can be 
systematic:illy sub-divided into lower order units, and 
thus Rokeach' s 1nodel is hierarchical. 
By way of comment it can be stated. that although it 
was intended to be content free, with the emphasis on 
structuru.l relationships between the various parts of the 
system, this Js an ideal which cannot be accomplished in 
practice. Novvhere j_s this more true th8ll of the inter-
relationship between the central, intermediate, and 
peripheral regions, for all these are related to the 
central core where the interest is focused on content 
ra.ther than structure. Content, therefore, sits rather 
like a spider at the centre of the weo affecting all the 
surrounding r)art s. 
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Critic ism of the scale i tsalf can be made on a number 
of points. The first relates to the general pr6blem of 
statements which oversimplify situations which can be 
extremely complex, and vvhich mawrespondents may feel 
they wish to qualify. Item 5, for example, ( 'lVlan on his 
own is a helpless d.nd misorabJ.c:; credture') may certainJ.y 
refJ.ect the vie·wpoint of rn.any Christians, yet they may be 
anything but_do~~atic and authoritarian. SiL1ilarly many 
wouJ.Ci agree vti th the sentiment expressed in item 10 
11
'l'he re is so much to be done and. so little time to do it 
·-· in 11 but one must surely C!.Sk whether a simple assertion 
such as this trt.:tly re:fiect s a dogma tic a tti "tude because of a 
'felt urgency' -a notion apparently going back to E. Hoffer 
( 19 51) • 
Another problem refers to the question of social 
desirability oi., prestige bias, .and how much this may affect 
subjects' responses to the questionnaire. This is a problem 
not unic1ue to this scale, but inaperiod of time when 
attitudes change so quickly, generally to the more tolerant 
level, it. can be difficult for individuals to ad.mit honestly 
that tbey may be out of step with society's perceived norms. 
They may give 'ri.e;ht' answers rather than 'real' answers • 
. ;;. 
~hese first two problems are difficulties shared by 
all questionnaires but a third is more pertinent to the D 
Scale alone and concerns the relationship between conceptual 
content and conceptual structure. One thing which Rokeach 
deserves commendation for is that he states quite 
explicitly the theoretical premise on which each item on 
the scale is based; and it has been seen also that his 
hope was for the scale to be based entirely on structure 
rather than content, an ideal impossible to attain 
because of the content domination of the primitive belief 
area. In any case, all tests which purport to measure 
psychological structures have to do this via contents, 
and infer from the relationships between the contents, 
the underlying structure. As \rlth an intelligence 
or creativity test, opera:tions are JEcformed on contents, there 
is no other method of measurement. Similarly with the J) 
Sca.le, it rmrports to be content free yet via contents it infers 
structures. lliJ.JJJ.ediately one brings in contents one must ask 
whether' the contents provide an adequate sample with which to 
measure cognitive structure. In the D Scale possible 
contraaictions in the belief system are ascertained only by 
political items, and the intermediate belief system too is 
sam:.:;lecl only by religious and political i terns; what of the 
structure of attitudes towards the sexes, of punishment to 
v;;:.rious types of offenders in society ? One may justifiably 
q_uestion whether the D Scale has a wide enough sample of 
contents to measure a claimed very general trait of 
au thori tari cmi sm. 
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The last criticism re~ates to the selection of 
i terns for the Seale, from the theoretical classi ficc:. ti ens 
which Eokeach proposes. 'l'he number of items ;,vhich sample 
the belie f/di sbeli ef dimension· total 4; 32 i terns are 
-~a}::en to measure attitudes within the central/peripheral 
region, and four items s::.mple the dimension of time. 
'l'able 8:2 gives this bre8.kdovm in more detail.:= 
Dogmatism Scale Dimensions Noo of % of 
Statements total 
Belief/ Disbelief 4 10.0 
-
Central/Peripheral 
- Primitive Beliefs 13 32 .. ,5 
-Intermediate area 16 40 .. 0 
- !eripheral zone 3 7o.5 
Time Dimension i 4 10"0 
Tota:t 40 100 .. 0 
l~umber and percentages of i terns making 
up the Dogmatism Scale accordiDP, to the 
C:iassi1'ica ti on of the nelief Surs tem. 
/ 
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On the v\d..gl1 tin::: of the vuri ou s cJ.imensi ons v1i thin the 
Dogmatism ScaLe Eoxeach is silent, and one must presume 
that the i terns were selected. on t}:e l;J<.isis of personal 
expressly stated, theory. 
As to the concurrent v~liaity of the scale, Rokeach 
has thoroughly tested i"t;, and by and large it comes out of 
this fairly well; the exception v1as vvhen staff members 
at lvlichigan State University were asked. to select 
personally knovm students w11o were least and most dogl:ild.tic; 
the two erou1;s, when, tested by the :D scale, the Opinionation 
Scale, and the F Scafe' and l!:trmocentrism Scale, showed no 
significant differences: however, when peers were asked 
to judge, highly significant differences were discovered. 
Other studies using groups (usually of' students) from a 
number of insti tu.tions in A.merica and l:lri tain appear to 
give valid reSllts (concurrent validity, that is) and the 
I 
reliability of the scale ranges from 0.6b to ·0.93, with 
an average of o.bo. 
In spite of the methodological problems and practical 
I 
criticisms which cun 1 be levelled at the Dogmatism Scale, 
it was tho·J.ght worthvbi..le to administer it to the sample of 
teachers, particularly because of the claimed relationship 
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between authoritarianism and mode of cognition, and 
because also of the importance of authoritarianism in 
teaching, as shown by preyious research evidence. 
c). Teacher Attitudes to feacher-Pupil Relationships. 
·rhe scale used to assess the atti tu.d.es of the teachers 
to teacher-pupil relationships was the l'I.Iinnesota Teacher 
Attitude Inventory (Cook, Leeds and Callis, 1951). The 
I 
MTAI was chosen becau~e it claimed to assess the attitudes 
i 
of teachers at a very !general level 
II It is designed to measure those attitudes of 
a teacher which predict how well he will get along 
with pupils in interpersonal relationships and 
indirectly how well satisfied he will be with· 
teaching as a vocation". (Cook et al., 1951; p • .3). 
Its authors conceived of its use in selecting students 
I 
for teacher preparation and as an aid to counselling in 
vocational guidance. i1l'he test itself consists of 150 
I 
I 
statements of opinion an out children and their behaviour, 
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3..."l1d the res1)ondent replies on a five-point scale :i::ant;ing from 
'strongly agree' to •strongly disagree• (see Appendix Five). 
A hieh scorin2 teacher should be able to create in l)Upils an 
11 atmosphere· of c o-orJ orati ve endeavour", and, 
11 a feeling of security 1 growing from a permissive 
atmosphere of freedom to think, act and speak one's 
mind with mutual respect for the rights, feelings and 
abilities of others. " (Ibid., Po3). 
On the other hand a low scoring teacher 
11 rules with an iron hand c rea tins ·2:.Y.!. a tmo sphere of 
tension, fear and submission, or he may be 
unsuccessful and become nervous, fearful and 
distraught in a classroom characterised by 
frustration, restlessness, inattention, lacl{ of 
:ces-_Qect and numerous disci}?linary problemso In 
either case both teacher and pupils dislike school-
'NOrk 11 • (Ibid,, Po3). 
It would be surprising i:f sucl1 2!. global measu:r·e did 
not contain sub areas, and factor analysis, reported in 
Liorri son and hie Intyre ( 1969), showed that five factors 
emerged- •moclern' versus •tra.clitional' attitudes to class 
control; favourable versus unfavourable attitudes to pupils; 
pe rmi ssi vene ss versus 1mni ti vene ss towards particular forms 
of pupil behaviour; rejection of pupils, and desire to control 
versus inclination to lEt. PUlJils do as they wish. Some of these 
factc/rs correspond closely to scales in the barker Lurm 'l'eacher 
Scale (:Bc..rker Lur...n, 1970) for example modern versus traditional. 
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(.rhough som.evvha.t dated the M1.ll \vas thoroughly 
tested :J .. nd rese:J..rched, and the V:J..liai ty coefficient r.;as 
0. 60 when md..tched :.J..t;a.inst the COlllbined values of three 
validating criteria - pupil rating of the te~cher, head 
teacher rating, and rating by an educ.;;.tion • expert'. 
Such a validi Liy c oeflici f'_mli is g_ui te good when the 
nebulous quality of the attitude ·being evaluatea is 
considered. Split half reliability wasO. 92 - again very 
satisfactory for an at~itude scale. 
'J:he l:iL'.t.A:L scale is s-cil.l v1idely usea today aespite 
criticj.sms made oy commontu-cors suc..:h as Kathleen Evans 
who has m.d..Cie this :Ji..::.rticulCJ.r inve:n-cory hc~C' s:pecial study. 
She liJCl..intL:l.ined (.:~'vans, l96b) t:i1a.t the sc:u.le was biased 
i 
because of the excess of 'wrong' over 'right' answers 
(32b vs. 275), thus creatine; Sl..l1 unnecess2..ry source of error. 
Further she cla.im.ed that fal.;:.ins of t.he :L1igh scores by 
students r~~ndered it an ina..l)propriate inst:ru.ment for 
stude1.1t se.lectj.on 1 a :&ctor vi!:lic!1 Cook (..1951) ·had 
specifically tried to guard against~ While this may be a 
problem within the field of student selection i~ was not 
considered to be a.n i!Jll)Orta..nt factor wi thi11 the :;.)resent 
investiga..tion, 'uut in ;;:..ny case, it is 'NOrth m.;;:;.ki:rl.C t~::ce 
seners.l point t.ns..t i l: is di:f:;:'j_r.!ult to r:.:r)nceive of 2-!.lY te.st, 
le-e 3..1 on~ that of tea.c her a tti tucie s c orrl.,;,;let e<1 by intelli:_;ent 
indi vid·tla.ls, which is im:,)une to :Jrestic;e or socL::..l <lesir.J.bili ty 
bias. 
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A more serious c::Clticlsm made by l:,Va.ns (l95b) 
was a fallure ~o fina a positive correia~ion ~e~ween 
-r;he l·;iinneso-r;a ·i·eacher. ~~t"ti ~ud.e Inven-cory ana. stua.en -cs' 
practical teaChlng marks. \'ii th graeiua'te s"tude:cn s the 
corre.Lations be"twee~~ t~'l'Al and. their 'fheory of Education 
examinatlon was significant at beyond. the )~t leVe.L of 
con!'idei1ce, bu"t no signif'icant correlC!.tion was fauna. 
with practical ~eaching. However, 1:-ieroert ai:'W. 
'.L'ur.Doull ( .L96JJ fauna. the lVl'l'Al was a good discriminator 
oetween s~uden"G s awarded. .A ana .Jj or :U ei..YJ.d E on final 
I 
teachel1 practice, a_j,'1d.! that i ~ also correlated 
l 
successfully with assessmen~s in psychology ana 
educa~ion. All inves~iga-cors agree tna1; ~he scores 
of subjec-cs increase during studen"t · tra.i11ing lEson, 
.L9 ?ti; £vans, .L967; H,::::-cbe rt anei 'l'urnoull, 1963). 1.'-.. 
comprehensive revievv of tllis .Lnventor.:r can oe found. in 
Crool\:er (197 4). 
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2. PILOT S'J:UTIY. 
al Aims 
~he aims of the pi~ot stuay ware aa fo~lows:-
to ascer~n v1he-c;her the relJertor:y- grHt "technique 
woula be an appropria-c;e instrument for measuring 
wou~a also be the oes·c form of the technique to 
em11loy. At the time of the formulation of a 
research strategy there was no evidence of this 
tecl-miclue having been used. in an educational 
context. 
(ii) ;.J:o asse.ss tJ:1e feasibility of a con-cent analysis 
of the "teachers' eliciteo constructs, ana to 
devise a way of classifying them. 
(iii) 'J:o undertake a l)relimL'1ary investigation into the 
possible influence of teacher variables on the 
number and q_uali.ty of elicited constructs. 
(iv) 'l'o investigate the possibility of using a derivGd 
score from the grids to use as a.dependen-c variable 
·~ 
in analysing the influence of children's characteristics 
on the teachers' ratings. 
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b) 'l'he 0ample. 
lt vms d.eciciec. tho::.t for tne samp.Le s-r;ud.y, stuclen""G 
t eacJ:1ers and not experienced teachers V/OUJ.d. be employed; 
; 
the reason for this decision lay in the fact that besides 
the teacher variables of attitude and dogmatism to be 
investigated, it was possible, with a group of students to 
w·hom the writer had easy ace e ss, to look at a number of 
other. v;;;;.riable s which might affect teachers' perceptions, 
I 
I 
I 
especially that of the teacher's personality. lt was 
I 
feJ. t that such a large programme of testing would be 
unacceptable to practising te~chers, but that it would. be 
possible to carry out the p.Lan vvi ttl student teac1:1ers • 
.Hence for the pilot
1 
study the number of teacher variaoles 
examined was four - te::icher sex, dogrnatism, attitude and 
personality. '.rhe latter V/SI.S obtained. using Cattell's (196<5) 
16 PF questionnaire, which can be found in Appendix six. 
A review of the literature concerning personality and teacher1 
perception was not undertal~en because in the main study 
the 16 PF was not used. 
'.lhe pilot study sample consisted. of twenty out of 
the tf1irty student teachers, 13 women and 7 men 
pursuing the Post llradu.ate Certi:t'icate in Education at 
the three Durham Colleges of :Sducation - .bede, St. Hild 
.{, 
and Neville's Cross; it wc;.s not a random sample of student 
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th:;;.t is 3.lthough thirty individuals were invited. to 
r)articipate, and that r;roc:edure in itself made it <.m. 
Ol)l)ortuni ty sample, twenty agreed to t::J.ke part. As 
.bennc·l;t (1972, :Po'~5) observes, opportunity sampling is 
after~ used in educational research because there is no 
c.J.ternative available. 'l'he student te~c:hers were chcsen 
prior to their assisn.mer_,_t to tl-::.12ir fin.::..l te;:.:.cl1iT;.g 
practice schools in the last ( mvmner) term of their 
cour.'3e. All the schools were yrirfl~ry e..nd. mos"'G '\'l'ere 
vvi thin the old County Iurh2.m L"~A, though some were 
situated in.wl1c:.t were at the time the South Shields and 
·reesside Education .A.uthori ties' areas. 'fhe totcl number 
of children tc.:.ugbt by "'Ghe sample was 580, · roo s"'G of whom 
were third s.nd fourth ye2.r l)U}:;ils. 
·' 
c) 
i first task was·. to de"termine the most appropriate 
form of the repertory g~id to administer to the student 
tcache:rs, for Kelly suggested no less th3.Il eight forms in 
vthich the technique could ·be applied. 'I'he choice was 
essentially bet•Neen the .;miniHlum con-cext form as described 
:previously under.' Instrumentation', and the full com~ex"'G 
form; the minimum C011"G8Xt f'o:cm consists Of a sequence Of 
tria.dic sortings of tlle elemen~;s (children) and while this 
·, 
might be ~pp::copri;;:.te for g:rou::_Js consistins; of up to aooul; 
.. 
20 individuals .it was thought unwieldy for groups of children 
larger than this. So tlle more :popular minimum context form was 
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ab~nd oned in favou:r o:t' the full con text form, in whicl1 
groUl)S of three children are not separated from the main 
group for consideration iJu t rather the group of children 
making up the class e:.re conceptualised as a whole. The 
actual testing procedure consisted of putting t?1e 
pupils' names on individual cards, which vvere spread 
before the student teacher vvho was then asked to consider 
the important ways in which groups of cl1ildren were alike. 
\Vhen the subject had begtln to arranee two or three cards, 
he was asked for the construct being employed to group 
the children. When all the cards had been grouped so tha"t 
all the children who were alike in some w~y wsre toaether, 
I 
I 
and a clear indication of the construct ~aoel had been 
I 
established, the ca'rds were mixed again and arranged 
I 
according to some other characteristic. ;l'his IJrocess 
continued 'I..U1til the subject's repertoire of constructs had 
been exhausted. A more detailed description of the general 
procedure ca'1 be found in Kelly (1955, p. 224) and an instance 
of the use of this form of the repertory grid tec·hnique 
in another con text can ·be seen in Philip and i\lcUul.Loch 
(l96b). It is not ~nown at the moment whether the various 
I 
forms of construct :elici ta ti on lJr·oduce identical results 
and Kelly is silent. on this problem. lt could possibly be, 
i 
·"for example, that in the lieht of Hronfenbrenner' s (19 5t$) 
model presented eC~.rlier, the full context form of t}Je erid 
is assessing sensitivity to the face to face group, and 
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within that category, sensitivity to group differences. 
On the other hand the minimum context form mi~1t be 
assessing 'particular othe1~' sensi ti vi ty. \Vhatever 
relationships do exist be-cween the various forms is, at 
present, mere speculation, but it demonstrates the need 
for empirical enquiry to resolve the issue. 
After six weeks teaching in school, by which time the 
students had got to know their class fairly well, all of them 
completed an individually administered full context form of 
the repertory grid with their pupils comprising the 
elements to be sorted. After each teacher's constnlcts 
had been elicited they were transformed to seven point 
rating scales on which all of his pupils were rated. From 
the total number of constructs produced there were five 
individual constructs which could not be transformed 
) 
from categorical to dimensional status and these were 
therefore excluded from the rated form of the grids. 'l'he 
testing of each student teacher took from one to one and 
a half hours, and was carried out in one of the colleges. 
In addition, prior to! the commencement of the teaching 
I 
practice, each subject was given the Hokeach Dogmatism 
Scale, the lilTAI, and the 16PF to complete at leisure 
wi-chin the six week school contact period. 
d) Results. 
-·~ 
(i) Frequency and Type of Constructs. 
An i. n :i. t :i. :_Ll u :xu. w:i.JI :xi; :i. on of tl1 c .ntl Hill G J.' of o on n I; n.w t a 
elicited from tho twonty studen-c "teachers sho.wed a 
considerable range, from five at the lower end to sixteen 
I 
I 
' 
_--_-1. 
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at the upper; the similarity between the mean 
scores for both male and female subjec"ts was noteworthy. 
( s.-::; e 'l1o.ble 8: 3) 
Male Teachers Female Teachers . All Teachers 
Sample Size 7 13 20 
Construct Total 66 128 194 
Construct Metan 9 .. 42 9-84 9 .. 70 
Construct S.D • 3<>94 2o67 3ol8 
. 
Table 8:3 Numbers of Constructs a Means and Standard 
Deviations Elicited from the Sample of Male 
and Femal~ Student Teachers. (Pilot Study) 
The constructs which appeared most freq_uently in the sample 
were 'intelligent - dull' and 'hardworking- lazy' an 
indication of the importance 'ovith which "these two dimensions 
were regarded. 'l1he thi'rd most l)Opular construct was 
.;. 
•well behaved- poorly behaved' vvhich involved class 
'l,hese three constructs were used by over 50% of the 
student teachers. Sharing fourth pla. ce vri "th just under 
50~~ of the teachers;; using tl1em were a mixed collection of 
constructs all refl~ctin.<! particular areas of interest in 
' '-' 
the class; •cre;J.tive-uncreative' was the second construct 
to'describc a coc;nitive V8.riable, and may well be a 
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ref~ection of the current interest shown in ~rimary 
·scho ois in tl1e enc oura.gement of creative achievement 
in chi~ciren; 'helpful- unbe~pfu~ to teacher' was 
suggestive of a c orap~iant relatJ. on ship within class-
' 
rooms, and could indicate that in perceptual terms 
teachers ao discriminate between those childre.n who 
are willing to please and those who are not.· 
'Interestea- not Interested in sport' was the most 
freq_uentJ.y usea of a number of construc-cs ascer-caining 
the . competence or interes"t in Sl)ecific suojec"t 
areas or lJastimes; of the subjects wi -chin the schoo~ 
curriculum those constructs dealing wi -;:;h art and craf1i 
were "the most freq_uently used, followed by those 
evaluating mathematical ability. 
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Teachers 
Rank Construct 
lJiale Female All 
lo Intelligent - Dull 5 10 15 
2o Hard\vorking o Lazy 
I 5 9 14 
3o Well Behaved - Poorly Behaved 2 9 11 
·.5o Creative - Uncreative 4 6 10 
5o Helpful - Unhelpful to· teacher 2 8 10 
5o Interested - Not into in sport 4 6 10 
7o Independent - Depo on teacher 3 6 9 
9 .. Likes - Dislikes lrt & Craft 3 4 7 
9· Introvert - Extravert 3 4 7 
9 .. Noisy - Q.uiet 4 3 7 
llo5 Good .. Poor at Maths -- 2 4 6 
llo5 Sociable - Unsociableo 6 0 6 "' 
.:: p L oOlo Fisher Exact Probability Testa 
Table 8:4.. Rank Order of Constructs According to Total ~Umiller 
of S·'l;udent 'l'eachers Using Them (P:ilot Study). 
'l'he' dependency on teacher• construct, usect oy nine of the 
sample, again reflected an important behavioural dimension 
for teachers in p::cimary schools, wl1ere inctiviaual or group 
work is the most usual metbod of teaching, so that attention-· 
seeking behaviour can be particularly problema-cical 
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! 
involving the monopoly of the teacher's time and thus 
preventing her from sharing the time fairly with all of 
the pupils. Of particular interest was the relatively 
low rank order of the most frequently used personality 
contruct, introvert - extravert, which shared equal rank 
9 with the dimension of 'noisy- qu~', which again 
underlined the importance of behavioural dimensions to 
the practising teacher. Perhaps the surprising feature 
of this is that it was used by only seven out of the 20 
teachers, since being quiet in class- getting along with 
one's work quietly- seems to be an important objective for 
many teacherso 
Sharing the lowest rank presented (the lowest point 
given·being those constructs which were used by 25% or more 
of the sample) was that of ' sociable - unsociable' , a.."Tld one 
ca."'l. see from Table 8!4 that while six out of the seven male 
teachers employed this 'construct none at all of the 13 female 
teachers used it. A fisher Exact Probability Test carried 
out across all the data in Table 8:4 showed no significant 
differences between male and female teachers with the exception 
of this last one (poL.Ol). From this it could be surmised 
that a genuine difference might exist between male and female 
teachers in respect of their sensitivity to the sociometric 
'• 
variable of pupil-pupil interaction. 
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This prelim.inar-J analysis of individual constructs 
according to their frequency was a useful first approacll 
in making sense of the data, but an analysis using all the 
constructs was necessary, not only because it was difficult 
to assume that slightly different construct labels referred 
to the same quality, for example that 'bright - dull' meant 
precisely the same for one teacher as 1 intelligent -.stupid' 
did for another, but also because it would be a more 
accurate representation of teachers' perceptions of their 
pupils. Hence some kind of content analysis was required 
in order to use all the data from the teachers, since the 
main object of the exercise was to describe, or map out, 
the dimensions which teachers employed when judging 
children in class a A content analysis of a repertory grid 
was easier in some respects than a similar operation carried 
out on free descriptive reports, because the basic unit to 
be categorised - the personal construct - was clearly 
delineated, unlike free description which can be analysed 
into many different kinds of units - words, ideas, sentences, 
etc. The basic idea of the content analysis was simple: 
it involved dividing the data, in this case the constructs, 
into categories which were psychologically interesting and 
meaningful and which were mutually exclusive; that is, each 
const~1ct could be placed in one category only. The 
analysis also had to include all of the data, even though 
this might involve the creation of a residual category. 
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The most difficult problem was that of mutual 
exclusiveness of the categories, for in practice a 
proportion of the data could be classified in a number 
of different ways and the only way to satisfactorily over-
come this was by assigning the constructs to the most 
appropriate category, and if necessary making an 
adjustment to the definition of the categories. the 
ultimate test of the worth of the categories was whether 
or not they could be fitted into a meaningful theory of 
person perception, that is their value denended on what 
' -
Livesley and J:iromley (197 3) term their 'relational 
fertility' (po79). 
The method of devising appropria~e categories of the 
~eachers' constructs was carried out by placing 311 of the 
elicited constructs from the student teachers on individual 
cards - emergent pole only and sorting them into groups 
which were relevant to the teaching situation. By this 
method six groups of constructs emerged concl~rned with:-
1. Cognitive characteristics and achievement in class. 
2. Personality characteristics of the pupils. 
3. Behaviour in class and relationship wi~h teacher. 
4. Interests and hobbies of the pupils. 
5... Pupils' home background. 
6. Physical characteristics of pupils. 
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The categories producect; by the experimenter's prelirninar'J 
sort were then carefully defined and two judges were asked 
to sort out the construct cards according to the defined 
! 
taxonomy. Agreement between the judges was determined by 
a method suggested by Livesley and Bromley (1973, p.99) -
after all the constructs were sorted the number of 
constructs which each judge assigned to the various 
categories were counted and an inter-judge product moment 
correlation was obtained of +0.93. 
The frequencies of the constructs contained within 
the categories is given in Table 8:5, and a description of 
each category is given below:-
1. Constructs Describing the Cognitive Characteristics of 
Pupil's and Achievement in Class. 
Essentj.ally this category consisted of constructs which 
described the characteristics of pupils in terras of their 
propensity for learning. It comprised categories of 
constructs dealing 'with pupils' overall level of 
ability, for example vvhether or not they were creative, 
intelligent and generally competent at school work. 
It also included descriptions of pupils' interest or 
performance within particular curriculum areas such as 
__ , 'good at maths', 'poor spellers' and 'interested in 
science•. Included in this first classification were 
constructs relating to pupils' work habits and examples 
included •don't try', 'lazy', 'reluctant to learn'. 
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The allocation of constr:.1cts to thi:;::. category was 
reL1ti vely straightfo:rwurd and there were only one or tvto 
difficulties which the judges reported; one of these was 
the construct 'neat and tidy' - did it belong in th]. s overall 
category 6r in one aorinected with personality Y In the end 
' it was decided that 'neat and tid.y' should be allocated to 
t.he cognitive category because it was largely in the vrork 
situations that tbis construct was used - referring to the 
45% of the constructs 
were included within this first category. 
Of' .i:-Upils. 
This category contained descriptions of the non 
i 
cognitive characteristics of pupils - whether or not they 
were introverted, for ex~mple, or aggressive~ reliable, 
sensitive etc. , i;.gain sode problems were encountered 
in the case of some co~st1~cts: for ex~mple 'apathetic' 
could be considered as a wo~{ orienta~ed description 
or a personality characteristic. IL the event the judges 
placed these in the IJersonalit~r cc:.tegory, which consisted 
: 
' 
of 28~~ of the total l:!Umber of constructs. 
J. Constru.cts :DescTibinc the B.elationship with 1'eacher 
' 
c onsiei era ble problems, e slJeC j.ally between those constructs 
whicr ... c1ui te ez1)lici tly covered the relationship \Vi tll 
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teacher - for example, 'res1)0nsive to me' , 'helpful/ 
friendly to me• -and those which covered "the childrens' 
behaviour in class. ··,;rne re, for example, rnit;h t the 
construct 'disobedient• be placed. 1his, and ot~er 
similar problems, led the experimenter to combine 
these two categories in"to one with the justification 
that, conceptually, the connection between a pupil's 
relationship with teacher, cmd his behaviour in class 
would oe close (Hash, 1973)o 'l'his category accounted 
for 175G of all constructs used. 
From this group of twenty student teachers 90% o:f the 
construc"ts fall into the above three categories; the 
remaining 10~~ of constructs were cl::1ssified as follows: 
4. Pupils' Interests a11d Hobbieso 
In te rests in t.his case was not defined in terms of 
i 
interest in school subjects (interested in maths, for 
' 
example) v1ith the single exception of PE, since t:t1e use 
of this construct seemed closely related to the games 
in"terests of the pupils - 'good at football', 'interested 
in footoall', 'good at sports'; in other words the 
school subject of PZ and games seemed to reflect rn.uch 
more on the outside interests and skills of the pupils, 
"than O"ther school rubjects. Jther areas of interest 
·~included 'pop r.ausic:' and out of school activities in 
general, ( 5 .. 2/~). 
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5o Pu.pils' Home Bac~..-:groundo 
27~ of constructs were cor!ce:cned v:ith the home 
background of pupils- whether they came from 'good 
hore.es' or not, and whether they were 'eX]_)ensively 
dressed' for example. 
o. Physical Const1~ctso 
'J:hree constructs appeared in ""Ghis cateeory, 
chiefly referring to -che :yhysical alJ:Pe'::;.rar:.ce o:t' "the 
t 
pupils - whether! or no-c they possessed good looks was 
one examlJle . 
.!l.t ~2-li s st;;.ze of the investie;ation it v.r2.s c onclnded 
that a cc..tegorisation of teachers 1 constructs vras fe:isible, 
c.nd that it showed a useful brec..}::dovvn o:t' the proportions of 
I 
cocr.!.i tj_ve s::_Jace u,sed to judge l_)l..J.lJils. However it w2..s 
I 
I 
reCJ.lised tht.t.t this sample had different c}l..aracteristics from 
the tec::.chers' who v.Tou.lct oe j_nvolved in the ms:.in stud.y r:Jince 
the s-cudents had had only ~ limited ~c~n~int~~e •:ri th the; 
IJUili .L s o.nd icllew little of the sclwoi en vi ronrnent and tne 
p ers on<..:.l tli st o:ci e s of "che c:C~ilcl:ce:..:., 6nd therefore it might 
-~ prove necessary to i:id~l)t -che classification when the main stua.y 
it '1/!J.S fc:~sil)le to C:lrry out such u cL:.ssif'ic:J.tion with u.n 
acceptable level of ir-terjudge asreement (+ Oo93)o 
I 
! 
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Construct Category Frequency % of Total 
lo Achieverent 86 44o30 
2o Thrsonali ty 56 28o90 
3o Behaviour & Relationship 
\d th teacher 33 17o00 
4o Interests and Hobbies 9 4o60 
5o Home Background 8 4~~0 
6o Physical 2 IolO 
Total 194 l!.OOoO 
Tablet 8t5 Frequency and Fercentage of Conntructs 
Employed in Each Cateeory by Tl.·tenty 
Student Teachers (Pilot Study) 2 
Although i'easibili-cy was one objective, another, and 
equally im1;ortant, was that of 'relational fertility' 
I 
did the use of these categories relate to any particular· 
characteristics of the teachers ? .An indication of a sex 
bias in the use of constructs is revealed in table b: 6; · 
it shows that in two out of the three main cc.tegories sex 
of the teacher affected the distribution of construc-cs. 
First there is a considerable difference in the use of 
personality constructs, with male teachers using more in 
this category, though the difference fails to attain 
statistical significance • 
.. -;,. 
'_\ 
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'l'he second result was signific2nt in that wornen used more 
constructs conce:r·:1ed with :reldtionship with teacher and 
beh<.lviour in class thar~ did males. 
Construct Category Male Teachers Female 
Teachers x2 
(n 7) (n 13) 
1 Achievement 28 58 0, 226 
2: Personality 26 30 3o215* 
3 Behaviour & Relo with Teacher 6 27 4ol03*>:t 
I 
4 Interests and Hobbies 
I 
4 I 5 Oo4J6 
I 
5 Ho~D:;~ Background 1 7 0 .. 928 
6 Physical 1 1 Not 
Annlicable. 
Total 66 128 
* p L 0 08 (lodofo) 
Table 8:6a Frequency of Constructs according to Sex of 20 
Student Teacters (Pilot Study) 
(ii) Dogmatism and J?e~·ception. 
After the student' teG.chers had com1)leted the Hol;:each 
Dogmatism ScaLe, Form ~, ~he tests were scored and the 
foilowing means and standard deviations were obtained lsee 
'!' ., ·o -~ "' k • '7 ) 
_......., __ t; u • v:.hicl1 .have been l)lacod in the context of rea1l ts 
from oth8r recer.~.t studies. ~\.s wi"th most investiL:;ations usinG 
the Dogmatism sc~le, the stand~rd deviations were large, 
I 
I 
indicating a wide r:omz'e of scores; in the case of the pilot 
study s;;;:.rnple, this range wa.s from 114 to l9b. 
i 
----
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Sample 'n' Maan Standard 
Deviation. 
Pilot Study - Student Teachers 20 l4lo65 ·19o75 
Mature Students (Cohen. 1971) 102 142.89 2,3'!90 
Younger Students (Cohen, 1971)' 149 155o25 2l:o39 
Social Science Students 
(Smi there, 1969) Male 36 150o20 26o40 
Social Science Students 
(Smi tbers o 1969) Female 26 135o9 23.30 
Engineering Students 53 14lo80 22o20 
(Smithers o- 1969) Male 
Table 8r7 Means a~d S.D. on the Dogmatism Scale of the 
Durham Teachers and other Groupso 
'.rhe measurem.ent of the relationship between number 
' of constructs used and. level of dogmatism was o·btained by 
ranking the scores on the D scale and then dichotomising 
at the median which produced a group of ten student teachers 
who had a relatively high dogmatism score (lill) and a group 
who had a relatively low one ( LD). A comparison was. then 
made between the tvvo grOUl)S in respect of the number of 
constructs used, together 1.rvi th an analysis of construct usage 
by categories. J:'he results show that dogmatism was a 
significant factor in the way the pilot study sample construed 
tbe classroom situation, with teachers possessing a relatively 
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high level of dogmatism perceiving the classroom in a more 
simplistic way than low dogmatics, the greatest differer.~.ces 
lying in the use of a smaller number of cognitive and 
behaviour/relationship with teacher construe ts. 
These conclusions suggested tbat the study of dogma~ism 
.would be a useful element in the main investigation. 
D..Score Construct Frequencies 
Relationship/ 
IV!9an S.D. Total Achievem3nt Personality Behaviour 
High Degroat ism 156o30 17o56 81 35 27 12 
(n 10) 
Low Dogmatism l27oCO bo5l 113 51 29 21 
(n 10) 
All Student 
Teachers J.4lo65 l9o 75 194 86 56 33 
(n 20) 
X--1- 5 o278r> 2o977 Oo07 2o450 
Table 8:8. Relationshin between Dogmatism Scores and 
Construct Use for 20 Student Teachers. (Pilot Study) 
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(iii) Teache~ Atti~ude and Percep~ion. 
As in the case of the D. Scale the scores of the pilot 
study \vere obtained e:.nd t.he means and standard deviations 
were computed, and are shown within the con~ext of' scores 
obtained from other studies. 
Population Sample tnt r.".aan S .. De 
Student Teachers - present study 20 3lo4 28oO 
Scottish Diploma Students -3rd 
year 
' 
232 28o4 26oO 
I 
Student Teachers - post graduate 20 29o0 28o6 
iExperienced ~ Teachers 
(Ml'.AI !.{anual) 30 j 18ol 33o4 
Table 8:9, ~~ens end S~D .. on MTAI of the Student Teachers, 
Together with Other Scores from Similar Studies o 
(Pilot Study). 
'l'he means compare :L1vou:rably with other studern teachers, 
'though as can be seen, the mea...11 scores obtained 
from experienced teachers are considerably 
lower. A sim.ilari ty with trw D scale is the large standard 
deviation, indicating a wide range of scores, in this case 
from +bl to -13. 
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·i·he Scores wer.e then dichotomised at the 
media..'1 to c;ive a groUl) of student te3.cl1ers whose atti tuae 
sco:re 'Has rel2..tively hie;h, indicc;..tlnG a more "fe.vou:r-aole 11 
classroora climate, s.nd a group of student "teachers v;i th 
lower scores who would be more likely to foster more formal 
teacher - pupil relati'onships v1i tll their classrooms. Each 
eroup•s results was then analysed in terms of the to"tal 
nmaber of constructs elicited, and the number of cognitive, 
personality ~;md relationship/behdvioural constructs used. 
MI'AI SCORE CONSTRUCT 1REQ.UENCIES 
!v1.e an S.D. Tctsl ~1chi~7aimnt Fersonali ty Rel/Bab. 
High Ml'AI (n 10) 56o2 l4o7 85 32 31 l4 
Lo\ol MI' AI (n 10) 6o6 11o3 109 54 25 19 
All Student 
Teachers 3lo4 28 0 0 194 86 56 33 
x2 2 .. 969 5o628::< Oo643 Oo758 
* p . .L. .05 (for l.d.f.) 
Table 8tl0'. Relationship between !m'AI Scores and Construct Use for 
20 Student Teachers o (Pilot Study). 
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1l'he only signi:fica.:ct difference in the use of constructs 
for these two groups was that the high MTAI scorers used 
significantly fewer achievei!le:-c.t constructs th8.L'1. did the 
lower· grou1), a finding of some in-cerest ci.S it demonstrates 
a lJOssible perceptual link -between nwre informal classroom 
relationships and a less cognitive way of viewing pupils. 
He sul t s asai n led one to believe that this was a useful 
variable to include in the main study. 
(iv) Personality and Percention. 
The final area of enquiry into the relationship between 
teacher clmrac teri stic s and perception involved the 
personality of the teacher as me1:1sured by Cattell 1 s lb?F 
Questionnaire (Form A, 1969 Edition). There were two 
methods of analysis considered in this case; either each of 
the sixteen personality scores could be dicho-comised, as 
with the D. scale and idTAI described above, or the frequency 
of construct usage according to the categories identified 
above could be d.ichotomised 'Hi th personality profiles 
constructed for each group of high and low users. I!! both 
cases difficulties 'nere experienced in dichotomising at the 
median lJOint oecause in the case of -che individual fac-cors 
on the 16P}' and the constructs used, the ranges vvere ·small, 
especially on the lti?F factors. However, dichotomising the 
scores at the me an on the individual 16PF factors l_;roduc ed 
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~he mos~ satisfactory groupings, even though this 
mean~ that there vvas some variation in the group 
sizes. 
Usine Student's '"t' test, the number of significant 
reLa~ionships between personality and the use of 
constructs totalled four, of which the largest difference 
occurred between those teachers scoring high and low on 
Factor H - shy versus venturesomeo 
Factor ~:.a.· !.Wan Nwnber SoDo VtV 
of Constructs'. 
H+ 10 7o6 1o71 3o03 * 
fl .. 10 11 .. 3 3o46 
Table 8; 11.. Mean Number of Constructs Used by High and Lo•{' 
Scoring Student Toaehers on Faetor H Q Shy 
versus Ventm·aso!IW o (Pilot Study) o 
1l'he more venturesome teachers u·sed significantly fewer 
cons~ructs, and thus in addition to being associated 
with low dogmatis:n, the use of a larger number of 
constructs \vas also linked with cautiousness, restraint 
and consideration. This was a findinG not without 
interest because it revealed the :oossi ble 
4 relationship between a major personality dimension 
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and the manner in which the classroom environment is construed; 
it also could tie in with Adams Weber's (l9b9) discovery 
concerning the ability of cognitively complex individuals to 
construe 1nore successfully the personality systems of 
others. In the case of the present sample increased 
perceptiveness and sensitivity to other people's feelings 
seemed to be associated with restraint, and there was also 
an association of H+ with E+ (Assertiveness: rho = +0e62) 
and I - ( Toughmindedness; rho = +0. 39) which would again 
lend support to the notion of an assertive toughminded 
individual, socially out&oing and confident and seeing the 
world in a relatively ~simple' manner. 
I 
Another significant relationship (p.L.05) was found, this 
time between Factor 0 (placid vs. apprehensive), and the number 
of cognitive constructs usedv Self assured confident teachers 
(0-) tended to use more cognitive constructs th~~ those who 
were more worrying and prone to depression. A positive 
correlation (rho = +0. 47) existed between 0+ and o4 (tendency 
to be tense and ovel'\.vrought). It would seem that among this 
sample, those who easily felt downhearted, and l~ad relatively 
more difficulty in meeting the daily demands of life, reflected 
this in their diminished use of cognitive constructs. Higher 
MrAI teachers placed less emphasis on the cognitive achieve.:nent 
characteristics of pupils and it may be also that apprehensive 
teachers, aware of their ovm difficulties in living up to the 
demands of others, do not regard the cognitive achievement 
dimension as important as do those who were more self assured 
\ 
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and successful; it might be said that for this group at 
least, those who experience anxiety and have had an anxious 
passage through their own training may be inclined to play 
down the importance of cognitive and achievement 
characteristics in primary school children. 
Two other factors were significantly (p.L~5) related to 
the number of personality constructs employed by the sample 
- emotionality (factor C) and surgency (factor F). Those 
student teachers among the group who were more affected 
by feelings, being emotionally less stable (C-), and those 
who were more serious-minded and taci t·urn (F-) used 
significantly more personality constructs than their less 
serious minded and. calmer colleagues. A lov1 factor C 
score is associated \vi th general neuroticism, and. this 
cou].).ed 1.\/i th a low Factor F which is an important component 
of introversion pointed in the direction of the neurotic 
introverted teacher vvho could be more sensitive to the 
i 
personality character~stics of children than to their 
cognitive ch~racteristics. 
.. 
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Factor ono !>'ban Number of SoD. 1 t 1 o 
Personality Constructso 
c 11 1o3 1ol2 
' 2o47* 
c ... 9 3o3 2o34 
' 
F 10 : 1o4 1o35 
I 
I 2o10* 
F- 10 3o1 2,20 
Table 8:12o M8an Number of Parsoua1ity Constructs Us~d by 
Relatively High and Lmr Scorers on Factors F 
~nd Co (PJ.lot Study)g 
·:rhe results from the investigations on personality 
and perception have been presented more fully than the 
I 
results for other teacher characteristics because a 
decision vvas made not to include the 16PF in the later 
s-cudy with experienced teachers. The reason for this 
lay .not so much in the quality of results obtained from 
this pilot studyi of teacher personality profiles, for 
if anything, the pilot study indicated that this was 
an area of enquiry worth pursuing; rather the reason 
lay in considering the amount of time one could 
legitimately ask experienced teachers to undertake 
in comple-cing q_uestionnaires, and the l6PF necessitates 
about 40 minutes for completion. 
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However it is worth emplmsising tl:m:c even-_wii;h a smaLL 
sample of t•/,renty stuaent te8.ct.ers, the results indicate that 
persona.lity factors may exert a. consider2l.ble influence on the 
way teachers perceiv~ the children in their classes. All 
individuals \vi thin the classroo1n situation, ina.eed any social 
si~lation, bring to that event a set of experiences and 
expectancies which interact one vii th another to 1n·oduce 
different kinds of outcomes. the search for the ideal 
•effective• teacher~ with which so much of the research into 
personality has been linl>:ed, has had a predictaoly disapljointing 
hi sl;ory, ana it ap1Jears -cha't a,1; i_as't this oversimp.n st~c ~nne 
of invesl;igat~on is now being aoana.onea., for -che very good 
reason "tha-c the subtleties of interaction in 1;he classroom 
preclude such naive classifications. There are, of course, 
lll:3.ny dif'f\;rent kinds of· effec-cive teacher; and wha-c might 
perhaps prove more fruitful a line of enquiry would be the 
detection of connections between personali"ty variaoles on the 
one hand a..YJ.d p ere eiHion of O"Vher people on tne other. For 
example~ among this pilot st1..1.dy sample the 11ore outgoing 
memoers perceived the classroom quite differently i'rom those 
'Nho were reserved; cind 'neurotic' student teachers seemed. -co be 
r.1ore sensitive to children• s person<:l.li ties than those who 
were more stable. These different ~erceptions could wall 
be i::J.dicative of differen.-c l)atterns of interaction betvreen 
te;;Cc11er and pupil in the class, different :;_Jreferences for tylJes 
of pupil,and possibly quite differen-;:; patterns of achievement 
within a class- all questions for which empirical evidence 
needs to be obtained in the future. 
... '· 
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.t=1 Punil Charac t e r-:L sti c s :::!.nci their lnt er:J.c ti on '.vi th ~f.leache rs. 
'l'he next )8.rt o:f, the piJ.ot stucly involved atteJ:J.pting to 
measure the interaction between uunil characteristics and the 
I - - ... 
teachers, that is it concerned how teachers perceived children 
'Ni th ;.a. rticular characteristics. '.L'hi s was a most difficult 
i 
problem. within the paraineters of the gresent research strategy, 
for it involved obtd ning a measure~ c oruparable across a number 
of teachers who each employed their individual c onstru..cts in 
perceiving their children in class. -':,.n alternative solution 
to t:rw.t of some kind of score derived from the elicited 
constrL.l.C"Cs was the use of supplied constructs preser~ted to 
the subjects af-cer the completion of the elici""Ged grids, but 
it was felt that t:.(lis approac:::1 wasincompatible with the .overall 
aim of' the enq,ui ry, vvhic h was to use the t eac.he:r!s own 
personal. vta.y of concepttta.lisins the pupils. In any case 
there were problems of a practica~ nature too, 2articularJ.y 
as regaras the amount of time which wouJ.d De involved if two 
i 
i 
grid forms vvere employed. For these two reasons, therefore, 
a derived score for each 9upi~ on each grid was obtained 
using the tea.chers 1 own eLi.ci (;ed c onst:r.ttc"ts. .Af-cer ·c:n.e stueie::.1t 
t8achers' constnlcts had 'ueen elicited, they were asted to 
indicate the r;.ole on w~1ich they 1) referred stud en -cs to be, and 
by this_met11oei it v.,ras possib1e to arra:nge the constntets so 
tha:t t:'lose ,POles which the teacher preferred were all similarly 
aligned. 'l.'his was a comlJara.tively simr,j_e proceaure which 
mereJ.y neces.sitd.ted the 'rever8a.j_' of some constructs. 
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Sir_r;r:; nearly all the constructs used were seven point 
dimensions it was possible for each pupil on each grid 
' to be ace orded a total grid sc 0:-.:'8, consisting of the sum 
of his individual scores on each re-aligned construct. 
The final task was to 1 reduce tl1ese summed scores to 
averages to enable scores from different grids to be 
compared. Thus if a pupi1s total score on a grid was 28 
obtained from six individual co~str~ct scores of 6,5,3,2, 
7,5, then the derived grid score equalled 4.7 (the decimal 
point was, in fact, omitted for convenience). This method 
can be compared with that carried out by Nash (1973) who 
used the first eight constructs rank-ordered by his 
sarnpl9 of teachers. He cl2.im.ed that eight was "a fair 
measure of the average teacher's repertoire" (p.2l). 
Thus although each pupil score was obtained ·from an 
eQual number of constructs for every teacher, this 
represented different proportions of the teachers 
'cognitive space', and hence it was thought that the 
average score obtai~ed from ~1 the teachers' constructs 
was preferable. This total grid score was assumed by 
Nash to indicate the overall favourableness of 
perception accordea. by the tea.c:her to the pupil, and, 
as in golf, the lower the score, the 'better' the 
perception. 'l'bere v:as no rec:.son 1:0 doubt this 
assumntion but it \vas thought a valuable exercise v•:i th a 
·'4 .;.. 
student population to check this hypothesis, and in 
-
c OYU·ler1ucnr::e t}-Je ntuclcn t te:...tc hers were :l!Jked 
to rate all the children in their classroom 
on a co.21struct most like a ole least likeable ' 
' 
I 
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which was suFpl.iea to them 2.1'te:c -che c o:n:;.leti on of tb.e 
elicited srids, to avoid any contamin::::.tion by the e:;qeriillenter. 
A correlation coefficient between these two sets of data 
yielded ~ positive index of + O. bb (Kendall• s tau was use a 
because or· the large numoer of tied. ranlcs). 'rhus it ca.."l be 
concluded thH tot~l grid score represented the genera~ 
dimension of favourably - unfavourab.ly perceived, and that 
it would provide a valia measure within the main study. , 
Having obtained a grid me:;tsurement which was e..ccE:pta.ble 
across a wide r:J.nge of' [!;rids v.rith different constrt.lct <.:~.Wl 
element totals the final problem concerned the selection and 
measurement of variables fl~ora tl'w childrenper·ceived by the 
teacher. As has been iridicated, even though only twenty 
-1 • • -teachers were L:1volved ln tnls exerc:Lse, the number of 
children totalled 580, and wi t11 the main study the numoer 
vvould l;robably be doubled, and so considerations. of a practical 
nature vvere u:ppermost in the ex.:pe:cimenter' s I"flind; it was also 
thougl1t necessary that the second part of the investigation 
should if poss:Lble shed light on a l)roblem, or series of 
lJroolems, cone er-ilins t~1e teachers' perceptions of 1mpil s, 
which had been the subject of debate in the educational 
literature. 'Ehe l1roblem of tl:.e influence .o:f soc:icl cl.;;1ss 
background of pupils on the 2erception of them by the teacher 
was an obvious choice; did social class operate ~s ~1 
:Ln:fl"·.;.enc.-~ \'!i trLi.n individudl classrooms'? 'J:his was the most 
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important question raised by Nash (1973) and later by b1Ur-J?hY 
(1974). Another question which had been raised concerned 
the influence of sex, both of perceived and ~rceiver, on 
teachers' perceptions and tbis w:a.s an a.rea which had been 
inadequately mapped, not only in education, but in general 
social psychology too. A third variable of pupil ability 
was chosen partly because Barker Lunn ( 1970) had shown that 
tbis markedly affected the way pupils were perceived by 
their teachers, and partly to serve as a control for the 
other two variables of sex and social class background.. 
rrhe obtaining of reliable and valid ability scores by using 
I <l tests is probably an easier task than for any other 
i 
measured characteristic, but again, with an eye to tl1e 
main study which would include a large number of classes, 
the possibility of using an alternative measure of pupil 
a·bili ty was considered which would involve the minimum 
degree of disruption to both pupils and schools. The pupi~s 
position in class was hypothesised as an alternative to an 
IQ score. However, in order to investigate the degree of 
relationship between IQ and posit ion in class, all the 
children taught by the teachers completed a verbal and 
non verbal test of reasoning (Primary Verb<.u Test 1 (L:and, 
1959) and Non Verbal r.rest 5 (Pidgeon, 1958) and Non Verbal 
Test 3 (Calvert, 1958) ), which were administered by the 
stu~ent teacher, or the children's usual classroom teacher. 
ModGrately high correlationo wore obtained within clatl8rooms 
between position in class and cornbined verbal and non-verbal 
~, 
.\,· 
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test scores. The range was from +0D51 to +0.b9 vli.t.h an 
average ranlc order corr'elation of +0 .. 63. Position in class, 
therefore, gave an acceptable approximation of the rank 
order provided by IQ scores, within individual classrooms. 
It is importa.."IJ.t to underline the differences between the 
effects of treating the, pupils' scores as a vthole, in a 
combined way, ignoring the fact that they are in class-
rooms, and treating each classroom as a separate entity. 
If one simiJly obtains an averc1ge IQ score for the to-cal 
group, and. dichotomises at the mean, treatine; the -cwo as 
the aoove and. below average IQ groups, and then the 
average teachers' grid score for each group is obtained, 
the sampling \nthin classrooms is likely to be exceedingly 
uneven, especially as some of the schools streamed the 
classes. This is what Nash meant when making his remark 
concerning the fact that class sizes are not 5000 strong, 
a clear reference to the large scale statistical survey 
such as that of Joan Harlrer 1unn ( l~?U). 
In sununary, therefor~~, the:~ mea.::urement of the pupils' 
position in class was considered to ·be an acceptable measure, 
znt only because of the moderately high correlations obtained. 
with IQ, but because the measurement of teachers' perceptions 
had to be sampled within classrooms. 'ro employ position in 
class as a measure indicating the pupils' general level of 
ability in a survey which ignored cL.issroom boundaries, as in 
t;l·J,J Jlur-kor Lu.nn ut1.uly, wou .. ld l:LlV'o huon 
erroneous s1nce the pupils classed together 
'\ 
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v;ould contain a ver:r v1ide range of abilities; but within 
the confines of the cl~ssroom ~his w~s considered to be the 
best and 'most practicable measure of the pupils' academic 
st&ndiYl£!: J."elati ve 
' I 
to lthL:.li 
I 
of other pupils. ..~1 though 
teachers may have certain absolute standards concerning 
the acader:1ic perfor.:nailce of J)Upils, ~hese are likely to 
recede very much into the background '."!hen c om1)aring 
children within a particular class, for in this case, 
judgements are relative to the other pupils, whatever 
the general level of achievement might be. 
f) Conclusiono 
i 
I 
The events of the pilot study have been recorded in 
considerable detail b'ecause they reveal the thinking which 
eventually led to t?le design adopted for the main s~udy. 
'_;_'::--~ )'l.Y};Ose of carrying out such an extensive i:liDOunt ot' 
piloting was to solve a numtJer of problems concerned 
vvi -ch the choice of va'riable s, and the sui·cabili ty of 
the instru .. 1lentation req_uired to measure "thOse Val~iableso 
'l'he re:p"'::·,i;ory grid was the .::..rea of chief concern and 
the pilot study sl-wv:ed that it vms possible to use this 
method, in its full context form, as a measure of the 
I 
V/ay in '.'!hich teachers lJerceived pupils in their classes; 
it vtas also found 2.JOSsi ole to obtain a r.1eaningful 
taxonomy of the te8..cher.s' personal cons-cruc-es with an 
acceptable level of reliability; lastly it revealed tnat a 
crediule measurement w;;;.s obtainable from individual grids, 
in ~he fo~n of an averaze to~al gr2a score, which enabled· 
grids from different children to be mec...ningtully compared.. 
'l'ni s f'l.rs"G "Gasl::, ~here:t'ore, o:t· s.sc ertaining -c.ne sui -cauiii ty 
of the repertory g11 l.d as a -cechnique whicJ.1 cillovved. indlVid.ua.is 
to concep~ualise "Ghel.r 'world' in their own way, yet a"G 'the 
same time provided a sufficient aegree of organisation -r;o 
allovv comparison witll other grids, vvas established. 
The next problem area cone erned the relation ship of 
chosen teacher characteristics to the grid patterns produced 
by the sample of student teachers 8l1d once again, even though 
the size of the group that Was studiea was sm2ll 1 some 
significant differences were obtained which indicated the 
existence of possible relationships between dogma"Gism, attitude, 
' 
sex and. pe rson.ali ty and the tec;.cher' s preference for certain 
kinds of perceptual informa"tion. Uf those variaoles chosen 
only the results from the Cattell 16 ?F C,ruestionain:: vvere 
reported in detail !Jecause of the decision to ami t this from 
the main study, largely on the grounds that it·involved "GOO much 
time for completion by practising teachers. The pilot s-cudy 
therefore enabled an informed. decision to be made in· 
respect of the teacher variables for the main study, and the 
'three characteristics chosen were sex, level of dogmatism and 
"Ge~cher attitude • 
.. 
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1he third objectiv~ of the pilot s~udy was to obtain 
information reg:J.rdirig the selection of pupi-L variables, 
especiall~r that of position in class as a reliable indication 
.of a pu~ils• abilities relative to ~hose of the other children 
in the group. This was found to be acceptable, especially as 
wi~hin class differences: were to be studied; it was not 
necessary to obtain a siandardi~d measure of intellectua1 
~bility across the total group of children, because the group, 
Ci.S a whole, was not going to be investigated. 
No at·~empt v1as made in the l)ilot study to m.a1ce prelirr:.inary 
inves"tic;<J.tions :l..zzto the interactive e:t':t'ects o:t' teacher and r;upi.L 
cllar<1c teri stic s on the teachers • pe :::-·c ep-ci ons of the chi.Laren 
for two reasons. First there was difficulty in obtaining the 
nee e ssary inform,. ti on or1 -c.L1e social cJ_ass background of such a 
j_arge number of pupils. i ldany teachers shovved considerable 
reluctance to reveal this inforraation, even if they knew i-c, 
and it was thought that tl:e possible gain derived from having 
this information was not sufficient to sacrifice the goodwill 
of the teachers in the schools. '.rhe second reason concerned 
the sa.mpling of the classrooms in the pilot study. As has been 
described the student teachers were chosen because they were a 
relatively 1 captive• population, and so the classrooms, or 
sample of children, w_ere chosen through the student teachers 
without any consicieri::ition of the composition of the class with 
regard -co the pupil variables being studied. 
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This w:::.s simply because the main :f:'ocus of c.ttention vvas on the 
assessment of the repertory grid as <.1 sui ta-ble instr...u.!len t for 
... 
measuring teacher pe:-cc epti ons. It would have made no difference 
if the group of children were to be s-c;udied as a whole, since 
in t.tllit case, aJ.J. tl1at w.ould have been needed \vas an assessmen-c 
i 
of the total grid scoresi obtained by particular groups of 
children (say, boys versus girls) oj all the teachers and 
their level of significa~ce estaolished by Studenis '"t' test; 
' but bec~use the plan involved looking a"t wi-c;hin classroom 
differences this approach was not possible. Furthermore 
it involved the selection of classroo:w.s which contained ar.. 
.... \ 
adequate distribution of pupils on the variables chosen. 
It was, therefore~ considered im_pr<:.icticable, both in terms 
of the considerable inve~tment of experinenter time, and 
; 
because of the lack of information on pupils' social class 
bacl::;:sround, with which student teachers would be re.La.tively 
unfamiliar, to examine this aspect of teachers' perception 
within the framework of the lJilot study. 
MAlN INVJ::S'l'll:fA'l'lON 
RESEAHUH DBSil:fN, SAMPLINl:f Alm JJN.J.'A COLLEG'.L'IO:N. 
~he main in~estigation consisted of two separate 
! 
parts; the first i'nvolved a detailed examination o:t' the 
structure and contents of experienced teachers' perceptions 
of their pupils as revealed by their repertory grids, 
' while the second part was concerned with how certain 
.; 
pupil characteristics influenced the teachers' perception 
of them. 
fhe analysis of the structure and contents of the 
teachers' grids consisted of a number of subsidiary 
investigations, each designed to throw light on topics 
which had been raised in the research literature. Some 
of these subsidiary enquiries bad been researched i~ the 
pilot study, and tbus had been shown to be promising 
lines of enquiry, while others were newly introducea at 
this stage. '.L'he first task involved. a kind o:t' 'Llapping' 
exercise - a descriptive account of the constructs and the 
calculation of overall totals. Secondly, the constructs 
I 
were to be classified according to the categories used. in 
the pilot study, "together vri th an ana.J..ysi s o:t· now ""Ghe use 
o:t· tl:esevarious categories rrught be re.J..a"ted. to t.he ""Ghree 
teacher characteris"tics of sex, d.ogma""Gism ana a"tti"tud.e to 
teacher-pupil relaiionshipso 
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Thirdly, an investigation would be carried out to 
establish the strength of relationships which existed 
between the teachers' elicited c ons"tructs; this would 
show how'differentiated' or 'complex' were the 
teachers' judgements'. of their children. 
The second part of the research involved a much more 
complex design because of the necessity to examine the 
w~y pupil variables affected teacher perceptions within 
individual classrooms. As has been indicated the pupil 
characteristics of most interest to the experimenter 
were sex and social class background, but because of 
I 
the reported effects' of academic attainment of the pupil 
on the teachers perception of him, it was necessary to 
I 
obtain a measure of the pupil's position in class. Thus, 
in total, the effects of three pupil variables were to be 
investigated in the main study.. Along with these, two 
,; out of the three teacher characteristics looked at in 
the first part of the research, were chosen as being 
suitable for enquiry at this stage; the sex of the 
I 
I 
teacher as perceiver was thought likely to be influential 
: 
in perception, as wa~ the teacher's degree of 
formality in managing teacher pUl)il relationships (termed, 
' f9r the sake of brevity1 as 'teacher formality'). 
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The testing of hypotheses concerning the main and 
interactive effects of all these variables on the teachers' 
perceptions seemed to be best approached by an analysis of 
variance procedure, and consequently this method was adopted 
as providing the most satisfactory method of handling the 
data.. There were two important, and opposing, 
considerations to be taken into account in the decision on 
the number of levels of two of the three pupil factors. 
(The third pupil variable, that of sex, was naturally divided 
into two levels). The first consideration was the meaning-
fulness of the measures to be adopted, while the second was of 
a more statistical nature, involving the optimum number of 
cells created for each individual classroom - too many cells 
would involve a high degree of exclusiveness so that there 
would be insufficient numbers of pupils to fill them, and too 
few would involve an inefficient use of the data, and 
eventually, a reduction in its power of explanat}on._ Given 
these restraints ·it was decided, therefore, that these 
tV/o other pupil factors should be limited to two levels 
thus creating eight cells for each classroom (i.e. 2 x 2 x 2); 
apart from that of sex, this meant that the two pupil 
variables of position in class and social class background 
could be measured only in very broad categories, but in 
view of this procedure having been adopted by other 
investigators (e.g. Harker Lu1m, 1970) it was considered 
to·· be reasonably satisfactory. 
r 
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As far as the teachers were concerned, the only 
decision on the num-oer of levels for the -cwo factors was 
limi -c;ed to that of teacher fonnali ty, since as wi ttl the 
pupils, sex formed two fixed levels; since teacher 
formality had been investigated in the first Ilart of -c.he 
study according to two categories, it was decided to 
continue with that procedure in the second part of the 
research •. 
~he analysis of variance, used to investigate the 
influence of pupil and teacher characteristics on the 
teachers' perceptions of their pupils, was a five factor 
model vath two levels for each factor; the five factors 
were teacher sex (male and female), teacher :t'ormali ty 
(formal and informal), pupil sex (male and female), pupil 
position in class (upper and lower), and pupil social 
class (upper and lower). 'l'he dependent variable was a 
derived score obtained from the teachers' grids using 
elicited constructs. A fuller explanation of the 
technical details concerning the analysis of variance 
model, including the consideration of nested factors, 
can be found in Appendix Eight • 
. -. 
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The hypotheses involved: 
i 
(i) the investigation of the main effects of 
the teachers'sex and level of formality/ 
I 
informality, !.and the sex, position in class 
and social class of the perc ej.ved individuals 
(pupils) on the ratings of the pupils by the 
teachers, and 
(ii) the investigation of the interactive 
effects between two or more of these main 
variable so 
Selection of SUbjects. 
The teachers and pupils for the main study were 
obtained from a numb:er of primary schools in the English 
Wd.dlands. Contact was initially made by the experimenter 
personally visiting each school and requesting the head 
teacher to supply the names of class teachers who might 
be willing to take part in the studyo After this had 
been carried aut a s1econd visit was made to each school 
to explain individually to those teachers, whose names 
had been provided by the head, the nature and scope of 
the project and to enlist their supportG 
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The choice of schools was undertaken so as to facilitate 
an ade~uate pupil representation in each of the eight 
cells of the 'Anova' model, and thus the schools selected 
had to be of a reasonably large size with not too small 
a number of pupils in each class; they had to contain 
pupils of both sexes and be located within ar-eas of 
generally heterogenous social o·lass composi tiono It 
would have been of little value to choose schools which 
were situated within predor.Unantly 'working class' areas, 
for example, because such homoge~ity would produce an 
inade~uate representation within each classrc>'om of '.middle 
class 1 pupils. Another factor taken into account in the 
choice of schools was t.h.at of urban/rural situation, and 
while it was not possible to obtain precisely equal 
I 
numbers of schools v./i thin each category, care was taken 
to ensure a roughly even balar.~.ce; in the end t:r:tere '!vas 
~ slight predominance of urban over rural schools. 
The research design ernailed an equal number of male 
and female teachers and some attempt was made to obtain equal 
numbers of men and women teachers from each school approached, 
though this was only partially successful. The one feature 
which characterised the insides of primary schools was 
variability, not only in the organisational structure but 
also in the willingness of Staff to participate; thus it 
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was not possible to take into account the age of pupils who 
would act as subjects since it just was not fea.sible to be 
so selective while at the sane time acr.Lieving s-ome kind of 
comparability on other measure so The same vvas true for 
school organi sa ti on; there were a variety of grOUl)ing 
systems encountered - fully streamed, partially streamed, 
and mixed ability, and wi -chin one school there was a 
vertically grouped organisation in operation. Thus the 
choice of schools was characterised by a reasonable degree 
of similarity between schools, as regards size and social 
class background;and by considerable dissimilarity wi-chin 
schools as regards the organisation ~nd grouping of the 
pupils. 
The sampling of the schools, therefore, was far from 
perfect, but there was no particular way in which they 
seemed abnormal, and on inspection they appeared· to be 
representative of many classrooms up and down the country. 
The idea bel1.:ind the sampling was, therefore, twofold; 
firstly, to obtain classroom situations which were typical 
of primary schools in general, and secondly to examine the 
influence of particular variables P in situ ' so as to 
maintain ecological validity; this was the essential idea 
O.f Bnlnswick' s (1934) representative design • 
. , 
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It can be seen, also, how the sampling procedures 
here differed from those in the pilot study where the 
selection of sufficient number·s of 1 teachers' was the 
sole criteriono In the main study the sampling was 
approached 'from the other side' as it were, since 
certain situational criteria had to be satisfied as 
regards school location and classroom size, for example, 
in order that the interactive effects of teacher and 
pupil characteristics could be satisfactori..Ly studied. 
The initial num-ber of schools contacted totalled 
23 and ·altogether 57 teachers agreed to participate; this 
was considered to be an adeq_uate number from which to 
select the 24 male and 24 female teachers required for the 
study. A 1 surplus' of teachers was req_uired on two counts; 
firstly it was envisaged that there rn.ight be difficulties 
in some classrooms in regard to the sampling of pupil 
characteristics, in spite of the precautions taken to choose 
schools which were adeq_uate in thl s resr;ect. For example, 
it cQuld transpire at some point during the data collection 
prograrmne that in a particular classroom there were no girls 
of lower socio-economic status who were in the top half of 
the classo So in order to allow for tbi s an additional 
nUmber of classrooms and teachers were obtained. 
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The second consideration involved the usual one of test 
mortality, which could arise out of inadequate completion 
of all the necessary data due to inaccessibility of 
information, refusal to complete q_uestiormaires or 
illness. In the event this allowance of a margin of 
9 teacher/classrooms proved to be judicious as there 
were 8 teachers vvho did not, for various reasons, 
complete the data. This left, in the end, a surylus 
of one female teacher, and one of the 25 women teachers 
was eliminated by meilllS of a random numbers table. 
Thus the final sample of 48 teachers was selec'ted 
for the main study, and it involved a total of 18 
primary schools. 'l'he mean number of classes used per 
school totalled 2o67, and the ~ange was from 1 at the 
lowest to 5 at the highest, with a model score of 3. 
The total number of children taught by the 48 teachers 
was 1,636 .(b50 boys and ?bb girls) and their mean age 
was 9 years 8 months.· lVleaJ1 class size was 34. Ob. A 
' full description of the pupil numbers and averages can 
be found in Table 9:1, from which it can be seen that 
female teachers, hati slightly larger classes on average 
than male teachers, and there were slightly fewer girls 
in the total pupil population. 
Male rreachers 
(n=24) 
Female Teachers 
(n=24) 
All '.reachers 
(n=4CS) 
'fable 9:1. 
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Boys Girls All l>upils. 
Nun'ioer :wean Number lvie an Number IEean 
"-
419 17 o45 38d l6 .l. 7 807 33* o2 
431 17.96 39b 
I 
16 .. 58 829 34 .. J4 
I 
850 17.70. 786 16 .. 37 1636 34o08 
Total Num-o er of ry;Qil s ana 1'/Iean Class Sizes 
Occurring in 48 Classrooms used in the Main 
Study.: 
Data Collection. 
'fhe teachers were individually approached as to the 
most convenient time for the completion of the full con text 
form of the repertorJ ·grid.. <B'or most Sl;J.bjects this was 
during the course of normal classroom duties, and the 
child.ren were asked to get on with work on their own while 
the teacher completed the test at the desk; for a minority 
I 
of teachers, for whom 1 it was not convenient for testing to 
I 
take place wi trD.n class, sessions were arranged either 
during the lunch break or after school. Subjects were asked 
to, prepare car-ds on 'Nhich the na,mes of the children were 
individually recorded in order to save time during the 
actual testing session. It soon became clear after a few 
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teachers baa completed the sessions that the average testing 
time would be greater than experienced with student teachers 
in the pilot study, and indeed most teachers reQuired half 
a morning to complete the grids, and a few required virtually 
the whole morning school period to go through the test 
procedureo 
After each pupil card had been numbered by the 
experimenter, the elicitation of the teachers' personal 
constructs ~,-vas carried out exactly in the manner described 
in the pilot studyo Both the order of const1~ct elicitation 
and the number of pupils assigned to emergent and implicit 
pole of each construct were carefully recorded by the 
exiJerimentero The elicitation of constructs proceeded 
until the subject had exhausted his repertoire, and when 
tr..is occured the teacher pas requested to rate, on a seven point 
scale, all of the c:b...ildren (elements) on the 
constructs that had been elicitedo When this exercise haa. 
been completed the teachers were asked to state at mhich 
pole of the construct they would prefer pupils to be; 
if the construct was extravert - ir..trovert, for example, 
they had to state whether they preferred tbe pupils to 
be introverted or extroverted. 
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This completed the individual testing phase of the 
data .collection, and t11e teachers were then requested to 
provide the remainder of the information over a four Yleek 
period; this comrJrised the completion of the l'iiinnesota 
Teacher Attitude Inventory (Cook, Leeds, Callis, 1951) 
and the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Rokeach, 1960) Form E; 
and concerning the pupils the teachers were asked to 
provide a rank ordering of their position in class, 
together VQth the occupation of each child's father, or 
if deceased or absent, the occupation of mother or 
guardian. 
It might be useful at this point to consider the 
timing of the data collection; the information from the 
teachers was obtained in the third term of the school 
year since it was considered ~hat ~he longer the Fe~iod 
of teacher-pupil contact the better the teachers would 
know the pupils, and the more reliable would be the resul~s 
which were obtained from them; this was felt to De 
par"ticu.w.rly important in regard to the background 
i 
information which a teacher might consider to be 
salient. Thus at the time of the individual grid 
testing session most teachers had known their pupils 
for at least seven months, and some, who had 
c'<ontact with the children in a previous class, had 
known t.hem for con.<Jj.dorably longer. 'J.'ho l.ocat:Lon of 
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the data collection within the tbi rd term also f'5.cili tated 
the provision of a ra.Tik order in class because even where 
there had been no end.of the year class tests, the teachers 
c auld. estimate the class position \'ti t.h a high degree of 
confidence based on all. the work completed in the r;revious 
two terms. No teacher reported any diff'icul ty in providing 
I 
this inf'orwation. 
1'he provision of' details concerning the social class 
background of pupils presented reuch more of a problem. First, 
there was the set of difficulties associated with teacher 
attitudes on this subject. Some schools recorded the 
occupation of children's parents as a matter of course 
and the information was readily available <::.nd quickly 
retrieved from the school fileso Vii th schools operating 
this system, there were, of course, no problems. However 
the majority of schools did not hold this information and 
there were two quite different expressed attitudes to 
obtaining this data. A number of teachers did not have 
ready access to parental occupation but were quite happy 
to ask either the a·hildren or other teachers to supply 
the details; but within several schools visited the head 
teachers maintained that they did not know the occupation 
of· the childrens' parents 7 nor would they like to knovv such 
information since it was felt that this might in some way 
afft:ct the teacher-pur;,il relationship. When pressed, all 
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of the heads acceded to the request for the class teachers 
to collect the social class data, though some only agreed 
because it was near to the end of school year, and thus 
any longer-term effects of this information on the teachers 
would be minimal. fhen at the level of the class teacher, 
several were unhappy a1i collecting this data and three 
teachers failed to supply this information, and so these 
had to be excluded from the sample. 
SUch an occurrence is not without interest, first of 
all, because it shows how sensitive some schools and teachers 
have become to the issue of pupils' social class, so much so 
in fact, that possession of this kind of information was 
regarded as harmful to the teacher-pupil relationship; 
one head teacher expressed the viewpoint, typical of many 
of his colleagues, th..a t it was better for the class 
teacher not to know about the pupils' social class background, 
then he or she could not be accused of bias towards 
particular groups of children. SUch a line of reasoning 
is, of course, naive, though it does show a commendaole 
de sire to be fair towards all pupils.. 'lhe fact that it 
had been thought about in the first place indicated that 
the whole subject was of some importance, and secondly, 
lack of objectiye _knowledge of a parent's occupation 
wo,?ld not prevent the teacher making assumptions about the 
social class background of pupils if' this was a category 
salient to him. 
I 
j•'' 
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'l'he second set of eiifficulties concerned with the 
collectlon of social class d.a-ca was the actual categorisation 
of the occupation wiihin the Hegistrar ~eneral's 
Classification. Joan B~rker 1unn (1970) asked the 
individual teachers in her sample to obtain the 
information as to parental occupation as best they could, 
and then the individual -ceachers coded the occupations 
I 
according to the Registrar General's five fold 
classification of Professional/lV.ianagerial; Clerical/ 
SUpervisory; Skilled Occupations; Semi-skilled 
Occupations: and Unskilled occupations. Even with the 
actual list of detaiied classifications in :t'ront oi' biro 
the experimenter found it difficult to decide on many 
occasions the appropriate grouping for an occupa'ti on, 
often oecause of the numerous suo-classifications within 
each job, depending largely upon the level c!' 
responsi bil.i ty which an individual had attained within 
an occupation. Thus unless each teacher had been given 
a copy of the Registrar ~eneral's classification, it 
was thought that teacher categori sa ti on of parental 
,· 
occupation, as carried out by Barker Lulll1, could be 
a possible scurce of error. 
fhere are difficu.l ties too, w:b..ich have arisen over 
I 
the relationship between the objective appraisal of the 
pupil's social. cl.ass oackground (by the Registrar. 
~eneral's classification, for example) on the one hand 
and the teachers' perception of the pupils' social class 
on the other. 
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.l:larker-Lunn, reportil.l£ on tbe General Social SUrvey made 
in l~b4 which c onsiuercd this c1uestion of the actual 
versus the perceived, 1 reported a correlation or· onl.y O.bO 
between the two; Goodacre (196~) also found tbat teachers' 
estimates of pupils' social class vvas unreliable, 
particularly with children of lower socio-economic status, 
a reason for this being given as the teacher's unfamiliarity 
' 
with the level of training and re sp onsibili ty involved in 
many manual occupations. 
It was after consideration of these points that the 
decision was made for -cbe teacher merely "tO supply the 
occupation of the ind.i vidual 1~upils 1 parents together 
with any details concerning the grade of supervision 
\vitbin tbe job; it was left to the experimenter to 
code each occupation according to the Registrar General's 
groupings. P.:n. additional consideration ·.vas that at that 
particular stage of the research it was no-c knovm w.hic.t1 
of "the occupational groupings classifications to use. 
jjarker Lunn had used five groups described above, and 
where a dichotomy was required into a higher and lower 
class division this was made to include classes l - 3 in 
the higher, and. 4 - 5 in the lower group. Of the 
two al terna ti ve classifications which the Hegi s"trar 
tieneral provides, t:r~at of Socio-economic Status on a 
9 point Scale was not considered as suitable for the 
present study, but the alternative division 
.\\ 
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in-co non-manual and manual had much to recommend it. On 
inspection of the data received from the teachers it seemed 
that this latter catego~isation would be the most 
appro:r:·:r·Lt te, mainly because in the use of the l - 5 scale, 
the majority of parents fell into group 3 (Skilled occupations) 
and use of this scale did not in practice ~ovide sufficient 
pupils to be grouped into the lower class category if a 1 - 3 
and 4 - 5 classification was adopted; however use of the 
I 
I 
mu.nu<J.l - non-rn3)1ual cl<J.ssificc.:.tion, by })rincipally a:ffectine 
the allocation of 1mpils erouped under social class 3, did 
provide a more even division of pupils into two groups. 
Hence the classification into manual ar1d non-manual was used. 
A word should be said finally concerning the collection. 
of data measuring teacher characteristics& The teachers found 
little difficulty in completing the IVITAI even though some did 
complain about the leng~h of the invento~J and the ambiguity 
I 
of some of the questions. The Dogmatism Scale presented a 
somewhat larger problem :J.nd ~?omo teachers expressed c1ui te 
strong disq_uiet at some of the questions; they were not, at 
the outset, informed as to the nature of the dogmatism 
questionna.ire being told that it was raerely an inventory to 
measure general attitudes to c ornpare within the more spec-ific 
. att~tudes sampled in the MTAI. Five teachers were sufficiently 
upset by the questionnaire that they refused to complete it, 
and therefore they h;:;~d to be eliminated from the study. 
., 
.\ 
Clearly a rather morel subtle and obliq_ue test of dogmatism 
is required for the future, for although this might be 
considered a satisfactory instrument for use \•ii th the 
largely captive population of second year undergraduate 
psychology students, \vi th an informed and experienced 
professional group considerable difficulties are 
experienced. 
All in all 1 the 1COllection of data was carried out 
I 
I 
smoothly and unobtrusively thanks largely to the 
willingness of all the teachers to participate in what 
I 
was, after all 1 a fai'rly heavy programme of testing; in 
fact each of the teacrers completing all of the data 
(there were 49 of these) must have spent in the region 
of two and a half hours supplying all the necessar,y 
information, and without this help, the study would not 
have been possibleo 
I i . 
I 
I 
~he Con~ont of ~eachers' Percentions. 
~he initia~ task arter ~he col~ectlon~ data from 
~he 4b primary schoo~ ~eachers involved the identification 
of those constrti.Cts vvhich were identlcal ln meanll1g to 
others, and tne grouping o:r tt1e1rt togethero This was not 
an attempt ~o classify all the cons~ructs produced under 
half a dozen all. emoracing categories, inc.l..uo.ing cons~Jructs 
which had dissimilar labe.l..s; tnis was simp.l..y an lni tial 
inspection o!· the dal:ia to ascertain those constructs wnicn 
were, :ror a.ll intents and 1mr1Joses, ~he same. An ex<:.J.mple 
can be provided fromi ~he constructs ~escri~ing the level 
of intelligence of the pu.yils; a number of different 
labels were employed, 'able - less able', 'good all round. 
ability - poor all rouna ability', 'intelligent - dull', 
'high IQ -low IQ', 'brlght- dull', a..:.'1d these were 
considered to be functionally equivalent, identifying 
the same pupil characteristic. 
After this prelimiuary sorting task had been 
accomplished it was possiole to see that 8Ldistinc1iive 
constructs had been produced from the total. o!· 446 
eliCl~ed !"r·om the teacherso 'l'he Construct which 
.?ccured most i'requen t.l..y was ·c.rlal:i ue scri rnng -che pupi.Ls' 
behaviour in class - 'well behaved -poorly-behaved' 
a.nd tnis one corlStruct accounted 1"or UJJproxiwately 
. 
9~b of all the constructs produced. (see 'J:able 10 :1) o 
.. \. ·, 
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Next in ranl-c order were tv,ro constructs describing the 
academic achievements of the pupils in ter:ns of the two 
principal curriculum areas in the primary school - reading 
and number work; taken' together tl1e se f'i r·st three o onstruots 
made up about.one-quarter of all the constructs produced, 
(24.4-4~-s). The next mos·t popular construct, again concerned 
with an acadGmic classification o:f the pupils, was that 
of general intelligence, ~ld so three out of the four mos~ 
I 
frequently used c onstru:cts described the academic achieve-
ment and potential of the pupils. 
Following the intelligence construct were three 
concerning a variety of pupil grm11)ings; the pupils' home 
background, comprising 6.2t3~{ of the total, was examined 
ver-.t closely at the time of elicitation, so that a precise 
meaning for this construct could be identified; it emerged 
quite clearly from this group of teachers tlmt this construct 
was being used in a relatively specific manner to refer to 
groups of pupils who had. difficult circwnstances at home. 
It was not taken to be an indication of the general cultural 
and economic status of the home, but rather (tal(en at the 
implicit pole.) to refer to .misfortunes and handicaps which 
could befall a family of any socio-economic status - blinaness 
of a parent, for example, or bro}:en families, divorced parents, 
generally unstable home environments, arid brothers and sisters 
who v1ere mentally handicappedo ':rhis construct ·Nas used, 
therefore, to categorise pupils 'Nho v.Jere exposed to specific 
problems and diffi6ulties at homeo 
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Rank Co:uotruct 'l'ote:1 
'u a % 
1 vlo 11 Bo hovod 40 8o97 
2 Good P.oodors 36 8 .. 07 
3 Good nt I-·Inths 33 7o40 
4o5 Intelligent 28 6 .. 28 
4o5 Good Hor;:,:> 
Bac!ct;round 28 6 .. 28 
6 ri5lpful to, 
Toachor 24 5oJ8 
7o5 Good/Interostod 
in Sport 22 4o93 
7o5 Artistic 22 4o93 
9 Hardworking 21 4o7l:. 
lOo5 E:.ctravort 19 4o26 
10o5 Sociablo 19 4o26 
12 Noat and Tidy 
V/ork 10 .2 .. 24 
O'~ihO:i:"B 144 J2o29 
!blo 
•u t % 
17 6 .. 91 
18 7o3l 
18 7o31 
15 6ol0 
13 5o28 
7 2o84 
l4 5o69 
14 5o69 
l2 4o87 
10 4 .. 06 
l4 5o69 
6 2.,44 
88 35~81 
Fcnale 
'n' % 
23 llo50 
18 9 .. 00 
15 7.50 
13 6 .. 50 
15 7o50 
17 8 .. .50* 
8 4 .. 00 
8 4o00 
9 4o50 
9 4 .. 50 
5 2o50* 
4 2.,::>0 
56 28 .. 00 
~P L .. 05 (x2 ono 
aample tost) 
Tc.OJ:¢ I 0: 1. Bsnk 0:.:-rlor. of. the Most Froguon":;ly ?J..~oduccd 
Te~cbera (n ~ h8)~ 
\ 
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A~ sixth place, representing just under 5~ of 
constru.cts used, vvas the second construct covering 
relationships with teacher, and this classified those 
pu9ils who wer8 helpful to the teacher; at seventh 
place was a construct describing the pupils' interests 
and capability in sporting activities, which was really 
the highest ranJced construct de scribing non-academic 
charac"teristics of pupils. Sharing rank seven was 
another construct dealing ~ath some aspect of pupil 
achievement - artistic, which did not refer to the 
overall creativen~ss of pupils, but rather described 
the abilities of :pu1;ils in the art and craft work at 
schoolo At construe~ rank nine was a dimension dealing 
with work habits of puyils - whether they were applying 
themsel ve's diligently to school work or not; It was· 
not until rank number ten that one finds the first 
personality construct and two- 'extraver~- introvert' 
and 'sociable - unsocic.ble' share equal rank. It might 
be considered that, these two constru.cts were me8.suring 
very similar pupi~ characteristics, and no doubt there 
is some degree of overlap; yet since there were some 
I 
teachers who used both labels in their repertoires it 
was considered that they should be regarded as separate, 
as in the pilot studyo 
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Qualitatively too, there is a distinction betvteen 
/ 
pupils who are shy and introverted, not seeking out the 
crowd, and those who are anti-social - the quality 
which is opposite to that of sociable. Finally at 
twelfth ra.nk was a construct describing the.·q_uality 
of presentation of :QUpils' worko Care had to be taken 
during the elicitation of constructs to determine that 
this did refer to work and not to PUl)ils' general 
. I 
appearance, and in only one case was this description 
used to indicate quality of yupils' dress etc. The 
dozen most popular constr~cts accounted for just over 
two-thirds ( 67. 71%) of all the c o:nstruct s produced, and 
it can be seen that over half of these are concerned 
with some kind of academic classification of pupils; 
only two de scribed personality characteristics. 
The remaining one-third of constructs proauced 
was noteworthy for the huge variety of different 
classifications made by the teachers. A large number 
of them concerned personality characteristics assessing 
such q_ualities as level of self confidence, degree of 
maturity and reliability of pupils; other popular 
personality labels incluc1 ed sense of humour, 
.-,aggressiveness, liveliness, and other 
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constructs concentrated upon particular difficulties 
which pupils experienced - speech defects, and other 
handicaps for example, and some pupils were noted for 
their precocity and for exhibiting sexual problems; 
~uite a number concerned the outside interests of 
pupils, whether they belonged to brownies and cubs, 
whether they were musical or good swirm:o.ers. Taking 
all the constructs produced by the teachers one could 
say that the teachers produced a considerable number 
of constructs which were common to those elicited from 
other teachers, but tbere were also constructs produced 
which were unique to ;each teacher, and represented 
! 
highly individualisti:c characteristics which they 
considered important -rrithin their own teaching situation. 
I 
I 
I 
It might be useful at this point to compare the 
I 
pattern of elicited constructs with that obtained by 
Nash ( 197 3). The Nash Study was a partie ipant 
observation exercise undertaken in one primary school 
in Scotland and there' were a number of separate aspects 
studied within the _·on'e survey; for example Nash was 
.... \ 
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interested in pupils' academic self perception, and the 
transfer between primary alld secondary schools and the 
perception of pupils' friendship groups, and so the 
study was in many cases very different from this 
investigation] his interest in the personal constructs 
i 
of teachers vva.s only really peripheral whereas for the 
present study it was central; and because Nash's 
methodology involved participant observation it vias very 
' 
different from the approach adopted here. The sample 
size of Nash's teachers in the priraarJ school, therefore, 
only totalled eight, one sixth the size of the present 
group of teachers; clearly, therefore, the kind of 
general conclusions which could be drawn from Nash's 
enquiry were limited since only a small group of 
teachers was involved, and in only one school; this 
is not to criticise Nash's design, because the 
objectives were quite different. 
The three most common constructs obtained fr01:~. 
the eight experienced teachers in Nash's scottish School 
were: 
l. Hardworking - lazyo 
2o Mature - Imrna ture. 
J. Well behaved - Poorly Behaved. 
·' 
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It can be seen that only one co:nstru.ct is comraon to the 
first three placed in both studies - that describing 
pupil behaviour. Nash does not give a rank order of all 
the constructs produced by the teachers, and so it is 
difficult to compare the 1.resent data with his constru.cts, 
save the first three, but he does remark (p.23) that no 
' 
constructs dealt specifically with the children's 
abilities. If the data from the -oresent sample is 
I • 
examined it can be seen, ·by way of contrast, that of 
the first three constructs ranked, two dealt specifically 
with particular academic aptitudes of children, and the 
fourth ranked construct described general intellectual 
capacity. Compare this vri th Nash's statement: 
II ?rom these 1
1 
teachers I only occasionally 
i 
elicited such constructs as 'Bright -Dull', 
'.Does Good Work - Does Poor Work' , and 
I 
I 
I 
'High IQ - Low IQ'." (p .. 23) 
This was clearly a surprise to Nash for he states that 
later on he did obtain these weasures from other l)rirnary 
sahool teachers, though unfortunately there is no mention 
of the context in vihich they were obtained. These later 
·• finding:z are ignored however vvhen Nash draws together the 
I 
conclusions at the end of the book: 
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II Using (the rel)Ortory erid) tech-Yliq_ue it 
was possible to show that teachers normally 
saw their pupils not only - nor even mainly 
-in terms of their academic ability, but 
more generally in terms of their persona.li tyn. 
(Ibid., p .. ll9) 
This is an interesting conclusion from two points of view; 
firstly it is a somewhat bold generalisation to make on 
the basis of a sample of eight, presumably female, teacher$ 
and secondly it seems co:ntra.ry to what might be called a 
common sense view of \'vhat teachers' perceptions might 
comprise; it does appear slightly absurd to claim that 
pupimare not seen by teachers in a learning situation in 
school in terms of their academic abilities. Fortunately 
the eml)irical evidence, vvith a more re,Presentative sample, 
is provided LJ. t:he present investieation which casts 
doubts on this conclusion of Nash's. The q_uestion 
remains, however, as to how this difference between the 
studies arose. The first consideration is suggested by 
Nash himself, who states the school he investit;ated had 
a local reputation IDr. being 'progressive' and 'child 
centred' and that such l)rogressivism was reflected in the 
··• teachers' concel)tualisation of children in persona.lity 
rather thd.n ability terms. Again this is an interesting 
_.\. 
·• 
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hypothesis but which req_uires rather more verification 
than provided; there is a problem too on the definition 
of a personality characteristic ~nd, for example, there 
needs to be some agreement on whether a description of 
wo:d~ habits - such as hardworkii.'lg-lazy - is a personality 
variable, or whether it is more appropriately defined in 
' i 
terms of an academic classification of pU})ils. Even so 
if the rank order of constructs produced by the presen"ti 
I 
study is examined ~arefully, three of the four most 
frequent constructs describe the pupils in terms of academic 
qualities .. 
The second reason for the different results might 
be due to the sex of the te:1chers, which in the :i'~a.sh study 
is presumed to be all female. In tle present investigation 
some differences of construct freg_uency did o.:ppear between 
the male and female teac:hers; for example, while :male 
teachers ranked mathematical ability third, female 
teachers ranked it fanrth, ::.tnd there were slight differences 
too in the r~1king of intelligence, helpfulness to teacher, 
and pupils' home background, but the differences were by 
and large quite small and in terms of the constructs which 
compare with those obtained by Nash, no significant 
differences between the sexes occured. 
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A third cause of a.i fferen t results c auld be the 
different forms of -che reper·-cory grid used in the -cwo 
s"tudie s. Mention has au.~eady oe en made of the .Lack of 
research evidence concerning 11r .. e comparaoility oetween 
""Ghe various forms of' the reper-cory grid, and it might oe 
the case that dif:t'erent forms are sensitive ·co different 
interpersonal characteristics. lf one inspects the 
construc-cs producea oy -che secondary teachers investiga-ced 
oy Nash (-ahicn ar·e .Li s-eed, un.Like those for the primary 
"teachers) it can be seen tha-c "they ao comprise personali-cy 
charac""Geris"tics ra-cher -chan descriptions of abilities, 
though "there are on.Ly three teachers involved. Does this 
mean therefore that the original "triadic mode of construct 
elicitation produces a conceptualisation of persons and 
situations different from the f'ul.L context form? fhis 
question needs to be answered in -che very near future. 
fhe necessity of examining the possible differential 
effects of various forms ot t.he repertory grid is underlined 
when the pilot study described earlier is brought into 
comparison; in the first :place the construct 'hardworking-
lazy• appeared much more salient wi·cn "the student teachers 
i 
than with t.he group 'Of 46 ex-perienced teachers, but at -che 
same time, 'hardworlcing-.Lazy' was the most important 
d.imensi on oo tained by J:IJ·ash. 'l'he other irr.p ortant c onstruc "t 
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which he obt3.ined, second only to the one just itemised, 
1.-va.s 'mature-immature' which was only utilised by two of 
the student teachers and five in the main studyo For 
some reason difficult to find, the maturity of pupils was 
regarded as a much J£J.ore salient characteristic by the 
scottish teachers than 'Yi th a comparable Ep..,gli sh group. 
Extending the c OT!ll)ari son with the pilot study for a 
moment, it is interesting to :.'1o"te how reading o.:;cv.pied 
such a prominent place vii th the ex,11erie:nced teachers, bu-c 
did not feature at ·all in the stuc1ent group. Reading is 
q_ui te clearly a most im})Ortant area of pupil acr.d.evement 1 
indeed it underpins "the indelJendent study approach to 
learning which is a feature of most of today's primarY 
schools, and one would think that it would be regarded 
as of equal importance to mathematics; yet while the 
student te:Jehers crul9. classify pupils according to 
mathematical ability, "they did not do so for re~dingo One 
possible explanation :for this might be that the reading 
environm.ent is a much more co::nplex affair than that of 
mathematics, which is so often quite highly programmed 
in a graded scheme; therefore I:'Ji thin the six weeks 
period students just do not have sufficient time to become 
,: fully acquainted vii th the re2.cling capabilities of the pupils .. 
_.\ \ 
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Also the experienced teachers supervising the students 
may thin1c that ta.ldng chare.e of reading is too complex 
a part of the curricu.lulft for students to deal vrith and 
so keep this responsibility to themselves. The other, 
less charitable, explanation is that students are not 
sufficiently sensitized to the importance of readiug 
I 
I 
skills during their college preparation. Another 
interesting difference between the experienced teachers 
and the students is that the latter obviously regarded 
creativity as an important pupil characteristic, ranking 
it fifth, while for the experienced group this did not 
feature among the first twelve constructs and appeared 
only five times. The explanation for this difference 
might be yet again in the kind of emphasis given in "teacher 
training courses which would regard the encouragement of 
individual creativity, imagination, and expression as of 
very great importance. Experienced teachers faced with many 
other kinds of problems of a longer term character - eleven 
I 
plus examination results and the coping with deprivation, 
for example - might not consider this 1)articular objective 
as of such importance. 
Two other diffe:r~ences between the experienced and 
inexperienced teachers deserve a mention. First in the 
pilot study group the construct •noisy-quiet• was ranked 
.·; 
at number ten, while from the experienced group only three 
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teachers mentioned this dimension; a possitile explanation 
for tllis discre:Ja.ncy could lie in the fact that for a 
student teacher in the teaching practic·e situation the 
2_:>erc ei ved noise in his class is often taken a.s an 
indication of his ability to maintain discipline and 
control •Nith "the class, and thus this construct is quite 
s.n importal"lt one for the ~nrentice 
... -
teacher; \-Vi -ch tl:le 
exl_)erienced teacher, howevrn"', there ..::.re ~.;;nerally few 
problems wi-ch classroom control~ and noisy children are 
coped with relatively easily and so the dimension does 
no~ assume particular im.9ortance - d:Lsciplin .. 3, control, 
keepi~~ the children's noise at reasonable level becomes 
'taken for g:ran~ed.'. The second di stiiJ.Cti on lies in the 
use of t.i:1e construct describing aJ:J.d categor:Lsi1:1,s t:'le home 
background of pupilso This was not ranked amongst the 
fourth· er_Flal by the main study sam.:;;leo Here ag_o,in the 
students were conc~:;rned vvi th short terrn teaching 
I 
considerations mainly involving the establishment of -cheir 
own teaching compete.nce and over such a brief period of 
contact as six weeks, found it very difficult to bring 
these longer term f2ctors into accounto For the student 
teacher the classroom might be a much more complete and 
,:.isolated socj_s.l and learning si tuatic,n than in the 
experienced teache~~ eyes who is able to tru:e a 
I 
longer 
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term view and can see over a perioa of time how the 
factors of home ci rcumst:;anc e s affec.t -Dehavi our and 
learning in school. 
The comparisons between the main ~nd pilot study 
groups must of necessity be treated with caution, since 
the student teachers num-bered only twenty, and may not 
be representative of the student teachers in training 
throughout the country.. Taking the two studies toge-cher, 
however, and looking at them ii1 very broad terms, the 
differences can be readily explained in terms of the 
functionalist viewpoint discussed much earlier in the 
"thesis. For the student teacher the classroom presents 
a rather different kind of situation than it does for the 
experienced teacher, and because there are q_uite 
different aims and purposes bet\''leen the two, the 
information sought out about the pupils is different. 
Experienced. teachers,· therefore, 'View~readirg ani home ta.ck-
ground~ more salient in the teaching situation than do 
inexperienced student teachers, who in their turn regard 
creativity, independence and noisiness of pupils as of 
more immediate importance to them. A. tentative conclusion 
that might be dra\vn at this stage, after a preliminary 
analysis of the data, would be that the overall purpose 
. . 
·and functional significance of the classroom situation 
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to student and experienced teachers differs to some 
degree and that this affects the way in which "'the 
children are perceived. Care must be talcen not to 
overgeneralise this 'conclusion for if one examines the 
frequency of constructs produced by students and 
experienced teachers, one finds that there is a large 
degree of overlap indicating considera-ble agreemen"t 
between the two groups on what is salient in the class-
room. 
The last point to be covered concerning the rank 
order of cons-eructs produced by "the, main sample of 
teachers v,ras to examine any sex differences in the number 
of individual constructs elicited. As can be observed 
from '.Cable 10:1 only two differences emerged which were 
statistically significant: the first, involving tbe 
construct 'helpful to teacher' indicated that vJomen 
teachers used this dimension more than did males; indeed. 
on 1:1 r:.:.t.nkint; by s(;x basis, for the women teac;hers it would 
be third, consisting of ~.5% of their total construct 
usage, while for men it would be rated eleventh, making 
up only 2 .. 84?~ of their total number of constructs used. 
There was quite a marked difference, therefore, in the 
.:relative saliency of this construct as between men and 
women teachers. The other difference occured in the use 
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of the construct 1 sociable - unsociable' with male 
teachers using this category significantly more than 
females. 
A possible explanation for these findings might lie 
in the fact that women teachers view the classroom in a 
way which emphasises their relationship with pupils, 
whereas for men the relationship with teacher, while 
clearly important, is not quite so personal and they 
may be slightly more detached and less emotionally 
involved than women. The greater sensitivity of male 
t(:ucht'::r:o to J.!UpLL-pupJl Jntoru.ct:l.on mu.y t:q;peur cont'J·;J.·cy 
to the general finding of women's greater interest in, 
and orientation towards, personal relationsh~ps (Little, 
1968u; Gutmann, 1965) though Hronfenbrenner (l95b) has 
cnllod J.nto 11uu:Jtlon the :ldoa of ·r~:Jgurding 1:nte:r·perfJonul 
sensi t:i. vi ty as a unitary trait, and suggests instead t llli t 
it consists of a number of separate variables. The results 
obtained in this study V"IGU.ld be supportive of'Hronfenbrenner's 
more discriminating viewpoint, and may be a reflection of 
the male tenaency to show greater interest in group 
behaviour and co-operation between group members than 
females (Hutt, 1972). ~age (1955) also found that male 
teachers were more accurate than female teachers in 
ju<gi.ng the sociometric choices of their pupils, though 
the differences were not statistically significant. 
_.\.· 
1 .. 
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' 
' G .._:,I·:i:.>ilWC'~ C c\.'l' i~G (hi: 
~cademic Achievement 
I 
i 
l-'c rsona1i ty Character-istics 
l3eb:Lvi our & i.~ela ti onshi) 
with '.!.:e'.:l.C!ler 
Home ~3actground 
Interests & Hobbies 
Phyoicul 
l:~i scclLl.1lCOU3 
'i'UT i1.J.1 
195 
,. (') 
00 
3D 
30 
15 
11 
446 
43 .. 72 
19 .. 7 3 
6 .. 73 
3 .. 36 
100. 0 00 
~---------------~-----~----""---~ ... 
Table 10:2 
.~ 
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As mentioned in the pilot study, examination of 
the individual constructs produced a useful, but limited 
method of aJJ.alysis largely because a substantial part of 
the data was ignored; a more inclusive approach vras 
therefore carried out, which involved assit;ning all of 
the constructs produced to a number of broad categories. 
With the exception of the miscellaneous category the 
classification employed was identical to that 1)roduced ir ..
the pilot study though the di stri bu ti on of constructs 
within categories was different; the range of 
individual constructs was much greater for the 
experienced teachers, though apart from ll constructs 
there was no difficulty in placing them in the 
categories previously described. 1'he details are 
presented in Table 10:2. 
Since the initial categories were derived from 
the pilot study sample it would be worthwl1ile to examine 
the distribu·bon of constructs within each category 
;~J~uced by student and experienced teachers. Firstly 
-::-. .:: :-~~ o::..~ier for the first three categories was the 
-•• •• ('_.1 ·' '• -, • ' ,-•• - < r' r' ·, · ' I'-.-, C t· il:' v.l· "'t l. '' " 
.•. ..._ ...... . l. ... ~·. ....... c.;.. v . .! .;;.J '-.... >.::> of pupils 20st numerous; 
:;..·.:--:. 2.::s ·.·,-~,:3 e:..lmost identical, though the coi:lposi tion of 
v:Cls different, with experienced teachers 
l.<;~ :::~ •.:::~:.::c. sis more on specific skills and abilities, 
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while the pre-service groul) regarded general intell.igence 
as more salient. With just under half of all the 
constructs used by both groups being rel<J.ted to the 
academic perception of the pupils, it served to underline 
the .contrast previously noted between these findings and 
those presented by Nash (1973). 
Personality characteristics formed the next most 
frequent group of constructs v.,ri th just under 20% of the 
total used. (This compared with 28o91o obtained from the 
student teachers). It is worth noting that the rank 
order of the most freq_uently used indj.vidua.J. personality 
characteristic - 'introversion- extroversion' was 
relatively low at number ten (see Table 10:1), and yet 
personality characteristics made up the second largest 
category of constructs used. Personality dimensions 
are used frequently by teachers 1 therefore) but unlike 
those associated with cognitive activities and behaviour 
in the classroom thei·c is much less agreernent on which 
I 
particular characteristics are salient. Greater 
variation in constructs used is therefore typical of this 
category • 
. ;
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In respect of the t.hird category, describing· 
pupils' behaviour and relationship with teacher, it can 
be noted that the proportions of constructs contained 
therein was similar for both experienced (l5o47%) and 
student teacherso (17.0~{). 
The three most important groups of constructs for the 
I 
present sample of 48 experienced primary school teachers, 
therefore, were those; defining the academic, personality 
and behavioural perceptions of the pupils·and these three 
divisions represented7'd.92% of all constructs used 
(compared with the student teacher l"Jercent2.ge of 90.20) 
with over half of this accounted for by academic perception. 
The remaining 20% of constructs was divided between 
I 
I four categories; home background, as already explained, 
was clearly a much more relevant and important construct 
to experienced than student teachers, and con'tained a 
I 
wider variation of individual constructs such as 'deceased 
father', 'only children' and 'handicapped parents': only 
~ three constructs in this category pointed to a specific 
cultural level· of home background: one described the 
level of sophistication of the home, another described 
I 
I 
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whether or not the children came from 'cosmopolitan• 
families, this being 
1 
an indication of whether the 
children were either well travelled or came from 
the. local area, and the third, which was the only one 
to specifically mention class, referred to whether 
children came from middle or working class backgrounds. 
Two comrnents.can be made concerning this home 
bijckground category; firstly, that apart from being 
a more salient characteristic than for student teachers, 
it was also a more dii'ferentiated and articulated 
category wben employed by experi0nced teachers. secondly, 
the use of the construct •good home - poor home•, used by 
Nash as an indication of l)erceived social class of pupils, 
is regarded, in the context of the present study, ~Qth 
some dubiety because.with this sample of 4b teachers, 
home background perceptswere far ra.ore in terms of 
specific problems and handicaps than in terms of social 
status .. 
The remaining two categories of Interests and 
Hobbies and Physical characteristics were very similar 
to those obtained in the pilot study, though rathe,r more 
physical characterist-ics were noted by the experienced 
-~ 
teachers including such things as speech defect~ and 
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other handicaps, whether children were coloured, and so 
on. As can be seen in the main study, a residual 
category was left containing 11 constructs of such a 
miscellaneous and Varied nature that precluded their 
classification under any other heading; it included 
constructs designating whether or not pupils stayed to 
lunch, brought sandwiches to school, or 
demanded homev;ork from the teacher. 
A recent study which employed a similar, though not 
identical repertory grid technique to investigate 
teachers' perceptions of their children was carried out 
by Ingleby and Cooger (1974-). Tb.t')Y sent out QUestionnaires 
to 41 teachers in infant schools in the London ~orough of 
Waltham Forest, which asked them to define "those aspects 
of cbildren of which their job made theiL. most aware 11 ; 
a total of 29 teachers replied supplying 320 suggestions 
which were then grouped under six headings which became 
the six scales on which 15 teachers rated a random 
sample of six boys and six girls taken from their classrooms. 
-· 
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~he six groupings were: (positive extremes only describe<i) 
l. Character 
2. Brightness 
3. Work 
4. sociability 
5o nome 
6.. Language 
Obedient, co-operative, helpful, 
responsible, generally well behaved. 
Well enaowed mentally (regardless of 
application); good reasoning ability, 
observant, original. 
! 
I 
~flakes full use of bis mental endowments, 
whether 'bright' or not, i.e. keen, 
I 
I 
i intere·sted, attentive, deterr:Uned. 
A good mixer; corrmmnicative, friendly, 
popular. 
Has a 'good' home background, i.e. one 
which encourages his adjustment and 
progress at school. 
I 
I 
Good corrunand of English (whether talkative 
or not). 
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While not being identical to tl"Je categories obtainE:d to 
those of the present study, there are several ca"tegories 
which are similar, of which the first, defined by 
Ingleby and Cooper, most closel;y resem-bles the oehaviour 
and relationship vvith teacher category. 'l1he second and 
third categories do resemble the academic perception 
category obtained in the current investie;ation, though 
there is no mention of specific skills in particular 
subject areas wr.tich formed such a prominent part of the 
48 teachers perception of pupils' cogEitive capabilities. 
There is a problem too, concerned with the categorisation 
of personality characteristics ·,,,.,hich are associated with 
academic work in school. Like Ingleb;y and Cooper the 
present author grouped under the cognitive category those 
personality characteristj_cs w}lich described the way in which 
pupils responded to learning in school; and this might 
have led to an overemphasis of the distinction between 
the present results and those 1mt forward by Nash. There 
is a clear difficulty here, and while one can agree with 
1:-leim (1970) on the interrelation ship between cognitivE: and 
personality characteristics, nevertheless there does seem 
to be a qualitative differ·ence betvveen those discriminators 
which apply to the V!Ork habits of children- neat, 
i:r:naginative, industrious for example -and those which can 
be more e~propriately grouped as non-cognitive - happy; 
shy, introvert and submissive for instance. 
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The sociability category would obviously overlap with the 
present author's personality characteristic category, 
though the latter would include personality dimensions 
of pupils not necessarily c onn.ected with sociability -
politeness, quick tempered, precocious, and self reliant, 
for exampleo Home b~ckground is iuentical to that 
obtained by the present author; the language category 
used by Ingleby and Cooper BfJpears somewhat ambiguous, 
in that their criterion for this category was the 
child's level of talkativeness, which would seem largely 
unrelated to whether or not he possessed a good command 
of English. 
Taken as a whole the Ingleby and Cooper results 
do present a broad measure of agreement with the categories 
obtained by. the present author, and :f.ive out of their six 
categories are paralleled by the first four categories 
obtained from the t'eachers in the 1'Iidlands. 
This conc.Lu.des the descriptive account of the 
contents of the teachers' perceptions, as obtained using 
t:r..e repertory grid tecr ..nique, and .it provides an ansvter 
to Hastorf' s (1955) first question co1icerning the 
quality of experience in social perception. The 
results from this study indicated that 
tbe most widely used individual constructs consisted of 
those describing the behaviour and intellectual qualities 
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of pupils, while particular personality const:ruc"ts 
attracted a comgaratively lovv ranl-cing. It was 
hyj_')OlJhesised that this might be due to the lack of 
agreement as to tJ1e s~lient personality chl:).ractr.rieticz 
of pupils as dls~Jinct from ~Jhe generally agreed 
dimensions in the'academic sphere. To some extenlJ 
this was sup11orted by an analysis employing all the 
I 
constructs w·hich showed that personality descrip"tions 
.::.cc ounted for the second largest group o:f teachers' 
percepts. By far,the larges"t category, however, 
described the work habits, capabilities and attainments 
of pupils, and this presents an opposite result to 
.-\. 
that obtained by Nash ( 197 3) which suggested that 
teachers saw pupils largely in terms of personali"ty 
characteristics. 
The differences occurnng between the main 
8.-Dd pilot study wE?re explained somewhat tentatively, in 
terms of functionalist theory, though cau-cion was 
expressed because of the small size of the pilot study 
sample. Ho\vever, i they point to future lines of re searcn. 
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A significant difference V·ts.s obtained between male 
and female teachers 1 use of two constructs concerned 
with pupil relationships, which indicated that while 
women teachers might be more sensitive to teacher-pupil 
relationships, men teachers regard pupil-pupil relation-
ships as more saliente 
Some support was obtained from the Ingleby and 
Cooper (1974) study of 15 infant teachers in respect 
of the broad categories used to classify the teachers 1 
perceptions, thougb a slightly larger number of 
. • I perceptual categorl6s were obtained in the ~resent 
study e 
Finally, it was thought necessary to point out 
the need for more research into the various formats 
of the repertory grid so that tl::.e assumption that the 
different forrn s of the grid produce iden t j_cc.l results 
can be upheld or refuted. 
Chapter 11. 
The Effects of Teacher Characteristics on 
Perceution .. 
The aim of the present chapter is to examine 
whether or not certain selected teacher characteristics 
affect, in systematic ways, the pattern of perception 
described in the previous chapter. The pilot study 
results indicated that this might vYell be the case and 
so for the main study three teacher variables were 
selected for study - teacher sex, teacher dogmatism 
and degree of formality of the teacher. The description 
I 
I 
of the tests used is:recorded in the pilot study in 
Chapter 8 and so test details will not be given here. 
The procedure adopted, therefore, consisted of an 
analysis of the influence of teacher variables on the 
number and type of constructs .. 
Hefore this investigation however, it was 
necessary to determi~e the extent of possible 
relationships between the independent variables, and 
I 
I 
the mean scores of t11e teachers on both the D scale 
.:; 
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and the l'iiTAI can be seen in fable 11:1. Taking 
dogmatism first, it can be seen that the overall D 
score is almost identical to that obtained from the 
student teachers, though the standard deviation is 
larger indic~ting a rather greater spread of scores 
as one would er_Ject with u. larger number of subjects. 
Compared with the other group means recorded in 
·rable 8:7 (p.198) the level of doGm::ttisa apl)ears 
comparatively low. No significant difference existed 
between the means for male and female teachers, though 
the variances for the two groups did differ 
significantly (F = 2ol9; poL o05) o Tur·ning to the 
MTAI it can be seen by comparing the m~n f3tudy 
results in Table 11:1 with those recorded in 'fable 
8:9 (p.200) in the pilot study that, as one would 
expect, experienced teache~s' scores are lower than 
those recorded for student teachers, and approximate 
more nearly to the lower norms .obtained for experienced 
teachers. Inspection of the mean scores for the 24 
male and 24 female experienced teachers in the main 
study revealed a difference of over eight points, 
indicating a less formal and more child centred 
approach from the female teachers, but. this difference 
~etween the two means was not significant (t = 1.15; N.S.). 
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D OGiii~ 'i' I Siil. l2l'AI 
I'!ieano S.Do l1Iean. S. Do 
L'b.le (24) 1!~0 017 19.49 5.17 23 .. l7 
' 
Female ( 24) 11~2 .. 21 28.82 13.79 27 <> 35 
All 'l'eachers (48) 141.19 25.,17 9 0 48 25.71 
I 
Table 11:1. Means and Standard Deviations of 
Male and Female 'i'eachers' Scores 
on the 11-'l'r.AI and. Dogmatism scale. 
'I'hus tbe scores of the 48 teachers on both the D 
scale and -che 1\'lT.A.I revealed no surprises and no 
significant differences were found between the sexes on 
their average scores. 'rhG degree of association between 
I 
the D. Scale and the Jil'l' • .:..I was de-cermined oy -che Spearman 
I 
.Rank Correlation Coefficient which revealed a hieh 
negative index of Hho= -0.63. Again tb.is would oe an 
expect4d f'inail'l£S since the Nl'l'Al does, to some extent, 
measure authoritarian atti-cueles within the classroom; 
~o some part of the MTAI does include a measure in a 
opc::cifj_c soc:i.aJ. si tu:.l.tion, of the more e;enerul dogmatic 
u.nu uutho:r:J.t::i:r·ian u.tt:Ltuues :3U.lYllJlod Dy tho D Soo:ce. 
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For example, a low s,corer on the M'.rAI is defined as, 
I 
"tending to think in terms of his status, 
the correctness o:t' the position he takes on 
classroom matters, and tbe subject matter 
to be covered rather than in terms of what 
the pupil needs', feels, knows~ and can do. 11 
(Cook et al; 1951, p.J.) 
and this clearly implies a highly dogmatic attitude; 
i 
indeed in a footnote (Ibid., Po 4.) Cook claims tha-c the 
poor 'adjustment mechanisms' which characterise the 
'inferior teacher' stem indirectly from the work of 
Adorno et. al. (1950, Chapter 7). 
Having examined the degree of relation ship bet we en 
the independent variables it is now necessary to examine 
their influence on the number of constructs occurr1ng in 
I 
the main categories describing academic, personality and 
behavioural perception, which accounted for just under 
80% of all constructs used. The overall number of 
const!'ucts lJroduced in a repertory grid has been used 
as one indication of the cognitive complexity of an 
individual (Crockett, 1965), though a measure very close 
.~ 
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to this has been employed by Mayo (1960) and Ashcraft (1963) 
(see Appendix One) o In their procedure subjects were 
asked to produce as many constru.cts as possible for each 
triadic sort a.11d the total number of constructs produced 
indicated the degree of cognitive complexityo Most 
measures of cognitive complexity ignore the variable of 
the number of constructs which an individual produces, 
and instead concentrate on measures of complexity 
within a grid based on a common set of supplied rating 
scales. It is suggested that these operational definitions 
of cognitive coraplexi ty ignore the naturally occurr1ng 
responses of the subject to either situations or persons, 
both in terms of the number and the 'quality' of constructs 
produced, and so laboratory restraints are imposed upon 
naturally occurrmg perceptions; it is often the case too 
that the judgemental task i:S very unrealistic, req_uiring 
subjects to evaluate photographs seen for the first time 
or to take part in artificial interviews, which again may 
be a distortion of the way in which a subject responds to 
a more natural event. 
Very little is knovm of the influences which may 
affect our ability to discriminate and differentiate 
our social environment, though Wi tldn ( 1962 has 
suggested a series of explanations based upon the 
.-;, 
concepts of an articulated versus global 
cognitive style. One interesting piece of work in an 
< 
'' 
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education context was carried out by Runlce:L and Damrin 
(1961) who investigated the effects of ~raining on the 
number of dimensions! used by teachers to conceptualise their 
I 
pupils. The effects of training were at first to restrict 
? 
the individuals cognitive franework, caused by the · 
i 
focusing on relevant~ and discarding of irrelevant, 
categories; later on,the individua~s kit of relevant 
! 
categories was extended and enlarged as more information 
was provided to enable finer discriminations to be made 
between the social stimulio ~hus the level of knowledge 
and experience of the subjects had a direct influence on 
the complexity of percep~ion 7 and generalising from this 
it is likely that cognitive complexity is to some extent 
situation specific. 'However within-.similar situations 
individual differences in the degree of differentation 
are likely, and these may be due to systematic personality 
differences. Thus within the present study . the 
overall number of constructs produced by individual 
- I - . 
teachers ·was regarded as a measure of dimensionality or 
differentation, and in order to distinguish this concept 
from tbat of cognitive complexity, the description construct 
complexity will be used.. 
I 
It is similar to the measure of 
cognitive complexity used by Crockett (1965). 
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'reacher Sex~ 
Although differences in perception between males 
and females have been reported in the li~erature, many of 
these studies have only marginal relevance to the present 
i 
enquiry, since it has -been usual for botb judge and observed 
others to be adult subjects; in the present context 
there is a marked difference in age between perceiver and 
perceived and also there exists a compliant relationship 
with regard to the teacher's authorityo 
The total nll.Illber of constructs produced by the 48 
teachers was 446, givingauean score of 9.29 constructs 
per teacher. This compared with a mean score of 9 o 70 for 
the pilot study sample of s"tudent teachers,. Table 11: 2 
indicates, however, that a significant difference occurred 
between the number of constructs used by men and wo1rien 
teachers, with the latter using sienifica.ntly fewer 
constructs than men. · *·* This gave a result different 
from that which occurred in the pilot study group, though 
that sample contained a marked sex inbalance •. The conclusion 
which should be drawn from this data therefore is that male 
teachers are more complex than female teachers; this f'indi ng · 
·>~-*NOTE. Because of equal sample sizes in the main study 
't'tests were used to assess the differences between scores, 
2 
since this is a more powerful test than, say, X However, 
' I in order to ensure that variances were similar an F test was 
' 
carried out prior toeach't'test. 
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I 
! 
I Male ·~sao hQ:r&~ (24) 
I 
Female ~reachers ( 24) 
All Teachers ( 4()) 
i 
Total Mean 
246 10o25 
200 8o33 
446 9o 29 
SD. 
o .. 50 
* 0 .. 44 
0.36 
* t ::: 13 .. 91; 
p.L .. OOl 
Table 11:2. Totals, Means and Standard Deviations 
of Male and Female Teachers Constructs 
(Construct Complexity)o 
supports the results' obtained by Erwin et al .. (19o7) and 
! 
Seaman and Koenig (1974), though is opposite to that 
reported by Crockett (l9b5) and Heach and Wertheimer (1961) 
using a free response approach to the measure of 
differentationo The; hypothesis tha"t female teachers are 
less complex than male teachers could \-vell dovetail into 
the research findings of Kohn and Fiedler (1961) which 
indicated that females relied more on stereotyping in 
judging others, and evaluated people on less information 
than did males .. 
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The investigation into the effects of sex on academic 
perce:t>~ion of pupils produced rem.tl ts v:hich indicated that 
male teachers used significantly :more constru.ct :3 cone er-:--1ed 
with the academic characteristics of pupils than female 
teacberse 
'1: otal Iif.iea:o. 
Male '.reachers ( 24) I 112 4.,b7 I Oo24 I 
Female Teachers (24) I 83 3o 46 Oo 29 I I . 
All Teachers 
'l.'able 11:3 o 
( 48) 195 4o06 0 .. 21 
"'i; = l5o 37 
p L .. OOl 
. Totals, Nies..:.r'ls anci Standard Deviations of 
Male a..YJ.d Female 'r e ache r s' ?rod action of 
'Academic 1 Constructs. 
1'his result was not entirely unexpected and suggests tha-c 
male teachers see t.heir role in slightly more academic 
terms than females who probably regard other pupil 
characteristics as of equal salienceo This greater number 
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of constructs in the academic category also accounts for much 
of the difference in ithe total number of co:astructs used. 
I 
' 
As far as the use of personality constructs is 
concerned the data, as show:.1. in Table ll: 4 show . no 
significant differences, though there is a slight tendency 
' 
I 
away from the expected direction, for male teachers do use 
more personality constructs than women, a finding that 
would differ from that reported by 1i ttle (l968a). However, 
judging children in class is a different situation in many. 
respects to that used by Little, and so the two resul~s 
may not be comparable. 
Total Mean S.D. 
Male Teachers ( 24) 51 2 .. 12 1. 21' 
Female Teachers ( 24) 37 1 .. 54 0 .. 91 t: :: 1.83, 
p ;;:;: L .lO 
(n. s: All Teachers 
'fable 11:4 
(4o) 88 1 .. 83 1 .. 09 
Totals, Means, and Standard Deviations 
of ?ersonc3.lity Constructs Produced. ~ 
Male and Female Teachers. 
-.0:. 
-_~\ -. 
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The last group. of congtructs consisted o:t' l:b.ose 
describing the relati?nship vvi th teacher and behaviour in 
class - vvhat Ingleby and Cooper (1974) term 'character'. 
The use of this category revealed yet another difference 
due to the sex of the; teacher \Vi th women using more of 
these constructs than men. This cluster of constructs is 
particularly relevant to the pattern of authority exercised 
by the teachers over their pupils, and women teachers do 
seem to be especially aware of 'pupils I get on with', who 
i 
are 'helpful and poli;te to me' or who are ·' sociable vti th me' • 
It would seem therefore that vvomen teachers may be more 
sensitive to the pupil s 1 dependency on them while men 
teachers may regard this as relatively unimportant. Vlhether 
this fj_nding implies :that female teachers have more 
'favourites' among pupils it is difficult to say, but 
generally speaking it does reveal the more wide spread 
! 
feature of a higher regard paid to personal relationships 
by women, as v.,rell as the ex hi bi ti on of more nurturant 
uch;J.Viour. Butt (1972) SUliUJI<:J.l'ises tho positj.on thus :-
11 The evolu ti,mary heritage of modern man 
probably predisposed the males to be more 
aggressive, more exploratory, more vigorous 
.~ <ind wore croup orientated and the females 
to bo relatively more passive, and dependent, 
more nurturant, more 1ler'oa.l, more concernea. 
;,vith morals and social conventions and less 
adventurous .. 11 (Hutt~ 1972; p .. l07) 
This observa-cion would accord with Allport, Vernon and 
Lindzey (1951) whose results \vi th the study of Values 
Inventory showed women scored higher on the aesthetic 
social and religious scales, whereas men were 
politically and theoretically orientated .. One extract 
especially gives particular point to the findings of 
-che present s~udy with regard to the relationship/ 
behaviour dimension: 
11 V/omen are more concerned thaJl men with 
. moral issues; 'they protest more vehemently 
vmere they perceive injustice; they are 
more concerned with social mores~ 
and codes of e: onduct 11 • 
and Lindzey, 1961.) 
(Allport, Vernon 
It would seem that tl:1e alJl")arent greater use of relationship 
and behaviour constructs used by women teachers in this 
sample would lend support to that viewpoint. 
'. 
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1'ot.J.l Mea{J. s. :o. 
lVlale '.reachers ( 24) 26 1 .. 08 0 .. 64 
i 
Female '.reachers ( 24) I 43 1 .. 79 0 .. 63 t = 3 .. 7 4 
i 
: 
All Teachers ( 4d) 69 1 .. 43 Oo73 p = L.OOl 
! 
I 
'l'able 11:5 '.totals, Means and. Standard Deviations of 
Relationship/behC!.Vioural Constructs ?roduced. 
' I . by Vale and Female 'j!eachers .. 
Teacher Dogmatism. 
The method of analysing the data from the Hokeach 
Dogm2..tism Scale was similar to that cal"ried out in the 
' , 
pilot study; all the: scores were arranged in rank order 
and then dichotomised'at the median to give 24 cases making 
up each category of high and low dogmt:itism .. 
I 
:Mean S.D. i 
'High' Dogm::1tic 
I 
teachers 162 .. 25 14 .. 17 
( 24) 
'Low' Dogma. tic ·.reachers 120 .. 12 14 .. 53 
( 24) 
t = 9 .. 92 
p L.OOl 
Table 11:6 11ean Scores of 'High' and 'Low' Doam0.tic 
Teachers on Rokeach :Oogmati sm Scale ( Fonn E) 
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It should be noted that the mean score for the 
total group of teachers was relatively low, indicating a 
generally undogmatic population, and so the 'high' 
dogmatic group's mean score indicated only relatively 
high dogmatism, a.'l'ld in fact constituted a low score 
for a group designated as highly dogmatic. 
The total number of constructs, and the number of 
constructs falling into each of the three categories 
I (academic, behavioural and personality) was obtained, 
along with the means and standard deviations; results 
are shown in Tables 11:7 and 11:8 a..."ld indicate ·that 
teachers who were relatively high in dogmatism construed 
the classroom situation in a cognitively more simple way 
than those teachers -who were low in dogmatism (p-.L-.05). 
These results also reveal that there were no 
significant differences in the type of const~cts used 
by high and low dogmatic teachers. However it is possible 
to ascertain from Tables 11:7 and 11:8 which categories 
contributed most to the differences in the total number 
of constructs produc;ed, and these were principally in 
the use of cogni tive1 and personality constructs, with 
'high' dogmatics tending to use fewer of eacho 
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All Constructs. Academic Constructs. 
I '.rotal Mean S.D. fatal Mean I S.D. 
'High' Dogmatic 202 <5.41 2~23 89 3. 70 1.43 
'.reachers ( 24) 
'Low' Dogmatic 244 10.16 3.30 lOti 4o4l 1.44 Teachers ( 24) 
t = 2ol0 pL.05. t = 1.67 ( n. s., ) 
fable 11:7. Totals, Means a.:-'1d Standard Deviations of 
All Constructs and Academic Constructs 
I 
Produced by 'High' and 'Lmv' Dogmatic 
Teachers. 
t .high I Don-matic 0 -
Teachers t 24) 
'Low' Dogma tic 
Teachers (24) 
'l'able 11:8. 
Rela1iionship/ Personality l:lehavioural 
Total Mean s.D. '.total Me an S.JJ. 
34 1.41 o.oo 38 1~58 I 0.81 
35 1.45 Oo68 50 2 .. 08 1.2~ 
t = 0.186 (no s 0 ) t = 1.645 (no s 0 ) 
Totals 2 Means and Standard Devia1iions of 
Relationshin/~ehavioural and Personality 
Constructs Produced by 'High' and 'Low' 
Dogmatic Teachers. 
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This finding of significantly reduced construct 
complexity by more dogmatic teachers extends further 
the results of Yamamoto ( 1969 ) and Coh8n ( 1971 ) , 
although their studies were more concerned with 
differences in contents of teachers' perceptions 
of pupils; the results in the present investigation 
did not show any significant differences in the 
contents of high and low dogmatic teachers~ but it 
did reveal a structural differenceo Rokeach (19b0, 
p.38) maintains that a reduction in the degree of 
articulation or differentiation within the cognitive 
system is associated with high authoritarianism, 
and Scodel and W~seen (1953) write of the authoritarian 
individual as one who ca~not tolerate ambiguity in 
social perception, al?-d who therefore thinks of people 
I in rigid categories. : 
fhe fewer constn!cts used by higher dogmatic teachers 
vvould, therefore, support this hypothesis concerning 
the relationship between dogmatism and IJercel)tiono 'l'his 
tendency to reduce complexity may be related to the 
need to reduce cognitive dissonance since this is likely 
to create ru1xiety or,i~security within the belief system 
.·: 
and thus cause reduced effectiveness in dealing with the 
social environment. 
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Teacher Attitude. 
1rhe scores fro:n the M'l'AI, ranging from +48 to -4b 
were ranked and dichotomised :J.t the media.Yl to give a group 
of teachers whose c:..ttitucle scorr~ '.'rc..s rr~lc:.tj.vely high, 
indica. tin~ a. more informal regiD.e in class, al1d a grou.:p 
of 24 teachers with lower scores, ~10 wrnlld be likely to 
create relatively more formal te2.cher-::~upil relationships 
'!lith their children. The means of each grou1) can be sean 
in Table 11:9 
As with the :Dogmatism scale, each group's results 
v/8 re then an:JJ.ysed in terms of the total number of c onst:r-1.1ct s 
elicited (consti'~J..Ct cornpl<:lxit~r), and the mu,wer of cognitive, 
1)ersonali t'.r and relSL ti onshi n,/oehavi ou.ral c onst n1ct s used. 
- ~ -
'High' hi'rAI 
'Low' lviTAI 
Table 11:9 
Mean 
·reachers (24) 30 .. 20 
1l'eachers (24) =11.25 
S.D .. 
11 .. 70 
17 .. 27 
t = 9. 7 529 
(p .. L o 001) 
lv1ea:ns and St<-,..l'ldard Deviations of Teachers 
A full inspection of t~1e r.ura.ber o:f.' c O!!..struct s l_)ro~tuo ~d. by 
., 
the 'formal' a:.'1d 'inform.:J.l' crou:9 s of te::..chers j.rlclica ted. ~ 
lack of significant differences between any of the cel~s, 
with the possible excep-r;ion of the total number of constructs, 
(see ·rable· 11:11), and s(Q) a test of significance (Student;s t) 
._.\_· 
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I 
'fatal Academic Relationship Personc.::~.J..j_ ·cy 
behaviour 
I High' ll'l'fAI (24) 230 98 .36 47 
'Lovr' lvi'fAI (24) 216 97 33 4.L 
'fab.Le 11:10 Number of Constructs in Each (;ate.~Drv 
Produced oy 'HL':)~1 1 and 'Low' hl'i'.LC J.'e3.chors. 
was applied to this dlta 1.d1.ich~ oy indiC<::::."Ging a. lack oi' 
significance, showed thc;.t "the null bypo"thesis could not be 
refuted. '.thus the i·ttJ~J produced no sicnific<:n-c differences 
e. t e.ll v;i -cbin the Jncin stnd;y. ln terms of' construct 
' 
c Om1Jlexi "ty, J.2"lu -che use of }kl.I'""Cicular c a-cegori e s of constructs, 
the degree of fonnali-cy of the teache~ bore no re.La"tionship 
at all. 'i'his was in corn:;rast to the results fro:r.n L;be pilot 
study which did indicate a signific2.nt difference in the use 
of academic construct~ 1.vi th more inf'onne~l teachers using fev1er. 
It was thought that a~similar resul-c would octuin wit~ a 
! 
larger group of experienced teachers cecuuse the pilot study 
finding coula probably be explainad in terms of ~he less 
:i:ornu.l -r; a J.G ~·3r 2_)8 rc ej_ vin; the c:t.1ildren in a less uc 3-Ciorai c 
hJ.ve lJ ere ei vee. 0he school eLvi ronfllt:;n-::; in :.1 more 'ilOrk 
I Higl1 I l\Tr l~I ( ? t1) 
-'"t 
I Lov1' I'?l;:..I (?f.\ \- -r; 
'l'o.ble 
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'..C ots..l L1em::. J,I;. 
230 g .. 58 2.70 
216 g .. oo 2Q 3b 
of Total N~nber of Constructs {Jo~struct 
--------~-~·-----__:.. ___ ..;;__,_ __ ___;c_ _ 
,-·c· or.: nrr 
,:) ' .i i• teachers on M~Al. 
However this l:J.Yl) othe sis was not SUl)P orted by "the 
results from "Che rnain stucty, i:ind i-c can be concluded that 
the speciflC ~actor of "the level of fo~:~lity (as measur8d 
oy -cne .L'i'l'Al) mainte..J.ned oy the tea.cners .has less influence 
on their percep-cs ·cna..YJ. '1 "'GI'J.e o""Gner variables of aegree of 
aogma"Cism and sex • 
. :-.. 
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C onclu si on. 
I 
I 
'l'l1is chapter h2.s .sou::=;ht to examine the influence of 
three teacheY· variuble s on the ' ..v:J.,y ir.. whic ~ teachers 
perceive children in their classrooms. The three 
__ , inde9endent variables chosen - teacher sex, teacher 
d.os-m:;.ti sm i:ind teacher forr:1ali ty - were selected for 
investi::;aticn after significant results had been obt2..ined 
from all three in the pilot study. In the main study, 
with 4d experienced teachers, a different pattern emerged, 
with the sex of the teacher exercising a dominant effect 
Of tbe fOLLr 
occasions when the null hypothesis could be rejected, three 
of these involved the sex of the teacher: 
l) that female teachers rJcrceived the 1mpil.s ih a· .. 
c: oglli ti vely more simple way than mule teachers 
(lov1er constru.ct comrJlexi ties). 
2) that female teachers used fewer academic constructs 
than male teachers. 
3,), that female teachers used more constructs defir.ing 
the relationship vh th teacher and behaviour in class, 
than did ~ale teachers. 
Uf all the many investig(].tions which have been undertaken 
into the attitudes and characteristics of teachers, sex of 
the teachers has been relatively neglected, as in the rest 
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o:t the researcJ.1 in-co individual differences in persoi."l 
percep-cion; what emerges from the present s-cudy is that 
by using a free re s:p onse -cechnique to investigate 
perceptions of teachers, sex emerges as a more pervasive 
infiuence than some aspects of teacher s-cyle, especially 
the degree of forma.li ty which the teacher adopts in the 
Classroom situ a·Gi Ono 
So in an age when the general cultural environmen-c 
is stressing the silllilari ty between men and women, it is 
worthwhile exploring the real d.i f'ferenc e s vthich exi s-c 
oe-cween them. '1'0 ·the li s·G of be.havioura.l and psychological 
di1'1'erences b·3tween men 2.fld wcmen v:hich Eu-c-c (1972; p.l32) 
summarises, we could also add differences in perce1nual 
:func-cioning too, and within t.his sample of teachers it 
transpires that the women have available fewer 
constructs on v:hich to judge children than 1,1en; they 
have a less differentiated view of the classroom 
I 
enviro:mnent than their male colleagueso And as the 
female is more nur-r;urant, so female primary school 
teachers see pupils' behaviour and relationships vri "th 
-ceacher in a more com1)lex wey than men who tend to 
stress more academic characteristics. How this, in 
turn, affects the pupils' perception of the teacher 
is not known, bu·c it might be it reii."lforces in the 
pupils' eyes the existing roles of women in society. 
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Finally, ·c.he more simplistic concep-cualisa.tions of 
dogmatic -ceachers would sup}JOrt Hokeach' s original theory 
that the 'Closed Iiiind' is less open to incoming information 
and is less tolerant of c:.mbieuities and inconsistencies 
vvi thin its perceptual frameworJ:e • 
... 
Chauter 12. 
The Structure of Teachers' Percentions. 
So far in this investigation there bas been an 
attempt to show· what the principal constructs or 
dimensions of teachers' perceptions are, ~1d to 
demon~trate also how these percepts are affected 
by the influence of three teacher variables - sex, 
teac}.ler for-mality and degree of d ogrru.l"tismo One of 
the advantages of the repertory grid technique v1as 
that i-c allowed the investigator to explore not only 
the con tents of anoti1e r individual' s psychological 
space but also the structural inter-relationships 
which existed between his elicited constructs. 
This latter phenomenon has been termed cognitive 
complexity/simplicity according to whether an 
individual's cognitive space is seen as highly 
differentiG.ted on the one hand, or whether the 
constructs are so highly correlated as to justify 
the conclusion tlnt for practical purposes they 
can be rega1~ded as identieal. 
•, 
' 
,-
..... ' 
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In order to avoid the l)Ossibility of confusion with 
the earlier designated concept of construct complexity, 
which referred to the actual number of constructs produced 
by each individual teacher in the sample, the strength 
of relationship between the actual constructs used will 
be termed structural,complexity. The purpose of this 
present chapter, therefore, is to examine the patterns 
of structural complexity in the grids produced by the 
4<5 primary school teachers, and to ascertain if these 
patterns might be reiated to the other variables being 
investigated. 
As has been indicatGd in the review of the literature, 
a wide variety of indices have been employed to measure 
cognitive complexity9 Nearly all of these measures 
derived frOio. the repertory grid have relied on supplied 
I 
constructs provided by the experimenter and have often 
required subjects to judge other people whom. they know 
only slightly. Hence cognitive cor~lexity has often 
been studied in the context of first impressions which one 
person has of' another, and the results have limited 
I 
applicability to those. more normal situations where 
' 
people know each other fairly well, such as in a work 
setting. Another limitation of these standardized 
3.-pproaches to the measurement of cognitive complexity/ 
simplicity is that the dimensions supplied by the· 
experj.menter might not be equally meanineful to all of 
__ ,. 
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the judges, and the less familiar the subject might be 
with a particular construct label, the less discriminative 
I 
it will be, and. the subject's interpretation of the 
situation is likely to be more cognitively simpleo 
Thus if one asked a p~imary school teacher to rate a 
class of children on the dimension- 'relaxed tense • , 
Cattell's Factor Q4', then because the teacher may 
not be fC:l.IDiliar with conceptualising the children in 
"this vmy there may be less discrimination within the 
dimension; for example if the dimension is on a 
1 - 7 scale, then not all of the points may be used; 
also the dimension might be more closely related to 
other dimensions because the teacher, not knowing 
very vvell the children who are tense or relaxed, falls 
back on experience and makes inferential juugements 
that (say) more intelligent and sociable children are 
generally less tense than others; analysis of the 
grid structure in this case might also show a 
relatively 's~rnple' pattenlo Thus the point is 
emphasised yet again in this thesis that it is 
preferable to use the subject• s own constructs 
i because these are the ones which are most relevant and 
meaningful to him. 
_, 
\\ 
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Of course if supplied constructs involve a certain 
methodological bias, the problem of statistical 
comparability presents few difficulties, sine e all of the 
constructs across all of the subjects are identical in 
number and nomenclature, and frec1u ently the stimulus 
persons are identical tooo The move towards a free 
response approach using elicited constructs, on the other 
hand, involved all of t.hese problems since the names and 
numbers of constructs differed, and the stimulus persons 
were different too, and so biases of a different kind 
mig:ht have occured in this more naturalistic approach. 
For example, in the present investigation it was not 
possible to use all of t:he constructs eliatted from the 
i 
i 
sample of teachers because a few of these (e.g. coloured-
white children) could not be meaningfully transformed 
into dimensional scales, and were therefore excluded from 
the structural analyses. Also it was necessary to 
ascertain the degree of relationship between the number 
of constructs elicited (construct complexity) and the 
structural complexity within the grids, bec8U se there 
might have existed a strong relationship between the two, 
in which case the degree of structural complexity would 
simply be dependent on the degree of construct complexity. 
Vfuether this would invalidate the investigation would be 
a moot point since it could be the case that individuals 
who produce a low number of constructs are necessarily 
cognitively simple also. 
structural complexity v.,ras op@rationally defined in the 
present study as the arnount of variance not accounted for 
by the first factor extracted from the subject's repertory 
grid. This measure vms originally developed by Kelly (l9o2) 
and has been used by Jas:p~rs (1963), CaEJpbcll (19GG), and 
Flynn (1959), illld a similar measure has been used by ~ieri 
( 19 bb) V!ho considers this Ct})}_) roach sUl) e:ci or to using the 
number of L~.ctors extrc:.cted from a grid because these rn.ay 
be too few to give a reliable mea~ure. 
All of the grids were therefore subject to ~rincipal 
C on1p onen t Ane.lysi s (Slater, l9b7) and the p ere en:ta.ge 
vari a..11.c e exlJla.ined by the first fact or was taJ..::en as the 
measure of structure..l comiJlexity- the lowest variance 
indica.ting the most complex. the range of tb.e perc en tc.ge 
variances was considerable indicating that the degree of 
structural c or:JJ:lexi ty varied ereatly within the sample of 
48 teachers; the most com}_)lex score was 29.93% end the 
most simple 89<>56~~ (sGe Appsmdix 10 for all of the 
variances) • However to ascert~in the validity of the 
structural complexity sco:ce, it was necessary to ascertain 
the rel::1 ti onship with cons-cru.ct c omplexi t~/ ~ and t:herefore 
a S:;_Jea:r·man nan1c correlc..tion vra.s carried out on the 
structural and. c onstru .. c Jc complexity data, and. the following 
coefficient, corrected for ties, was obtained 
0 ')~" (t 1 ">'~ r = + .. ._o; = .ov; ns) 
Since t!::.i s correlation was bel O'.V the 1 evel of signi fi cane e 
(Siegel, 1956; p .. 212) it was taken to indicate that the 
rela ti onshil) betvreen st rue tural and c onstr.J.c t c ample xity 
was so small tiH.l.t t;he t•NO could be regarded CI.S virtually 
~Chis :cesult rn:.;.y h:.;.ve som8 ·be:.:.~.rJ.n,r:; on tllc 
.~ 
....... 
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actual concept of cognitive complexity, for as the 
literatu .. re review indicated, the large nu1nber of 
operational definitions tended to crystallise around 
two interpretive clusters - one group using the number 
of elici te<l constructs, and the other using the way a 
subject applied a set of' given constructs. 'fhus, as 
Seaman and Koe:r.j.g (1974) suggest althoug11 a subject 
might use a la.rge number of constructs to evaluate a 
I 
person, object or situation, he may be using them 
all very similarly. It is sU.gge sted, therefore, that 
these two clusters of dL~fini tions of cognitive 
complexity/simplicity be regarded as measuring quite 
different types oi' cognitive style, for the low 
correlation obtainGd in this study between the two 
indicate their relative independence of each other. 
i 
Ingleby and Cooper (1974) employing a design 
which involved supplying six constructs to 13 teachers, 
I 
I 
on vthich they rated 156 children in infant schools, 
found that in thei·r .._Qrincipal com1;onent analysis, the 
first f~ctor, on average, accounted for 66% of the 
tota.l va.ris.nce, and they claimed that the lesson to 
be dravr.n from this was th:1t not much information 
could be gained by giving teachers such a wide 
r.e1)ertoire of constructs to use. This is a fair 
! 
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conclusion to reac11, but the use of supplied as opposed 
to elici-ced constructsmay have had the effect of 
simplifying the teachers' cognitive structures; some 
support is given to this hypothesis by the results from 
-che present study which showed ti.tat the teachers as a 
group were more structurally complex than those of 
Ingle by and Cooper. The cumulative lJroporti on o1' tota.l 
variance obtained for the present sample of 48 teachers 
was 57. 59~~. 
Hovvever, even though the index of structural 
complexity for the present groups of teachers was lower 
than Ingleby and Cooper's, the fit;u:r-e indic2.tes 
relatively strong interrelationships a~ong the 
teachers' constructs. Sometimes average scores can 
be rather misleading, and in this in3tance the average 
structural complexity score does mask the enormous 
range of individual differences, showing that there do 
exist v~de variations in the patterns of inferences 
made by teachers concerning their pupils. 
Teacher Characteristics 8.Ild Structural Complexity. 
Several investigations have been undertaken into the 
r~lationship between cognitive complexity and personality 
factors, and it was therefore considered appropriate to 
ascertain whether these were applicable, to jud&ement s 
' made in Wl educational context. 
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(i) Sex of ~eacher. 
It was not possible to make assumptions concerning 
the distribution of structural complexity and therefore 
it was thoup;ht advisable to use non-parametric tests for 
I 
the analyses. To examine the degree of relationship 
between structural complexity and teacher sex the 
Iv1ann-'.V'tli tney U test was employed (Siegel, 19 56). 'I'he 
measures for structural complexity were ranked for all 
the teachers combined, and then a comparison was made 
of the rank totals for the men and women tep.chers 
separately. AU of 255 (p.L.JJ) was obtained which 
indicated that there was no significant relationship 
between sex of the teacher and structural c OIDlJlexi ty, 
! 
though in terms of average re.nks there was a very slight 
tendency for men to be more complex than women. 
As shown in the review of the literature in Chapter 
.--; b, the relationship between c ogni ti ve complexity and sex 
has been inconsistent and this may be because men and 
women are more or less complex depending upon the 
aspect of the stimulus person they are attending to 
(beach and Wertheimer, 1961). This would not be 
' 
revealed in an overall measure of cognitive complexity 
such as that used here. 
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(ii) Dogmatisr1 of Teacher. 
The nature of the relationship between dogmatism and 
the teachers' level of structural complexity prBsented a 
difficult problem for it was not known which of these 
aspects ch~racterising the high do~natic's conceptual 
system would most influence complexity. Rokeach (19o0) 
maintained that there was a higher degree of isolation in 
the high dogmatic individual's belief-disbelief system, 
but on the other hand· it vvas also characterised by an 
intolerance of ambiguity vvhich v,rould lead to more 
'simple' and 'wholistic' perceptions of others. If 
isolation and separation were dominant then increased 
structu:cal complexity was hypothesi sed for high 
dogmatic teachers, whereas if lack of differentiation 
was dorrunant the reverse would be the case, that is, 
high dogmatic teachers would be less cognitively complex 
than low dogmatic teachers. 
The previous research into authoritarianism and 
complexity indicates that the latter is the dominant 
effect, for Viarr and Knapper ( 1968) sugee st that 
authoritarian inui vidual s are more likely than non-
authoritarians to organise theil' irnplici t personality 
. 
systems in ways which minimise inconsistencies in the 
evaluative judgements they make of other people. 'i'hi s 
would be supported "by evidence from steiner (1954) who 
indicated that high authoritarians showed less toler::t.nce 
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tha."l lov1 authoritarians of trait inconsistencies in 
I judging other people.~ Warr and Simms' (1965) results 
would support this too as would those of Stei~er and 
Johnson (1963) though in the latter case the correlations 
between the F Scale and intolerance of trait inconsistencies 
were low. Foulkes and Foulkes (1965) using the D Scale 
noted that when presented vrith reversals of information 
about a stimulus person high scoring subjects were more 
likely to ac :bi eve consistence than were 1 ow scorers. From 
the above evidence, -therefore, it was hypothesised that 
the high dogmatic teachers in the present sample would be 
significantly less coinplex than low dogmatic teachers. 
I 
A Spearman's rank correlation was used to ascertain 
the degree of relationship between d ogmati sra (high 
dogmation ranked as 1) and structural complexity 
(high complexity rated as 1) and a negative index of 
r = -0.08 was obtained indicating a lack of support 
s ' 
for the hypothesis. This lack of a relationship between 
the two dimensions may be due to the relatively low 
dogmatism scores of the high dogmatic group of 
teachers, who would not possess, to a sufficient degree, 
the cognitive characteristics of highly dogmatic 
individuals. An alte:rnative explanation might be that 
in the classroom situation where the children are well-
and. thus the influence of do[rmatisrn in perception may be 
reduced. 
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(iii) Formali t;y of rreacher. 
The last relationship to be examined between 
teacher characteristics and structural complexity was 
that of the level of formality/informality, as measured 
by the MTAL A possible link between this and structural 
complexity was hypothesised on the grounds that the more 
formal teachers mieht be more 'simple' than informal 
teachers because they would be more influenced by the 
level of the pupils' cognitive abilitieso As in the 
case of dogmatism, a rank order was prepared from the 
M'rAI raw scores and these were compared, using Spearman's 
r-ank correlation method, with the rank order for 
structural complexity; a coefficient of +Ooll was 
obtained, indicating again a lack of relationship between 
a selected teacher varJ.able and structural complexity. 
(iv) Discussion. 
The lack of affinity between any of the three teacher 
variables of sex, formality and dogmatism, and structural 
complexity was rather surprising but may well indicate 
that this dimension, if it is not situation specific, 
is relatively indel)enden t of many of the more c onven ti onal 
1:1ersonali ty and attitudinal measures, and it could be that 
structural complexity represents a way of information 
processing which justifies its categorisation as a distinct 
cognitive style. 
_.\. 
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However, one of the disadvantages of c.:. measure like 
structural complexity is that it treats all constructs 
within a repertory grid as functionally eq_ui valent, 
whereas in practice not all constructs may carry the 
same weight or be of equal importance in the individual's 
conceptualisation of the world. Hence teachers would 
I 
clearly regard the diJnension of 'hard working- lazy' as 
I 
I 
I 
more important than whether or not a child participated 
in out of school activities. In the total structural 
I 
I 
I 
complexity score, these kind of distinctions are not 
made, and for this re~son it was thought useful to 
explore the strength of relation ships betv:een the 
three major dimensions which had emerged from the content 
analysis of the teachers' elicited constructs - that is 
academic, behavioural and. personality characteristics of 
the pupils. To ascertain the corr-elation between these 
three areas of tr.e teachers' gr·ids, the constructs were 
grouped in each indiviclual grid according to the taxonomy 
earlier described in Chapter 10. The elern.ent (pupil) 
totals for each group of constructs v1as obtained and 
this was divided by the number of constructs to give 
I 
an average score for each pupil on behaviour, 
personality and academic perception; within each 
individual grid a Pearson lJroduct moment correlation was 
ca.lculated betv;een these three dimensions producing three 
correlation co-efficients describing the strength of 
I 
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relationship betvteen the individual teacher's academic and 
behavioural perception, academic and personality and 
personality and. behavioural p ere epti on. 
The requirement for· this analysis was not an overall 
correlation between the teacher and elements, but rather 
an average correlation of each individual teacher's grid 
c orrela ti ons. Since correlation co-efficients are index 
numbers and not values on a scale of eLJ.ual metric units 
it was decided that the most appropriate method of 
averaging the co-efficients was by transformation of the 
individual correlations to Fisher's Z co-efficients, 
obtaining the aritlunetic mean of the Z' s, and then 
transforming the mean Z back to the corresponding mean 
correlation co-efficj_ent. (Guilford, 1956)~ 
Table 12:1 show a the average c orrel ati ons betv1ecn 
those groups of constructs used by teachers to describe 
the academic, personality and behavioural characteristics 
of their pupils. The highest correlation was +0.68 
between academic wd behaviour-al perceptions with the 
lowest of the three being between personality and 
behaviour (+0 .. 53). As most of the previous r·esearch in 
this area has been concerned with the examination of 
relationships between individual traits it is difficult 
to .;provide a basis for comparison '.Vi th the correlations 
recor·ded here. T11e effect of high intercorrelations 
'' _ ... \ 
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between ratings made o.f other people has been knovtn since 
'rhorndike' s (1920) study which showed. that when Army 
Officers judged their subordinates, correlations 
between 'intelligence' and 'physique' was +0.51 and 
between 'ir..telligence' and· 'leadership' +Oo 58; even 
higher correlations were obtained from Headteachers 
rating teachers and a correlation of +0o80 was obtained 
for 'intelligence' and 'ability to discipline'o This 
tendency whereby a favourable rating on one ~rait causes 
favourable ratings on others is known as the heJ.o effect, 
though Warr and Knapper (1968) prefer the term 
co-judgement to allow for the operation of a negative 
halo effect. They provide an interesting commentary 
on the view of early research workers such as ·:rhorndike 
(1920) and &1gg (1921) that co-judgement involved an 
error in perception and that it led to false perceptions 
of other people. Warr and Knapper regard c a-judgement 
not as an error but a nee e ssary part of the process of· 
person perceptiono 
Academic Behaviour 
Academic 
Behaviour 
Personality ~57 
-~ 
Table 12: lo Aver2ge Correlations beh:een Teachers' 
Academic, Behavioural and Personal i t;y 
Perceptions of' their :?upils. 
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Given that many teachers' academic constructs 
contained dimensions dealing with study habits, such as 
'hardworkine - lazy', • the correlation betweeiJ. academic 
and behavioural percep~ion is only moderately high, 
and the correlation betvYeen the perception of pupils' 
behaviour and personality (+0,53) can also be explained 
by such links as that between certain kinds of mi s-
behaviour in class and an aggressive personality. ~rhe 
most difficult link to: explain is that between perceived 
academic 2.11d personali:ty characteristics of children 
for there is no logical reason why more able pupils 
should be seen as having more favourable personalities. 
If this positive correlation of +0o57 is representative 
I 
of most teachers in primary schools, then it does ~ive 
rise to some concern that the pupils' academic 
characteristics influence, to an unsupportable degree, 
the wey in which teachers' view their pupils as persons. 
(That the predominant direction of influence vras from 
academic to porsonali ty :factors and not vied verna Wtl.8 
provic1ed by the re:3ult8 from tho analysis of variance 
discussed in Chapter 13). 
(v) Sex of Teacher and Its Re}ationship to Correlations 
~.vi thin GridsQ 
The method of obtaining average correlation 
co-efficients was identical to that already described 
above, and the teachers were divided into male and female 
groups. The results are given in Table 12:2 and show 
mouest differences between the sexes in the pattern of 
correlations. Although no significant differences 
between male and female teachers had emerged on the 
structural complexity dimension~ the correlation between 
academic and behavioural perceptions v1hich male and female 
teachers bad of their pupils did show some variatiori. 
Men teachers perceived a closer rel&tionsnip than did 
women teachers between a pupil's academic characteristics 
and his behaviour in class, and this finding is consistent 
with tbe earlier results shevlin§ greater female 
sensitivity to teacher-pupil relationships and male 
teachers' greater cone ern with the academic 
characteristics of their pupils. 
(vi) Dogma"tisrn. of Teacher and Its Relationship to 
Correlations within Grids. 
In this case the teachers were dichotomised into the 
24 most, and 24 least, dogmatic according to their score 
on the D Scale, and correlations obtained for both groups. 
'.fhe :ro uul ts thus obtained are ~:Jhown in 'iablc 12:3 and a 
somewhat confused pattern is revealed with low, not high, 
ilC ademi c 
Beb.av iour 
Personality 
Table 1?: 2. 
Academic 
Behaviour 
Personality 
_.\_• 
Table 12:3. 
Academic 
Behaviour 
. ..;-
r-o~sonoli ty 
1;cademic Behaviour Person eli ty 
.72 .ss 
.6J .ss 
.st. .48 
Average Correlations for Iv'Iale and Female Teachers• 
.Ac e.demic, Behavioural ar-,d FBr son ali ty :?erce pt ions 
of their Pupils. (T,Jale Teachers top right i 
Female Teachers bottom left). 
Academic 
.71 
.ss 
Behaviour 
.64 
Personality 
.49 
Average Correlations for High and Low Dogmatic 
Teachers 1 Academic, Behavioural and Personality 
Fercentions of their Pupils. (High Dogmatism 
top right; LO'.·i f:og::1at ism bot tom left). 
Academic Behaviour Barson ali ty 
Do~-:_rnatic Teacr.ers• i:.cauernic, Behavioural snd Fersonality 
Fercent:ions of Their Pupils. (l'.t;ele Teachers top right, 
N 12; Female Teachers bottom left, N 12. 
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dogmatic teachers shO'Ning a greater degree of 
association between the perception of academic and 
behavioural 7 and academic and personality, 
characteristics and this is contrary to the relation-
ship between dogma. ti sm and p ere epti on previously 
reported in the literature (Warr a:nd Simms, 1965~ 
Steiner and Johnson, 1963) o A further a.l'lalysis of 
this unexpected result was therefore undertaken and 
separate correlations \vere calculated~ for male and 
female teachers in each of the high and low dogmatic 
groups. These correlations are given in Tables 12:4 
and 12:5 and indicate thut the relationship between 
dogmatis:-n and perception was different for male and 
female teachers. For male teachers the degree of 
dogmatism produced no change in the correlations 
between academic al1.d behaviou:ral perceptions, vvhich 
showed a consistent and close degree of association; 
however in the case of the other two correlations, 
between perception of academic and personality, and 
behaviour and personality characteristics, increased 
dogmatism was accompanied by increased correlations, 
a result congruent with previous research literature. 
However, with female teachers high dogmatism was 
[';'3nerally associated 'Ni th lower correlations, and low 
dogmatism with higher ones. 'fhus it \'tould appear that 
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Academic Behaviour Personality 
Academic o?l .ss 
Behaviour .7J .j9 
FBrsonali ty rr 
·55 •:J:J 
Table 12:5. Averap;e Correlations for Iviale and Female Lovl 
:Q_og11e.tic Te ache:cs 1 l:cademic 1 Ee havioural ar_d 
Personality Perceptions of tt:eir FUpils. (Male 
Teachers t 1op right, N 12; Female 'l'eachers bottom 
left 1 N 12). 
Academic Behaviour Personality 
Academic .64 .60 
Behaviour .71 .ss 
furs on iJl i ty .]1.1 
·51 
Table 12:6. Averai!B Correlations betHeen Forrnal and Infor1Eal 
Teachers 1 ~-cadernic, Behavioural and Perso:1ali ty 
Perceptions of their PunilE;. (Info:::-rnal 'rcacllers 
bottom left; Forrnal Teachers top right). 
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the unexpected results obtaj_ned in Table 12:3 are 
largely due to the v-tOmen teacl1erso A possible 
explanation may lie in Yamamoto's paper (1969) for 
he found that high dogmatic teachers placed more 
emphasis on l)Upils' social traits such as 
courteousness, obedience and considerateness, while 
low aogrnatic teachers gave priori"ty to nore work 
orientated characteristics such as curiosity, 
memory and c ompeti ti vene ss. In the case of vtomen 
teachers, therefore, who display lower co-judgement 
scores than men teachers between academic and 
o-cher C113.racteristics of their ?Upils, low 
dogmatism leads to greater attention to work 
orientated characteristics of their pupils, and 
thus an increased co-judgement correlation. 
(vii) Formality of '.L'eacher and its Relationship to 
Correlations within Grids. 
A similar exercise to that for the D Scale was 
carried out to the l'!lTAI scores obtained from the sample, 
ax1d the results, showing average correlations for 
formal aDd informal teachers appear in Table 12:6. 
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The pat terri emerging from this a11alysi s shCNI ed 
' 
a lack of consistency, though informal teachers 
produced a smaller correlation than formal teachers 
1xi th respect to the association between academic and 
behavioural perceptions - a result which would be 
expected. However for the other two measures, 
informal teachers ~1G7ed greater co-judgement 
scores than formal teachers • 
. ; 
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c onclusi ono 
This study of the relationships between the teachers' 
personal constructs has provided some useful normative 
data on the structural complexity of teachers, and it 
appears to be independent of sex, dogmatism and the 
formality of teachers~ 
The moderately high correlations obtained between 
the perception of academic, behavioural and personality 
characteristic:c;; of pupils support the observations of 
Ichbeiser (1949) and lllise:hel (1968). 1'eachers see 
pupils in a very restricted social environment, and 
this becomes 'taken for granted' by the teachers so 
that in their theories w:b..ich explain and interpret the 
behaviour of their pupils, there is s. concentration on 
personal, rather tha.n situational factors. This 
tendency to overestimate the role of personal, and 
underestimate the role of situational factors in 
understanding other people's behavlour is in marl\ed 
contrast to the way in which we attribute cau.sali ty 
to our own actions, for in these cases we claim that 
we are merely respondine to external, environmental 
pressures. 
_\ \ 
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Another mechanism of 'false social perception' 
(IcrJ1eiser, 1949) is tb.= inclination to overestima"te 
the unity of the observed person's personality, for 
this helps to stabilise the social envirruunent in the 
same way that the physical environment is seen as 
constaLt and fixed. This unitar~ view of personality 
is maintained by a proclivity to eli sregard iilfon;ta ti on 
which may conflict with our already held impressions, 
and the evidence presented in this study shows that 
this int ole ranee to t:cai t inconsistency, especially 
as bet~veen a pupi1' s academic and rersonality and behaviour 
characteristics, was a feature of the more dogmatic male 
teacher. 
·rhe stabilitJ and unit;:,r of an impression is also 
upheld by the tendency to disregard infonnation which 
conflicts with first impressions of the other 1;erson, 
the mechanism suggested by llist (1968) to account for 
teacher-induced working-class undGrachievewerJ.t. 
Support for the strength of first j_mp:cessions comes 
from Jones et al. (1968) v1ho devised an experiment in 
which subjects viewed a stimulus person performing on 
a series of intellie;ence test items. ~hree conditions 
of the experiment included the stimulus person 
I 
I 
( 1) 
setting off well, but declining in performance (descenders); 
(2) starting off r;oor1y, but irnproving (ascenders); and 
( 3) pe rfor·ming c onsi ~ten tly throu[:;hou t ( :.-:-~Ec.l Oiil). 
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Descenders were seen as more intelligent than either 
ascenders or random performers, and Jones et al. suggested 
th3.t the rec.son for this was that ability is a fundamental 
dispositional CJ.Uality, ·and once attributed is relatively 
stable ever tiro.e and evidence which conflicts wit£1 this 
impression is attributed to other causes. The results 
presented here \vould iildicate that the importance 
attached to academic dispositional qualities of pupils 
varies with the sex of the teacher~ for men teachers 
showed higher correlations tl::.an women teachers betvteen their 
perception of academic and behaviour and personality 
characteristics of their pupils~ It :tnay be, therefore, 
tlmt rr.ale teachers, more so than female teachers, 
overestimate the influence of acadern.ic success and 
failure in their perceptions of pUlJils, and thus are 
less susceptible to the role of situational factors in 
I 
affectir:g pupil performance. Ichheiser's commentary on 
the influence of success and failure in the perception 
of other lJe ople is severe ~-
II The attributing of •merit' or 'fault', of 
approval or rejection in our society on the 
basis of success and failure is largely 
irrational in character. It ope rates u.r~der 
the assunll)tion of an interdependence between 
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certain specifj_c pcrsonul:Lty characteri stiCfJ 
and chances of succec3S, which a:.:;sumption docs 
not llave a valid foundation in fact.. This 
basic social illusions . II 0 0 0 0 •• 
(Ichheiser, 1949; p.32). 
Ichheiser states further that although we '}:now• 
that behaviour is determined by the interaction of the 
social situation and the individual's personality 
characteristics, in practice the effects of the situ~tion 
are largely ignored. Indeed, tl:e whole system of socio-
moral concepts such as merit, guilt, success and failure,' 
as used and accepted in everyday ~ife, is based on the 
assumption that they are the J'e.sult of 2. personal 
rather than a si tw;.:. ti anal cause. 
·SUch extreme si tua -ci oni sm would not be accepted by 
l)rentice (1956) for example, who would argue for the 
existence of 6:C.:.c'Jurin.c; personal i 'tY c I.!H.rac t eri 8t i c s which 
were relatively independent of specific social situations. 
However, it is difficult to see how children of 
relc.:.ti vely hic;her abili t~r should be perceived by their 
teachers as having a more favourable personality unless 
~bme of the mechanisms suggested by Ichheiser were 
operating, that is that rel~tive failure in the group 
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is ~ttributed to tLe rmpil' s personal defects rather th&.n 
to institHtional ct::.uses. Of particular interest in this 
:r·ega.rd is the very fuvcurable reaction which teachers 
make to extravert children, and their relative dislike 
of introverts. Of the nineteen teachers who used this 
construotjl not one teacher preferred tt.e introverted 
cr..ild, and one might ask if the succ e s8 of the 
extraverted child in primary school reported in a 
number of studies (e.e,o Eysenclc and Cookson, 1969), 
might not be due in part to the effects of primary 
teachers' more favourable perceptions of extraver·ts 
especially o.s it is i:ntrov._:;r-cs who succeed u.t mere 
advanced educational levelsv ~o empirical evidence 
is offered in answer 'to this hypothetical q_ue sti.on, 
but it may be that teacher e.::cpectati on has a greater 
.. \
influence vli children's person~ity development than 
it does on their intellectual attairunentso Also the 
high co-judgement betv1eerl 2-cadernic and otber DUl)il 
- ... 
characteris-cics perceived by teachers, especialJy male 
teachers, woul.d seem. to suge:e ;.,;t tlle o~Je r3.tj_ on of the 
Ichheiser m.echani sms of social illusion to the 
detriment of the less anle children in class • 
. ~-
__ ... \ 
teachers' 'Global' Perceptions of '£heir Pupils. 
This stage of the investiga"tion was concerned with 
the analysis of the interaction effects be"tween teachers 
and pupils and involved looldng at the influence which 
particular pupil characteristics might exercise on the 
pe rcep ti ons of their teacher;;:;. An outline of the 
variables to be explored, together with the statistical 
methods used, has already been given in Chapter 9 on 
Research Design; an analysis of variance 1.vas used with 
five independent variables - teacher formality and sex, 
pupil social class, position in class and sex. 
Although there were five independent variables, because 
of the fact that the teachers taught separate classes of 
children, this meant that pupils were 'nested' under 
individual teachers, a..."ld therefore the actual model became 
a six way analysis of variance. Equal numbers of observations 
(children) were requir~d for each of the cells in the matrix, 
a.11d therefore some kind of sampling procedure was required 
to select the appropriate number of children from each of 
the 48 classrooms, since the numbers of boys and' eirls 
varied within each class. The sampline vvas carried out by 
dividing the children in each class into boys and girls and 
-~ 
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then each child \'/3.S assigned to an upper or lower position in 
class based on the rant: order as supp..Lied by the class teacher,· 
fir:aJ..ly each child so grouped was assignea. to a non-manual or 
manual c a-cegory ace ording to the occupation of the fa the ro 
'l'hi s information was also supplied by the class teacher and 
classified by the experimenter according to the Registrar 
Generars tables (1966). Hence there were eight cells in each 
class room v1i -ch varying numbers in each cell; the number of 
pu.:pils selected· for the sample from each cell was determined 
by the smallest number of pUl)ils occurnng in any of the eight 
cells among the 48 classrooms, and since some care had been 
exercised at the outset to ensure classes of appropriate size 
:;UJ.d composition; :it Wiiil.S J)Oesiol~ to &.leleot th!t'G1@ l.JU.l.i:i.J.e ;f;t·om 
each of the eight cells in each classroomo Since the number 
of pupils in each cell varied considerably, a random numbers 
table (Fisher, 19b4b) was used to choose the three pupils from 
each of the eight cellso 11he total number of children which 
this sampling arranger.:1ent j)roduced was l, 152 distributed among 
43 classrooms, with 24 children to· each class. fhe teachers 
were those used in the previous analyses, that is 24 men and 
24 women teachers. An illustration of the Anova model is 
given in Table 13:1. 
. 
Details of the independent variaoles bave already been 
considered in Chapter d, but little has been said so far 
concerning the dependent variable, that which measured the 
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perceptions of the teachers. '.rhe dependent varia-ble 
consisted of a score derived from each teacher's grid 
which was obt2.:.tned by su...'11Illing each pupil' s EC ore on 
every construct, and tfl.en dividing th.is to give an 
average. 'l'his pupil score, therefore, vra.s an average 
score across all the teacher's constructs which had been 
aligned as described in Chapter· 9 so that 1 favourable' 
poles were numbered one and 'least favourable' poles 
numbered seven; the use of an average score thus enabled 
comparisons to be made between grids with different numbers 
of constructs. This measure vvas very similar to that used 
by r.lash (1973), though instead of using all the constructs 
elicited fro11 his .sample of teachers, ~'1d then averaging 
the scores, he used the first eight cons"tructs occurnng on 
the grids; he thus achieved comparability across his sample 
by ensuring an equal number of c onstrlJ_cts for each teacher. 
'.rhe interoretation of this score was that it measured 
... 
the overall favourableness or otherwise of the perception 
which each teacher had of each child. '.rhis is how ·Nash 
describes the score: 
11 The children with the lowest scores are 
assmned to be those more favourably perceived, 
I 
I 
and those vvi th the highest scores to be the 
least favourably perceived. 11 
(Nash, 1973; p.22) 
oi' Vdriou .. s grad.ings on diffe:c·8n-L ,:;ons-cructs, ano. these 
some 
te~chers used more )ersonality construc~s~ so~e used more 
constructs ,:;oncerned '.'lith :..;.cs..demic 1-''::;:r-cP.:ption, and as has 
been indica tc~d in Gha.pter lU the types o:f constructs 
emer~ing from the Nash study were different in some 
respects from those obtained from the present sample of 
teachers. 
for inste .. :nce, 
one teacher using the noisy quiet 
h2va ~refe~r~ pupils at the noisy ::,JOle, where3..s 8.j.1.0ther 
q_uiet pupils more favourably. Thus the grids were 
ch:::n~actc:rised by a::1 enormous degree of va.riabili ty - i:::1deed 
Thi .s 
heterogeneity is regarded as c:.. consiclel':..?))le c_:~,::.v::121t:;;._se 5.~1 
"7;~1.;t..t it :rer1ders the d8)c:::ndent variable a.. ~much more meaning-
'.'lith constr-'J_Cts on '.vhj.ch they could. gr2.de their children; 
grid., bV .. t it rtdS been r<::V;;:~Jed d.lrec...d~r th:i..-'c tiif:ferent. 
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Hypotheses. 
I 
'L'he broad areas of enquiry which the study entailed 
have already been outlined in Chapter 9" 'J:he main reason 
for the choice of an analysis of variance desien was the.t 
_, it would provide a sufficiently powerful statistical tool 
to allow the exploration of interaction effects between t~e 
teachers and the pupils. However, the relative scarcity of 
studies within the sphere of education v1hich have a..11alysed 
perceptual interaction! made it difficult to propose finn 
hypotheses. This meant that for mc=.l.Yly of the inter<:~.ction 
effects 'ex post facto' hypotheses had to be generated, 
though possible effects of the pupil variables were more 
readily stated. 
(i) Teacher Variables. 
It vvas hypothesised that female teachers' ratings 
V!Ould be se2.1erally more f8.vourable than those of male 
teachers because of a l 1 eported tendency for women to be 
more lenient than men in their ratings of others. 
(Kohn and Fiedler, 1961). 
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As l'egards the other ·te;J.cher variable, 
Iile c.::.su.red by the 
it was hy·...9 othe si sed that form::.l teachers 1.?ould 
show less fCl.vourable ratings of children th~n 
informal tec.che rs l be C'.:l.Use of s.. less sati sf act ory 
te~cher - pupil ~elationahiyo 
(ii) Pupil Variables. 
hypotheses concerning pupil variables~ because a 
considerable body of E:vidence conce:cning these 
has been built up. It was tr:ere:fo::c·e hY};othesi sed 
that:-
(a) girls 'aould be r:J.or·e f<:wourably l)erceived 
than boyso (.Barker Lun:nl 1970; Do1na, 1969; 
(b) children in the· top half of the class would 
receive higher perceptual ratings from 
tt:.eir te:J.cf1ers than those in the bottom. 
hc:.lf of the classo (Nash, 197 3; 
Hargreaves, 1967; Lacey, 1970). 
(c) that childrer;. :froi11 non-manu:J.l b:;;;,cl:Ground s 
would be more favourably perceived than 
children with parents in manual occupations. 
-~ 
(Pidgeon, 1970; Rist, 1970). 
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(iii) 'i'eacher Pupil Inter:.:.wtions~ 
Althoue;h it v;~s not possib-Le to :oft<J.te formal 
hypotheses concerning the possible effects of 
teacher - pupil interactions~ t1No particular 
a·reas were of specie..l interest;. the fi::cst 
concerned the influence of the combined effects 
of teacher sex a..YJ.d pupil sex:~> for there ·::ere two 
of this inter~ction. Stevenson (1965) has 
proposed a cross-sex leniency effect, based on 
psychoanalytic concepts v,rhereby men 'prefer' 
girls and women 1 prefer 1 boys, whereas ~auch 
and 1Jertheimer (1961) foui~d that more lengthy 
same-sex judgements were made than cross-sex 
ones, and it was inferred from this that a more 
'.complex' judgeme:LJ.t wov.ld result in a mo:ce 
favoure:ble one.· Hence there was interest in 
the present s·tudy to see if teachers displayed 
'l'he other are a 
of specific conce'rn. was the effects of the 
influence of social class and sex combined on 
the perceptions of teachers, for it has been 
reported that bojs from lower social status 
.·.;· bCJ.c:kgrounds 8.r8 :o:e:on d.S much mo:c·e of iJ. belL.:.Viou:c 
l,roblcm than c) r1u frow shniJ<.:Lr c1asso s. 
RESUL~'S. 
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I 
I 
I 
(i) Main Effects. 
All I-Iele Female Informal :V'ormal 
Teacher I 
Variables 34.40 33.99 34.81 33.27 35-53 
Boys Girls High Pos. Lm-1 Pos. Non-l'-'lan. 
Pupil 36.82 31.98 2.5 0 70 43.08 32.51 
Variables 
Table 13: 2 .. IV:ean Scores of 'reachers' Ratings of Pupils 
f..ccordirlg to Various Groups of Teachers and 
r\·jsnua 1 
36.29. 
The. mean scores for the main effects are shovm in 
Table 13:2. As can be seen the mean score for all 
I 
teachers was 34.40 and was very close to the mid-point 
of the scc.le which Wd8 35.00. 
Neither of the two teacher effects were significant 
(p.L.Ol) and thus the null hypothesis for these tv10 
variables c culd not be rejected. Therefore women 
teachers were not significantly more lenier..t than their 
male colleagues, and if anything the results show a 
slight trend away.from the expected direction with the 
mean score of the men b ei:r:.g higher than that for the 
women teachers. 'l'he level of formality exerted an 
influence in the expected direction but a significance 
of level of p.L.05 was not considered satisfactory 
with such a large number of possible interactions. 
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By way of contrast to the teacher variables, all. of 
the pupil variables were significant beyond the p.~.01 
level ot' confidence. The largest single difference Gccured 
with position in class, (p.;LQOOl), and cl·3arly this 
variable exercised an enormous influence on the teachers' 
perceptions. Also as predicted girls were perceived 
significantly more favourably than boys (p.L. 001), though 
the effects of sex of the pupil were not as great as 
position in class; social background of the pupil also 
produced a significant difference (p.LoOOl) with children 
from non-manual backgrounds receiving si&;r1ificantly higher 
. ratings than children from a manual social eroup, though 
the difference between the means was less than that 
bet·.veen the ratings given to boys and girls. 
The results froJn the main effects indicated that aTYlong 
the variables selected for study the pupil characteristics 
were more influential than the teacher characteristics, and 
that the ereatest sin.sle influence on the teae:her's overall 
perceptj_on of the children in class was whether a child was 
within the upper or lower half of the class. 'l'his influence 
was based entirely on the ability norms of a particular class. 
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( i j_) Inter2ction Effects. 
(a) Sex of feacber x 3ex 
~s predicted boys were perceived differently from 
girls, t:.1onch tLe p3..r·ticv.lar j_nteraction effects ·were 
different from those hypothesised. Both male and female 
teachers rated girls more favou::cabl~r than boys, though 
this differ-e:r~c e was· ;Sre2.ter- for woaen teachers than r.1en. 
\'iomen teache :r·s tended to see tl1e girls nore fayoura-bly, 
and the boys less f~vourably~ than ~en teachers, whose 
differences between the sexes totalled 2~61. (Women 
te;;;.ch8rs :..:: 7. 07). '.the c;r·ec::.te st indi vidn;;;.l diffe:cence 
between men and women teachers• ratings was the result 
of the lo'_.->'er rating' which women teachers gave to boys. 
_.(_b_.)'--_Pl_l-"'_r~~l_-__ l _ s_· e_x_..._, _}_' o_s_:.._; _t_i_o_r_l_l_ll_C_' l_a_s_s_CD_r_l_d_S oc_~_a_l __ ~-~-;3. s ~-. 
(p.L.OOl? sea ~2atle 13~ 
Significantly aifferent (p.L.OOl) scores were 
obtained for· ·boys ::::..nd girls accordinc to whether tl1ey 
were in the Ul)per o:c lc'.".'er hc.lf of the cl2.ss, 2.Yld 
wbethe r or not their ·backgrounds were manual or non 
manual. lin interesting pa.tte:r·n emerged in t~1a.t for 
_ .... '. 
pupils in the top part of the class social class 
.;;. 
differences were greatest for boys, whereas for pupils 
in ~he lower part~ i~ was the ~irls who s~owed the 
largest differences. 
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er.1erged was also interc~stj_ng because for the boys in 
the top half of tl'l2 cl<:.ss the difference was caused 
by the lower r-atines given "'co 'mar1ual' boys, vvhereas 
for the girls in the lower pe.r·t of the cJ.ass it was 
t~e more favourable perception of girls from higher 
social status backgrounds which was responsible for 
the large difference. 
(c) Teache_E Infon'li:ili ty, Pu£1 :F'osi tion in Class and 
Social Class. (p.L.Ol; ~ee Table 13:5). 
1'he results here indicated that the ratings of 
informal and formal teachers varied according to whether 
the pupils were in the upper or lo,.ver half of the clasB. 
'l'he largest difference on the ratings between manual and 
non-manual pupils in the top half of the class was 
produced by for·mcil teachers, 'i'llO..CX mean scores were also 
\· 
higher, indicating a generally less favourable 
perception. However for children in the bottom half 
of the class a completely different pattern emerged 
\vi th the greatest difference occurrmg for informal 
teachers, who gave especiall~r favourable ratings to 
non-rr:anual pupils. An important interactive effect 
cr.1e:rged, therefore, \vi th respect to social class; 
with formal teachers the effects of social class were 
i:ceatest v;ith chilC.ren in the top half of the class, 
whereas with informal teacher.s, the effect v1as more 
pronounced with children in the bottom group. 
I 
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Boys Girls 
Male Teachers 35 o29 32.68 
Female Teachc;rs 38.35 31.28 
Table 13:3. J·.Cean Scores - r!:ale and Female Teacl-.ers 
Rating Bovs and Girls. (n.L.Ol). 
i 
I 
Upper Posit ion LoHer Pas it ion 
Non -rr.anual I'Tanua l Non-r.1anual r:Ianual 
~ 
Boys 25 o97 30.18 45.61 45.51 
GirlB 2~ .. ~1 24 ._51 36.24 45 .,OQ 
Table 13:4. l'i:een Scores: Pupil Sex x Pupils' Position in 
Class x Pupils' Social Class. (p.L.OOl). 
Upper Position LovJer Position 
Non-!''HJnual i\'ianual Non-Manual I'-'lanual 
Informal 23.43 25.54 33.46 45.65 
I 
Formal 24.75 29.15 43.39 44.8h 
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3S 
30 
Boys Girls 
Fig. 13.3 ~ean 'Global' Scores. 
30 4-S 
25 40 
20 3S 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
High Position Low Position 
Fig. 13.4 Mean 'Global' Scores. 
30 4b 
25 11 " /' 
.; 
~0 
,<: 
20 3b 
hor: .'lanual Lon ;-lanual 
:·:anual ivTanual 
iiip;h Position l.oH Posit.ion 
Fig. 13.5 Mean 'Global' Scores. 
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i.__0l__}eacber Infon:;ali ty, fupil Sex ar:d Position in. Cla2s. 
(p.L.Olt see Table 13:6). 
A signifi8a..nt difference (poLoOl) ¥vas also obtained 
in respect of the way formal and informal reachers 
perceived boys and girls in the upper and lower halves 
of the class. Girls at the top were seen similarly by 
both groups of teachers, but boys were seen in a less 
positive way t.ha....Yl girls by the formal teachers. In the 
lower class position there was only a slight discrepancy 
in the differentiation made between the boys and the 
girls by informal and formd.l teachers~ ·though the latter's 
r::-:tings were lower. 
(e) Teacher sex 1 Position in Class a..rf·a· social Class. 
see 'fable 13:7). 
The differences in male teachers' ratings of boys 
and girls ~·,ere similar for both manual and non-manual 
pupils, with girls being the most fav6urably perceived. 
Hovvever, vvi th formal teachers a more involved interaction 
was uncovered which showed a greater contrast between 
their ratings of boys and girls in the non-ma..Ylual group. 
Women teachers' ratings of boys seemed unaffected by 
social class background. 
Informal 
Forrr.al 
Table 13:6. 
l'ilale Teachers 
Female Teachers 
Table 13:7. 
·- )2.6 -
Uprer Position LoHer Pas it ion 
Eoys Girls Boys Girls 
2_5 .57 2Jo40 44 .. 95 .39 015 
30 .. 58 23.31 46.17 42.06 
r.1ean Scores: Punil Sex x Pupils' Positio!l 
in Class x Teacher Informality. (p.L.Ol). 
-
Non Menu I'll Manual 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
JJ.20 30.67 37 .• 38 34.69 
38 .. 38 27.77 38.31 34.79 
Mean Scores: Punil .Sex x PuJl.ils' 
Social Clas~: x Teacher Sex.. (p.L.Ol) .. 
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Ei p; h ?o s i t i o n Low Posi tj.0n 
?ig. 13.6 .·;ean 'Global' ...icorcs. 
35 
FGMAI-G 
40 
30 ~·~ 
~s Mil\ I... IS 
Boys Girls 'boys Girls 
Non- :·:a.n ual 
Fig. 13.7 ~ean 'Global' Scores. 
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Di scu.ssio~ 
The pattern of teachers' perceptions revealed by this 
study showed the very complex n;;Lture of the l)erceptual 
process, and though the influence of the main effects 
serJed to support findings obtained in previous· research, 
the chief interest '!las in uncovering the interactions 
bet?reen teacher a..Yld pupil characteristies, showing how 
these affect the way in which teachers actually perceive 
children. The results presented a rather di:E'fuse picture, 
reflecting the variability of percep~ion in real life 
situations, but there were a number of broacl findings w!1ich 
emerged. 
Firstly the effects of tear:her characteristics were 
less than anticipated, with no overall differences being 
revealed -between men and women and informal and formal 
teacheX~s. Although these characteristics, esgecially the 
sex of the teacher, exerted a significa:..'lt influence on the 
contents of perception,in the rating of particular groups 
of pupils on those constru.cts these had an insignificant 
effect. 
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The pupil v~riables, on the other hanJ, ~ere all 
( 19 67) Jb.sl:. r l q7 ) .,1 ., 1·· a L:.o e: e '" ( l c'"1 n' 1., --~ve· \ --"' I _) • __..,.,_- ._ - V " a--' J - ~ "-
involves ~ child being less well liked by te~chers) 
i rre SIJO cti ve c::f the· ::.c tnal a.bi li ty level e. pur~i1 ma.y 
}::;r·op orti on 
not ::;;.11 of 
'1'l1i s 2:-.!it)lt b.e explained ty the ::c·el:;;. ti Vt-)J.~r ls.rge 
i 
of co:r:tstrnc,ts Cl.escribj_Dg 2cc.,dert:ic 'NO:c-1-::, t!wuzh 
,. t i " "'} , "'b""'- .J_ ;;.Clll evemen ~ m:::.ny vrere co::lce:r·neu. V.'l -c ··J vrory 1"a lvS voo. 
The fact th~t girls were rated signific~ntly biEher 
t1:ar.:. tile boys is 2.. findine; j_n J.ine \':ith the results o:f 
studies reviewed in the literature ( ··Ji 1 oon lqo' -~. 0'...... o-.J -i' _, - ' Bari::er 
e12:boration. save to say that the effect of 
pupil sex i . was greater than that of social class, which, 
tbo-~lgh signifj_c:;;.:c::.t, sllO'o"'!8d -~:r~e sT!le.llest Ciifi'erer:.ce between 
t ~h e 1n e 2..11 s o f t !1 e D1uin effects. 
cl2. ss b~ckgrou.nd. on teacr1e rs' p e2:·c epti ons of their rupi l s; 
the m~in argument seems to be th~t teachers perceive 
lowe p ,-.1 "''"8 -r:~;-:il"" less fsvcur~blv -~hc..:r;. others, and 
I o - _.--- - -J , .. .I:: - V , 
that t~ese poorer perce~tiona are fed tack to the jUpils 
~ho j_ntroject the I. tee.c11ers' 
self-estecrr~ o.nd. tbis cu.u.s0s o.. poorer acc;.demic lJerfonne.Lce 
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than would have otherwise been tb.e case.. Thus a 
I 
con tributor to the so-r;alled '.vorking class unJerachi eyement 
is the teacher's 1.ess favourable perception of vro:dcing class 
children. The data provided by the present study, if 
representative, raises some 1)roblems as to the validity 
of this process. 
Firstly, before a cl~im can be made that teacher 
expectation influences pupil outcomes in a significa..'1t way, 
it must be established that differences in teachers' 
perceptions of particular groups of children actually 
e:Xi st. This invest iga ti on has demon stre.t ed that t:1.e 
1mpil' s social cl3..ss does have a genuine effect on teachers' 
perceptions, but its influence was less than that of either 
sex of pupil or the pupils' position in class. Having 
established the fact that the sex ha.s a greater effect 
than social class, with girls -oeing seen more favourably 
by both male a.."tld female teachers~ one must ask why girls 
eventually oecome the most clearly defined group of 
underi:.lchievers in the educ:J.tional sy::Jt8m. Why do teacher 
perce11tio::1s work to depress the academic attaimnents of 
lower class pupils on the one ·hand, yet do not uplift the 
eventual achievements of girls on the other ? 
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The second criticiam which c.:<.n be levelled against 
the teacher expectation hygothesis is that it has been 
oversi:o'Jlified and overS?r.~nel~ali sedo ~ ~ For ex:.1rnple the 
effects of social class act quite differently upon 
different cronl; s of pupils; although boys in general 
are seen less favm1rably than girls, <'ind '>VO rking. class 
boys in particular are disfavoured more than any other 
group, the actual influence of social class is much 
more }.n~onounced for girls th':in boys; and this social 
.-::lass influence lies not so much i~1 the fact t}lo.. t working 
class girl:3 are perceived especially less favourably than 
other working class pupils but rather t}m t girls from 
non-manual backgrounds are held in particularly high 
esteem - they are a particularly favoured grOUl) with 
teachers; this is especially true f~r girls in the lower 
half of the class who are from non-manual backgrounds. 
A third consider:J.tion occurs when one examines the 
influence of teacher variables on the perceptual ratings 
of pupils; especially that of sex. For example the effects 
of social class background on women teachers' perceptions 
of boys is practically negligible yet for girls this 
influence is considerableo In the classrooms of women 
tes.chers,. therefori:,;, it ::ippeared tha't being a 'ooy 
diminis'.hes social class influ.ence on perception vvhile 
being a girl enhances i "L. With men teachers, however, 
ratings getting steadi~y more fuvourable frrun lower class 
boys at tl1e bottoJa to upper class girls at the 'topo 
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The other teac~1er variab.Le, that of teacher forrnality, 
though insignific~1t in infb1encing the contents of 
teachers' perceptions, was also found to interact with the 
effects of pupil socie..l cl;;1ss, though in a somev.,rha-t:; 
unexpected directiono Although :formal teachers generally rated 
c~ildren lower than informal teachers when the pupils 
were in -c he top half of the class, and this applied to 
both manual and non-manual groups, a different pattern 
I 
resu.l ted in the lo~:ver half of the class when it was 
informal teachers who 'yielded' most to the influence 
of social class, with formal teac:1.ers being relatively 
unaffected by it. This result again demonstrated the 
importance of int~~ract:Lve offects as between teachers 
and pupJ.ls, a.11d illustrates that sor...:ial class factors· 
operate ~uite differently with diffArent groups of 
teachers :md lJUpils. 
The interactive effects of pupil and teacher sex were 
I . 
also seen as interestj.ni, particularly in that male teachers 
,_.,ere less ilarsh in juuging boys than were female teachers, 
thouell this tendeilCY was not sufficie:cUy strong to m~J.::e 
··' the boys .more f.:1vourably seen than girlso 'ihi s re snl t 
wou.Ld support neither Stevenson (1965) who suggests the 
operation of a cross-sex leniencey effec~, nor Beach and 
Wertheimer (1961) who su~gest that ~eniency in judgement is 
I 
same-sex. 11.'he data presenterl here shovt that leniency is 
73-
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'l'he investigation also showed. that women tended to use 
morE: extreme ratings than men, a fincling which supports 
"t;he resu.Lts of Shapiro and Tagiuri (1959) and Cowen (1958), 
though it ::J10uld be stressed that the larger differences 
obtained in the present study were due to the greater 
cross-sex differentiation by 'NOmen teachers. Ratings wi t}l.in 
pupil sex were similar for both male and female teachers. 
'.Chis latter finding was but one of a number of results 
which have shown that the pattern of teachers' perceptions 
of their p~pils is a good deal more iLtrica~e than some of 
the prcvi~ms research literature would suggest. \Vha"t; the 
present findir.g s cannot do is to resolve the problem of 
the direction of •causation' of pupils' academic achievement, 
that is whether teachers' judgements reflect a situation or 
create it. But prior to ascertaining ·whether teachers greatly 
influenr::e the academic performance of children -because of their 
'false' perceptions (Pidgeon, 1970) it is necessary "t;O 
discover what the pattern of their pe:l:-'Ceptions of these 
children might ·be, and the evidence from this resear·ch 
indic<:l..tes that previous findings have tended to oversimplify 
this process. This is not to deny that the way teachers 
classify and categorise pupils may exert an effect on their 
subsequent academic performance, for example middle class 
girls· being taught by women teachers may be a particularly 
favoured group, but what is required now is a rather more 
c1 iscrimina ting appro2.ch to the problem vvi th investigations 
to a::Jcertain what are the cons<::(lUences of know·n categori.sations 
of particular groups of pupils wi trd.n classroomso 
c 
__ ... _\ 
·reachers' :E'erce-otion.s of ACademig, Behavioural, 
and :Personality Characteris"tics of 'J.:heir fupils. 
'11.he a.112lysis of teachers' percqnions reported in trw 
previous chapter used, a..s the dependenli variable, the total 
grid sc or;e for eacb puiJil ( elero.ent) after the constructs 
had -bee12 aligned for favoura.bili ty - unfavou:c:lbility of 
l)erception, and this vras used on the assumptio~ Lihe..t this 
represen1Jed the teacher's overall perception of children 
a low score indicating that tbe tee.cher- viewed a lJl..l:pil 
favourably~ a high score th.::.t the puyil was unfavourably 
perceived. Just as the contents of the teachers' grids 
could be clasiified under several broad categories? with 
the three main groups of cons-eructs describing academic, 
I 
oehavioural and personality chara.cter-istics of pupils, 
so it was also possible to examine the interactive effects 
of these three r:;ain 1Jerceptu8-l components, and consequently 
an analysis of vari2.nce was carried out using the 
appropriate groups of constructs describing the academic, 
relationship/behavioural~ and p ers ons.li ty dimensions of 
the pupils in class. Al thm.1c;h a considerable inter-
relationship between these thrae areas had been established 
in Cha1)te:r· 12, with inter·correlations ranging from + 0.72 
i 
to+ 0.34, nevertheless this allovred ample opportunity 
for the possible operation of different interactive 
i 
effects within the tilree perceptud.l categories, for even 
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a correlation of + O.?accounts for only 50% of the 
variance bet\veen the tvvo va.riaoles~ The present chapter, 
therefore, atte·mpts to ans.lyse t11e influence of main and 
interactive effects on the teach(;)rs' acaderr.d.c, behavioural 
and personality perceptions of their .Pupils. 
i 
'.Che delJendent va.rLibl e for tile teachers' ac ad.emic 
perception was obtained in a ma..Ylner similar to that used 
I 
to measure the teachers'· overall or global perception of 
.::,their pupils. The c onst:c1J.C t s o:f the <cG teachers were 
classified according to the taxonomy already described 
in Chapter 10 and t:'1e average score of each pupil 
(element) on those which described the academic 
characteristics of 1mpils was obtained. .J3y this means 
it was possible to compare scores on different g:cids 
even thout)l the actual constrv.cts varied between teachers. 
investigation into teachers' global perception of ~heir 
pupils, tbat is 1,152 children 7 eg_ually divided between 
boys and girls. The method of analysis was carried out 
ezactl~r as in the p:ceviou.sly described anclysis o:t· 
varia.nce • 
. -;.. 
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In the same 'Nay that the dependent variable in "the 
previous analysis, using total grid average score, described 
the overall favourablene ss or otherwise o:t' ttJ.e teachers' 
ferceptions of children, so the dependent variable in this 
case was regarded as a reflection of the teachers• 
favourable or unfavourable perception of the pupils• 
academic characteristics; the actual constructs used 
varied between individual t eachel"S bu -c the category 
contained three broad sub-groups of constructs - those 
describing the general intellectual capacities of the children, 
their work habits and their abilities in specific curriculum 
areas such as mathematics and reading. 
Hypotheses. 
As in the previous analysis of variance, problems were 
experienced in proposing: operational hypotheses since there 
was so little em.p_irical evidence in the research literature. 
However, judging by the results from the previous analysis 
(detailed in Chapter 13), it seemed unlikely that the two 
teacher effects of sex and forrr..ality would be significant 
factors in the academic perception of pupils, but that the 
pupil effects would reveal significant differences, 
with pupil's position in class clearly exerting a dominant 
influence; it was also hypothesised that boys would 
receive significantly higher (i.e. poorer) scores than 
girls, and that children from non-manual backgrounds 
would be more favourably evaluated than manual children. 
,~ 
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::~o hy-.9othesGs were stated concerning t~1e interactivG 
effects of teachers and ~uuils on academic nercention, ~ • ~J -
but as in tl'1e yrevious ANOVA investigation~ it was these 
which were the focus of interest. 
'rhe results o-F' the main effects are shovm in 'J:aole 14:1, 
and from this it can be seen that the mean for .::lll teachers• 
acade:n.ic :ra-cings of all lthe children was 34.82 - only a 
shade lower than the medn score of 34.40 for te2.cr~ers 1 
global perceptions. As predicted the teacher effects 
were not significant, though the trend of tbe mean scores 
vtas inte:.:.:·esting with male tez;.chers being rnore lenient thai1 
I 
fem:::..les, e .. :nd info:rmal teachers rating childre:2 academ.ically 
-''more favoul~a.bly than formal tGachers. 
Only tv.,ro out of the three _pupil effects v.rere 
~ignificant. (p.L.OOl). The &reatest influence on the 
' tec..chers 1 8.C8.dernic r)ercelJtions 'das, not UlUlatura.lly, the 
position in class of t~e pupils. The difference between 
t!1e teachers 1 ac ade:r..ic 11 ere epti ons of boys and girls v:as 
rated. Of Cl~u_cia.l import;J;rlce in this analysis ·.vas the 
nL::.m.u:J.l pup:LJ.s - 21 t!:our~h -~he t:cencl w:J.s j_n tJ.1e GXJlected 
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All I·':ale Female _Informal Formal 
Teacher 
Vuriubles J4.82 Jl.f~J~. J5o30 J4GJ6 35.29 
Boys Girls High Pos. LoH Pos. r-; on g~nual i':irmual 
I-'upil 
Variables 37o45 32.19 2J .. 64 46.00 32.78 36.86 
Table lid: L ~,lean Scores of Teachers 1 ;\cademic Perceptions of 
Pupils f,ccorr1inp; to Various Groups of Teochr::rs 
and Pupils. 
Boys Girls 
ivJale Teachers J6.34 J2.J5 
Female 'I'e achers J8.18 32.04 
Table 14:2. Mean Scores of Teachers' Academic Percent ions 
- Teacher Sex and .PuDil Sex. (poL.OOl) o 
High Position o Lmv Position. 
Non Iv'!anual :f'.•ianual Non Jvlanual Manual 
Boys 2J .93 27.57 ~8.71 49·59 
Girls 20o37 22o69 J8.12 47.60 
Table lit :3. IJ:ean Scores of Teachers' Academic Fercentions-
Pupil Sex_.x Pupils' "Position in Class x Pu.pils' 
.-_;. 
Social Class. ( p .L..OO 1). 
30 
25 
- -3.3 9 -
40 
35 
Boys chrls-
Fir;. 14.2 :-le2.n Scores __ Acade"Jic Perce-otion. _ 
l':on 
I<nnual 
i-'ianual 
Eif':h Position 
so 
45 
40 
I:! on 
Hanual 
G-l~l.S 
i-!anual 
Lm·J Position 
Fi~. 14.3 Mean Scores - Acade~ic Perccpt~on 
·"' 
_ . ...; 
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-che di:t'ference was not sut'ficien.t to attain acce::."Jtable 
con:fideEce liwi tsQ Renee this involved the acceptance 
of the null hypothesis thst social class backgru,Lnd !:.ad 
no effect on the teachers• perceptions of their pupils. 
Interaction Effects. 
'l'here was one significant interaction effect 
(:p.L.OOl) for the 'first order interac-cions, and of the 
second order effects only tvvo were significant at beyond 
the one per cent level of confidence. 
'.Ceacfl.er s~z and Pu_nil sex. (E_.LOOl; see '-L'able 14:2). 
In this interaction effect t11e main difference 
betv,recn rnc.LLe iJ.YJ.d female teachers was in the:Lr acadewic 
I 
perc"eptions of boys, vri -ch female teachers classifying 
; 
-chem loYier t .. '1.3n male teach,;rs. ;~l teachers vie,.ved 
girls as superior :to boys, and the difference be-c-Neen 
i 
men 2..Tld v10men teachers in percei)tion of gi::..~ls was only 
slight, vvith woraexi rating girls as sligh-cly sttperior. 
It is interesting to :note that the range of women 
teachers' ratings is again greater than that for:.:the 
rr..en. 
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}"'upi.l Sex, ··) · _._ · · - (' J. · ' s· · 1 r' .1 .1. o sJ. 0 J_ on J.ll v . :_3- s s , _:..U1 u _?_c_J _l_a._. -_'-'_...:..e.;._s;.,.· S:_' ._· · 
(p .. L .. 001; 'l'able 14:3). 
Deviously the greatest difference between the 
scores in this interaction was due ~o posi~ion in 
class, cut within the high and low positioned group 
a different pattern of percelJtion emerged. For t~e 
children at the top half of the class, the effects of 
social class background was greatest ~or the boys, 
'Ni th those from manual occupations being particularly 
poorly perceived relative to the other top group 
children. Within the bottom group of children, 
a.l thout;h ·working class boys were again t:1e least 
favourably perceived, it was vvi th the girls that 
social class influence was greatest, with non-manual 
girls being viewed by their teachers in a particularly 
favourable light .. The difference between the latter 
t·,.,ro ;'!Y"OUlJS of girls w::1.s particularly noticeable, with 
r£::a.ily 10 points sel)ara"cing the non-manual and manual 
gi;rl s • 
.. , 
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I 
High Position Lo't! Jbs i tion. 
l'lon I-'!anual Msnual Non Ivianual I•Jianual 
I:ufor!!!al Teacher 22o64 24&56 4lo4l 48&81 
Formal 'I'eacher 21.67 25o7l 45-41 48.37 
Table 14:4. i\'!ean Scores of Teachers' Academic Ferceptions -
Teacher Formality x Punils' Position in Class 
x Punils 1 ' Social Class. (p .L.Ol). 
Teacher Formality, Position in Class and Pupils' Social 
Class. (p.L.Ol; Table 14:4). 
A significant di'fferenc:e was obtained between the 
I 
J)U_pils' ;;Jociell ClCJ.sA,, po;:;j.tj.on in Clasr:>, :J.nd whC::ther or 
not the t e;lcher was form.al. For the top group of pu~ils 
the reSJ.lts showed that formal teachers' academic 
perceptions of pupils were influenced more by social 
I 
class background thart was the case for informal 
teachers, since the top group of manual pupils were 
perceived less favourably if their teacher was formal 
the :t'orrn.al teacher, with this above average ability 
group, seemed to be more affected by social background 
cues than did his informal colleague. However with 
pupils who were in the bottom half of the class it was 
the informal teachers who discriminated more betwe~n 
pupils of different social background, seeing pupils 
from non-manual backgrounds as academically superior. 
25 
I··Ianual 
~·ianual 
High Position 
~0-~ 
. I 
4SJ 
I 
. I 
I 
/NF'oR./11\L 
Non 
Hanual 
f:ianual 
Lovl Position 
Fi~. 14.4 Mean Scores - Academic Percention. 
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Discussion. 
A i.Jrief aiscussion only wiJ..J.. be undertaken at this 
poi n lJ since a :t'ull8 r c.: on side nn ~on o:t' ·che :r.e sul t s from 
"Ghe tl'lre 8 sub-components of teachers' perc ep"Gi ons will 
oe undertaken ali th::: end of this ch8..p-ter. 
However the rest.'.l ts obtained from this analysis oi' 
teachers' academi~ perceptions wou~d appear to have a 
considerable nearing on the teacher exgect3.tion 
' cor~troversy, for i-~ has demonstrated ·chat social 
class is not an influential element on -ceachers' 
academic perceptions of pupils. 'J:o SlJeak of "teacher 
expecta"Gions causing }_:rupil underachievement seems, in 
the light of thisiresu.lt, to be somewhat exaggerated. 
i 
;rhe greatestinfluence, as one would naturally think, 
! 
I 
was position in class of 1if1e smpil, but it is very 
revealing to see that sex of the pup~l was 
more important in determining academic percep"Gion_than was 
social class. One par-cicular in"Geractive effect of 
in"Gerest was that:between teacher sex and pupil sex, 
indicattng that vvomen teachers have 10\,ver expectations 
for o oys than do men 1Jee.c.!1ers, -chough al.L teachers see 
girls 2.s acaci.er!ic::llly superior to boyso 
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I 
! 
T:1.'!0 otb.;:c t'J:f:'i'ects des<~::.:·ve ~ 1rren·0ion. 
te·-=-•""~-•ers' 1\-'.1.... I global perception of their 
i 
pupils, the influence of !so0ial class was different in its 
effect on bOJs and gir·ls; and secondly the r·esults shov1ect 
0 -r ~ 't'j_-, ,~-'-l- n.o- J..~,e e·?T'...,,-.+s. 
_ ..1.. S ..J - u --o iJ -- - ~ t; ~ u of position-in cldss, 
. ~... ~ - ' 
· sL1:.::e this na.turs.lly ha.o ~ d.ol2:i.n;J.rl.t efi'ect or-1 the te~chers' 
':'Jithin the upr,er a.11.d lovter 
aoili ~c;:,r zr·ouping in cls.ssrooms, ther·e:E"ore' the influe:r"le.:e of 
i 
! 
differences in the interac~ion for academic perce~tion would 
I 
to ·the influence of non-cognitive 
V:J.:.ciables thi.:i.n other :pugil ch:J.racteristics. 
Teachers' Perceptions of ?upilsr Behaviour. 
'l'he dependent varie.ble for this 1t1easure was obtained in 
preci.sely the ss .. me vre..y as ·iJhat foz-· e..caaeraic }!ercel)tion, thougil 
the constructs used. '."tereJ of course, different. J:~ne e; onst:ctlc"us 
l~'J.pils' behaviour and relationship ~:vith teacher; the l")Upil 
s::;.rD2_::1le Vias identical to th~t used L.1 the stiJ .. c'ly of teachers' 
~lob~l nercentions. 
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Hypotheses. 
several hypotheses could be formulated e.:"G this point 
in the research, firstly as a result of the previous 
findings in the present investigation and secondly bec8ll se 
there had been more research into the -nehaviour patterns 
of pupils. It was hypothesised that both the teacher effect~ 
would -oe significant. Pupils' behaviour would be rated more 
favourably by women teachers as behaviour 511d relationship 
with teacher was an area of greater concern and interest 
than men teachers; also formal teachers v'l'ould give less 
favourable behavioural ratings than informal teachers. 
The latter effect would he expected since tl~e M'£AI 
speci f'ically set out to di scrim.ina te between teachers 
maintaining good pupil relationships and those who 
experienced some difficulty in establishing harmonious 
relations with pupils. It was also hypothesised that all 
the pupil effects would be significant~ though the 
differences between pupil sex and pupil social class 
background were expected to ne greater than for teachers' 
academic perceptions. 
Little work has been carried out on the interactive 
effects of "teacher and pupil characteristics, but it was 
thought that there would be a differential effect for male 
and female teachers of boy.s and girls, with boys seen as 
better behaved by men than women teachers. It was also 
postulated that social class would exert a differential 
effect on the perception of boys· and girls with boys from 
manual bacl~grounds being seen as the w·orst behaved in-class, 
and girls from non-manual homes being seen as the best 
behaved. As in the previous analysis the investigation 
of interactions was exploratory in nature and thus was 
not attempting to verify previously fonnulated hypotheses. 
; 
lfJ.ain Effectso 
Il'leans for all of the main effects are shown in Table 
14:5 and immediately noticeable is the relatively high 
average score accorded by all of the teachers to all o:t" 
the pupils. Many teachers were reluctant to use the 
bottom half of the seven point scale except for a handful 
of pupils and this tendency was reflected in the higher 
overall mean. 
There was no significant difference in the mean 
scores of male and female teachers, though the mean 
for men teachers was higher than that for the women. 
'fhis was .against the predicted direction, though the finding 
that there \vould be a difference between formal and 
informal teachers was as expected, but as with teacher sex, 
the differences were not statistically significant • 
. :; 
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All Male Female Informal Formal 
Te acbcr Jl. 70 30.82 32.58 29.66 JJ.74 
Variables 
Boys Girls High Fos. Lm·J Pos o 1:-Ion l'..Yanual. f-!.9:"!UB1. 
Pupil 
Variables 36 .J2 27.27 25 910 38.49 Jl.04 32.55 
'I' able l!.p 5 • j\S~an Scon;;s of Teachers 1 Behavioural Percent ions of 
Funils Accordbg to Various Groups of Teachers and 
Pupils. 
Boys Girls 
l·11ale 'fe Gchers J4.23 2? .42 
Female T'e ache rs ]8.04 27.12 I 
Table 14:6. J'viean Scores of Teachers' Behavioural Percen"tions-
; 
i 
Teacher Sex x Pupil Sex. (n.L:.Ol). 
High Pos. Lo. Fos. 
iVJ:=.le Teachers · 23.12 38.53 
Female Teachers 27.09 38.06 
Table 14:7. r\:ean Scores of Teachers I Behavioural Ferceptio:ts -
Teacher Sex x Pupils' Position in ClBss (p.i.OOl). 
•. 349 --
35 
30 
1-
Boys Girls 
Fig. 1l> .6 !-!ean Scores - BehaviouTal Pc::--ceptiorJ 
.35J 
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Fig, 14.7 Mean Scores - Behavioural Percention. 
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25 
Eigh 
Position 
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Fig. 11+. G l-'\cc.n _Scores - Deha.vionral Perception. 
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Hit)! Pas. LovJ Pas. 
Informal 'I'e achE:rs 21.19 38.13 
Formal 'I'e ac hers 29.02 J8.47 
'Table 14:8. i\·lean Scores of Teachers' E.e havioural ?ercentions 
- Teacher Forrr1ality x Pupil.s' Position in 
Class. (n.L.OOl). 
Sex of the pupi~ had, as expected, a significant 
effect (p.L. 001) with girls being seen by the teachers 
as very much better behaved than boys. The influence 
of the pupil's position in class was also as predicted, 
( p ~L· 001), and a very large difference of 1.3. 39 points 
between the two· means vms fm.md. '.2he third pupil 
. 
variable, that of social class was not significant, a 
result similar to the one obtained for academic 
perception of pupils. The difference between the two 
means was in the expected direction, but totalled only 
l. 51 points. 
Interaction Effects. 
The analysis of variance for behavioural perception 
produced the greatest number of interaction effects, thus 
demonstrating that the perception of pupils' behaviour 
was much more susceptible to the influence of teacher 
and pupil characteristics than academic perception. 
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Teacher Sex and Puuil Sex (p.L.Ol; Table 14:~) 
A significant interaction between these two effects 
was predicted, and the largest difference occurred in the 
way boys were seen by both male and female teachers. 
1Ehi s was similar to the pattern produced by the global 
perceptions of teachers, that is, both men and women 
teachers saw girls as better behaved than boys, but the 
male teachers did not find boys as badly behaved as 
women teachers did. 
~.reacher Sex and Pupils' Position in Class. (p-.L.OOli 
11able 14 !7) 
Position in class affected the way in which male and 
female teachers viewed children's behaviour, with the 
' greatest difference obtaining between how the two groups 
perceived children at the top of the class. Children in 
the top of the class were seen as better behaved by men than. 
women teachers,, while children at the bottom of the class were 
seen as better behaved by rvomen than men teachers. With 
this particular interactive effect the male teachers' 
ratings were more extreme than the women teachers. 
i 
I 
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·reacher Formality and Pupils' J?osi tj_on in Class. 
{J2.L'o00l; ~able 14:q). 
Teacher formaliiy was significant in the teachers 1 
! 
behavioural perceptions of pupils in the upper and lower 
half of the class. Informal teachers gave higher 
r:· ability pupils a much more lenient behaviour rating 
than boys &'1.d eirls under formal teachers. The situation 
for low positioned pupils, while.maintaining the same 
trend, with formal teachers giving lower ratines, showed 
a much smaller difference. ~he cause of this large 
difference in the pe~ception of high ability pupils' 
behaviour is difficult to account for, though it might 
have been due to the fact that higher ability pupils 
were more frustrated when with formal teachers and 
therefore ·worse behaved, or it might have been the 
case that the more ab.le pupils were viewed as a potential 
threat to the teacher' s security and hence received less . 
favourable behavioural ratings. 
Pupil Sex, Position in Class and Social Class. li·Lo O(Jl; Table 14 :~q. 
The first of the second order interactions 
produced a pattern which revealed the differential 
effects of social class, for teachers' behavioural 
p~rceptions of girls of high academic status were only 
marginally affected by their social class background, 
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but with boys the effect was much greater. With children 
in the lower half of the class a completely contrary 
pattern emerged, for although the working class group 
were the least well behaved of the girls, for the boys 
at the bottom of the class it was the non-manual group 
who were· seen as most troublesomeo 
'feacher Forrnali t Position in social Class. 
'fable 14: 10). 
The influence of teacher formality was again to 
generally reduce the elevation of the scores and this 
was especially apparent with working class boys in the 
top half of the class - those received a rating which 
was 9 points lower tban that given to this group by 
informal teachers. The effect of teacher formality 
on the lower ability pupils was rather less pronounced, 
though formal teachers saw lower ability manual pupils 
as better behaved than the non-manual group. 
Teacher Sex, Position in Class and Social Class. 
(p.L60l; Table 1~1y:-
Male teachers saw high positioned pupils as much 
better behaved than female teache-rs did, and indeed women 
teachers rated both non-manual and manual pupils lower 
than the men teachers• ratings. Among pupils at the 
lower ability range the effects of teacher sex on r:Janual 
,>, 
and non-ma..11ual pupils ratings v1ere more pronounced for 
male teachers, and indeed the interactive effect of 
position in class and social class of pupils was generally 
greater for men than women· teachers. 
lligh Pof> it ion. Lov1 .Position. 
Non jVk,n ua 1 IV: or: u al Non r~Fm Ual i·f;onuol 
Boys 27 ~14 J0.90 46.22 41.04 
Girls 20.li(' 21.67 30.11 ]6.57 
Table 14: .2· Jviean .'-)cores of 'l'e ache; rs' Behavioural ?erce pt ions 
i 
- Punil: Se~c x :Pu.pils' Positio::1 in Class x 
Fupils' SociAl C19ss~n.L.00l). 
I 
High Position. LoH Posit ion. 
! 
i'~on r.!an ual i'··ianua1 i:-i on i'/I.:muel Manuel 
Informal Teachers 20~64 21.75 J6.0l 40.24 
Formal 'Teachers 27 .. 21 30.83 39.57 37 .J7 
'I'able li.l:lO. Eeeo Scores of Teachers' Behevioural Perceptions 
- 'I'e &c ill r E'orma l i ty x Fupils' FN; it ion in Class 
x Fuuils' Social ClBss. (u.L.OOl). 
High Posit ion. Low Position. 
Non r.~anual Ic~anual Non t-'ianual i'•:Emual 
i'1ale Teachers 21.79 24.45 36.83 LrO .24 
}'ern8le Teachers 26.06 28.12 38.75 37.38 
I·!)ean Scores of 'J'eochers' Behavioural Percentions 
- 'l'eacher Sex x Pupils' Position in Class x 
Pupils' Social Class. (p.L.Oll. 
25 
Non 
f.ianual 
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Boys Girls 
Non Mn!lUo':il i-t, n n 111:11 Non Mnn u:Jl Menu :.11 
Ivlale Teache!'s J2o 77 35.70 25.85 28.99 
li'emale Teachers 39~84 ]6.,24 24.97 29.26 
; 
Table lLp 12. !1!ean Scores of 'I'eechers 1 Behavioural Fercentions 
-Teacher Sex x Pupil Sex x Pupils' Social 
Class. (n.~.OOl). 
'l'eacher Sex, Pupil Sex a11d Social Class. 
I 
Table 14:12). 
·:rhe interactiv'e effect of teacher sex and social 
class of pupils was very much greater for boys than 
for girls; a predictable pattern emerged of manual 
girls being seen as less wGll behaved than those 
from non-manual backgrounds, and. this occurred with 
both male and female teachers. For manual boys, 
the ratings of both male and female teachers were 
quite similar, but the behaviour of non-manual boys 
showed a marked sex influence, with male teachers judging 
non-manual boys as the best behaved of the- -bo'ys- but 
female teachers rated this group as the vvorst 
behaved group of all • 
- ":;57 - . 
High "71 • .J... • .tO~;l v lOJ.i. Levi I'os it ion 
T·-~ale :Fernale I·~aJ- e Fer.1ale 
Informal 18 .. 26 I 24.12 _38.64 37.62 
Forrr:el 27.98 I so.o6 _33.43 _38.51 
Table 14:13. 111ean Scores of Teachers Behevioural Perceptions' 
- 'l'eacho2)r Sex x Te2cher Formality x Funils' 
f'osition in Class. (p.L.Ol). 
~eGcher sex, Teacher Formality and Pupil Position in 
Class. ( ;p • L • 0 l ; Table 14 : 13 ) .. 
Within the group of lovver positioned pupils there 
was little difference between male and female, formal 
and informal teachers' ratings though informal women 
teachers were the most lenient i:ri their judgements of 
the behaviour of this group of pupils. Among those 
pupils in the top half of the class there was a large 
difference between formal and informal teachers, with 
the latter seeing these pupils as better ·behaved; 
however informal male teachers saw this abler group· 
of pupils as very much better behaved tha.11. informal 
female teachers did' and over ten points separated 
the ratings given by informal male and formal female 
teachers of these top group pupils. 
4-o 
35 
Non 
I·bnual 
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Di scu3sion. 
As in previous analyses no teacher effect was, by 
itself? significant? and as with academic perceptiou 7 
behavioural perceptions of teachers were not affected 
by the social class b~ckground of their pupils. Position 
in class was again the most influential pupil effect, 
but the sex of the IJUl)il was also seen to L:J.odify greatly 
__ .,. the teachers' perception~ girls being viewed as much 
better behaved than boys. 
behavioural perception of the 48 teachers was 
characterised by a very large numbe::c of significant 
intere.ctions indicating that the way in which teachers 
viewed pupils'behaviour was more susceptible to back-
ground variables than academic perception9 The analysis 
also revealed that it was :not working class boys who 
were alw~ys seen as the worst behaved group in class, 
for in the bottom half of the class it was the non 
manual boys who 'Nere seen as the naughtiest. The 
important differential effects of social class were also 
seen, with boys and girls quite di-fferently perceived 
according to whether they were in the top or bottom half 
of the class. The widely held view that primary teachers 
see working class boys as real behaviour problems was not 
supported by the data from. this studyo 
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'I'he overall lJattern of behavioural perception was 
one that was exceedingly complex with all teacher and 
all pupil variables having some interactive ef:f:'ects 1 
but again the dominarJ.t impression is of the overwhelming 
importance position in class exerts on the way teachers 
view the pupils' behaviour - a. situational variable 
with only a .modest relationship to academic ability. 
Of interest too was the considerable degree of influence 
which pupil sex exerted on the teachers' perceptions, a 
contrast to the neutral effect of the pupils' social 
background. 
Teachers' Perceptions of Fupils' PersonaJ_ity 
Characteristics. 
As in the previous analyses, the dependent variable 
was\obtained by averaging the pupils' scores across the 
relevant personality constnlcts, the sa~ple of pupils 
being identical to that used before. 
I 
-
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Hypotheses. 
! 
It 'NB.s not possible to propose any operational 
hypotheses prior to the aEalysis of variance because 
of the lack of previous research data; all hypotheses 
therefore were constructed 'ex post facto'. 
Main Effects. 
The overall me~~ for all teachers' judgements of 
pupils' personality was the lowest of the three sub 
areas chosen for investigation (35.87- see Table 14:12). 
'l'here was only one significant main effect and that was 
position in class (p.L.OOl) with a 14 point difference 
between high and low positioned pupils. 
Interaction Effects. 
There w~s only one significant interaction, ~nd 
that was a: second order interaction between fo.rrnality 
of teacher? and. pupils' sex and social class background 
(p.L.Ol); see r.rable 14:15. Formal teachers' ratings 
generally were less favourable than those of informal 
teachers, though there was an exception to this trend 
in the case of working class girls. ~he influence of 
., 
social class background was greatest for middle class 
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All IvJe.le Fena le LJ.f'ormal For::,al 
r.re ac !!e r 
Vc.ri3bles 35.87 36.,09 35 .6h 35· 71 I 3C02 
Boys Girls nigh Pos., Lovt Pos. Non r~Ianual ~·!an ua l 
Pupil 
Ve.r iab les 36.29 35 .i~4 28.?9 42 .. 94 34 .. 76 36.97 
Table 14:14. Mear:1 .Scores of Teachers' 'Percentions of Funils' 
}'ersonality ;';ccordinrz to Various Groups of 
Teachers and Pupils. 
Non IJlaL!ual Manual 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
i 
·. 
Informal Teachers 34.99 JJ.26 36.39 38.23 
Formal 'I'e achers '3~ ·39 JJo42 36.41 ]6.85 
' 
Table 14:15. l!lear. .Scores of Teachers 1 Perceptions of Punils' 
~~rson alit ies - Teacher Formc1l i tv x Pupils' Sex 
and Fupil.s' Social Clasro. ~LoOl). 
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40 -t 
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35 ~ 
l ~ORM~L 
iNFoRt1/\L 
Eoys Girls 
!{on _ l''lanuo.l 
~-) IT 
--g. 14.15 i'iean ·s co·rc.c ~~ -
Boys Girls 
i·I<:J r, ual 
D ~ erso"'al·. " lty 
boys and working class girls, with infor-mal teachers 
giving a lower ra tiilg for working class girls and formal 
teachers a lower rating for middle class boys. The 
largest cross sex differences occurred. with formal 
teachers among middle-class pupils, and with informal 
teachers among working-class children. 
General Discussion. 
The data produced from these three analyses, 
consisting of 78.9% of the teachers' global perceptions 
; 
of pupils, revealed i a labyrinthine structure in the 'Nay 
that teachers viewed their pupils) and, if this sawple 
of 48 primary school teachers is representative of 
-·' primary teachers as a whole, it must give rise to doubts 
concerning the validity of the more simplistic accounts 
of the ways in which teachers are supposed to classify 
their pupils and then r!lake assumptions, inferences and 
expectations about them. iven the first analyses of 
vari311ce, exaEtining the teachers' av·erall or global 
perceptions of their pupils, can be seen to be an 
oversimplification in the light of the results from 
this last cl:1ap ter. 
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I (aohal 1 
Tr.acher Sex 
T0.acher formality 
runil Sex 
Pupil Position 
~1nil Social Class 
Teacher Sex X Punil Sex 
Teacher Sex X Pupil Position 
Teacher formality X Pupil 
Position 
Pun:\.l Sex x Punil Position x 
~1nil Social Class 
TP.ar.her Formalitv x Pupil 
Position x Punil Social Class 
Teacher Sex x Punil Position 
x Pupil Social Class 
Teacher Sex x Punil Sex x 
Punil Social Class 
Teacher Formalitv x Punil 
Sex x PuPil Position 
; 
i 
TeCJcher Sex x Teacher Formalitv 
x Pun5.1 Position 
Teacher Formali tv x Pupil Sex 
x Punil Social Class 
.. \ \ 
--
~·: ;':. 
~·: 
;':;': 
Acactem"ic Eehaviaural Personalitv 
;'; ~·: ~·: 
: ;';;'; 
;': 
·'··'· f. ~. 
;':;': 
Tahle 14:13. Sir;nificant: Results Oi""ltained -From Four i\nalvses of V<1riance 
;':;': 
I = p.L.OOl 
I 
l': 
= p.L.Ol 
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In all of the three main areas in which teachers 
were evaluating and classifying their pupils - in 
achievement, behaviour and personality- the importance 
of class position was revealed as the dominating 
perceptual influenceo Clearly one would expect an 
overall difference in the academic perceptions of 
pupils at the top and bottom of the class of some 22 
points, but position in class also affected the way 
dif .rercnr.: o) and the evaluation of their personality 
characteristics (14.15 points difference). In this 
context it should be remembered that position in class 
was not related to any particular range of intelligence, 
for the schools sampled varied considerably in their 
grouping arrangements of the pupils - some were 
streamed, some were unstreamed and others had more than 
.. 
one age group in the class; position in class therefore 
was an ability measure which was relative to the 
particular classroom and was not dependent upon any 
'objective• assessment of ability relative to the total 
school populationo What the results from ·~his study 
showed, therefore, was the impo~tance, in the teachers' 
eye~ of academic performance relative to the :r~st of 
the class, irrespective of the actual level of 
individual attainmen·t;~ the teachers• perceptions were 
entirely dominated by the situation within the classo 
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'.J:hus the context of acadeBic performance was crucial 
to the teachers' evaluation of a particular child and 
an uttain..rnent level of 'x' in one class if tile child 
was in the bottom group, would De evaluated quite 
diff~rently if the same child produced the same level 
of attainment 1 x' , but VJas in the top g::coupo There 
could be no more perfect illustration of Ichheiser's 
thesis concerning the influence of situational variab.les 
on the perception of other peopleo 
The influence of class position did not just 
influence academic perception~ however, for inferences 
!·· were generated from this classifica:cion to those 
concerning the children's behaviour and personalityo 
As has been previously mentioned the teachers ten~ed 
to view the personalities of the children in a much 
•'· 
less differentiated ~~d sophisticated manner than they 
viewed their acade:;nic capacities, and the :personality 
constructs most frequently elicited tended to describe 
the child's degree of sociability; it was difficult 
to see v1hy, therefore, t~a t relatively more able 
children should -be seen as more sociable than less 
able childreno All one CaJ.1. conclude is th:.:l.t teachers, 
from a child's relative level of ability, make many 
inferences concerning his personality characteristics. 
~fn 
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The analysis of variance also enabled. the inter-
c orrela·Gions between· acatie11ic, ·beh::~.viour a.r,;.d 
personality, procluced in Chapter 12, to be given a 
more di:t."ec·!iional interpretation- it was the level 
of academic uerceu·cion of ·ou-oils which inf.luenced 
- - - ,.t.; 
the }Jerception of other gupil quaJ.i ties, a.nd not the 
other way around. 
Murphy 1 s (197 4) rather sketchily reported. 
interviews with his group of six teachers apparently 
revealed two independent modes of appraisal, an 
academic cl::~.ssification and a social classification 
which 11 led to radically different expectations and 
responses II • He continued :-
"In that academic perform:.::Lnce v;as seen as 
largel~l outside the volition of both l)Upils 
and teacher, being mainly determined by 
innate ability, teacher-pupil interaction 
proceeded without the allocation of 
responsibility, the invocation of sanctions 
or the use of threats. In that the nature 
of good behaviour was construed differently, 
.~ 
as vvi thin the capacity of all to attain, the 
on-going teacher-pupil interaction was 
praise and al.Loca ti on of bla:-ne. 
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'.:Che .suggestion here, hovteve:c, ls not 
that the difference between these 'two' modes 
of appraisal, these two dj.fferent realities, 
is such t:..s to automatically preclude the 
operation of the Halo Effect 1 only to suggest 
at best some qualif'ic at ion to the scope o:t' t!le 
Halo Effect as e:q:;lanatory of under-achievament. 
That these teachers readily distinguished 
between acade!!.lic ability and social conduct 
and consta-11tly maintained such a distinction 
in their appraisal of pupils both in the 
classroom and on more peaceful reflection~ 11 
(riLurphy 1 197 4; Po 335). 
The evidence produced here in this study of 40 
teachers from a large number o-r different schools 
indicated a contrary view. 
~ 
in that academic 
ability did produce a 'halo effect • ci.nd that the t\NO 
modes are not as independent as i·;lurphy wm.U.d suggest. 
Another finding: of im1) ortance which erne rged from 
this in·;estigation was the relative imi_'Jortance of the 
sex of the pupil in the tea6hers 1 perceptions. fhis 
.fact is not of course new·, but often in educational 
research it is alluded to 'en l)assant' and tben 
conve.!.iBntly for,:sotten, 'iri th li ttlo ~t tem1)t to wu.p out 
•' ~ : '- I ' 
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\~1at the effects ~nd implic~tions might be.. In fact 
in this study, in all of the analyses ':I here -~he 
differences were sigui fj_ca.nt, the inS:luenc e of t:-"e 
sex of the pupil 'Nas more important tha::1 t1:.e social 
her·e c2.sts some douot on the v1idely heiLi. t.:;eJ.ief aoou "t 
tlle effects on perceived oenaviour ~1ich socia~ cJ.ass 
is pu.:eported to exercise. In this particular sample 
of pupils e..nd teachers the difference in behaviour·al 
r-atings :t'or tr1e boys and girls was 9.05 points (p.L .. Ol) 
whereas between social class groups the differ·ence 'NC.s 
likewise in the perception of 
academic ability the differences were greater for 
pupil sex differences ttJ.an for children fror.a manual 
and non manual backgrounds. 
~ooking beyond the main effects of the Anova 
analysis, one of tbe most important results that 
emerged was the way in \v.l:lich meribership of a particular 
PUlJil sub-group, or teacher sub-grouJ?, aft'ected the 
prim~ry teachers' perceptions. Indeed the interactive 
effects which the investigation revealed made it 
difficult to speruc of teachers' perception of children 
in general, ar1.d indicated that different teachers 
perceived different ~roups of pupils ir.. q_uite 
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dissilllilar vw..ys, ;::.nd that these perceptw.:tl interac;tiono 
varied also according to the particu~ar aspect of a 
l'JUl)ij_s' bel1.8.:v·iou::c ·co which the teacher was atterdlin.:;::. 
Tbe pattern of s:LgnifiC<D:i.t interactions whi9h the 
analysis of teachers' global perceptions revealed, was 
largely, though by no means totally, accountable for 
by differences in the perception or pupils' behaviour 
and the _pe rceptionf of academic and. personality 
characteristics of the pupils were ffiUch less susceptible 
to the effects of sub-group membership. 
'l'hese results lead one to consider how realis-cic 
it is to suggest that teachers' pe::cceptions are 
responsible for the educational underachievement of 
working-class pupils, for theeffects of social class 
on the teachers' academic classification of PUDils was 
insignificant and certainly more feeble than . "that of .a 
pupil belonging to the male sexo In this regard one 
does agree with 1/Jur-_phy that the so-called self 
fulfilling prophecy might not be as ubiq_ui tous as some 
would suggest. Indeed the effects of social class 
background on the teachers' perceptions of pupils varies, 
not only according to the pupils' sex and position in 
class, but also according to the sex of the teacher, 
whether the teacher is formal or not, and c:..lso it. varies 
.·• 
according to which particular pupil characteristic is 
being perceived. 
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A concrete example will serve as illustration. 
rl'able lt~:l4 gives the me2.11 scores for a second order 
interaction which was significant in th:cee of the 
four analyses of variance. For top grouy girls social 
class has only a very small influence on the teachers' 
perception of them in all three modes, and the sr,1al.le st 
C.ifference occurs with behayiour; for top group boys the 
effect of social class is almost twice that for girls in 
all three modes, •..vi th the Lnp;e st di fi'erenc e o ccu ring in 
global perception (4.21). For pupils lower down the 
clasa the effects of social class on the perception of 
three areas, but especially in overall, global 
perception. However global perception for boys in 
the bottom of the class is virtually independent of 
social clc..ss; for boys, it is behavioural perc-eptions which 
show the greatest social class effect Vii th non-manual 
boys being especially well percejved. 
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Hic:sh ~'osition L0\·1 Position 
Non l'•~S:1U5l f·ienual Non l':Ianual Manual 
Boys : 23.93 27.57 48.71 4~t.59 
A.c aderr.ic 
Girls 20.37 22.69 38.12 47.60 
I 
Boys 27 .1~ 30.90 Lf6. 22 4L04 
Behaviour 
Girls 20.17 21.67 30.11 36.57 
Boys 25 ~97 30.18 LIS .61 45.jl 
Global 
Ghls 22.21 24.51 36.24 ~5 .oo 
Table 14~ r<>;:;ao ~~cores f'or f-upil Sex, Social Claso and Position 
in Cl2s.s on flcademi c, .3eh av ioural and Glob[1l 
If teachers' perceptions do exert a self~fulfilling 
prophecy effect - and this has so far not been discussed 
and will be left until the next chapter - but assuming 
they may, then from this data it would be difficult to 
' identify easily whicb group of pupils they would affect. 
-Would it be working class bO;'{s or girls, or 'middle class' 
pupils? '//ould it affect behaviour and personality or 
just achievement? Each effect would involve a different 
group of pupils. ~he only conclusion left to draw, if 
this data is representative, is that the self-ful.filling 
·prophecy cannot operate so sirr..ply, easily and 
universally as has been previously believed. 
Chapter l?o 
Summary and Conclusionso 
The overall purpose of this study has been to 
I 
review the psychological basis of person perception 
a.nd to carry out a.11 empir-ical investigation into the 
way in which perceptual classifications occur within 
the particular, ana somewhat special, interpersonal 
situation of the primary school classroomo The 
opening chapters examined the relationship between 
object and person pe:r·ception, and both vvere seen as 
similar in that all perception could be viewed as a 
:process involving the categorisation of incoming 
stimuli; yet the perceiving of other persons does 
have some distinguishing features, because other 
i 
people are perceived 'not in terms of their physical 
properties, but according to psychological 
characteristics,which cannot be perceived directly, 
'· but have to be inferred from the physical 
activities of' the other pel'son .. 'fhis fact raises 
very great difficulties for the examination of the 
accuracy of person perception, for the c ri teri on 
against which a parti'cular impression might be 
matched the personality of the other person, for 
e~ample is an intangible removed from direct 
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experienceo The main trend of person perception 
research has therefore shifted within the last 
twenty years or so, from the study of the accuracy 
of the impressions one may have of others, to an 
exam.inati on of the processes involved v1hen one 
categorises another individual. 
Perception provides a singularly good 
illustration of a psychological topic which has its 
roots set deep Vii thin philosophy, and the. two present 
day theoretical standpoints within the field -.the 
intuitive and the inferential - can be seen to have 
quite distinct lineages vvhich trace back to 
rationalist and empirical traditionso This division 
reflects an on-going debate about the way huma11 
beings process information, though an interestir~ 
separation has occuTred. within the social sciences, 
with tile inferential model dominant '0.1. thin psychology 
and the intuitive prominent in sociology; the two 
contrasting approaches appear even in classroom based 
research and engender quite bitter debates concern_tng 
the most appropriate methodology to employ in the 
interpretation of classroom events (I-Iamil ton and. 
lJuL.tmont, 19'( 4-) o 
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Chapter four consisted of an examination of the 
main theories of per·son pt::rception from V!hic}·J it 
emerged that perception is not passive, but involves 
a process of active construction, v.1heTeby incoming 
data is organised • ..J.. _co ..D • . lnt..o some .10rrn O.!. lnner 
representation of' the outside 'NOrld; although t:b.is 
involves the princip~l activity of categorisation, 
intrinsic too is the generation of associations 
between, and 2nticj.pations frqm, these categories 
which together form complex patterns of implications 
and e:~ectancies. In this way, therefore, there is 
al v;ays a going beyond the infomati on which is actually 
available, and :Bruner 7 for example, has shown hmv tbis 
extension is carried out in the context of the overall 
aim, purpose, needs and valles of the individual. such 
a functionalist view of perception, is therefore an 
interactive viev~l})oint whereby a bal:: ..nce j_ s mu.ir.:.ts.ined 
b·2tv1<~2n ti·1e inner needs of the individual and the 
demands of the world outside. 
--" \ 
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fhe next part of the thesis was concerned wi·th 
the cues which individuals use when they perceive 
other people, and a conclusion was drawn that a great 
deal of the researci carried out in this field had 
rather limited application because of the artificial 
i 
nature of many of th'e experimental situations. 
Frequentl;y, c.s in the judging of emotions, the subject 
hc:..s been limited to photographs of the object person, 
or in many others the de sign of the investigation has 
be en re striated to first impressions of personality, 
and while the:~e may be of c:c-eat value to advertising 
agencies, who wish to create immediate impressions 
with minimal personal involvement, they are not very 
representative of natural social situations. However, 
it is remarkable that there hcJ..s been s.l:most none of 
ti1j s :c-cse2.:r-ch applied to the educational si tue:.tion and 
so almost no information is ava.ilable concernine; the 
influence of pupils'l physical characteristics upon their 
teachers' perception of them. Even if suer. infor·mati on 
were available tl!ere v,;ould still be the wore genercl 
.:problems of how far first impressions of other persons 
effect a lasting impact on one's perception of themo 
I 
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rl'he sixth che.pter ccn1.-;i sted of a revi r:;v; cf the 
literature charting the influencG of certain 
per-sonality and other characteristics on the 
organisation of perceptual inforwation. 'l'hese 
informal, common sense collections of ideas about 
other people have been termed implicit or lay theories 
of personality, and a considerable amount of research 
has been directed to ascertain the degree and quality 
of influence which certain aspects of personality 
functioning exert on these naive theories. In 
particular the influence of dogmatism on percepticn 
"'-ras examined 9 as was the effects of sex; the third 
area of interest was that of cogni-cive s-cyle -cognitive 
complexity/simplicity - d c©ncept difficult to define 
vlith precision but referrine; in general terms to the 
degree of differe:ntjation a subject employs •..vhen 
I 
processing information about other persons and 
situations. Studies exploring the effects of this 
variable have ofteii produced q_ui te c onflict:i.ng results • 
.. ~. 
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The emphasis of p ere eptual s-cuui e s caiTi ed out 
in educa-tional contexts has been on the expectancy 
COL1pOnent Oi" -~he a"G·GribU"GlOn process and how "this in 
"Gurn might influence the chila 1 s l)erfonnance in 
schoo.L. Very little has been done to locate this 
research within a psychological perspective and the 
I 
im})e"Gus of teacher expectation research has come mainly 
from sociology, frequently involving small case 
' I 
studies o:t' actual classrooms, typii'led oy "those o:t" 
Keddie (1971), Nash (1973) and lviurphy (1:;!74).. The 
original study by Rosenthal and Jacobson (l96b), which 
, ... investigated the effects o:t pupils' alleged academic 
c11arac teri stic s on su·b sequent achievement has been 
extended, particularly in sociological research, to 
include the effects o! teachers' perceptions of the social 
class background of pupils. Of the other two influences 
on teachers' perceptions of pupils reviewed, that of 
dogmatism has been shown to have a considerable e:t'fec-c 
v,ri th hlgh aoe;ma-cic -ceachers preferring more complian"G 
pupils than low dogmatic teachers. Although the 
influence of' the sex o'f the pupil has been a variable 
studied in p revi ou s re·search, cknost no evidence exists 
on "Ghe effects of the teacher's sex on the categorisa"Gion 
of childreno 
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Considering now t£1e actual empirical v1ork ca:-criE:d. out 
in tLe stv.dy, ont: of its most ir:~r!o:ctant features has 
been the utilization of a methodology wbicl1 respects 
tl:e integrit~r of ·ooth the individual s·ubject and the 
context in which those ind.ivid.l.)_a,ls interacto ~his 
reflects the cr·eed o:f Egon Br·unsv!ick (1934) who believed very 
firmly that the study cf organisms should be v.ndertaken 
in their natural cultural habitat :-
11 The individual responder must be talcen as 
he is, ar:d we cannot alter the particular 
constelJ.ation of traits which characterizes 
him. Situational instances, on the other 
hand, can be manipulated and changed, taken 
apart and created· 'de novo 1 o such-active 
Bar.:.ipulations of si tua.ti ons is the earmark 
of systematic design. Ey contrast, 
representative design :cejects interference 
with environmental si tuationso F·atterns 
of ecological variables must be left 
unCii sturbed and studied as tt.ey occur in 
rmtural si tv..ations. Exyerimental control 
is abandoned in favour of repre senta ti vene ss. 11 
(Postman and folman, 1959; po521) 
' 
_,' 
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Thus the i:nvt;stigc...tion was [;;.Y• example of :B:cuns\-'Jick' s 
representative design and the situation investiga.·ced w.s.s 
entirel~r n;;J.tural in t~:1at the teachers were judci:ng children 
;,;yhom they normally taug.ht, and thus lcnew them v1ell; in 
fact all of the teachers he.d kno\'!Il the childrer1 for at 
least six mont~1.s 9 c1nd so the obte.ined results were 
representative of the :• normal' teaching si tua-ci on in 
English primary school so l'hi s u.spec t of the researcl1 
design does deserve emphasis, especially in the context 
of the debate concerning the influence and natur.e of 
teacher expectations for particular groups of pu:9ils 
fer many of the stv..di es have involved rather c u:L:..~cri Yed. 
situations so that the ecological aspects have been· 
disturbed. Cases j_n DOint are the studies by· Rubovitz 
-I 
and l'v=aehr (197.3), Beez· (1972), Fim1 (1972) and Long and 
Henderson (1974)o 
i 
It was for simil1ar reasons also that a design 
wilich a.Llowed a free response from the Subjects was 
chosen, for not only has it been demonstrated by 
Osvvalt (1974) that, in describing other people, 
subject determined concepts differ from experimenter 
de""Germined concepts, out also the work undertaken by 
Beach and Wertheimer (1961) and Livesley and Bromley 
I 
i (1972) has proven the feasibility of adop~ing such a 
-~' '. 
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design. ~.rhe p~rticular pro·olem of one subject judging 
a large number of other individuals did not allow a 
free descriptive design to be used but the research 
instrument chosen- the full context form of the 
repertory grid - was found to be versatile, flexible, 
and sensitive in recording the teachers' perceptions 
of their pupils. However there do still remain 
unanswered questions concerning the compatibility of 
various fonas of this technique a~d research is 
required to establish 1whether the full context form 
Jroduces results identical to the minimum context 
levels of categorisa·~ions which an individual makes 
about other people a.nd situations. In general, 
however, the repertory grid proved itself useful, 
not only because it allowed subjects to respond in 
their ovm terms to particular individuals? but it 
also allowed systematic tr~atment of the data so 
zener:..tted, enablinc; individual J?erceptions to be 
compared and contrasted objectively, vvi th those 
produced by other individuals. This aspect of the 
design also contrasts with the many small scale, in-
depth case studies, trying to examine the very Stlbt;Le 
processes involved. in classifying children in class, 
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for these latter investigations are particularly 
subject to the very perceptual 'distortions' they 
are trying to uncover - 'sb.aryening' of reg_uired 
differences, 'levelling' of unvv-anted contrasts, and 
selecting information which merely serve· to 
reinforce the functional standyJoint from which the 
situation is viewedo 
fhe empirical investigation in the present study, 
therefore, examined the natural categorisations which 
teachers make of their crrildren, and related these 
categorise.:tim~s ir.. 2.. syste:::12.:tic vra.y to ethel"' selected 
variableso This required that the individual grids of 
the teachers were treated in such a way as to allow a 
nomothetic approach to the data~ and considering that 
Kelly's original idea was for the grid to be an 
idiographic device, its flexibility and utility in a 
nomothetic context has been illustrated by this research. 
This necessitated the trru1sformation of, and inter-
pretation from.
1 
the original individual constructs 
elicited from the teachers, but it has been limited 
to grouping the original constructs into a few 
superordinate dimensionso All data collected by 
anyone, according to any method 1 involves some 
interpretation and transformation and whether positivist 
or phenomenologist, inferences are made about 
info:r-.:-ns.tion vrhich is generated, and this is always 
located within the framewo:c·k of the observer's schemata. 
__ , 
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The adoption of the repertory grid technique also 
enabled free responses to be obtained from ~~ adequately 
sized sample of teacherso Much of the research into 
teacher categorisation ha.s utilized ver-y small samples 
of teachers, usually limited to one school, or even one 
or two classrooms within a school, though in fairness, 
the focus of these enquiries has been different from 
the present one in that they have -oeen chiefiy concerned 
with class:r-oom processes; however there is frecrllently 
an attempt to map out or construct the 'typifications' 
or dimensions of teacher categorisations from an 
examination of the teacher-pupil interaction, a...'t"ld 
sometimes these are inferred on the basis of minimal 
eml)irical data (for example, Murphy, 1974; Keddie, 1971). 
1l'h8 re se:J.rch undert:J.ken in this thesis, whilo employing 
a technique to allow the teachers' subjective and 
personal responses to be given was devised to provide 
some mrma-cive data from a wider sample of teachers, and 
also to test the ubig_ui ty of some of the classifications 
hypothesised from small sample studies. Of course 
samrjling, in connection with classrooms, is alweys 
.,:.: 
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somewhat difficult because of the great di SJJari ty 
between the numbers. of pupils 2.nd the numbers of 
teachers hence a relatively small number of teachers 
For exrunple, the 48 teachers in, the present study 
. I 
taught over 1600 pupils and so classroom based 
research always involves a compromise between 
obtaining a sufficiently large sample of teachers, 
on the one hand) and avoiding a cumbersome and 
unwieldy number of p1..(9ils on the other. 
1'he results from the investigation showed that 
teachers conceptualised their pupils primarily in 
terms of their academic characteristics, a finding. 
contrary to that produced by Nash (1973) which 
suggested that teacl1ers viewed children largely 
in terms of their personalitieso Seen in terms of 
att+ibution theory (Heider, 1944, 1955) these 
constructs can be seen as the main dispositional 
dimensions which teachers employ to explain and 
predict the on-going activity v~thin the classroom. 
1'he aim of all interpersonal perception is, 
according to Heider, the understanding of the 
dispositional properties iru1erent in the 
environment and other people so that the world. 
can be made more stable; these are 
not revealed by trait rating studies 
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and Only become a};parent when free response a.pyJroache s 
are used. 'rhus the pupils' non cognitive pe:rsonali ty 
dispositions were lirni ted by most; teachers to 3-"11 
' I 
assessment of -che degree of sociability or extraversion; 
':i:here vras no large scale usage of such traits as anxiety 
or nervousness, of senslitivity, kindness, trustvvorthiness, 
or obsessiveness; no teacher vievved a child in terms of 
stability or tendency ~o depression; and wi tn the 
-' · single exce::_Jti on o:t' one male teacher, when larger 
numbers of constrJ.cts were produced (construct complexity) 
they were not lists of personality traits, out te1ided to 
·oe rather concrete dimensions, categqrising pupils 
according to whether or not they were school li'orarians, 
swimmers or members of' the cu-os. 
Another indication of the relative lack of 
personali~y differentiaton was given during the data 
collection phase, for 1itany teachers repor"Ged consideraole 
difficulties in using all of the positions on the seven 
point scales when rating childrens' personalities, but 
no such problems were encountered when rating intellectual 
characteristics. 
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V{[l'y shou_ld. tl'lis be so ? V/hy should teachers 
conceptualise their pupils with sophistication in one 
dirnensi on and such 'c oar sene ss' on the other ? W~"lY should 
there be so few environmental dispositions to explain 
classroora events and behaviour ? ':rbese questions can 
best be answered in terH1s of Heider's hypothesis that 
persons are the prototy2e of origins, that is ~o say t~at 
an action or event, or the behaviour of c.nother person 
is due to the person himself - the action itself is 
located in the person and the reason for this is that 
the acting person, in this case the child, 'engulfs the 
field' that is, obscure·s the environmental causes producing 
the a·bserved behaviour. In Ichheiser' s terms the I£rson 
as a source of action is more visiole tban the 
en vi ro11..mental influences affecting the action. 'ibis 
process can be see:c1 at vvork most clearly if we:_,·consider 
the differences ·between t~'le expl2.nation of our own 
behaviour and that of others. For example, if a child 
is late for school, he might see it as due to the fact 
th.:..t the alarm failed to go o:t':Z' at the correct time "thus 
causing him to miss the bus ana be late for school. The 
teacher is likely to view the situation quite differently 
for he will view the pupil as either lazy, because he 
can't get up for school in time, or more generously, as 
di sorga.ni sed, sL.1.c: e he c annat equip himself with 
reliable meanD for getting up. ~he point is t~~t whereas 
~he person htmself attributes actions 1:10re to environmental 
cau.ses, the a·oserver tends to at-'cri·oute actions to personal 
ones (Jones a.nd 'rifis'oet·c, 1~71). 
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Social visi-oili ty is also a relevant concept to 
explain the different conceptualisations of personality 
and academic characteristics of puiJils. A classroom is 
oasically a very sta-ole environment; it is true that 
there may be many diffe~ent kinds of activity being 
carried out at the sa~e time, but the classroom as a 
unit of social stru.cture and orga:..cJ.isation stays very 
much the se:me no matter what tasks are involved, because 
it is essentially normative, based on ability to do 
certain tasks set by the teacher. Ability becomes 
socially visi-ble and very concrete no"tJ only via the 
_verbal interaction which takes place between teachers 
an~ pupils, but also in the actual physical products of 
t_he i r wri t:Lng, drawingj and TJainting s for e:x:arnple, a.11d 
! -
not infrequently too, t'he star chart; and because there 
is this s-cability o£· -che environment it becomes very 
much taken for granted 1- the classroom becomes a social 
1 given' , and, with this cone ep tu.ali sati on of the 
situation, differences ,are best 'explained' in ten-:1s 
-;-, of cii sposi tional variations in the children. Causality 
is best seen as located in the child, and. largely in 
academic terms - intelligent, good readers, hardworking 
and so on. 11he personality characteristics of the chilO., 
·V I 
I 
on ·cne other hand, are ;less soc:La.lly apparent and 
those personality dimensions which teachers do use tend 
I 
I 
I 
_.\. 
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also to be those which become salient or more visible in 
the clas:3room situation· such as extraver·sion and socia-oility. 
i 
As models of explanation of events and. situations in tf1e 
classroom, personali~y ~haracteristics of pupils are not 
as useful or functional as are academic disposi tiona. 
It might be argued by way of criticism ~hat the 
disposition or constructs revealed here by the repertory 
grid technique do not have much validity because they 
i 
are so wide ranging and general as to -oe virtually 
meaningless and t:nerefore do not inform us as to now 
teachers actually conceytualise pupils. In other vvords 
these dispositions or constructs are mere stereotypes. 
SUch a cri tiosm raises two inte:.-:-"esting points. '_the 
first concern8 whether any individual is conceptualised 
by another according to particular locations in an 'n' 
dimensional cognitive space -in other words is an 
individual seen as the.sum of the particular categorisations, 
or is he viewed holistically and intuitively '? i.J:lhis is a 
question wl1ich takes one -back to .Allport and Bruner, and 
the position aciopted in this thesis is a Brunerian oneo 
I~ is logically necessary ~o clear the ground on this 
poipt before one can consider the validity of' ~he per.sonal 
constructs, for if an inferential position is adopted, then 
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no matter how one Vi8ws the pupil, the process involves a 
series of' multJ.ple categorJ.sa-cions. i:com this inferen·clal 
sta:n.dp oint, therefore, <1_ue sti ons ab o·u. t whether or no-c tile 
constructs tJ..re s-cereotype s do no-c involve a challenge of 
tne validity of the pe rcep-Gual data, but ra-c~1er refer to the 
category 'size' which a su-Dject might employ. 
Stereoty-pe is an -overworked ill-defined vvord, usually 
accomp,anied by a strong negative affect. 'l'he -Oxford 
Dictionary defines it as 11a. fixed men-cal impression'', or 
11 imparting monotonous regularity, fixed in all details 11 , 
a_"YJ.d the impression given is not only a classification 
which is resista.1.t to change or modifica-cion, ·but which is 
inaccurate and ~isrepresentative tooo This is a point of 
Vlevv shared by Katz and Braly (1958), vvho likewise define 
stereotype as 11 a fixed impression which c oni"orms VFJry little 
to the facts it pre-cenus to represent" (po4l). However very 
little research has been carried ou-c into the way stereo-
typed classii"ications are used when applied to individual 
members of tile group so defined, and for this reason 
Frances Korten's (1973) investigation into -cbis problem 
is particularly welcomeo Her study has shown that the 
stereotype judgements of a particular group of people 
'Here used again when de sc ripti ons of individual memoer-s 
.:, 
were given; also group members who were well known to the 
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observer were seen as fitting the groul) stereotype better 
thail members who were not so well known. Frances Korten 
thus perceived the stereotype not as something to -oe 
eradica"ted, but rather in ter·r.o.s of a Kellia.n personal 
construct, that is, ::Ls a dimension used. to a...."lticipate 
:future events: 
II ~he stereotype 1s implicitly a se~ of 
likelihoods which nrovide the perceiver with 
predictive power which he vvould not have 
without the stereotypeQ 11 (Korten, 1973; p.38). 
Hence even if the personal constructs elicited from the 
teachers were categorised as stereotypes, then these 
could. still be regarded as f'u.nctional constructs vthich 
teachers used to classifY individual children in meaningful 
i 
ways to enable the lear~ing situation to be explained and 
predicted as successful~y as possible; and even the 
average of 9 constructs per teacher, used in a dimensional 
way, 'Nith 7 points to each construct would enable 9 7 
individually different discriminations to be made. 
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The primary teachers 
conceptualised their pupils predominantly in terr.rJ.s of their 
achievements and t~~eir capacity to apply themselves to 
school wor1to 
vvas the:.t ciescri-oing the behaviour of !JUpils, though as ·a 
category t~1e num-ber of constructs used to lie scribe the 
behaviour of pupils and
1
their relationship with teacher 
was less than than those evaluating the pupils' personality. 
Only 20% of const:mcts described. pupils' non academic 
personality characteristics, al -chough over the 'Nhole 
sample of -ceachers,tr£variety of personality constructs 
was small, and was domina-cad by those categorising the 
pupils in terms of -cheir socia.bili ~;y. ~l'eachers were 
generally sensitive to the home background of the pupils 
( 8. 5% of tot 3.l constructs) , yet this was not a category · 
based so much on social class c1~i teria, but was rather 
more concerned vvi th particular di:t'ficul ties and problems 
which might exist in the home- divorce; death, 
-
une!!lployment, and disa-bility, for example- because these 
factors were environmental effects wf1ich could influence 
the pupils' progress in school. Social class, as a 
conscious categor:Lsation of gupils, appeared as 
unimportant within the 48 classrooms, a finding which 
supports I/Iurphy's (19'74) position • 
. ·. 
79~ 
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Significant· differences were found in thG way rnen 
' 
and womeE tea.che rs construed the classroom environ.'Tlent. 
Male teachGrs prodacod more constructs thEU1 female 
teachers, and thus 'Here more complex (construct 
complexity) th~~ females. sex differences occurred 
also in the type of constructs mos"c frecluently used 
by teachers, '.'lith. men using more con·structs concerned 
vrith academic perception and v1omen teachers showing 
greater discrimination towards the pupils' behaviour 
and relationship with teacher than did the men. 
These sex differences in the perception of pupils' 
behaviour and their relationship with teacher could be 
explained in terms of the greater affiliative needs of 
women (Exline, 1962; Spa...'l.gler and ~homas, 1962) which 
lead them to reduce the importance of pupils' academic 
characteristics and to consider social and moral 
behaviour of pupils as more significant in their 
development. If women teachers 1 too, are more sensitive 
to the pupil's relationshi} with them this may mean 
also that the quality of teacher-pupil relations is 
more overt in their classrooms, with favoured and 
disliked yupils being more easily recogniso.ble than 
iri male teachers• classrooms. 
'.Lhe greater a:f:f:'iJ.j_ative needs of V!Omen may o..lso oe 
behaviour o.s very much 'Norse than girls, for while [!;irls 
:::.re knovm to be more depencle:i:1t 2.nd. ::cely mo:r-e on aclul-;:; 
boys are seen 2..s mucb ;,1o:re inclepend.eEt, e.ggressive, noisy 
and crtJ.arrel some (Digman, 196.3; Fesho2..ch, l95b; Sanford 
et .,1 19 LL ) ) 
"-" ' . .) and there fore a r2uch gre3..te r behaviour l_)rcblem 
to vvomen v.rho expect. a Elore reci:;_Jrocated resy;onse to their 
greater nurturant behaviouro 
- \ 
A finding of some interest was that women teache~s 
did not use n10re personality constructs tha:-'1 men 
te2..chers, -ch·t.:ts failing --;:;o confirm Little's (196ba) reported 
tendency for women to c onceptu3.li se others in terms of 
tnei r p ers onali ties o However this might be due to the 
specific nature of the teacr-Ling situation which involves 
an adult judging large numbers of dependen-c childrer~, and 
it might De t::1e esse that ;-vome:n 1 s grec:.ter sensitivi~y to 
conceptualising other persons in terms of social crj_teria 
and adjustment (.t.each and"v/ertheirr:er, 1961) is not reflec·ced. 
in tne greater use of personality constructs, as when 
judj.ng adults, seen in the greater numoe:c of out ; c 
-u 
c onst:r·u_ct s in the behaviour and relation ship within 
teacher domain. 'J.'hus there is a funcuional ~ran.;Ji'ormation 
~of this general female characteris-cic in the context of 
-che teacl'ting si -cuati C·llo 
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::Sxplanations for the differen~ patter::1 of male and 
female categorisa~ions of t~e children in their classrooms 
could all be made in terms of the effects of male 
different~i_ation or sex tyyi:ng, which occurs at a very 
early age in our socie~y. However, tne differences in 
cons""Gruc~ complexity or dlffe~cent;ia~ion which occurred 
-oetween male and female teachers is more difficult to 
explain. lf there is a relationship oetrveen construct 
complexity and Witkin's (1962) concept of_ field 
dependency - a relationship which at the present ti:ne ha.s 
not been empirically validated, but which may exist since 
field independent persons have o. more articulated or 
com1)lex cogni ttve style - then the greater 'simplicity~ 
found for 'NOmen teachers might ·oe due to the same reasons 
c:..s tilose hypothesised fo.r t~l.e greate:c field de::_:Jendence a.nd 
elobal cognitive style of girls and '.vomen in general, lJ~Y}a:G 
is, their grea~er conformity and 6ependency. I\1.iacc oby 
(1967) hypothesises that the greater dependency of women 
interferes with certain aspects of L·1tellectual functioning, 
causi:r1g them to oe less a.ct:L ve and vigorous in structuring 
their environment, and therefore creating a less articulated 
and complex view of the world 0han men. 
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So it miGht be possil)le to ezplain many of tflC 
differences in the m.unber and t;:-n:;e of constructs used 
by men and ·..vomen teachers in tenns of' the greater 
clr.;pendency and conformity of the female, though vthethe::c 
this pe:r·sonality characte:cistic is acq_uired through 
social learning assoc ia.ted ,,.vi th sex typing, or whether 
it is due to il-,nate di'spositions is not possible to 
ascertai~ at this point in time. 
The sisYlificant difference obtained between high 
and low dogmatic teach'ers' degree of construct complexi'Vy 
-~- was a..'1 expected finding, since conceptuC:l.l closure is 
characteristic of dogmatic individuals, and reports in 
the literature have shovvrl consistent correlations between 
dogmatism and the v:ay teachers perceive pupils, though 
rarely have investigations been carried out on 
experienced teachers. However the results from t};w 
present study do indicate that low dogmatic teachers 
have a pl·cfel·t:nc::e for mort: j nf'CITliii:l.tion about thej.r 
pupils, possibly due to their greater security in 
toler2..ting and reconci.ling disparate infor-rnati on about 
other persons. To the gener2.l finding tbat dogmatism 
19 69; C chen, 1971) c 8I1 be added the fact that 
., 
dogmatism affects t£1e structur-e of percerJtion too, s_ 
' 
result 'Hhich can only be obtained using some form of 
free response technique. 
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the resu.lts from the third teacher va.ria:ole 
studied - the score on ~he Minnesota teacher Attitude 
Inventory, and. in tr1is C:J.se used to give a ·broad 
indica~ion of the degree of teacher formality - showed 
no sir.znitican-..; dif:ferences ·between difTerG:Ll.t teaching 
styles and the way in w:t-lich teachers coD.cep l;aaliseO. 
the situation in terms oi' the number and tY}Je of 
cons-..;ructs employed. The reason for this might be due 
~o the fact the ciif:t'erenc8s in forma.li ty of the teacher 
are not reflected in the number or type o:t' salient 
a-ct ri ·but e s used ·out rather in the way that pupils 
are assigned to those attributes. ':Chus while no 
significant differe::"lc e s v1ere obtained for teacher 
formality a21d -..;he stn1cture of t~neir perceptions, a 
considerable number· of si·gnific ant differe:c.c e s were 
obtained in ~he second part of the investigation 
dealing with the rating of particular groups of pupils. 
Using the repertory grid not only ullow0d 
investigation of the categories which the teachers 
used, but also ena:oled. an exa.mina~ion to be carried 
ou"G on the relationships ·oet'-''een -chose constrtl.Ctsa A 
very wiCie rar1ge o:f structural complexi-c;y scores was 
o~tained indicatin~ very great individual differences 
. ~· 
in t~-:te way cons~ru.c:ts weTe applied. i:n "che perception 
c, 
.-\. 
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Of pupilS. 'i;he average level of' complexity was 8 1c 
greater i'or -~his sar:1ple of teachers than tnat used by 
Ingieby and Cooper (1974), and -chis raight oe a result 
oi' using elicited re.ther than suyplied constrJ.cts. 'i1he 
lac~:-c oi a signi fie 9..!"1 t correlation o etwe en str.~c tcl.ral 
and construct e: o:m_plexi ty indica tej -r:;?la t these tvvo 
I 
oper-ational measures mi5ht -be sa:rr:pling q_ui te difi'eren-c 
aspects of cognitive functioning ana instead of develOl)ing 
measures vrhich combine ·both areas into one l)erce:ptual 
style, it might De more :t'rui tful to investigate these 
separaL; ely. Again this research has indicated -che 
imp or"G&'1C e of using eli cited as opposed:: ~; o supr)li ed 
constructs, a2:1d in this insta.'1ce, woulu support the 
approach of Crockett (1965) rather than :6ieri (1966), 
for t:J.e Sllpplying of' ci.imensions by the experimenter may 
well bias the outcome. 
While a signifibant sex difference was obtained 
for construct c OL'l.l)lexi L;y, and indeed a significant 
correlation witl1 dog:matism also, for strl1ctura.l 
complexi""Gy no signifiCai.'lt relationshj_ps were established 
with a.Yly o:f t}le -ceacher varia.ble s chosen and whether 
this indica-ces a aimension relatively independent of 
c onven-ci onal pe rson2.li ty traits is not knmvn. Hov1ever 
within the context of person perception research, the 
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nature &:d ini'lv. enc e of str~.lc tt:.r3.l c oa:ple xi ty / si!nplic i ty 
deserves ~uch greate:::' atte:'1t:i.on, for struc-cural 
cornplexi-cy in essence defines the structure of im~licit 
or lay theories of persona.lity, and t:h.us comes close to 
the heart of hovY we assign d.isposi tional q_uali ties to 
otl:.er peopleo 'i:he reper0ory grid1s great adV3.:.'1tage in 
this regard is tha-c it l:Jrovides a:L1. oblique method of 
oo taining such a measure, and :.S:::'Lll1er 1 s and ~~sch 1 s trai i.; 
implication studies could be carried out much more 
naturally using a reperto~J grid format. 
The differences between structurally sim9le and 
struc.:turally complex teach,:::r-s i.i1 the corre1ations 
between the three major dimensions df academic 1 
oehavioural e.nd personality perceDtions V!Gre ospecially 
large bet'Nee:c1. academic and pe rso:c1ali -cy, and behaviour 
and personality perception. ~he obtained differences 
·oe-cv.,ree:n t:l1e co1.a.plex and the simple 'Nere larger -chan :t'or 
the different correlations occuring for other groups, 
and so this does indicate tha-c the s-cructural conplexi ty 
dimension does rsvea.l realistic trai -r; lim: ages within -c~'le 
fhis is no~ quite so tautological as l~ may souna, 
:t'irstly, because tl"J.e corTelations be-cvveen acar.leraic, 
b~havioural and personali -cy cons·cru.cts did no-c; include 
all cons-r;ruc-cs on the teachers 1 grids, vvhereas -che 
,.\ 
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stru.c·(u.ral complexity' m~asure did; and secondly ther:·e 
could have been patter·ns o:i' relationships \'.rithin 'the 
three dimensions whic.~ v1ere different :from tilose b8t\veen 
Ferha.p s tl1j_ s is wh e:re cltlst e r analysis of grid. s 
(Philip· u.nd 1'/lc~ullougho) :might :prove particularly useful. 
However) methodological consideration aside, the very 
great di:t't'erences in s'trCtctural complexi'ty revea~L large 
d.ii't'e renee s in the way teachers employ their cat egori sati ons; 
t~1.ese ~un:plici t networks are covert, 1.vi th the individual 
often oeing largely unavvare of these linkages, so tl1at 
-chey ::nay not always be revealed very ad.eque:tely by simply 
intervie-l'ving subjects. 
A case in point would be lV1urphy' s (1974) :participant 
observational study. He hypothesised that tnere were two 
q_uite separate percep-cual modes opera-ting with teachers. 
~he firs't mode consisted of evaluations of the pupils' 
ability which was percei-.red t;ota1istically and neu"traliy 
-"they've; ei-chel" got i·G or t:ney haven•·t". On the otl1eT 
f1a.11Ci was a mode describing the social and moral 
·oehaviour of pupils, and in tilis sphere "the "teacher's 
ir-J.t'luence •:vas evaluative and as an area amena:Jle to rwr 
i :m::-1'1.1 en c e • ~eacher descriptions such as''a rig~t li"t"tle 
"a sof't little oully 1', and "just a loud mm.nh 
1·nui;r~: 
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and know all" not only l~einf'or-ce the already r,1entioned 
lack of sophistication which "Ceachers display in 
evalua-cing non-cognitive aspects o:t· lJU2_Jils, -out according 
to Alur::;;hy somehovv inciicated tha-c the teacher3' criteria 
for social and behavioul~al perceptions of ~OUlJils was 
uninfluenced ty their academic ~bility: 
II t11e se teachers readily di st:i_ngui shed 
I 
oet•/le en ac adr:O!mj_ c ability 311ci. social c onauct 
ana co:t1!Jtant1y m:J.:i_nta:i.neCi suc(l a distinction 
in their apprai3al of IJU2.Jils. 11 (po Jjj) 6 
l\1urphy' s results and 
hyp otbe se s were obtained by informal i,.ritervie\.vs with 
teachers in the school_be studied, and the teachers 
themselves probably believed -cbat they were opera-cing with 
tv10 dii'ferent C.i:nensions; ·but "l.J.ntil one can ascertain 
the struc.;tural relationships between the application of' 
cateL~or:i_s::.:;.t:Lons in prat.::tice, as :Ln the re::pertory gi·id 
for example, then one ca._D. say very little of' hovv 
teachers are actually conceptualisil~ their pupilso 
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'i'he present investigation, therGfore, contrary to 
Mu:cph:Y' s suggestion, revealed moderately high relationships 
be~ween various aspects of pupils' perceived dispositions, 
which would support the general conclusions of Ingleby and 
C: oope r ( 197 4) , though t.!Je re \vere considerable individual 
differences. The highest co-judgement correlation was 
+Oo 72 -between academic and behavioural perception made 
by male teachers, an extremel~r high index and indicating 
yet again the all pervadins influence of academic 
dispositions when evaluating other aspects of pupils 
wi t1:oin class; female teachers perceived a less strong 
relationship betv1een academic and personality variables, 
-but even an index of +0.63 is still ve11 y high. 
Correlational studies cannot, of course 1 reveal direction 
of causality, but these correlation coeffic:Lents, taken 
in conjunction with the analysis of variance results 
reveal that it is the academic perception of pupils 
which is the domir.a:nt disposition from which other 
inferences are made. 
H~nlish and Gaier (1954) found that abler pupils 
were viewed as having more similar personalities to their 
teachers than less able pul:;ils (a classic case of assumed 
similarity) though since this was correlational dat.a 
:F'inn (1972: argued rightly thdt the Ciirection of 
influence could have been the other way round: 
··' 
.. \
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II it is at least as likely that teacners 
perceiving pupils to ~e more like themselves 
will inue ed provide those PUlJil s vri th 1J 01ih 
suutle and ouvious adv~J.tage s durj_n.g the 
cou:rsa of the sames-c;e:r .. '' 
Vfnile this rasearch canno-c; illuminate on the assumed 
I 
I 
similarity of teachers" and pupils' personalities, it 
aoes indicate that the teacher~ view of 1ihe personality 
of the child is nowhe~e :nes..r ::1s in:f:"luential as his 
academic perception of him. 
How might ti~f~ se _perceptual inferences from acaderoic 
to ·oehaviour and persona.lity characte·!'is-vics ·oe exlJlained.? 
Reference has already been made to thres of Ic:L1heiser' s 
i 
(1~4~) mechanisms of false social percep-c;ions and toge-c;her 
I 
I 
with the social visibility phenomenon discussed above 
would provide an appropriate model, for it would appear 
that the situation not only predicates tbe teacber in 
seekin::s explana-cions o:f class:coo·cn events largely in terms 
of pupils' personal dispositj_ons, but the situation also 
- I 
makGs visioJ.e certain .of these d~Lspositj_ons wnile otl;lers 
remain pri vaGe to the ob se rveci inc.i vid·LJ..:ll. 
fhe classroom ~enuers academically related characteristics 
I 
so,::; ially vj_ si-ole -Nhi l e t:'le in ... '1e r t:nought s, :feelings J..nci 
emo·cions oi the pupils remain much more covert, and. are 
therefore inferred from those socially visijle disposi~ions. 
:pupil's ac-cion or series of actions in terms o:t s-a.y, 
a·uili ty and introversion, rather t:'"L3.11 in terms of a.nxi et y. 
Thus the perceived personality characteristics of the 
}JUpils are as si t·llation ·oound a.:.rJ.d .si -cua-~ion genera-ced. as 
are academic nisposi-cions. 
Clearly there will always 0e a tendency to B.ttri ou te 
other persons' activities in terms of j_Jersona..L dlsposition, 
but -th<::re are varying degre;:; s o:t' re spon,sibili t;:/ attri·ou ted 
:is betwc~en enviromnental factors and lJerso:ual :factors anci 
~he ~eachers' use of home background disposi~ions snows 
that envirom1<:.=mtal :t·ac~cors s.re regarded as· causal agencies. 
'reacl1ers, howeve:'C·, are muc:h mo.re prone to attri·ou-ce ac~ions 
to 9ersonal disposi~ion 0ecause of ~he relatively closed 
nature o:t' -~l:e school instj_-cu-cion a...11d because of i~s 
essentially monochrom.3.tj_c natuTe due ~o :i.ts essential 
conce::c·n wic;r1 normative j _ _n~eJ_ll::ctuai tasks~ 
'Nor~er, :for example, mignt attriOu~e lJUpil oehaviour ·co 
::!la.:ny mure envi rom!lenta.l th.s.n p ersoncJ..l d i SlJ o si ti ons ·oc;ca.u se 
.1.1e is familiar ·.v:Lth a g~e:J..ter ·v'ariety of soCl:J.l .3ituations 
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lne questio.::1 cou2.d ~Jc~ :J..s;cec[ as to ho•N other a.sJects 
of' PUlJils' life and lJehavim;.r could -be :r·ende:reO. socially 
more visiule, .s.nd thus the domina1iL'1g in:t'luence of 
academic perception ~e rGduced. 'ft~is COU.LQ come_ aOOUlJ 
by -craining teachers to be more 3.ware of 1ihe juagemental 
nature of perc eytion (Au e rc rom-0i'3, ·i 960 ) a....YJ.d also training 
:9rogrammes cou2.d be established which concentrate on -che 
ciif:I'erential natu_r,:; o~ 2o1erson perception ('l'aylor and Shar'2.J, 
1971). While these may be of some help in tr::J.ining -~eachers 
to ~e more soci3.lly sensi tive 1 li tt:Le :t'tlnd::::.raen-cal change 
Ca!1 -cake place unless the nature of t~1e school si. "GUalJion 
changes. 'l'his woald not entail merely a st~fe~fic::i.a.::.. 
change in organisation such as a move -cowards mixed ability 
grml}_)ing, ':Vhich may not le3..d to any changes in the teachers' 
percep~ions because the D1nction of school and 1ihe classroom 
are not ms.terially altered oulJ would. require a func-cional 
lJransforma ti on :t'or at least par-c of the school 1iime, to 
include ot:1.rJr activities of C:{. non- academic (not non-
educational) nature. llJ would be inte:r.es-cing to see, :t'or 
. example, if pupils in boarding schools al~e seen in more 
comlJlex and dif:t'erentL::..ted 1:1fays by their teachers 8.llct 
w_;-~ethe·c C:rH:;:ce :Ls c:;.- m.ori3 oq_ullJao:Le iJalance be"G·:veen personal 
a:nci environr,wntd.l (iJ.syos:L-cions as expiana-cions for pnl;il 
aclJi 'fi ~i e s. Concep~ualised in Bernstein's (1971) model, the 
present; ·:teo.l.: rra.ming tJetv;er~n lJerceiv•Jd :J.Cadem:Lc, behaviOL.lr 
;_,i:JC Dr~t.-~:Jr-Jru.J:L-c,y c:}-~:J.r::;,c_:-t;,:;ci.:::Jt:l.cD o1· lllll_J:L.Ls, rn:i.g::u; l:lt~ 
s-crengtheDect oy vier.;tn2; the lJUIJil in fun:::"Gi_onally more 
div2rse ~ituations. 
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'1'}1i s inf orm::.t ion c oul.d 
oe use:t\J.J. LJ. the de-oate concer11ing ·teacher ex-_pectations 
:t'or although a...11 attrioute and an expectation are not 
identical concepts, they have been used as virtt!.all.y 
synonymm.ls i::. this al~ea. fhe particular con~ribution 
v1l1ich tnis research might offer lies ir1 the fact that to 
:prove that teachers have d.ifferential expectations for 
particular pupils requires that they are actually 
:from otherso In Gagne's ( 1%5 ) ter:ninology, there can be 
1:10 expecT.ation phenomenon vii thout. the pre-requisite of a 
differential attribution for the particuJ.ar group of pupils 
concerned. 
expec:tat]_on phenomenon actuaLLy vvorlcs and tila-c a. grOUl) 
of pupils favou:cably perceived ach.!.al1y achieve h:.tgi1,::r 
aisprove it, for i:t" Gagn2• s prior requisites are u."osent, 
t11en the expec-cation e:t·tect must -oe absent tooo 
--' 
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-chat for this gro-:.J_g oi teachers at least, t~'1eir expect8..-cions 
are no-c responsi·o:Le for working class underachievement. J:f 
teachers Cion' t 1 j_Jre:f:'e:r. 1 middle class chj_ldren in their 
classes, beca~se the evidence from this study suggests 
that teachers do have a signifj_cant prei'el,<:;nc8 j:'·Jr l'licJ.dle 
acadei!liC e;q;ec-catio::.1.s for middle class pupils. 
In fact as a generalisation j_t V/2S sUr];!rising to 
) 
ob~e1..-ve the relatively .sma1l-inf1t~_ence of sociJ.:L cL1s.s 
background on the :teachers' perceptions of t~eir pupils, 
~ts coml;arc;d to tbe much greater intlue:nc8 ot ability and 
ability oi' a pupil exercj_ses 0~1 the te3.chors' percegccions 
of him 1 and -chis includes his no~-aca~em1c characteristics 
-coo.; ~·or example tne 1;erc egti on of a child' s personality 
was affc;cted more by relative lJOsi ti on in class thsn t)~r 
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No ev~Ldence canoe o:fft:.:r·t-=:d, of course, co.rlct:!T'Ilin; the 
it is not 
in level of a·oility, or whether 
it is o. refli3Ction oi' it, -D~J.t j_n tods.yl s ::;;rim~ry scnool 
classrooms, which are more mixed in a~ili~y than in the 
alone are ::ces::_:Jo:,1s~L-ole for va.ri2.tions in 11upil achievement. 
on the ch:Ll6. of' whic~'l c11e -ceache::~' a is only a sma..L..L e..Lement .. 
Second on..Ly to the eftec~s ui aul~l~Y was t~e influence 
of the sex of t~e pup1l on the teache~s' perceptions. In 
aimost · eve-.:..7 sphere oi' classroo;a life girls al~e :::;erceived 
as ;slJ.pWrio:!:' to ooys, and th•:O)Y a:r.c; a.lso liked ·oy their 
l..i-ir.Ls, ot course, achieve 
hig.her school grades tlJ.an ·ooys (SchmLlCl:l a~1d Van Egmond., 
196 5; Bu-ct~ 1972) and in l':)'{l-72 giris were more s;_iccessful 
a~ '0' l~vel than were boys (as measured by the proportion 
'Nhether teacher::>' lowered l'lX:pectations for boys 11ay not be 
expectations f'o:r wor1..:i:rlg class chiJ.dreno 
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·~eacher characteristics on the teachers' 
the children in the:i.r classes. 'rhus for :!)Upils who were 
a..11d. their sax influenced ~eache:cs' j·~.-ulgement .s in a 
that is ~he attribu~e'girl1 plus 
I j 
the attribute mic'.idlP. c.las.s oackgruv..nd' ec1ualled a very 
favourable perception: on t!u:: other hand the attri-bute 
ooy1 plus the a~~ribute'wor~lng class backgroundj led to ~he 
, · leas~ favourg:·ole l;erceptions. 'l'he ot~e:r tvro ;:; or:foina.ti ons 
:fall in ·uetwee::l, t~wu.gh wi·c~1 sex being more :i.n:tJ..u.en-cial 
than social class. In otl1e:c words wi·ch "tlj_gher a:oility 
children t11e in:c'l·,J. enc~ e 1of -l~he c om.-Dina~i on of trai ·c s 
! 
operated i~ an almost I ·. . ' . })8 r:r: ec i; J:3::'uner:i.an vray ~ 1958 ) D 
rnidd1e cl3.ss £5).rls, vvho \-'F2re sc;en vel~y 1nu.ch l!10rl.::: favoura:rJly 
than all the lower 8.-Dili ty rJoys J.nd. the UGl'18X' '·.'(•o:l:clci.ng class 
girJ.sD . - - - • I .• G ..L ear ..L y o e l n; a .1.. e .s s a:u l e 5 i 1~ l i s no ·c p e rc e i v e d 
by t:he teacher as· a ha...Yldicap .; -··· • .!.._ sll.e 
.l:'i rs"'cly 
~hat social class, while not signi/:i.i."!'.1nt on i ".;s o·.vn in 
af:L'ect].n.g t8acber' s :percGptio::.J.s, does work in com·oination 
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witn other pupil characteristics to )ro~uce ~itrerent1al 
girls al~e relatively f'avoura..-oly perceived, ;.llld ti1is extends 
to t~l·~ir -:e8.Chers Laving higher acaCie:::nic exiJ2Ctations oi' 
tl18l:l t 00; 
mid.dl•3 c1ass boys are n.ot Si3el1 :iS favoul'~'l)Jly as vrorking 
clas.s girls of equ.::t.l a-bility. ·l'hese illustrations lead. 
I 
soci8-l class on teachers' expectations. It has oeen 
previously conct::i_ved in a l1ic;hly simplistic a~'l.J rnonoli th:Lc 
way as an en::iu:C"tng feature oi' percel)tion in most classroow.s; 
the re3ults obtained here, however, indica~e that the 
:;:;ar"Gicular groups of' children ar(;! e:z:c (~ edingly c o:arple x 
and vary sy~teillatically not only with ~he pupil 
character.i.stics, but a.},so :::!1ange with t~"le te;J.cher 
I 
I (; n -~ T'.l ,-. 1- r::. -,.,-L· s-'- ·j r' ,..., ,_, -L -~ o ·:-. 1.1d.. 
__ i;....i.,_._..,_, v ...... .l.- . L_, __ _, ~ ...-- ,.:J ) .,_.j,, with the particular cnaracteristics 
of the pu?il oeing attended ~o. 
:i'he major a:;::-ogu.rnent here, t11erei'oTe, is not ~ha~ 
tes.r;her ex·oecta:tions dot not infl-..1.ence lJ'l.J?i.ls' achievem.ent, 
but rather that if ~hay do, their effects are far more 
1i::ni ted. :ind. circumsr;r:L\Jed ti1s.n generally h;:lljOthesi3ed. ·oy 
writers 3UC~ ~s Pidgeon (1970). ln the 1i~ht of ::t'ind.in.:;s 
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effect wi~h particular groups of pupils. For example, it 
could be that middle class girls are given more te~cher 
c:m.a.!Jle s t:1e1n ·i; o ae :n.t eve htghe:r. aG ad em.ic le1,>cls th3.n equally 
able wol,l-::ing class girls (see :Garl(e r 1uni'1., 19'(0). 
Overall, that aspect of the tea~hera 1 9arceptiona of 
their l:J'J.pils most infl",Bnc ed ·ny the gu:;)il variables vtas the 
~ehaviour of children, ~ather than ~heir academic or 
sicsniticc.nt differences· i'or academic perce})tion, and. only 
two for tl18 lJl3 rc B}Jti on of the l1U)ils' l' erson2.li ·c y~ yet for 
behaviour there ware ten. One rinding in this area 
:LO'N8r a·oili ty working class boys vvho we1,e seen a.s the most 
poorly behaved, iJut re.the:c the middle class lower a'oility 
!::c-u. st:c at:L on at learning :failure than working clasn lower 
ability pupils, who r;lay ·be more ready to accept their 
situation, more readilyo Pupils hs.ve expectations too, o:t' 
course. 
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on their OM1, unlike those of the )Upil efrecta 1 naverthele~s 
c.har:::.c t e :ri st ic So stevenson (1965 ) had proposed a cross-sex 
leniency effect whereby boys are nrefer~ed to girls by 
women and girls ]re.ferred ta boys by men - a clear extr2polation 
wm1ld not SUl)port such 3.l1 effecto G·irls are seen ;:nore 
expectancies a:tt:cibuted Go theia. by -oath male and female 
tea6hers? and so cross se~ leniency is for men only. 
liking for -boys and girls is much .sma.lle:t> 'Lh.J..,.'l that :C'o:::-
ooys and gi. rls. It seens tl~J.ere:t'ore 'Ll18.t this result ·.;:.r,lpports 
ea:;.."lier f'i.ndings of greater extreiili t;>;r in ra-cin.gs made by 
i'vO!nen (Crandall, 197 J; 196 5; She rri :t'fs and. ,Jarrett, 19 ?J; 
H8.II1Ines, 1964), and so is a reflect:i_o:c1 of a more general 
cone eptua.l style in women; certainly this feature ope~ated 
i:JrOYlO':.lnc ed in judgemen-c b invo1 ving PUliil sex di.t'J:'t:;:cer1C e s; 
! 
however :l. -c o:::c·xrred ~lso 'far within pupil sex judgements, 
::t:'ld i::.J. only one instance wer0:; fem:..1les less extreme tl1'8-11 
men 8.nd t1;.is only slightly so (iig. 14:7). 
- ~-13-
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1Nhereas the teachers' attitude to teacher-pupil 
relationships exerted little discernc..ble influence on 
the structure of perceptions, it did affect the way in 
' 
which particular groups of pupils were judged by their 
teachers. By o.nd large informal teachersyielded more 
to the influence of social class and sex of pupil vD. th 
the less able, while .forrn<.il teacr~ers were more 
affected by these influences with higher positioned 
pupils. Similar results occurred. with the evaluation 
of academic and behavj_oural cbaracteristics; informul 
teachers' academic expectation.s for lov:er ability 
pupils were inf~uenced more by social class backgrounQ 
factors, th;:;m vvere those mu.de by fon:'l:il teachers, vvhose 
I 
own expectations were affected by social class back-
ground and sex of the pupil, but with higher ability 
childreno 
A possible explanation for t}lis finding is that while 
lower ability non-manual pupils respond quite well to 
teaching methods, manual pupils do not and may work. 
more successfully under a more highly structured 
situation, as in tile case vvith forms.l teachers. In 
any event the differential results as between formal 
and inf orrncJ. teachers v..rould 8erve· agair1 to und. e rline 
the importance of the influence which the perceiV~r 
ex8rts on those who are per~eived. 
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ihe overall im~1·ession of tedchers• peraepcions oi 
no Li.ouuc cne real compJ.exi·cy o1· soc:i.a-L si-cum.;ions. .Ln ""Ghl s 
s-cuuy ~ne influence of JUs·c slx variaoles was selec-ced for 
inves-cigation, and. at some point ln -che research each one 
::t'actorso riow many otJ1er iac:"cors \vou..Lu also exert an 
infJ.uence ? Apar-G :from -~.De t..: umiJlexi ty o:I' teachers' perceptions, 
"this study has also indicated the importance of interactive 
efi"ec"ts oetvteen teachers ana PUlJils, =e·or -co unaers"ta:nd -che 
opera-cion oi' the aT,"Grit.nltion process, or ·u1e effec\;s oi 
co:muining traits, or ·cne i11-±·1uence oi· cognitive s·cyle or any 
I 
o-cher orocess of 11erson 'co~niciun 
,.I.; .£" . 0 ~ ' 
capture ·t.;ne si-cua·cion as it normaLLy appears t;O "the people 
involved, ana any rilcve av1cy from ·the ec o.Logic2..L fra..rnv1ork 
of the participan~s retiuces greacly the value of the resul~s. 
Also 
<.ieterminers of working c.lass und.erachit:vement have ueen 
greatly e xagge ra·L;ec.i, ana i:f -cil.ey opera -ce a-c all, -chen i -c 
ls r.:.nher vii ·ch selec·ceo. ar1d small groups of pupils. .riowever 
if social class effec"ts are no"t as grea"t as has ueen 
suggestec.i, ~nen -che efi~cts of the aGility of ~he pu9il 
are, and the way tha-c ·i.;ne pupi.L • s :perceived acaciemic 
charac~eristics colour totally the o~her characteristics 
of the child may exert an effect on ~he pupiYs develop-
m.ent of self which is more pocen"c Ghan any o~her consequence 
of -t;eac:ner e:x:pecta·t;ionsoi 
.. \ \ 
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The objectives of this study have been principally 
of a theoretical nature and so the number of practical 
applications is limited. However, to conclude 1 it would 
·oe useful to look at three implications for educational 
practice which arise from this research .. 
'1he first c oncer.ns the need for teachers to meet 
with their pupils in as many different educational and 
social situations as possible, so that judgements about 
them can be based on data additional to that obtained 
from classroom interaction alone. 'l'his could have the 
effect of ma..'l{ing such ,judgements less con text bound, less 
situation specific, and so educational visits, extra-
curricula activities and sporting engagements 1 for 
example, should be encoura-ged because they provide 
interactive situations where the importance of academic 
criteria plays a reduced role in the judgemental process. 
Aspects of the pupils' personalities and interests not 
seen in the classroom might become more 'visi-ble' in these 
non-academic situations and more rounded views of p~pils 
might thus be obtained, and the co-judgement effect 
reduced. 
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Secondly the wide variation in the teachers' 
perceptions of children lead one to question the wisdom 
of the current l)rimary school practice of having one 
teacher assigned to a class :for the whole of an academic 
year. '.rhe advantage claimed for this method of 
organisation is that iti allows teachers to get to know 
their pupils very well indeed, and thus adapt the learning 
situation to meet thei:::· individual needs. 1'he 
disadvantage is that teachers hold differing evaluations 
of their pupils, and regard different aspects of pupil 
behaviour as more or less important; this is illustrated 
by tl1e way male and female teachers di ff' er in. tb.ei r 
perceptions of boys and girls, for example. A way of 
reducing the effect of these biases in judgement migh0 
be to increase the number of teacher contact:P 'Ni th 
each class so that the class teacher is with one class 
for half the time, and teaches one or two other classes 
in the schodl for tha r~mainder of the week. This would 
not only broe..den the ba'sis for judgements made about the 
~ pupils but would also bring the class teacher into more 
_, 
immediate con tact with other cnildren, about whom other . 
teachers were making j~dgements. Freq_uently <lifferent 
teachers form contrary impressions of the scime children 
(Nash, 197 3) and such disagreements are usually the 
.J \, 
SlJ.bject of conversation in staff roomso However in 
''. 
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primary schools at the present, differences in the 
perceptions of pupils can be all too easily 'explained' 
by teachers in terms of the time factor - "He 1-:1ay have 
i 
been q_ui te vvell behave~ last year, but this year he has 
become a thorough nuissance" - and so a q_uestionin.g of 
judgemental criteria is avoided. '£his avoidance would 
be more difficult if teachers were involved with two or 
three groups of pupils during any academic year; it 
could lead to teachers having to provide more justification 
to t~eir colleagues...t" for the views they hold about 
particular individuals; and could make them avmre of 
genuine differences in ;tn.e way t?lat pupils were 
perceived. It might also lead teachers to become 
more aware of the imuact of their ovm -behaviour on 
- I 
I 
teacher-pupil interaction. 
'i'he third implication is the necessity to 
incorporate into teacher education programmes some 
knowledge of the .mechanisms of social perception. The 
'good judge of others' 'r~ay not, as yet, be an adequately 
measurable cone ept, but teachers are engaged in making 
judgements about persons who are especially vulnerable 
and dependent, yet little is given to student teachers 
to help them to understand the nature of the judgemental 
process. The group learnine situation proposed by 
Abercrombie (1960) could prove to be a particularly 
valuable techni~ue if applied to person perception 7 
especially in the erploration of implicit personality 
systems; it would provide student teachers Vli th the 
opporturlity to discover differences in the judgements 
and perceptions made by other student teachers, and 
to explore the reasons for such differing inter1)retations. 
The net· result of this: vvould be to make teachers aware 
of the limitations of their judgements, and so be more. 
questioning in their interpretation of their children's 
behaviour. 
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APPENDIX 1. 
Appendix 1. 
'l'en O,eerational Definitions of Cogpi ti ve 
£_oro_plexi t.YLSimplici ty Derived from the 
Hopertory l;rid. (Bonarius, 1965). 
1. The num't;H~r of factors extracted from the Heptest. 
(Jon~s, 1951; Pederaen, 1958:; reliability +0.19 
not significu.nt). 
2. Tl~c expliJ.Jlation power of the :f:irst Heptest factor. 
(Jc:nes, 1951; Pedersen, 1958~ reliabi-lity +O.lo 
(p • • 01); Plyrmv 1959; C:-111lpbell, 1960; 
3. In the Repgrid each constn.tct is co1npa.red with all 
other onus.. :Each lden·tical pattern bas a score of 
two: un iuontical pattern except for 0110 cGll has 
a score of one; The measure i::J the Bllffi of all the 
scoros. (Biori, 1955; J.unuy wld Berkowitz, 19?7; 
Loventhtll, 1957; ( illeanders, 1957; Koch, 1958; 
Pedersan, 1958: reli•:tui1i ty +0. 36 (p •• 05); 
Lt~mcke, 19 ~9; Johnson, 1961; Plotni cl<., 1961; 
Henner anu !'2<:J.hor1 1962: reliability +0. 51; 
Ashordft, 1963) .. 
4. The response variability as expressed in 
overlapping verbal labels of constru.o·tso 
(Bieri and Blacker, 1956: reliability +O.e2. 
Bieri and ;·Jlesserley, 1957; Esl{ena.zi, 1957; 
Biggins, 1959; Lemke, 1959; Tippett, 1959; 
Sechrest and Jackson, 1961; Gottesman, 1962: 
reliability +0.85; Lemcke and Tippett, 1963o) 
5. In the Repgrid each construct is compared with 
all the other:J. 'fhe measure is the sum of the 
differences between the construct patterns. 
(Binner, 195t3; Hess, 1959.) 
6. ~rhe subject produces as many constructs as 
possible on eaoh triad. 'rhe measure is the 
.. 
number of verbally different constructs. 
(Mayo, 1960; Ashcraft, 1963.) 
7c. The number of cognitive dimensions assessed 
by Coombs' unfolding technique. (Iiunkel and 
Damrin, 1961.) 
8. 1l'he symbols H <.lnd R from information theory. 
H is the dispersion of objects over the set 
c . .f distinctions yielded by the category system. 
R is the index of relative entropyo (scott; 
1962: reliability of H is +0.68) 
g. '£he explanation power of the first factor in a 
erid, where scales from Osgood's semantic 
differential take the place of persoual 
constructs. (Jaspars, 1963). 
10. Concepts similar to those on the semantic·· 
differential make up 6 point Likert scales 
on which the figures are judged.. The iuentity 
of scali~ patterns of the concepts is 
calculated similarly to measure 3o (Tripodi 
and Bieri, 1963: reliability -t-O.t$6. Tripodi 
and HiBri, 1964). 
APPENDIX 2, 
Appendix 2. 
'fhe California F Scale. 
1. Gbedience and respect for authority are the 
moet important virtues children should learn. 
2. A person who has bad mcumers, habits, anct 
Qreeding can hardly expect to get along with 
decent peopleo 
J. If people ·would talk less and work more, 
everybody would be oetter off. 
4o 'l'he businessman and the manufacturer are much 
more important to society thalJ. the artist and 
the professor. 
5. Science has its place, but there are many 
important thines that can: never possibly 
be understood by the human mind. 
6. Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas, 
but aB they grow up they ought to get over 
them and settle down. 
7 a 'Nhat this country needs most, more than laws 
and political programs, is a few courageous, 
tireless, devoted leaders in whom the people 
can 9ut their faith. 
8, No sane, normal; decent person could ever thin.k 
of hurting a olose friend or relative. 
9. Nobody ever learned anything really, iffi:portant 
except through suffering. 
10. What the youth needs is stric·~ discipline, 
rugged determinati on 7 and the will. to work 
and fight for family and country. 
11. A.n insult to our honour should a.1 ways. be 
punished. 
12~ Sex crimes, such as rape and attacl-:.s on 
children, deserve more than mere 
imprisoYl.lnent; such criminals ought .to be 
publicly whippe~, or worse. 
13. 1l'here is hardly anything lower than a person 
who does not feel a_~great love, gratitude, 
and respect fOI' hi a .i.Jd.I't:nt s. 
14. Most of our social problems would bo solved 
if we could somehow get rid of the immoral, 
crooked, and feeble-minded people. 
15. Homosexuals are hardly better than criminals 
w1d ought to be severely punished. 
16. When a person has a problem or worry, it is 
best for him not to think about it, but to 
keep busy with more cheerful things• 
11. Every person should have complete faith in 
some supernatural power whose decisions he 
obeys without question. 
18. some people are born with an urge to jump from 
high places. 
19. People can be divided into two distinct classes: 
the we&( and the strong. 
20. some day it will probably be shown that 
astrology can explain a lot of things. 
21. wars und social troubles may someday be ended 
by an earthquake or flood, that will destroy 
the whole world. 
22. No weakness or difficulty can hold us bacli" if' 
we have enouc;h will power. 
23. It is best ·to use some prewar autnori ties in 
Germany to keep order and prevent chaos. 
24. most pe01)le don't realize tow rr:1wh our lives 
are controlled by plots hatched in secret 
places. 
25. Human nature being what it is, there will alway a 
be war and conflict. 
26. Familiarity breeds contempt. 
27.. Nowadays when so many different kinds of people 
move around and mix together so much, a person 
has to protect himself especially carefully 
again£:t -:-r,.tchi:cg un infection or disease from 
them. 
28. Nowadays more and more people are prying into 
matters that should remain personal and private. 
29. 'rhe wild sex life of the old Greeks and Romans 
was t~ne compared to some of the goings-on in 
this country, even in places where people might 
least expect it. 
APPENDIX 3, 
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'l'he De:finipg Characterir:rtics of Opon-Glosed Systems 
JJiokeach, 1Y6U). 
A Helief-Di sbelief System is 
Open Closed. 
A, to the extent thut, with res1Ject to itG oret:1.nizution 
along the bcli,~f-ctisbeli(~f continuUJn, 
1. the mar:;nituue o:f rej0ction 
of' <.ti!::!belit:.:f subsystems is 
relatively low ~t each poin~ 
alo!l(~ the continuum; 
2. there is cor.a..rnunica.t1on of 
1. tllc InLlgni tude of 
rejection of disbelief 
subsystoins is r·el:::.tively 
high at each l)Oint u.lonz 
the disbelief continuum; 
2. there ia isolation of 
parts within c.:w.1tl botv1een bolief parts within and between 
and disbelief systems; bcliof and d.i sbelief 
systems; 
3e there is relatively livtle 
di screpa.ncy in the degree of 
differentiation between belief 
and disbelief systeuw; 
4, there is relatively high 
differentiation within tho 
disbelief sys~em; 
]o there is relatively 
greut di sc:rGIJLtncy in the 
degree of differentia~ion 
·oetwcen belief and di :3-
b~lief systems; 
4. there is relatively 
little differentiation 
within the Jisbelief 
system; 
Open Closed 
B. to the extent that, with respect to the 
organization along the centrcl.l-peripheral 
dim en si on, 
1. the specific content le the specific content 
of primitive -beliefs of primitive beliefs 
(central region) is to the (central region) is to the 
effect that the world one -~ effect that the world one 
lives in, or the situation lives in, or the situation 
one is in at a particular one is in a-c a particular 
moment, is a friendly one; moment, is a threatening 
2v the formal content 
of beliefs about ~authority 
and a'bou t people wbo hold 
to systems of authority 
(intermediate region) is 
to the effect that 
authority is not absolute 
and that people are not 
to be evaluated {if they 
one; 
2o the formal content of 
beliefs about authority and 
about people who hold to 
systems of authority 
(intermediate region) is 
to the effect that authority 
is absolute and that people 
are to be accepted and 
rejected according to their 
are to be evaluated at all) aereemen t or disagreement 
according to their agree-
ment or disagreement with 
such authority; 
with such au. th ori ty; 
Open 
3. the structure of beliefs 
and disbeliefs perceived to 
emanate from authority 
(peripheral region) is such 
that its substructures are 
in relative communication 
vvi. th each other, and finally; 
Closed 
3. the structure of bolie fs 
ana disbeliefs perceived to 
emanate from authority 
(peripheral region) is such 
that its substructures are 
in relative isolation with 
each other, and finally; 
a. to the extent that, with resp.ect to the time-perspective 
dimension, there is a 
1. relatively broad time 
perspective. 
1. relatively narrow, future-
orientated time perspecti veo 
APPENDIX 4, 
APPENDIX 7. 
PZlSOE~L CO~STRUCTS. 
(One pole only given) 
' / 
1. Constructs Describin~ Pupils' Academic Characteristics. 
Intelligent. 
Creative:. 
Hard v1orkers. 
Try hard. 
Good concentration. 
Interested in schoolwork. 
£'as t. 
Neat and tidy work. 
Need encourasement. 
Conscientious. 
Independent workers. 
Good at maths. 
Good readers. 
C1ood at english. 
Good general knowledge. 
Good handwriting. 
Fluent spealccrs. 
Interested in science. 
Proud of their work. 
Eigh achievers. 
Artistic. 
2. Construds Describing 0Jpils 1 Personality Characteristics. 
Extravert. 
Leaders. 
Indepecdent minded, 
Confider"t. 
Sociable. 
Responsible. 
l;ii thdravm, 
Resuonsible, 
Popular. 
;:;ense of humour. 
Anxious, 
?.cecocious. 
nature. 
Bully. 
Livt::ly. 
Quick tempered. 
Aggres.S;Lve. 
Friendly. 
Quiet, 
Reliable. 
Sexual problems. 
I~e laxed. 
Happy. 
Hail biters, 
--· 
3. Constructs DescribinG Pupils' Dehaviour and 
Relationshin with Teacher. 
Likeable to teacher. 
Helpful to teacher. 
Attention seekers. 
Sociable with teacher. 
Polite to teacher. 
Hell-behaved. 
Honest and sincere with teacher. 
4. Con.st~ucts Describing Pupj_ls 1 Home Backg-round. 
Good home background. 
Interested and caring parents. 
hiddle clas.s. 
Good attenders. 
Deceased parents. 
Only chilc1ren. 
Handicapped parents. 
Cosmopolitan families. 
Sophisticated horne background. 
5. Constructs Desc:::-ibin:; Punils' Interests and Hobbies. 
Good at Games/PE etc. 
Like I:J.usic 
I'·Iembers of the cubs, brovmies etc. 
Keep pets. 
6. Constructs Describing Pupils' Physical Characteristics. 
Speech difficulties. 
'J:idy appearance. 
Coloured childr'en. 
Physically mature, 
Handicapped ch~ldren. 
7. ;.liscellaneous Constructs. 
Savers in the school banlc. 
Don't stay to school dinners. 
Librarians. 
Bring things from home. 
Honitors. 
Bring sandwiches for lunch. 
Go to Sunday school. 
Always play together. 
Farmers' children. 
Halk to school. 
Demand hooev1ork. 
Appendix 8 
1. General Model, Using •reachers' Global Perception 
Data. 
'l'he analysis of variance model consisted of two 
teacher varia.bles - teacher sex and teacher formality -
and three pupil variables sex, position in class ru1d 
social class background. However, because the ctesi~n 
involved teachers in 48 different classrooms, teaching 
48 different groups of pupils an addi ti anal source of 
variance was the individual teacher effect, and so this 
metmt that in practice there were six factors and not 
five. The fact that teachers were in separate class-
rooms, and that all pupils were not exposed to all 
teachers meant that there was no way of assessing the 
interaction effects between the teachers and the pupils 
in va;roiou,s classrooms. Thus the design meant that 
pupils and teachers were nested under teacher sex and 
formality. 
For each factor there were two levels, with the 
exception of the individual teacher effect of which 
there were twelve levels (i.e.. 12 male informal and 
12 male formal teachers; 12 female informal and 12 
femaJ.e formal teachers). 
Four of the factors were fi'xed - teacher sex and 
formality, and pupil sex and social class background -
and two were random - the individual teacher effect and 
the pupil position in class. r.rhus the model was a 
mixed 2 x 2 x 12 x 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design with 
three replications that is, there were three pupils 
in each cell, and this individual pupil effect, or 
source of variance within replicates, -oecame the 
residual variance term. 
The main computational procedure was carried ou·t 
in three stages. First the raw data wa8 analysed. by 
the Bflll) Analysis of Variance for Factorial De signs 
Programme - BII-ID 0 2 v ( 1974 ) , and thi·s eave the sums 
of squares, degrees of freedom and mean squares for 
the main and interaction effects. The output of the 
programme for the teachers 'global' perceptions ia 
.. 
given in Table Anova 1. 
Since the design was nested, calculations to 
obtain the appropriate sums of squares were then 
carried out according to the'following general formula, 
(see Bl'JID Programme Notes, page 4205; }~-
Notation. 
Let TA c sum of Squares for main effect. 
TP.c = SU1n of Squares for A X c interaction. 
T At..:D = SUm of Squares for A X C x D interaction. 
For a nested Analysis: 
Let SA = sum of Squares for main effect·. 
S S(A) = Sum of Squares for H nested vr.l thin A 
S C.D(AB): sum of Squares for interaction c X D 
nested within A and B·. 
The task is to express the nested sums of squar~ s ( S ) 
in terms of the •r' s-., and this can be· carrieli out according 
to the rule that a nested sum of squares is equal to 
the sum of all the fully crossed sums of squares whose 
index sets contain: 
(i) All the primary indices of the nested sums 
of squares, and 
(ii) Only those indices which are either the primary 
or secondary indices of the·nested sum of squares. 
Thus, for example, 
s B (!\) = T B + 1 A B 
S Cll(AB) = T c.D + Tc.nA + To B + Tc.:DAB 
Having established the principle of obtaining the 
appropriate sums of squares for nested facto~s, an-
example using data (Table Anova 2) from the present 
study will ·be g1 ven, 
Notation. 
a) Let ( ) 
b) Let ·0 
c) Let [ ] 
d) Let 02 
denote sums of squares 
e.g. (654) = sums of squares for 
variables 6,5 and 4. 
denote nesting. 
e.g. 3.21 = nesting of factor 3 
(iniiividual teachers) under factors 
2 and 1 (teacher formality and 
teacher sex) o 
denote an estimated mean square term 
e.g. [43o2~ = 3 X 2 X 2 X 02 
residual variance, that is the inter-
pupil variation, or error term. 
e) Let the notation for the variatd.es be ae follows:-
1 s '11e i.lC her Sex fixed 
2 F Teacher Porme1li·ty fixed 
3 T Individual Teacher (within s and ·F) random 
4 s Pupil Sex /fixed 
5 Q Pupil position in cluse random 
6 c J:Upil 80Cial class fixed 
Ca.lcula tion of Sums of Squares Due to He stinG,• 
As an example the sum of squares for 3.21 includes the 
term a (in Table An ova 2) correspondiP.g to:-
~urn of ScJuares ]} p ...... 
.Jj ltl72 11 
.lj 3163 11 
• 23 1S99 ll 
.. 123 2650 11 
• 3.21 •• ::: ~264 41 
'l'hi s is repct4 ted· for all ne stea terms and an u1t:~ lysis 
of variance table can be produced g1Vil1R tho expected 
mean squares, cteerees of freodom and mean sq,uares from 
which can be calculated the necessary F ratios. 
( 88 e '.r able An ova 2. , Appendix 9). 
However because T and @ are random factors this 
means 1ha.t for certain effects a normal F ratio cannot 
be calculated using the direct application of rules 
based upon expected values of mean squares. Thus an 
estimate of the F ratio, termed a Quasi ]1 ratio (F 11 ) 
is used which approximates to the requirements for a 
test of sig. on these particular effects, (see Winer, 
1962; p.200). However in order to satisfy the 
necessary sampling requirements these quasi F ratios 
require $Pecial degrees of freedom for both numerator 
and denominator. SUppose, for example, that a.n __ F11 
ratio had the foll.owing forma:t: 
a + b 
pn = 
c + d 
where a, b, c and d are approximate mean squares, and 
p, q, r and s · are the respective degrees of freedom 
for these mean squares then the degrees of freedom for 
the numerator are approximated by: 
( a + 
+ 
p 
and the degrees of freedom for the denominator are 
approximated by: 
( c d ) 2 
+ 
r s 
'£hese formulae have been suggested by Satterthwaite (1946). 
The application of the quasi F ratios (F") instead 
of the more usual F ratio is determined by th~ nature of 
the terms making up the value of the expected mean squares» 
which in their turn depend upon the operation of the 
ra.ndom and fixed effectso A guide to the ru.les of thumb· 
to be used in applyingquasi F ratios is given in Glasa 
and stanley ( 1970). 
In the application of the normal F ratio, the 
critical choice in a nested design is the choice of 
the F denominator, since using the residual variance 
to test allfue mean SCJ.Uares would result in high F 
ratios which would render them spuriously significant 
when they would not be so. The ref ore the ana.lysi s of 
variance (Table Anova 2) sets out the precise terms 
used for all F ratio denorninators. 
Finally, because there were four anal.yaes of 
variance involving a large number of interactions 
all computed in exactly the s~ne way as described 
above, it was decided to choose the .01 level of 
significance as the fiducial limi~s on the data, 
thus G'Elurin& that the results obtained could be 
regarded with a high level of confidencee 
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APPENDIX 10 
Appendix 10 
Rank Order of Structured Complexity 
ank Teacher Number Percenta8e Variance 
Ex~lained b~ First 
Rep g_rid Factor 
1 23 29 93 
2 38 35 43 
3 28 35 53 
4 45 35 82 
5 07 37 44 
6 09 37 65 
7 12 38 83 
a 06 41 99 
9 42 45 48 
10 48 46 07 
11 34 48 15 
12 18 48 66 
13 05 52 46 
14 04 52 50 
15 43 53 14 
16 46 53 eo 
17 02 53 91 
18 15 54 48 
19 41 55 93 
20 31 56 34 
21 36 57 02 
22 21 57 18 
23 37- 57 28 
24 24 57 30 
25 11 57 78 
26 08 58 60 
27 47 59 12 
/ ... 
continued •••• 
Rank Teacher Number 
28 30 
29 03 
30 14 
31 39 
32 33 
33 19 
34 13 
35 27 
36 22 
37 32 
38 01 
39 17 
40 26 
41 !t1 
42 20 
43 29 
44 44 
45 35 
46 25 
47 16 
48 40 
lm Male Teachers = 1 - 24 
Female Teachers ~ 25 - 48 
Percenta~e Variance 
ExElained bz r!rst 
Reg e!ld Factor 
59 22 
59 62 
59 98 
61 85 
61 93 
61 94 
63 11 
64 09 
64 15 
65 62 
68 91 
69 06 
72 77 
73 27 
77 27 
77 93 
78 06 
78 58 
78 69 
78 98 
89 56 
APPENDIX 11. 
All Ch~ldrcn (~,152) in the Sa~nJ.e 
~or th€ Four Analyses of Variance. 
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' l 
l .. !antial 
:alEJ I ! I I i 1 1+).441 r·n:a.l 22.02 27.16 41.75 I ;, r Q6 i 2 ") 1 ("I 2Lr. 13 I 32.86 ·---r.J•U Ltt•/ I 
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~.'lale I 1 I j :':. ~: I 
•rmc:_l 25. 6~· 26.47 45.50 46.72 22.89 2l.J·. 42 l 33.75 •o. 5i) 
- ·-
r.:ale I I 'rrnal 31.80 33.69 u.9. 58· i 46.38 20,05 23.64 jLf .42 1r4. 55 
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Table 3. Mean Scores - Behavioural Perception. 
Boys Girls 
Upper Lm·rer Upper 
-Lower 
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a.Le I I I 
r:Jal 2
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'l'ahle 4. I-!ea:1 .Scores - Persona.li ty :?ercention. 
APPENDIX 12. 
Appendix 12. 
The Repertory Grids of the Teachers. 
Explanatory Note. 
(i) Element (pupil) numbers are listed along the top 
of the grids and the scores obtained by each pupil 
from the class teacher constitde the columns. 
(ii) The personal constructs are given at the right cf 
each grid and the numbers correspond to the teachers' 
elicited constructs set out in full in Appendix 13. 
(iii)Hale teachers number from 1 - 24. 
Female teachers number from 25 - 48. 
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APPENDIX 13. 
Appendix 13 
The constructs are divided i~to rated a~d non-rate6 constructs 
since a few of the constructs could not ~e transfor2ed into 7 )Oint 
di~ensional ratin~ scales as ex;lained ln t~e text lC~a~ter 12). 
grid SCOl'CS, 
?·ia_le ~·eachers 
'."eac her r:o. '1 
1. Sociable- unsociable. 
2. Good readers - poor readers. 
':·. 'ell-behaved poorly behaved. 
4. Good home backzround - Poor home background. 
5. Good at aritimetic -poor at arith0ctic. 
;i'e::;c:-:er l:o. 2 
1. Hell-behaved- not so weJ.l-behaved, 
2. Goo6 at arithmetic - not so r;ood at 
3. Good at english - poor at english. 
4. Good at athletics - not so good at athletics, 
5. Independent workers - not so independent. 
6. ~uiet in class - chattetboxes. 
7. Hardworking - lazy, 
8. Artistic - not very artistic. 
;. Tidy ~ork - untidy work 
~!0. !.<ea-c and ticl~r in a.-;:mea.ra.nce- not so neat and tidy. 
11. Interested and carinz parents- problem parents. 
12. o~ly c~ildren - ~ore t~an one child in ~he fa~ily. 
.. 7. 
, .. o. :J 
1. Sociable - ur.sociable 
2. Good at maths - poor at ~aths. 
3. Good at c·oort not so ~ood at s~ort. 
4. Artistic - noor at a~t and craft. 
5. Independent workers - not so independent. 
7, Inter8~ted in outdoor activi~ies - not interested, 
8. Good background knowledge - thin background knowledge. 
9. Good handv1ritins- poor hand\·Iriting. 
10. Good knowledge of uusic -poor knowledge of music, 
11. '.!ell- tena ved - troublesoc:e in class, 
1, Intelligent- not so bright, 
2. Well-behaved - poorly behaved. 
3. ~ardworking - lazy, 
1+ • .S:·: t :-a v e r t s - i:1 trover t s • 
5. Good at maths - poor ~t ~aths, 
6. Good readerG - poor at reading. 
9, Soci.ablc with other children - not so sociable, 
J, Cnildren with speecj defects - children wittout sneech defects. 
1. Good readers- poor readers. 
2. Indcnendent workers - ~ot GO i~dcpendent. 
~. Good at mat~s - poor at ~aths, 
4. _..\rtiTtic - not artistic, 
), Gboci at english - noor at english. 
6. Interested/~ood at scie~ce - find science difficult. 
7, Helpful to teacher - net so helpful. 
8. Like s~ort and ga~es - not interested in sport ana games. 
9. Confident children - ~ot very confident, 
;.iot Hated. 
10. i"liysically mature - physically inmature. 
1, Sensible and well-behaved- silly. 
2. Good ~ttenders - poor attenders. 
3 .. :_ble - less able. 
4, Artistic - not so artistic. 
5. Lively - dull. 
6. Responsible - nat so res~onsible, 
8. Pleasant sense of humour - not much sense of humour, 
11. Independent workers- not so independent. 
12. 3ociatle - unsociable. 
Eot J:.:ated. 
7. Physically handicapped - not handicO..Jlped, 
9. De~and homework frou the teacher - don't deffiand homework, 
1.?_, F}i:/rjicnlly mature- not so. 
'l'e:a.c her i,io. 7 
1. ~eat and Tidy in appcara~ce- not sa neat and tidy. 
3. Stable home background - difficult ~ose circumstances. 
4. Athletic and good at sports generally - not so good at sports. 
5, Good readers - poor readers. 
6. !ligh ability pupils - lovl aoil:i.-:~y -pupils 
7. Persistent workers - give up easily. 
8. Well~behaved - naughty children. 
1. I~telligent- not so i~telligent. 
2. Lively - rather quiet. 
3. Sociable - unsociable. 
4. Well-behaved - poorly behaved. 
j. Good readers - poor readers, 
6. Good at maths - poor at maths. 
7. Good sense of humour - not a good sense of humour. 
inclined to be lazy. 
l',To t Rated • 
9. Children from 'cosmopolitan'families - children from local families 
1. Good o.t ::!o.tlls - :9oor d.t :;-!,::.ti1s, 
2. High reading ability- lm·1 l'cac~inc aoiJ.ity. 
3. Good creative (~~itten) .L' crea.c.lVe ~ .. lor lc. 
4, Sociable children - unsociable children, 
5, Extraverts - introverts. 
7. Good relationships with teacher - poor rela~ionships ~it~ teacher. 
8. Fulfillinz their (aca~emic) potential- not fulfilling their 
:potential. 
g, Good at art and craft - poor at art and craft, 
Fot ~a.ted. 
6, Difficult circumstances at home - no proble~s at ho~e. 
'reacher Fo. '!0. 
1. ;.:ost aole - least able. 
2. Good readers - poor readers. 
3. Good at maths - poor at maths. 
4. Sociable - un~ociable. 
5. Good at art and craft - not very successful at art and craft. 
6, Interested in P2 and sporting activities - not so interested 
in sporting activities. 
7. Well-behaved - need watchinc a bit. 
8, Creative - uncreative. 
9. =xtraverts - introverts. 
10. Good home bac~3round - poor home background, 
r:ot rc::ted. 
11. Children who play rnu3ical instrume~ts- those who don't play 
u:us ic a.l in:~ t:r ur:'l'~ ~-;.t s . 
Tcacrl·2r i!o. 11. 
1. \!~:1_-b-:::ha.vcd - troubleso:·.1e. 
2. BriGht children - less able children. 
~ . .t-la_rdviorking - not so ha.rd\'iOrkin[S. 
4. Good readers - poor readers, 
5, Good at rnat~s - poor at m~ths, 
6, Confident - lack confidence. 
7. Extravert - introvert, 
B. Fulfilling their potential - not fulfilling their potential, 
II'eacl:.el .. l·To. 12. 
1. Gregarious- not so gregarious. 
2. Good at maths - not goo6 at ~at~s. 
3, Good readers - poor readers. 
4, Normal home background - difficult home background. 
5. More able - less able. 
6. Extravert - introvert, 
7. Good relations with teacher - not so good rela~ions. 
8. Sporting- not very goo~ at snort. 
9. Artistic - not so artistic. 
Teac:1cr ~·:o. 13. 
1. Good readers- poor readers, 
2. Good at nu~ber work - poor at nu~ber ~ork. 
~· Good at forming new concents 
4. ~ardworkers - lazy children. 
find difficulty in grasplng 
ne\·1 cone epi:.s. 
5. Take pride in their work - produc2 slipshod work, 
6. Good at sport - not ver·y good at spar~. 
7. ~ell-behaved - ba~ly behaved. 
10. Self-confident - lack confide~ce. 
11. l-!uture - im:;;aturc:, 
~. ~opular- unpopular, 
2. Clever - not so clever. 
3. Like sport - don't like sport. 
4. (~uiet - noisy, 
0 • .!u-tistic - n.ot so artistic. 
8. Good at maths - poor ~+ r:1a t:ns O.v . 
9. Good a.t english - lJOOr a.t en[!;lish. 
13. Well-behaved - poorly behaved. 
Even -tempered - more ~aick tempered. 
5. Play musical instruments - don't play musical instruments. 
7. Children with speech difficulties - no sneech difficulties. 
10. 1.fhite c:-'lildren - coloured children. 
1 ~. I o Deceased parents - both parents still alive. 
12. 2ormal family background - problem background, 
1. 3ociable- un3ociable. 
2. Good reade~s - poor readers. 
3. c~eative writers - not creative. 
4. Able - less able~ 
5, ~rtistic - not artistic, 
6. Good at maths - poor at rnat~s. 
7. ·:.'~ll-br::havcd- Dotential t~oublcr,wJ:ers. 
i3. Good ~10:ne background - p.:.or hoce b<i.ck;;round. 
9. Good . . ' a-c-cenaers 
10. 2~traverts - introve~ts. 
'.I\c:ac her r:o' 
1. High ability- low ability 
2. Honest and sincere with teacher - not so ho~est ~ith teac~er. 
3. Persistent workers - not so nersistent. 
4. Friendly and cheerful with other pu)ils - not so frie~dly. 
5, Helpful to teacher - not so helpful to teacher, 
6, Neat and tidy work - untidy work. 
1. Conscientious workers- a bit slipshod. 
2, iiarch·10rking - lazy, 
3. Good all round ability not so good all round, 
L~, Z.xtraverts - introverts, 
5. c~od readers - poor readers. 
7. Well-behaved - poorly behaved, 
8, Creative - not so creative. 
Not f.:ated. 
6. i':eril':.ers of the cubs and orov:nies - not nembe:cs of cubs and bro·.-mie~ 
9, C~ildren fro~ broken bo~es - children from a normal home, 
1. Good readers- poor reader2, 
2. Hardworking - lazy. 
3. Good at S)ort not so good at sport. 
4. Bright children - dull children. 
5. Quick to respond to new concepts - slow to pick up new concepts. 
6. Good relationships with teacher - strained relationships with 
teacher, 
7. Extraverts - introverts, 
Teacher I•'o. 19. 
1. Conscientious workers- not so conscientious. 
3. Good sense of humour - not a good sense of humour. 
4. Interested in work not so interested in work. 
5, Helpful to teacher - not very 6elpful to teacher. 
6. Sociable - unsociable. 
7. Reliable - not very reliable. 
8, Leaders - followers. 
9. Good readers - poor readers, 
10, Good at english - poor at english. 
11. Good at number -poor at number. 
12. ~rtistic - not artistic. 
13, ~eat workers - untidy workers. 
14, Seriou~ minded - more care-free approach to life. 
Uot :.:='ate r1, 
15. Prohl(}m fc.milies - r:ormal home s.tuation. 
1. Good readers- poor reaaers. 
4. Leaders - followers. 
5. Sociable to other children - not so sociable, 
6. Good at sport - not good at sport. 
7. ~rtistic - not artistic, 
3. ~eat work - untidy ~ork. 
9. Likeable to teacher - ::1ot likeable to teacher, 
1 ~ • Good at number work - poor nu::lber 
i-!ot ?e_ted. 
brm·mies. 
10. ?hysically handicapped - not physically handicapped. 
Tea c ~'1 e r I'; o • ,? 1 • 
1. l·!ature - immature. 
') Good spellers 
-
poor at spelling. '-• 
;; . Good at ;~El_ths - poor at l-rra t11s. 
~- . Good at e11c;lish - poor at eng-lish, 
6. Good at sport - ~ot good at sport. 
a. ~eliable - unreliable. 
9. ~~at and tidy work - untidy work. 
10 •. 'c:ctistic - not artistic. 
11, Co~e from problem families- not from problem homes. 
1, Good readers- uoor re2dcrs. 
2. Independent ':'orJ.:srs - ::,ot so, 
~. Hardworking- lazy, 
4, Sociable - u~sociable, 
5. :.':ot agt;ressi ve - aggr-essive o 
b, ~ell-behaved - poorly behaved. 
7, ~elpful to teac~cr - not helnful to teache~. 
8, Good at rnaths - poor a~ maths, 
9, Interested and good .at sport - not interested in sport. 
10, Sophisticated home background - not sophisticated, 
j. Good readers - poor readers. 
4, ~ble - less able, 
5, Relaxed - tense, 
6. Sincere )Upils - not so sincere. 
7, Hell-behaved - poorly behaverl, 
8, Ih::;h achievers - not so hie;h achievers. 
9, Ha~dworking - lazy. 
10, ~rtistic -not artistic, 
~1. Good at?~ and games- not so good at PE and ~ames. 
12. Lively- quiet, 
i:ot ::atecl, 
r', i'hy:::i_r;;,JlJ ll:_-,nd:i_c;) ppc<i - liOr::J:Jl, 
14. Only children - not onlJ children, 
1. ~ell behnv8d- poorly behaved. 
2. Sociable - unsociable, 
3. Good reaci.ers 
-
poo:c :ceac.c~s 0 
h 
. Good at r:ur::cber Hork 
-
poor at number viOrk. 
5. Fluent speaJ:ers- !lesita_nt S)eakel'S, 
7. Good home background - poor home background. 
8. Happy and cheerful - not so ha9py. 
9. Good sense of hu~our - no sense of humour. 
10. gztravert - introvert. 
11. ~ble- less able. 
13. Neat and tidy work - untidy work. 
14. Walk to school - come by car. 
~. Go to Sunday school - don't go to Sunday school. 
2. Good home background - poor home background. 
), Sociable with other children - not so sociable, 
4. Sociable ~ith teacher, 
5, ;;ost a1"Jle- least able.· 
6. Eard'.:or~-:ers - lazy gooci.-for-nothinr;s. 
7. :?o.sitive attitude to schooh:ork - not interested in schooh10rk. 
·_:.·r~acher ITo. 26. 
~G. 
2. Extraverts - introverts. 
3. Hard'<iorJ:::in;; -lazy. 
4, Good readers - poor readers. 
5. Good at maths - poor at maths, 
1. Well-behaved- ~aughty, 
2. Good readers poor readers. 
3. Artistic - not artistic. 
4. Confident - lack confidence. 
5. Helpful and willing to hel~ teacher - not so, 
7. c..cood at sport - l1ot good at G·por·c. 
8. :S::.:travert- introvert. 
9. 2egular savers in the school bank- donrt save regularly. 
10, Naii bitc~s- rlon't hite their nal~s. 
1, Able- less able. 
2. ~ell-behaved- troubleso~e. 
~· ?opular - u~popular, 
4, M~ture- Immuture, 
b, Good at sport - not ~ood at sport, 
7. A1.·tistic - not artistic. 
8. Conscientious workers - not consc~entioGs. 
9, Helpful to teacher - not so helpful to teacher, 
10, Children from problem families- children from normal backgrou~d~. 
1. Sociable- unsociable. 
2. Able - less able. 
3, Good readers - poor readers. 
4. Good at number - poor at number, 
5, Independent workers - not independent workers, 
6. Helpful and polite to teacher 
Te D.c he:c l':o • 30. 
1, Good readers- poor readers. 
2. Good at number - poor at number. 
not very helpful and polite to 
teacher. 
), Reat and tidy workers - untidy workers. 
4. Helpful to teac~er - not very helpful to teacher. 
5. \:!ell-behaveci- poorJ._y behaveC., 
6. Good at sport - no goo~ at sport. 
7, Artistic - not artistic. 
8. Po~~lar - unpopular. 
9. ]:ot ar;gressive or bullyin::;·- ac:~:;ressive and bullies. 
10. Good concentration - poor concentration. 
Te a.c her l'Zo, 7.~ ,./ : . 
1. ~ost Able- least able. 
2. Good readers - poor readers. 
3. Heln~ul to teacher - not helnful to teacher. 
4. Responsible - not responsible • 
. ' 
5. f..rtistic - r:ot artistic. 
7. C~od at enslish - poor at en~lish. 
8. Hell-behaved - nau~hty. 
·io, 
l! o t Rate ci • 
9. Sc~ool librarians - not librarians. 
12, Keep pets - don't keep pets. 
13·;- 3.rins sand\.·Jiches for lur..ch- do11•t ~ring sandv.riches. 
~ 1 ~acher ~Io, 32. 
1. Confident- no confident. 
2. '.iell-bsha.vecl.- })oorly behav-2c~. 
3. Har~~or~erG - inclined to be lazy. 
L~. (Joocl horne bacl-:..~;:cound - }_)Oor hor:~e bacl-:ground. 
~· Most able - lea~t ~ble. 
G • ."_"r:l:rful to 'j',;ochcr- nut ::;o ite:1rjfuJ. to Lcacll~::;·. 
'(. I·~c::a.l~ CJl;.d careful Y!orl;:er·s- untid:y ~-Iorl-·~e:rs. 
1. Good readers- poor readers. 
2. ~~ture personalities - im~ature person~litiss. 
~· hell-behave~ in class troc:.blesor:1e. 
l+. ·:.'ell-be~'lavcci in ya.rri - poorly behaved. 
5. Good at nu~bcr - find number wo~k difficult, 
b., Ea:cdv;orl:inr; - la~y. 
7. Good home back~ound - poor ho~e backsro~nd. 
8. ·J~lHays v;illing to hel-p teacher - c"J.ot alv1ays '·!illing to help, 
9. Good co~centration - poor concentration. 
10. Interested in snort not interested in sport, 
11. f.!icidle class - ,,.iorking class. 
1. Creative at en3lish- not so creative. 
2. Good rcade::::-s not 0ooj at reading, 
3. }'as t ~,Jorl-cers - slo1·1 learners. 
L· 
r • Good at uaths - poor at rna ths ~~ 
6. Pop-ulctr \·.ri th otl1er chj_ldren - u~~10J!Ular \'Ji th otl1er children. 
'(. r•o::>:i.t:Lve .•:tttitude to \-!oclc- nc;::;i:ti:ive c-,tt:i.:;uclc ~:o Hark., 
S. Bright - dull. 
9. Tielpful to teacher - not helpful to teacher. 
10. ~ell-behaved - naughty. 
1. Good readers- poor rcad2rs. 
2. ~chicving their potential - not acbievi~g t~eir potential. 
). Good 
- DO 
6. !~dependent nincied more easily led. 
7, Heluful to teacher - could 8e more helpful. 
1. Good readers- noor readers. 
2. Good at ~ec~anical arithmetic - not so ~ood. 
~. Kee~ sense of hu~our - not a very good sense of humour. 
5. Shoi'J leadarsbip a.nci i22iti<:1.tivc - i.'ait to ·be leO.. 
6. Helpful to teacher ~ot helpful to teac~er, 
7. ·.'ell-behaved - not vel'Y '.-!ell-behaved. 
I<!"ot ?a. ted. 
l~. Z:;::_,ct iJ;J.t slov; - not so. 
1. ~xight- dull. 
2. Ucll-behaved - pc2ts. 
]. Good at sport - not very good at sport. 
=~ot co f'~la_ture o 
9. Confident - hesitant. 
~:ot Patea .• 
6. ?ar!.li::-.::; chilclre::1 - 2-:ot so. 
~:.Children from difficult 'oac:~cround;~ - not so. 
3. Children wit~ speech cinfccts - normal speech. 
~'cac'ncr !'o. -.~. 0 ;J '·' • 
1. :~igh J:Q - low 1Q. 
2. Good readers - not so good ~eadsrs. 
3. Ha~dworkers - lazy ones. 
4. Independent workers - not so independent. 
~. Orally capable - not so good orally. 
6. Well-behaved - pobrly ' 1 ' oenaveo, 
7. Sociable to teacher - not so sociable to teacher. 
8. Sociable 1:12. th each sociable v;ith each 
9. ~<eat and tidy o·!ork untidy Hark. 
10. Emotionally stable - emotionally unstable. 
11. ~elpful to teacher- unhelpful to teacher. 
i.T0t Rated. 
12. Difficult home background - normal home situation. 
'l'eacher I!o. 39. 
1. Good readers- not so good readers. 
2. Good v.t number- rwt so good at numbe::.·. 
3. ~ore indenandcnt - need a lot of help to do v;ork. 
lJ-. ;_,;ell - behaved - troubleso:-ne. 
-'-' OL.l1er. 
5. Sociable with other children - not sociable with other children. 
6. Goo6 ho~e background - poor home circumstances. 
7. Polite and well-mannered - not so polite. 
8. Confident - not confident. 
1. Able- not able. 
2, ;,ir.cll-beha ved - troublesome. 
3 • ~~:;.: t r a v c r t introvert. 
rlot r:ated. 
4. Slow with wo~k a~d need remedial help - normal pupils. 
c 
./• _2:x:-:)erienc e ';]articular dif fie 1,;.l ties at home.- nor:'lal hor:J.e 
bacLg:::ound. 
6. E~otionally demanding of teacher - can carry on as normal. 
Teacher No. Lf1. 
1, Good readers- poor readers. 
2. Fluent speakers - not fluent speakers. 
3. Good and sup?ortive ho~e - poor home background, 
4. Good at Eu:11ber - poor at nur:1ber. 
5. Independent workers - more dependent on teacher. 
6, Persistent workers - give up more easily, 
7, Confident - lack confidence. 
3. Well-behaved - not very well-behaved. 
Teacher J:o, 42, 
1, Able and successful academically- not so able, 
2. Get on well with teacher - don't get on well with teacher. 
3. Extraverts - detached and uninvolved, 
4. Leaders - don't take the initiative. 
5. J\rtisic Yiot so artistic. 
8. 0ell-Behaved - poorly behaved. 
7. Eave se:·:ual })roblc::!ls - don't have sc:·:1..:al problems. 
1. Good readers- poor rsadcrs. 
2. Leaders - not leaders. 
4. Vell-bchaved - naughty. 
/• Good at number - have diff~cul:y ~ith ~u~~er. 
6. Eelpful to teacner - net so nel-c)fUl to teacher. 
l:ot 1~ated. 
), ~:~X~)erience prohle:·:ls and di:fficulties at hor::e- nor:.'lal ho!Je, 
7. Classroom monitors - not monitors. 
1. Popular- unpopular. 
2. \·/ell-behaved - no~ ':lell-behc:cved. 
4. Good readers - poor readers. 
5. Good at number work - not very good at number, 
6, Extraverts - introverts, 
Difficult circumstances at homo - no special difficulties. 
Teacher 1"-!o{) 45. 
1, ~ell-behaved- troublesose, 
2, Good readers -poor readers. 
3. ,-oo o d and craft - not good at art and craft. 
1+ • r:::-: t rave r t - in t r o v e ::.- t . 
5. Good at maths - poor at maths. 
1. Goo~ readers- nocr rcaderc. 
2. Good at number - poor at number. 
3. Good general IQ- not very hich IQ. 
4. Good at ?E and sport - not interested in u- and sport. 
6. '~·Jell-bc;haved 
7, Extraverts - introverts. 
5. Proble::n oackgrou:ldS - ::10 problems at :wP.!e. 
Teacher l'o. 11-7. 
1, Good reauerc- poor readers. 
2. Good at maths - poor at mathG. 
s. Good at ~usic - poor at music. 
6. ~Jsll-behaved - clisru:9tive, 
7. Good at art and craft - not very good at art and craft. 
8. Extraverts - introverts. 
4. Always play together - don't play together. 
2. ~ot aggressive - bullies other children. 
~· Good readers - poor readers. 
4. Acade~ically able - not very able. 
5. ~rtistic - not cood .at art. 
7. ~.c::a t <::ncl ticly aTJ-.)0iJ.:ca.ncc - slovcr.ly. 
0 
_. . Extravert - introvert. 
10. Quiet - noisy. 
11. Like sporting activities- not interested in sporting activities. 
I:ot ?ated 
8. Precocious - ~ot precocious. 
APPENDIX 14. 
Appendix 14. 
Mean Scores Derived from the Teachers' ~enertory Grids Used 
For the Analvsis of Variance. 
Explanatory Notes. 
(i) The numbers on the extrc~c left of all the tables refer 
to the teachers and correspond with the teacher numbers 
given in Appendices 12 and 13. These nu~bers, therefore 
_.; 
locate the grids fran which the mean scores in the 
following (lettered) columns arc derived. 
(ii) Columns a,c,e,g,i,k,m and o contain the numbers of each 
element (pupil) selected from each grid to form the 
sa~ple of subjects for the analyses of variance. 
These columns are omitted from Tables 2 - 4 for the 
sake of clarity, since the selected elements are 
identical to those listed in Table 1. 
(iii) Columns b,d,f,h,j,l,n and p in each of the four tables 
contain the ~ean scores for each element used in the 
analyses of variance. 
Table 1. These scores are obtained by summing each 
element's rating across all the teacher's 
constructs and dividing by the total number 
of constructs. 
~'able 2. Thcce scor0s are obtained in the same way as 
for Table 1 except that the constructs are 
·r' d · limited to those describing pupl s aca cmlc 
charactcTistics. 
Table 3. These scores are obtained in 
described for Table 1 except that the cons~ructs 
are confined to those describing the ~upil's 
behaviour and relationshi~ with teacher. 
Table 4. These scores are obtained in the same way as 
for 'Table 1 save that the constructs are 
li~ited to those describing the pupil's 
personality characteristics. 
The averace scores listed in column b are derived from 
the corresponding elements listed in column a, those in 
column dare derived from c, and so on. 
(iv) The key to the pupil variables in all of the tahlcc 
is given below: 
I 
I Boys I 
Girls 
I Lo\"ler I I Up!)er Position Position U:9per Position I Loi·Jer Positio:r.. I I I 
' l I 
lion !'lc~nual Non r'ianual Non Ivlanual I :i'Jon J.liam:.tal Iianual 1·1anual l·:anual I i·ie:~nual I 
' 
I 
I 
b d I f h ' j I 1 n p l 
I I I l I I 
Key to the Nomenclature of Columns in 
Tables 1 - Lr 
To locate the orlgln of the fifth score down in 
column j of fable ~ of the 1st. Replication 
(score = 14) find the nu~ber in the preceding 
column (column i) in the sa~e row, and this gives 
the element selected from the relevant 3rid. The grid 
number is given on the far left of the row. Thus the 
location of the example can be found in teacher grid 
nuGber 19, and is element number 7. 
I 
I 
I 
'' I 
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I 
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I 
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Table 1. Mc~n Scores -'Global' Perception, 
I'-'Ia_2_e Inforrna.l TecLc}~.ers. 
1st. ~eplication. 
a b c ci e f h l j l m n 
I ,, l ~: I ''I ;: I ~~ I :; 
I ; I -~c / 1 l ]_7 Is ! -~~ 
8 [ J;:. i ~ G'"i; ! !7 
6'J I ~Q-1' 1[, 11 I <.D i J IF, 1 L 1.37 
IJ •}&, [<') ~I 11- j <-3 '7 .:_;"-1 
' ' :>_I ' ··L I /(1 I '· -\ ~ i - j 0 •J (_\ 
~. 1 ll; .3 1 ->1- .!;i .,.,. L 12 
,-; 1 I ~c. ~~ 'r I;; i 1/ 
<. /, 17 
~8 J.·, 
I 1 -U:1 S I _:c:)- S 
1
/f I 17 l. I .) I s 
c; j .< o .22 I -!.S' !L 
I I .:;~ 3 \1-t 
/~ 3G 10 1 J2. 
If 
I I 
3o 10 
/0 12 
I '-1· 
!. f.., '1'1 -~"I- -<o <2 11-
- '., c ! o,; ) ' -~ () I ~ ~ I 1 J "-u _, "I --'I 
-t-L I/o u It+ , 24 
-4- I 5 -17 ~~2' .) I 1.2:; 'I <t-Cj <3 II 
'+'1 7 <r'D 1 :z\ .B .2i t.s 33 .5"2 ~"0 , : ::, I ~ I ~~ [_:'II ',: ;, ~: 
Jo /I 
+I 12. 
2nd. Renlication. 
I 
<-'i ! 2-1 l q ~:,- !..Jt i 
: I I 12 I II : ..s ' .2_"'+' '.i!. I 
llc I ..i .. ;>_ lt0 I .23! IS I 
i IS ! .<c i 1,/ I s-J /{, I 
1 
.22. 1 fLr, 1 (, 11 /o 
~ , I 33 i " 33 28 
I~ J7 /D ..?c 2 I .2. i <[- I U ! 22 I I .Li ~ 4 -Tc 7 
IS 1~2 IS ' . 13 ~! 
/8 1/6' {(, S\? 13 5 i -2_o 7 l'j 23 
1..:?2 I ~-3 1 3o t<t I ~s I j, () I fb ·.) !It- )"> u-~ Q I f2_ 2'5 ·r- .3 c 0 
\l't lh /2 IY 33 
I J-7 I 12. (<• /(:( .u ,, 
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THE 'E' SCALE 
·INSTRUCTIONS 
( , T~e following is a study of what the general public thinks and feels about 
1
a ,numberi of important social and personal questions. 
· . Thb best answer to each statement is your own personal op~n~on. v1e have tried ~t~ cover\ many different and opposing points of vieH. You may find yourself agreeing 
js~:rongly[ Hith some of the statements, disagreeing just as strongly with others, and 
p~phaps ~ncertain about others; whether you agree of disagree with any statement, 
yelt can ~e sure that many people feel the same Nay as you do. 
J I I , 
':, 
:~ - ' 
l ' 
1 
i 
' ' 
! 
I , 
! 
I 
M~k each statement in the RIGHT HAND margin according to how much you agree 
i 
disag~ee Hith it. 
Pl]ase mark every one. 
Hritte + 1 , +2 , +3 , or -1, -2 , -3 , depending on how you feel in each case. 
\ 
I 
\ 
I 
+1 
+2 
+3 
I agree a little 
I agree on the whole 
I agree very much 
-1 
-2 
-3 
I disagree a little 
I disagree on the whole 
I disagree strongly 
\ 
N~me ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l 
I I i·l The United States and Russia have just about nothing in common • 
. I 
2. The highest fo:r:m of gove:r:nment is a democ:r:acy and the highest fo:r:m 
of democ:r:acy is a gove:r:nment :run by those who a:r:e most intelligent. 
3, Even though f:r:eedom of speech fo:r: all g:r:oups is a wo:r:thwhile goal, 
it is unfortunately necessa:r:y to :r:est:r:ict the f:r:eedom of ce:r:tain 
political groups. 
,--L:._ ~ It is only natu:r:al that a pe:r:son would have a much bette:r: 
\ acquaintance with ideas he believes in than with ideas he opposes. 
I 
\ 
i 
s. I Man on his own is a helpless and mise:r:able creatu:r:e. 
~ Fundamentally, the wo:r:ld we live in is a pretty lonesome place. 
I 7. 
\ 
Most people don't give a "damn" fo:r: others. 
I 
8. I I'd like it if I could find someone who would tell me how to solve 
I my pe:r:sonal p:r:oblems. I 
-+-
9. I I 
I 
It is only natu:r:al fo:r: a pe:r:son to be :r:athe:r: fearful of the futu:r:e. 
--r 
I 10. I Th~re is so much to be done and so little time to do it in. 
I 
I 
11. I Cnce I get wound up in a heated discussion I just can't stop. i 
I 
I 
' ) 12. ' In a discussion I often find it necessa:r:y to repeat myself seve:r:al 
/' 
, ' times to make su:r:e I am being unde:r:stood. 
! 
13. In a heated discussion I gene:r:ally become so abso:r:bed in what I am 
going to say that I fo:r:get to listen to what the othe:r:s a:r:e saying. 
I 
I 
' 
: 
: 
: 
' 
i 
: 
' 
i 
' I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
~ 
·~ 
' 
., 
l4.1 i 
\
I 
15. I 
IJ 
I i 
- 2 -
It is better to be a dead hero than to be a live coward. 
Hhile I don't like to admit this even to myself, my secret 
ambition is to become a great person, like Einstein, or Beethoven 
or Shakespeare . 
16. I The main thing in life is for a person to want to do something 
important. I 
17.l ~~If given the change I would do something.of great benefit to the 
'·' W<irld. 
-
18. In the history of Hankind there have probably been just a handful of 
really great thinkers. 
19. There are a number of people I have come to hate because of the 
things they stand for. 
II 
--~~------------------------------------------------------------r------
20. A man who does not believe in some great cause has not really lived. 
----~-----------------------------------------------------4~~~· 
21. It is only when a person devotes himself to an ideal or cause that 
life ~ecomes meaningful. 
22. Of all the different philosophies which exist in this world there is 
probably only one which is correct. 
23. A person who gets enthusiastic about too many causes is likely to be 
a pretty "wishy-washy" sort of person. 
24. 1 To compr·:•mise with our political opponents is dangerous because it I . 
25. 
i 
usually leads to the betrayal of our own side. 
Hhen it comes to differences of opinion in religion we must be 
careful not to compromise with those who believe differently from 
the way we do. 
26, lin times like these, a person must be pretty: selfish if he considers 
1
1
primarily his own happiness. 
- 3 -
--~- ' -· ! ~~~ ; i 
27 '\ ; 
The worst crime a per$QTI could commit .is to: attack publicly the I 
people who believe in th© same thing he does. 
_Li. ... -~· -. ... -
--
. ., 
1 r I 2a · I In times like these it is often necessal"Y to be more on guard I \ !• . . I• 
·I against ideas put out by people or groups in one's own camp than ! ,. 
l ~ by those in the opposing camp. 
-r-;1 
' 
. II ; 
29. I I A group which tolerates too much difference of opinion among its own I 
I members cannot exist for long. 
--W 
30 .I~ There are two kinds of people in this vrorld: those who are for the : 
J truth and those who are against the truth. I ~~ My blood·boils· whenever a person stubbornly refuses to admit he is wrong. i 
32, 
\· 
A person who thinks primarily of his own happiness is beneath ! 
contempt. 
33, Most of the ideas which get pointed out nowadays aren't worth the 
paper they are:printed on. 
34. ! In this compiicated world of OU!$the only WffY we can know what's goin!J on is to:I'ely on leaders or experts who can be trusted. I ! 
35, It is ofi;:en desirable to reseJ:>ve judgement about what's going on 
until one has had a chance to heal:' the opinions of those one 
respects. 
_:i 
36, In the long run the best way to live is to pick friends and 
associates whose tastes and beliefs are the same as one's own. 
37. The present is all too often full of unhappiness. It is only the 
future that counts, ' I 
38. If a man is to'accomplish his mission in life it is sometimes 
' -
necessary to gqmble "all or nothing ·at all".: 
I 
39. Unfortunately, :a good many people with v1hom I have discussed important 
social and moral problems don't really understand what's going on. 
; 
4'0. Most people just don't knoH Hhat's good for them. 
APPENDIX 2• 
A 
A. 
DO NOT OPEN UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO 
MINNESOTA TEACHER l1. TTITUDE 
INVENTORY 
Form A. 
WALTER W. COOK 
niversity of Minnesota 
CARROLL H. LEEDS 
Furman University 
ROBERT CALLIS 
University of Missouri 
DIRECTIONS 
This inventory consists of 150 statements designed to sample opinions 
about teacher-pupil relations. There is considerable disagreement as to what 
these relations should be; therefore, there are no right or wrong answers. 
What is wanted is your own individual feeling about the statements. Read 
each statement and decide how YOU feel about it. Then mark your answer 
on the space provided on the answer sheet. Do not make any marks on 
this booklet. 
SA A 
If you strongly agree, blacken space under "SA" ..................................................... . n .. 
I 
I If you 
1
agree, blacken space under "A" ......................................................................... .. 
If you \are undecided or uncertain, blacken space under "U" .................................. .. 
SA 
.. 
SA 
" 
A 
B 
A 
H 
u 0 
.. 
.. .. 
u 0 
.. .. 
u 0 
n .. 
, I . 
If you \disagree, blacken space under "D" .................................................................. ;: 
SA A u 0 
I 
i ... 
.. .. 
SA II 
If you rcrongly disagree, blacken space under "SD" .................................................. . .. .. 
Ptinred in U.S.A. 
Think in terms of the general situation rather than specific ones. There 
1s no time limit, but work as rapidly as you can. PLEASE RESPOND 
TO EVERY ITEM. 
The inventory conrained in this booklet has been designed for usc with answer forms 
published or authorized by The Psychological Corporation. If other answer forms are used, 
The Psychological C~rporation takes no responsibility for the meaningfulness of scores. 
Copyright 1951 by The Psychological Corporation. 
All rights reserved. No part of this inventory may he reproduced in 
any form of printing or by any other means, electronic or mechanical, 
including, but not li:nitcd to, photocopying, audiovisual recording and 
transmission, and portrayal or duplication in any information 'storage 
and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher. 
The Psychological Corporation, 304 East 45th Street, New Yotk, N.Y. 10017 
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I 
SA-Strongly agree 
A-Agree 
U-Undecided 
or uncertain 
D-Disagrce 
SD-Strongly disagree 
·' 1. Ivfost children are obedient. 
2. ) pils who "act smart" probably have too hi~h an opinion of themselves. 
A 
~ 
·'· 
,, 
., 
·' 
" 
--1 
~ 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
I 
l 
M!in~r disciplinary situations should sometimes 
bd, turned into jokes. . . 
I 
sJyness is preferable to boldness. 
Tciaching never gets monotonous. I . 
! 
' 
Mbst pupils don't appreciate what a teacher 
do?s for them. 
I . 
If ~he teacher laughs with the pupils in amus-
ing classroom situations, the class tends to get 
ou' of control. ' 
8. A · hild's companionships can be too carefully 
" su ervised. 
9. A hild should be encouraged to keep his likes 
dislikes to himself. 
--. 10. 
~ 11. 
• 12. 
It 5ometimes does a child good to be criticized 
in ~he presence of other pupils. 
I 
Un~uestioning obedience in a child is not 
desk able. 
PtJls should be rcquir~d to do more s;udying 
at orne. 
~ 13. The first lesson a child needs to learn is to 
obc the teacher without hesitation. 
" 14. You g people ar¢ difficult to understand these 
days. 
15. The[• is too great an emphasis upon "keeping 
"- ordJ" in the classroom. 
.\ 
., 
16. A pupil's failure is seldom the fault of the 
teacher. 
17. There are times when a teacher cannot be 
blamed for losing patience with a pupil. 
18. A teacher should never discuss sex problems 
with the pupils. 
19. ~upils have it too easy in the modern school. 
20. A teacher should not be expected to burden 
himself with a pupil's problems. 
I 
21. Pupils expect too •nuch help from the teacher 
in getting their lessons. 
22. A teacher should not be expected to sacrifice 
an evening of recreation in order to visit a 
child's home. 
. 23. Most pupils do not make an adequate effort 
to prepare their lessons. 
24. Too .many children nowadays are allowed to 
have their own way. 
25. Children's wants are just as important as those 
of an adult. 
26. The teacher is usually to blame when pupils 
fail to follow directions . 
27. A child should be taught to obey an adult 
without question. 
28. The boastful child is usually over-confident of 
his ability. · 
29. Children have a natural tendency to be unruly. 
• I 
30. A teacher cannot place much faith in the state-
ments of pupils. ! 
I 
! 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
SA-Strongly agree 
A-Agree 
U-U ndccided 
or uncertain 
D-Disagrce 
SD-Strongly disagree. 
<sl .. Some children ask too many questions. 
~ 
l, 
; 
132. A pupil should not be required to stand when 
reciting. 
-',33. The teacher should riot be expected to man-
age a· child if the latter's parents are unable 
to do so. 
34. 
:as. 
I . 
',36. 
1 
A teacher should never acknowledge his ig-
nor*nce of a topic in the presence of his pupils. 
Dislipline in the modern sch.ool is not as strict 
as if should be. 
I . . . 
MoJt pupils· lack productive imagination. 
.'37. Sta1 dards of work should vary with the pupil. 
(38. The majority of children take their responsi· . 
bilities seriously. 
:39. 
,40. 
' 
To xaintain good discipline' in the classroom 
a te Ieber needs to be "hard-boiled." . 
Succfss is more motivating than failure. 
'! 
,41. Imaminative tales demand the same punish-
ment\ as lying. 
I 
·42. Every pupil in the sixth grade should have· 
sixth\ grade reading ability. 
I 
43. A go'i d motivating device is· the critical com- . 
paris n of a pupil's work with that of other 
pupil . 
'44. It is etter for a child to be bashful than to be 
~ "boy or girl crazy." 
1 45. Cou.rs~ grades should never be lowered as 
, pums ment. . 
!' 
46. · More "old-fashioned whippings" are needed 
today. 
47. The child must learn that "teacher knows best." 
48. Increased freedom in the classroom creates 
confusion. 
49. A teacher should not be expected to be sym-
pathetic toward truants. 
50. Teachers should exercise more authority over 
their pupils than they do. ' 
51. Discipline problems are the teacher's 
worry. 
greatest 
I I. 
52. The low achiever probably is not working hard 
enough and applying himself. 
53. There is too much emphasis on grading. 
54. Most children lack common courtesy toward 
adults. 
55. Aggressive children are the greatest problems. 
56. At times it is necessary that the \yhole class 
suffer when the teacher is unable to identify 
the culprit. 
57. Many teachers are not severe enough in their 
dealings with pupils. 
58. Children "should be seen and not heard." 
59. A teacher should always have at least a few 
failures. 
60. ·It is easier to correct discipline problems than 
it is to prevent them. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGI~ 
. . .. 
r. 
SA-Strongly agree 
A-Agree 
U-U ndecidcd 
or uncertain 
D-Disagree 
SD-Strongly disagree 
I 
; 61. C~ildren are usually too sociable in the class-
l 
ropm. . . 
', 62. M L pupils are resourceful when left on 
thtr own. 
i' 63. 
'. 64. 
I 
To\o 'much nonsense. goes on in many class-
roo\ms these days. 
I 
Th~ school is often to blame in cases of truancy. 
I 
'65. Children are too carefree; 
i 68. Most children would like to use good English. 
'69. Assigning additional school work is often an 
effective means of punishment. 
,70. Dishbnesty as found in cheating is probably 
one J£ the most serious of moral offenses. 
I 
71. Chil ren should be allowed more freedom in 
their execution of learning activities. 
\72. Pupil must learn to respect teachers if for no 
other reason than that they are teachers. 
\73. Child en need not: always understand the rea-
sons for social conduct. 
\74, Pupils usually are not qualified to select their 
,' own t pies for themes and reports. 
,75. No ch
1
ld should rebel against authority. 
. l 
76. There is too much leniency today in the hand-
ling of children. ~~ 
77. Difficult disciplinary problems are seldom the 
fault of the teacher. 
ifS. The whitns and impulsive desires of children 
are usually worthy of attention. 
79. Children usually have a hard time following 
i~structions. 
80. Children nowadays are allowed too much free-
dom in school. 
81. All.? chiklren shoulE start to read by the age: 
of seven, 
82. Universal promotion of pupils lowers achieve-
ment standards. · 
83. Children are uriable to reason adequately. 
84. A teacher should not tolerate use of slartg 
expressions by his pupils. 
85. The child who misbehaves should be made ~o 
feel guilty and ashamed of himself. . . I 
86. If a child wants to speak or to leave his seat 
during the class period, he should always gtt 
permission from the teacher. 1 
I 87. Pupils should not respect teachers any mot;e 
than any other adults. I 
! 
88. Throwing of chalk and erasers should alwa~s 
demand severe punishment. I 
89. Teachers who are liked best probably have 
1
a 
better understanding of their pupils. I 
I 
00. Most pupils try to make things ea~ier for t~e 
teacher. I 
I 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
i 
I 
A-Strongly agree 
A-Agree 
U-Undccidcd 
or uncertain 
D-Disagree 
SD-Strongly disagree 
i'--.~l-------------------------------------
\1. Mo4t teachers do not give sufficient explana· 
-; tion1 in their teaching. · 
. \ I 1 ~2. Thete are too many activities lacking in acad-
emid respectability that are being introduced 
into 1 the curriculum of the modern school. 
) 
' ,~3. Chi! ren should be given more freedom in the 
clas room than they usually get. 
)4:. Mos pupils are unnecessarily thoughtless rel· 
ativ to the teacher's wishes . 
. \1 . 
1 
)5. C. hil~ren should not expect talking privileges 
'uhe1 adults wish to speak. 
i 
-l 
196. Pupi s are usually slow to "catch on" to new 
mate ial. 
~'iJ7. Teac ers are responsible for knowing the 
' hom conditions of every one of their pupils. 
. 98. Pupi s can be very boring at times. 
·~ :~9. Children have no business asking questions 
abou sex. 
:oo. 
I 
Child\ren must be told exactly what to do and 
how ~o do it. 
I 
:,01. Most pupils are considerate of their teachers. 
• 02. Whis1)ering should not be tolerated. 
'to3. Shy pupils especially should be required to 
stand jwhen reciting. 
I 
Tcach\ers should consider problems of con-
duct r" ,cdou,ly than they do, 
A tea her should never leave the class to its 
own anagcmcnt. 
106. A teacher should not be expected to do more 
work than he· is paid for . 
107. There is nothing that can be more irritating 
than some pupils. 
108. "Lack of application" is probably one of the 
most frequent causes for failure. 
109. Young people nowadays are too frivolous. 
110. As a rule teachers are too lenient with their 
pupils. 
111. Slow pupils certainly try one's patience.· 
112. Grading is of value because of the competition ; 
~m~~ i 
113. Pupils like to annoy the teacher . 
114. Children usually will not think for themselves. : 
115. Classroom rules and regulations must be con-
sidered inviolable. 
116. Most p:upils have too easy a time of it and do 
not learn to do real work. 
117. Children are so likeable that their shortcom-
ings can usually be overlooked . 
118. A pupil found writing obscene notes should 
be severely punished. 
119. A teacher seldom finds children really enjoy-
able. · 
120. There is usually one best way to do school 
work which all pupils should follow. 
GO ON 'l'O THE NEXT PAGIC 
·i . 
\ 
I SA-Strongly agree U-Undecidcd D-Disagree SD-Strongly disagree _ A-Agree or uncertain 
--I'" 
I 
:121. +t isn't practicable to base school work upon 
, 6hildren's interests. · 
" \ 
122. Iit is difficult to understand why some chil-
d.ren want to come to school so early in the 
tilorning before opening time. 
\ . 
123. c\hildren that cannot meet the school stand· 
a~ds should be dropped. 
\ 
I 
124. Crldren are usually too inquisitive. 
/125. It\ is sometimes necessary to break promises 
mtde to children. 
126. 
127. 
128. 
'129. 
130. 
l 
Ch~ildren today are given too much freedom. 
0+ should be able to get along with almost 
an,\ child. 
Ch11dren are not mature enough to make their 
ow decisions. . · 
A c ild who bites his nails needs to be shamed. 
\ . 
Chil(lren will think for themselves if permit-
ted. 
' 131. Ther
1
e is no excuse for the extreme sensitivity 
of so
1
me children. 
\ 
132. Chil ~.ren just cannot be trusted. 
133, Child en should be given reasons for the re· 
strict ons placed upon them. 
:34. Most upils are not interested in learning. 
.35. It is sually the uninteresting and difficult 
subjcc s that will do the pupil the most good. 
A pupi.l should always be fully awar~ of w~at 
is expected of him. I 
There is too m_uch intermingling of the sex:es 
in extra-curr~cular activities. . \ 
136. 
137. 
The child who stutters should be· given the 
opportunity to recite oftener. I 
\ 
138. 
139 •.. The teacher should disregard the complaints 
of the child who constantly talks about imag· 
inary illnesses, I 
140. Teachers probably over-emphasize the ser-
iousness of such pupil behavior as the writin!g 
of obscene notes. I 
I 
141. · Teachers should not expect pupils to liJe 
ilie~ I 
I 
142. Children act more civilized than do many 
adults. 
143. 
' 
' ! 
Aggressive children require the most atten-
tion. 
144. Teachers can be in the wrong as well a~ 
pupils. 
145. Young people today are just as good as those 
of the past generation. 
146. Keeping discipline is not the problem that 
many teachers claim it to be. 
147. A pupil has the right to disagree openly with 
his teachers. · 
148. Most pupil misbehavior is done to annoy the! 
teacher, · 
I 
149. One should not expect pupils to enjoy school.i, 
: I 
' I·' 150. In pupil appraisal effort should not be dis-i 
tinguished from scholarship. 1 
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WHAT TO DO: Inside this booklet are some questions to see what attitudes and interests you 
have. There are no "right" and "wrong" answers because everyone has the right to his 
own views. To be able to get the best advice from your results, you should want to answer 
them exactly and truly. . 
If a separate "Answer Sheet" has not been given to you, turn this booklet over and tear 
off the Answer Sheet on the back Page. 
Write your name and all other information asked for on the top line of the Answer Sheet. 
First you should answer the four sample questions below so that you can see whether you 
need to ask anything before starting. Although you are to read the questions in this book-
let, you must record your answers on the answer sheet (next to the same number as in 
the booklet). 
There are three possible answers to each question. Read the following examples and mark 
your answers at the top of your answer sheet where it says "Examples". Fill in the left-
hand box if your. answer choice is the "a" answer, in the middle box if your answer choice 
is the "b" answer, and in the right-hand box if you choose the "c" answer. 
EXAMPLES: 
I like to watch team games. 3. Money cannot bring happiness. 
a. yes, b. occasionally, c. no. a. yes(true), b. in between, c. no(false) 
2. I prefer people who: 4. Woman is to child as cat is to: 
I 
~. 
\. 
a. are reserved, a. kitten, b. dog, c. boy. 
b. (are) in between, 
c. make friends quickly. 
In the last example there is a right answer - kitten. But there are very few such reasoning 
items. 
Ask now if anything is not clear. The examiner will tell you in a moment to turn the page 
and start. 
When you answer, keep these four points in mind: 
You ar~ asked . not to spend time pondering. Give the first, natural answer as it comes to 
you. Of course, the questions are too short to give you all the particulars you would some-
times like to have. For instance, the above question asks you about "team games" and 
you might prefer football to cricket. But you are to reply "for the average game". or to 
strike an average in situations of the kind stated. Give the best answer you can at a ra~e 
not slower than five or six a minute. You should finish in a little more than half an hour. 
Try not to fall back on the middle, "uncertain" answers except when the answer at eith~r 
end is really impossible for you - perhaps once every four or fiv~ questions. I 
Be sure not to miss anything out but answer every question, somehow. Some may nqt 
apply to you very well, but give your best guess. Some may seem personal; but rememb~r 
that the answer sheets are kept confidential and cannot be scored without a special stenqil 
key. Answers to particular questions are not inspected. i 
Answer as honestly as possible what is true of you. Do not merely mark what seems "the 
right thing to s;1y" to impress the examiner. . · 
I 
I 
. • I 
Print~d and distributed by N.F.E.R. Publishing Company Ltd., 2 Jennings Buildings, Thames Avenue, Windsor, Berks., by peqnission 
lnsti ute for Person~lity and Ability Testing, Illinois© copyright 1956, 1962, 1967. l 
lnterpational copyright in ail countries under the Berne Union, Buenos Aires, Bilateral and Universal copyright Conventions. i 
! 
I ha e the instructions for this test clearly m. 
b. uncertain, c. no. 
I a ready to answer each question as truth-
fully as possible. 
· J a. ye~, b. uncertain, c. no. 
f 
i. I wo~ld rather have a house: 
a. i$ a sociable suburb, 
) b. i~ between, 
c. afo~e in the deep woods. 
r. I can find enough energy to face my difficulties. 
a. always, b. generally, c. seldom. 
1. I feel a bit nervous of wild animals even when 
they are in strong cages. 
a. yes (true), b. uncertain, c. no (false). 
I hold back from criticizing people and their 
ideas, 
b. sometimes, c. no. 
". · I ma:ke clever, sarcastic remarks to people if I 
thin~ they deserve it. 
a. geAerally, b. sometimes, c. never. 
\ ! . 
B. I prefer semi-classical music to popular tunes. 
a. trule, b. uncertain, c. false. 
~. If I lsaw two neighbours' children fighting, I 
woulf: 
a. ler·ave th~m to settle it, 
b. u certam, 
1 c. r ason with them. 
0. On s cial occasions I: 
a. rdadily come forward, 
b . lb . m etween, .. 
c. pJefer to stay quietly in the background. 
! 
ll. It wa.:Uld be more interesting to be: 
a. a Fonstruction engineer, 
b. u11certain, 
c. a writer of plays. 
12. I would rather st<;>p in the street to watch 
an ar[ist painting than listen to some people 
havinf a quarrel. . . 
a. trur,, b. uncertain, c. false. 
I 
',13. I can generally put up with conceited people, 
even though they brag or show they think 
too h ghly of themselves. 
a. yes b. in between, c. no. 
3 
I 
I 
14. You can almost always notice on 
when he is dishonest. 
a man's !face 
i 
l 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
15. It would be good for everyone if vacations 
(holidays) were longer and everyone bad to 
take them. · 
a. agree, b. uncertain, c. disagree. 
16. I would rather take the gamble of a job with 
possibly large but uneven earnings than 'one 
with a steady,small salary. 
a. yes, b. uncertain; c. no. 
17. I talk about my feelings: 
a. only if necessary, 
b. in between, 
· ·c. readily, whenever I have a chance. 
18. Once in a while I have a sense of vague danger 
or sudden dread for reasons that I do not 
understand. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
19. When criticized wrongly for something did 
not do, I: 
a. have no feeling of guilt, 
b. in between, 
c. still feel a bit guilty. 
20. Money can buy almost everything. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
21. My decisions are governed more by my: 
a. heart, 
b. feelings and reason equally, 
c. head. 
22. Most people would be happier if~ they lived 
more with their fellows and did the same 
things as others. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
23. I occasionally get puzzled, when looking in a 
mirror, as to which is my right and left. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
24. When talking, I like: 
a. to say things, just as they occur to me, 
b. in between, · 
c. to get my thoughts well organized first. 
25. When something really makes me furious, I 
find I calm down again quite quickly~ 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
(End, column 1 on answer sheet.) 
~--
,. 26. ~ith the same hours and pay, it would be more 
tnteresting to be: 
27. 
:a. a carpenter or cook, 
b. uncertain, 
~· a waiter in a good restaurant. 
I 
I 
I have been elected to: 
~. only a few offices, 
b. several, 
~. many offices. 
I 
28. j'Spade" is to "dig" as "knife" is to: 
a. sharp, b. cut, c. point. 
29. 1 sometimes can't get to sleep because an idea 
'keeps running through my mind. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
I 
30. ln my personal life I reach the goals I set, 
*!most all the time. · 
r· true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
31. ~n out~dated law should be changed: 
~. only after considerable discussion, 
l/>. in between, 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
~. promptly. 
I . 
E am uncomfortable when I work on a project 
~equiring quick action affecting others. 
~. true, b. in between, c. false. 
Most of the people I know would rate me as an 
~musing talker. 
I , 
a. yes, b. uncertam, c. no. 
I 
When I see "sloppy", untidy people, I: 
~. just accept it, 
ll. in between, 
d. get disgusted and annoyed. 
/get slightly emb~rra~sed if I. suddenly become 
tbe focus of attentwri m a soc1al group. 
~. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
II am always glad to join a large gathering, for 
example, a party, dance, or public meeting. 
ai. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
Ih school I preferred (or prefer): 
I . 
ar music, 
l>cl' uncertain, 
r handiwork and crafts. 
38. hen I have been put in charge of something, 
insist that my instructions are followed or 
e se I resign. 
a yes, b. sometimes, c. no. 
4 
39. For parents, it is more important to: 
a. help their children develop their affections, 
b. in between, :i 
c. teach their children how to control eri'totions 
40. In a group task I_ would rather: 
a. try to improve arrangements, 
b. in between, 
c. keep the records and see 
followed. 
I 
I 
that n,lles are 
41. I feel a need every now and then to e~gage in 
a tough physical activity. · 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
42. I would rather mix with polite people than 
rough, rebellious individuals. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
43. I feel terribly dejected when people criticize me 
in a group. 
a. true, b. in between, c. false. 
44. If I am called in by my boss, I: 
a. make it a chance to ask for something I 
want, 
b. in between, 
c. fear I've done something wrong. 
45. What this world needs is: 
46. 
47. 
48. 
a. more steady and "solid" citizens, 
b. uncertain, 
c. more "idealists" with plans for a better 
world.· 
' 
I am always keenly aware of attempts ~t propa-
. ganda in things I read. i 
' b. uncertain, c. no. i a. yes, 
! 
As a teenager,! joined in school sports: [ 
a. occasionally, ' 
b. fairly often, 
c. a great deal. I i 
I keep my room well organized, wi~h things 
in known places almost all the time. · 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
I sometimes get in a state of tension: and tur- ~ 
moil as I think of the day's happenings.! I 
49. 
50. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. I ~ 
I sometimes doubt whether people I am talking ( 
to are really interested in what I ain saying. [ 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. r 
I 
(End, column 2 on answer sheet.) ~ 
f 
f 
. .....,..,...,.,.,..,..,~..,..,..,..,.-~~-~·~·"'"-.,...,....,.....,....,.,..,...,.,~~~1 
1. If I had to choose, I would rather be: 
~3. 
a. a forester, 
b. uncertain, 
c. a secondary school teacher. 
Fori special holidays and birthdays, I: 
a. f'ke to ~ive personal presents, 
b. uncertam, 
c. eel that. buying presents is a bit of a 
uisance. 
I 
I 
"Ti~ed" is to "work" as "proud" is to: 
a. s~ile, · b. success, c. happy. 
'~. Whidh of the following items is different m 
kind\from the others? . 
a. caf1dle, b. moon, c. electric light. 
; . I hav~ been let down by my friends: 
a. hardly ever, 
b. o~casionally, 
c. q~ite a lot. 
l h . 0 0 h' h 
.J. I haye some c aractensncs m w 1c 
' defin~tely superior to most people. 
' b . a. y s, . uncertam, c. no. 
I feel 
'!7 When I get upset, I try hard to hide my feel-
ings f om others. 
b. in between, c. false. 
~. I like to go out to a show or entertainment: 
a~ m re than once a week (more than average), 
b. about once a week (average), 
c. les than once a week (less than average). 
·. I thinr that plenty of freedom is more impor-
tant t 1 an good manners and respect for the 
law. 
a. true b. uncertain, c. false. 
i 
). I tend! to keep quiet in the presence of senior 
person$ (people of greater experience, age, or 
rank). I 
a. yes, ~ b. in between, c. no. 
1. I find it hard to . address or recite to a large 
group. 
a. yes, 1 b. in between, . c. no. 
I . 
I have a good sense of direction (find it easy to 
tell w, ich is North, South, East, or West) 
when i a strange place. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
5 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
If someone got mad at me, I would: 
a. try to calm him down, 
b. uncertain, 
c. get irritated. 
When I read an unfair magazine article, I am 
more inclined to forget it than to feel; like 
"hitting back'' .. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
My memory tends to drop a lot of unimportant, 
trivial things, for example, names of streets or 
shops in town. ; 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. \ 
I could enjoy the life of an animal doftor, 
handling disease and surgery of animals. l 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
1 
I 
I eat my food wi.h gusto, not always as ~are-
fully and properly as some people. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
There are times when I don't feel in the right 
mood to see anyone. 
a. ·very rarely, 
b. in between, 
c. quite often. 
People sometimes warn me that I show my ex-
citement in voice and manner too obviously. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
As a teenager, if I differed in opinion from my 
parents, I usually: 
a. kept my own opinion, 
b. in between, 
c. accepted their authority. 
I would prefer to have an office of my own, 
not ~baring it with another person. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
I would rather enjoy life quietly in my own 
way than be admired for my achievements. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
7 3 ~ I feel mature in most things. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
74. I find myself upset rather than helped by the 
kind of criticism that many people offer one. 
a. yes, b. occasionally, c. never. 
75. I am always able to keep the expression of my 
feelings under exact control. 
a. often, b. in between, c. no. 
(End, column 3 on answer sheet.) 
~-·-·~·-.. ~. ~-~~--~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~.·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~ 
I 
I 
76. In starting a useful invention, I would prefer: 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
a. working on it in the laboratory, 
b. uncertain, 
c. selling it to people. 
"Surprise" is to "strange" as "fear" is to: 
~ brave, b. anxious, c. terrible. hich of the following fractions is not in the me class as the others? 3/7' b. 3/9, c. 3/11. . 
~o'me people seem to ignore or avoid me, 
~!though I don't know why. 
ll. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
})eople treat me less reasonably than my good 
intentions deserve. t· often, b. occasionally, c. never. . 
t
he use of foul language, even when it is not in 
mixed group of men and women, still dis-
usts me. . 
. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
have decidedly fewer friends than most 
eople. 
. yes, b. in between, c. no . 
I would hate to be where there wouldn't be a 
lpt of people to talk to. 
~· true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
~eople sometimes call me careless, even though 
they think I'm a likeable person. 
J
1
. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
•jstage-fright" in various social situations 1s 
sbmething I have experienced: 
al quite often, 
~· occasionally, 
c1 hardly ever. 
jl hen I am in a small group, I a~ content to t back and let others do most of the talking. 
yes, b. in between, c. no. 
refer reading: 
a. a realistic account of military or political 
battles. 
b. uncertain, 
c. a sensitive, imaginative novel. 
hen bossy people try to "push me around", 
o just the opposite of what they wish. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
6 
89. Business superiors or members of my:family, 
as a rule, find fault with me only when ~here is 
90. 
re~cw~. i 
' 
a. true, b. in between, c. false. l 
I 
I 
In streets or shops .. I 
persons stare at people. 
a. yes, b . .in between, 
dislike the way some 
I 
c. no. 
91. On a long journey, I would prefer to: 
a. read something profound, but interesting, 
b. uncertain, 
c. pass the time talking casually with a fellow 
passenger. 
92. In a situation which may become dangerous, I 
believe in making a fuss and speaking up even 
if calmness and politeness are lost. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
9 3. If acqua~ntances treat me badly· and show they 
dislike me: 
a. it doesn't upset me a bit, 
b. in between, 
c. I tend to get downhearted. 
94. I find it embarrassing to have praise or compli-
ments bestowed on me. i 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
95. I would rather have a job with: 
a. a fixed, certain salary, 
b. in between, 
c. a larger salary, which depended on my con-
stantly persuading people I am worth it. 
I 
96. To keep informed, I like: 
a. · to discuss issues with people, 
b. in between, 
c. to rely on the actual news reports. 
97. I like to take an active part in soci-al affairs, 
committee work, etc. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
In carrying out a task, I am notr satisfied 
unless even the minor details are g~ven close 
attention. 1 
a. true, b. in between, c. false. J 
Quite small setbacks occasionally ir:
1
!ritate me 
too much. ' 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. I 
I 
I am always a sound sleeper, never Walking or 
talking in my sleep. I 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. I 
(End, column 4 on answer ~heet.) I 
I 
i 
~~~. -~~~~·~~~~~~~~-~·~·~·~~,~-~--~~"~' ~.~.-~-.~·~·~·~~~·~· ~~ 
I 
01. It 1 :-vould be more interesting to work 
b~smess: 
a.[ talking to customers, . 
b. 1 in between, 
c. \ keeping office accounts and records. 
m a 
I )2. "Slize" is to "length" as "dishonest" is to: 
a. prison, b. sin, c. stealing. 
Arl is to de as SR is to: 
I 
a. qp, b. pq, c. tu. 
i 
~3. 
04. When, people are unreasonable, I just: 
a. keep quiet, 
b. uncertain, 
c. despise them. 
I 
)5. If f?eople talk loudly while I am listening to 
mufic, I: 
a. ]can keep my mind on the music and not be 
bothered, 
b. \in between, 
c. rind it spoils my enjoyment and annoys me. 
)6. I think I am better described as: 
1 r· d • a. po Ite an qmet, 
b. in between, 
c. ~orceful. 
n. I ad:end social functions only when have to, 
and ~tay away at any other time. . . 
)8. 
19. 
10. 
11. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
To be cautious and expect little is better than 
to b~ happy at heart, always expecting success. 
a. tr4e, b. uncertain, c. false. 
In th
1
1inking of difficulties in my work, I: 
a. t~y to plan ahead, before I meet them, 
b. iil between, 
c. a~sume I can handle them when they come. 
I fin1 it easy to mingle with people at a social 
gathe:ring. 
. I 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
When\ a bit of diplomacy and persuasion are 
need d to get people moving, I am generally . 
the o e asked to do it. 
b. in between, c. no. 
---- -- -12. ld be more interesting to be: 
a. a idance worker helping young people find 
s, 
b. uncertain, 
c. a anager in efficiency engineering. 
7 
113. If I a~ quite sure that a person is unjllst or 
behaving selfishly, I show him up, even if it 
takes some trouble. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
114. I sometimes make foolish remarks in fun, \1just 
to surprise people and see what they will] say. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. I 
I 
115. I would enjoy being a newspaper writer on 
drama, concerts, opera, etc. i 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. i 
116. I never feel the urge to doodle and fidget ~hen 
kept sitting still at a meeting. I 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
i 
117 .. · If someone tells me something which I know is 
wrong, I am more likely to say to myself: 
a. "He is a liar", 
b. in between, 
c. "Apparently he is misinformed". 
118. I feel some punishment is coming to me even· 
when I have do.ne nothing wrong. 
a. often, b. occasionally, c. never. 
119. The idea that sickness comes as much from 
mental as physical causes is much exaggerated. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
120. The pomp and splendour of any big state :cere-
mony are things which should be preserved. i 
a. yes, · b. in between, c. no. 
121. It bothers me if people think I am being too 
unconventional or odd. 
a. a lot, b. somewhat, c. not at all. 
122. In constructing something I would rather 
work: 
123. 
a. with a committee, 
b. uncertain, 
c. on my own. 
I have periods when it's hard to stop 
of self-pity. 
a. often, b. occasionally, c. never. 
a mood 
I 
i 
I 
! 
124. Often I get angry with people too quickly. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
' 
~ 
125. I cah always change old habits without diffi-
culty and without slipping back. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
(End, column 5 on answer sheet,) 
126. If the earnings were the same, I would rather 
be: 
a. a lawyer, 
1 b. uncertain, 
j c. a navigator or pilot. 
I 
127. ("Better" is to "worst" as "slower" is to: 
i a. fast, b, best, c. quickest. 
I 
128. I Which of the following should come next at the 
I 
129. 
130. 
131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
:. end of this row of letters: xooooxxoooxxx? 
I a. oxxx, b. ooxx, c. xooo. 
When the time comes for something I have 
planned and looked forward to, I occasionally 
l do not feel up to going. 
:a. true, b. in between, c. false. 
i I can work carefully on most things without 
1 being bothered by people making a lot of noise 
1around me. 
ia. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
I 
li occasionally tell strangers things that seem 
ito me important, regardless of whether they 
:ask about them. 
:Ia. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
I . spend much of_ my spare ~ime t~lking with 
tfnends about soc1al events enJoyed m the past. 
1a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
I , 
II enjoy doing "daring",foolhardy things "just [or fun". r· yes, b. in between, c. no. 
f find the sight of an untidy room very annoy-
~ng. 
P,. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
~ consider myself a very sociable, outgoing 
person. 
i;t. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
}n social contacts I: r show my emotions as I wish, 
~- in between, 
\' keep my emotions to myself. 
1 enjoy music that is: · 
l light, dry, and brisk, 
~· in between, . j' emotional and sentimental. 
I[ admire the beauty of a poem more than that 
M a well-made gun.·. 
I b . 4-· yes, . uncertam, c. no. 
8 
13 9. If a good remark of mine is passed by, I:: 
a. let it go, ' 
b. in between, 
c. give people a chance to hear it again. 
140. I would like to work as a probation officer with 
criminals on parole. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
141. One should be careful about mixing with all 
kinds of strangers, since there are dangers of 
infection and so on. 
a. yes, b, uncertain, c. no. 
142. In travelling abroad, I would rather go on an 
expertly conducted tour than plan by myself 
the places I wish to visit. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
143. I am properly regarded as only a plodding, 
half-successful person. 
144. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
If people take advantage of my 
do not resent it and I soon forget. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
friejldliness, I 
I 
i 
145. If a heated argument developed between other 
members taking part in a group discussion, I 
would: 
146. 
147. 
a. like to see a "winner", 
b. in between, 
c. wish that it would be smoothed over. 
I like to do my planning alone, without inter-
ruptions and suggestions from others. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
I sometimes let my actions get swayed by feel-
ings of jealousy. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
148. I believe firmly "the boss may not always be 
right, but he always has the right to be boss". 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 1 
I 
149. 
150. 
I get tense when I think of all the things lyingj 
ahead of me. 1 
a. yes, b. sometimes, c. no. ~ 
If people shout suggestions when I'm playingl 
a game, it doesn't upset me. r 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
(End, column 6 on answer sheet.) 
'' 
' ~51. 
152. 
I 
i 153. 
I ' 
"'' .55. 
-.56. 
157. 
.158. 
159. 
. so. 
161. 
162. 
- ------- -"16 3. 
.164. 
It~ would be more interesting to be: 
i • a., an artist, 
b.1 uncertain, 
c.\l a secretal'y running a club. 
W~ich of the following words does not properly 
belong with the others? 
a. \any, b. some, c. most. 
"fflame" is to "heat" as "rose" is to: 
i 
a. 'thorn, b. red petals, c. scent. 
I ave vivid dreams, disturbing my sleep. 
a. often, 
b. occasionally, 
c. practically never. 
I 
If I the odds ~re r~ally. again~t some:hing being 
a spccess, I sull believe m takmg the nsk. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
I ~m pleased when I know so well what the 
gr up has to do that I naturally become the one 
in ommand. 
a. ies, b. in between, c. no. 
I would rather dress with quiet correctness 
thap with eye-catching personal style. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
An' evening with a quiet hobby appeals to me 
more than a lively party. 
a. tfue, b. uncertain, c. false. 
I close my mind to well-meant suggestions of 
othfrS, even though I know I shouldn't. 
a. ofcasionally, b. hardly ever, c. never. 
I al}vays make it a point, in deciding anything, 
to rr:fer to basic rules of right and wrong. 
a. yfs, b. in between, c. no. 
I so:mewhat dislike having a group watch me at 
wor~. 
a. yts, b. in between, c. no. 
Bed.use it is not always possible to get things 
doni by gradual, reasonable methods, it is 
som times necessary to use force. 
a. trJ e, b. in between, c. false. 
In sohool I preferred (or prefer): 
a.lnglish, 
b. ncertain, 
c. \ athcmatics or arithmetic. 
I haJve sometimes been troubled by people 
sayin1g bad things abou:t me behind my back, 
with !no grounds at all. 
a. yeS, b. uncertain, c. no. 
I 
! 
9 
165. Discussions with ordinary, habit-bound, conven-
tional people: 
a. is often quite interesting and has a lot to it, 
b. in between, 
c. annoys me because it deals with trifles and 
lacks depth. 
166. Some things make me so angry that I find it 
best not to speak. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
167. In education, it is more important to: 
a. give the child enough affection, 
b. in between, 
c. have the child learn desirable habits and 
attitudes. 
168." People regard me as a solid, undisturb-ed person, 
unmoved by ups and downs in circums~ances. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. ' 
169. I think society should let reason lead it tb new 
customs and throw aside old habits ori mere 
traditions. j 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. J ! 
170. I think it is more important in the modern 
world to solve: 
a. the question of moral purpo,se, 
b. uncertain, 
c. the political difficulties. 
171. . I learn better by: 
a. reading a well-written book, 
b. in between, 
c. joining a group discussion. 
172. I like to go my own way instead of acting on 
approved rules. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
17 3. I like to wait till I am sure that what I am say-
ing is correct, before I put forth an argument. 
a. always, 
b. generally, 
c. only if it's practicable. 
174. Small things sometimes "get on my nerves" 
unbearably, though I realize they are trivial. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
17 5. I don't often say things on the spur of the 
moment th~t I greatly regret. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
(End, column 7 on answer sheet.) 
I 
I 
1. 
171' 
I 
\ 
! 
I 
177'1. 
I 
I • I 
I • I i ! I 
178f 
180.' 
181. 
I A 
-----1 '• 
I , 
i 
If asked to work with a charity drive, I would 
a. accept, 
b. uncertain, 
c. politely say I'm too busy. 
Which of the following words does not belong 
with the others? 
a. wide, b. zigzag, c. straight. 
"Soon" is to "never" as "near" is to: 
a. nowhere, b. far, c. away. 
If I make an awkward social mistake, I can 
soon forget it. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
I am known as an "ideas man" who almost 
always puts forward some ideas on a problem. 
' a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
I think I am better at showing: 
a. nerve in meeting challenges, 
b. uncertain, 
c. toleran<:e of other people's wishes. 
182. I am considered . a very enthusiastic person. 
a. yes, b~ in between, c. no. 
183. I like a job that offers change, variety, andf 
travel, even if it involves some danger. ! i 
a: yes, b. in between, c. no. I · 
184. I am a fairly strict person, insisting rn always! 
doing things as correctly as possible. i 
a. true, b. in between, c. false. t 
185. I enjoy work that requires conscie tious, exj 
. . i 
actmg skills. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
I'm the energetic type who keeps busy!. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 1 
186. 
187. 
. I 
I am sure there are no questiOns that I have 
missed or failed to answer properly. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
(End of test.) 
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